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Foreword

Product configuration is the task of composing product models of complex systems from parameterizable components in the mass-customization business model. This task demands for powerful knowledge representation formalisms and acquisition methods to capture the great variety and complexity of configurable product models. Furthermore, efficient reasoning methods are required to provide intelligent interactive behavior in configurator software, such as solution search, satisfaction of user preferences, personalization, optimization, diagnosis, etc.

The Configuration workshop is of interest for both, researchers working in the various fields of Artificial Intelligence as well as for industry representatives interested in the relationship between configuration technology and the business problem behind configuration and mass customization. It provides a forum for the exchange of ideas, evaluations, and experiences especially related to the use of Artificial Intelligence techniques in the configuration context.

This year’s workshop is organized within the International Conference on Principles and Practice of Constraint Programming (CP2016). It is still a two-day event that continues the series of 17 successful Configuration Workshops started at the AAAI’96 Fall Symposium and continued at IJCAI, AAAI, and ECAI conferences since 1999.

A total of 17 papers has been selected for presentation on the Configuration workshop 2016. The 18th International Configuration Workshop continues the concept of Best Paper Award introduced in the last edition. As it was done in 2015, the best paper is selected in a two-phase audience vote during the last session.

Élise Vareilles
July 2016
Recommendation for product configuration: an experimental evaluation

Hélène Fargier1 and Pierre-François Gimenez2 and Jérôme Mengin3

Abstract. The present work deals with the the recommendation of values in interactive configuration, with no prior knowledge of the user, but given a list of products previously configured and bought by other users ("sale histories"). The basic idea is to recommend, for a given variable at a given step of the configuration process, a value that has been chosen by other users in a similar context, where the context is defined by the variables that have already been decided, and the values that the current user has chosen for these variables. From this point, two directions have been explored. The first one is to select a set of similar configurations in the sale history (typically, the k closest ones, using a distance measure) and to compute the best recommendation from this set - this is the line proposed by [9]. The second one, that we propose here, is to learn a Bayesian network from the entire sample as model of the users' preferences, and to use it to recommend a pertinent value.

1 Introduction

In on-line sale contexts, one of the main limiting factors is the difficulty for the user to find product(s) that satisfy her preferences, and in an orthogonal way, the difficulty for the supplier to guide potential customers. This difficulty increases with the size of the e-catalog, which is typically large when the considered products are configurable. Such products are indeed defined by a finite set of components, options, or more generally by a set of variables (or "features"), the values of which have to be chosen by the user. The search space is thus highly combinatorial. It is generally explored following a step-by-step configuration session: at each step, the user freely selects a variable that has not been assigned yet, and chooses a value. Our issue is to provide such problems with a recommendation facility, by recommending, among the allowed values for the current variable, one which is most likely to suit the user.

The problem of providing the user with an item that fulfills her preferences has been widely studied, leading to the content-based and the collaborative filtering approaches, and every variation in between [1, 22, 17]. However, these solutions can’t deal with configurable products, e.g. cars, computers, kitchens, etc. The first reason is that the number of possible products is huge – exponential in the number of configuration variables. For instance, in the car configuration problem described in [4] the definition of "Traffic" delivery vans involves about 150 variables, and an e-catalog of 10^37 feasible versions. The second reason is that the recommendation task considered in interactive configuration problem is quite different from the one addressed in classical product recommendation: the system is not asked to recommend a product (a car) but a value for the variable selected by the user⁴. Finally, the third reason is that we cannot assume any prior knowledge about the user, nor about its buying habits - complex configurable products, like cars, are not bought so often by one individual. So we have no information about similarity between users (upon which collaborative filtering approaches are based) nor on the preferences of the current user (upon which content-based filtering approaches are based).

The present work deals with the the recommendation of values in interactive configuration, with no prior knowledge about the user, but given a list of products previously configured and bought by other users ("sale histories"). The basic idea is to recommend, for a given variable at a given step of the configuration process, a value that has been chosen by other users in a similar context, where the context is defined by the variables that have already been decided, and the values that the current user has chosen for these variables. From this point, two directions can be explored. The first one is to select a set of similar configurations in the sale history (typically, the k closest ones, using a distance measure) and to compute the best recommendation from this set - this is the line proposed by [9]. The second one, yet not explored is to learn a from the entire sample a model of the users’ preferences, e.g. a Bayesian net, and to use it to propose a pertinent value.

The paper is structured as follows: the basic notations are presented in Section 2. The next two sections present the two families of approaches that we have explored: Bayesian nets in Section 3 and k-closest neighbors in Section 4. They are experimentally compared and discussed in Section 5.

2 Background and notations

A configuration problem is defined by a set X of n discrete variables, each variable X taking its value in a finite domain X. A complete configuration is thus a tuple oe ∈ ∏x∈X X; we denote by Xn the set of all of them.

If W is a tuple of variables, W denotes the set of partial configurations ∏x∈W X; we will often denote such a partial configuration by the corresponding lower case letter w. Also, if W and V are two sets of variables, and if w ∈ W, then w[V] is the projection of w onto V ∩ W. Furthermore, if w ∈ W, w is said to be compatible with v if w[V ∩ W] = v[V ∩ W]; in this case we write w ~ v. Finally, in the case where w and v are compatible, we denote by w.v the tuple

⁴ Note that we are not concerned here with the choice of the variable – this choice is under the control of the user, not under the one of the recommender system. It is worthwhile noticing that the fact that the variables are considered and assigned in a free order forbids the use of techniques based on decision trees.
that extends \( w \) with values of \( v \) for variables in \( V \setminus W \) (equivalently, \( uv \) extends \( v \) with values of \( w \) for variables in \( W \setminus V \)).

Not all combinations represent feasible products, because of some possible feasibility or marketing constraints; let \( \mathcal{P} \) be the subset of \( \mathcal{X} \) that represent feasible products. In practice, the set \( \mathcal{P} \) is still a huge set.

In interactive configuration problems, the user builds the product she is interested in through a variable by variable interaction. At each step, let \( \text{Assigned} \) be the set of variables for which she has already chosen values, \( u \) be the tuple values assigned to these variables and \( \text{UnAssigned} \) the set of free variables; then the user freely selects the next variable to be assigned (we denoted \( \text{Next} \) this variable). The system then has to:

- Compute the set of admissible values for \( \text{Next} \): it is the set of values \( v \in \text{Next} \) such that there is at least one feasible product \( o \in \mathcal{P} \) with this combination of values, that is \( o[\text{Next}] = v \) and \( o[\text{Assigned}] = u \). The computation of this set has been studied elsewhere [3, 15, 16, 6].
- Propose a recommended value for \( \text{Next} \), chosen among the admissible values.

The computation of a pertinent recommendation is the topic of the present work.

The recommendation of feature values, when any, is often limited to the proposition of a default value, generally the one advised by the seller in a static way or through a set of rules. Other approaches are based on similarity measures and propose to determine the k-nearest neighbor configuration that are similar to the current set of user requirements. These type of approaches support the idea that the user sets her most important requirements and let the system complete the configuration but seldom takes place in a process of interactive configuration (the reader shall consult [13] for a survey about recommendation technologies for configurable product).

In the context considered by this paper, sales histories are available, on which the system can rely to base its recommendation. Formally, a sale history is a (multi) set \( \mathcal{H} \subseteq \mathcal{X} \) of complete configurations that correspond to products that have been bought by past users (thus they are feasible, i.e. belong to \( \mathcal{P} \)). In the sequel, for a partial configuration \( u \), \#(\( u \)) will denote the number of configurations in \( \mathcal{H} \) that extend \( u \).

3 Recommendation with Bayesian networks

Users have different preferences, depending on the taste and the environment of the user, which make them prefer different products - hence a large variety of products in the histories. We do not have any information about their taste, nor do we use any information about their environment. Instead, it can be assumed that there is a ground probability distribution \( p \) over the set of complete configurations (i.e. the space of all feasible products), indicating how likely it is that each object is the one that the current user prefers. This probability may depend on her personality, and on her current environment, but it can be assumed that the sales history gives a good approximation of that probability distribution: the configured products eventually bought by the past users are the one they prefer.

Therefore, if \( \text{Next} \) is the next variable to be assigned a value, and if \( u \) is the vector of values that have been chosen for the variables already decided, we propose to estimate, for each possible value \( v \) for \( \text{Next} \), the marginal conditional probability \( p(\text{Next} = v \mid \text{Assigned} = u) \); it is the marginal probability that \( \text{Next} \) has value \( v \) in the most preferred product of the current user, given the choices that she made so far; hence we can recommend the most probable value (among the admissible ones):

\[
\arg\max_{v \in \text{Next}} p(\text{Next} = v \mid \text{Assigned} = u).
\]

The idea of our work is that the sale history is a sample of \( \mathcal{X} \) according to the unknown distribution \( p \), that we can use to estimate probabilities. A first, naive method to compute \( p(v \mid u) \) would be to count the proportion of \( v \) within the sold products that verify \( u \). Even if this idea works for small \( u \)’s, after a few steps the number of products that verify \( u \) would be too low and the computations would not be reliable enough (and even impossible when no product in the history verifies \( u \)). Hence the idea of learning, off-line, a Bayesian network from the data set and to use it, on-line, during the step-by-step configuration session: the user defines a partial configuration \( u \) by assigning some variables and chooses a variable \( \text{Next} \) : the recommendation task consists in computing the marginal \( p(\text{Next} \mid \text{Assigned} = u) \) and recommending the user with the value of \( \text{Next} \) that maximizes this probability.

3.1 Bayesian networks

A Bayesian network (BN) [21] over set of variables \( \mathcal{X} \) is defined by a directed acyclic graph (DAG) over a \( \mathcal{X} \), and a set of local conditional probability tables (CPT), one for each variable of \( \mathcal{X} \). If \( \mathcal{N} \) denotes a Bayesian network, for \( X \in \mathcal{X} \) we denote by \( p_{\mathcal{N}}(X) \) the set of parents of \( X \) in the graph; the local probability table associated to \( X \) specifies the probability \( p_{\mathcal{N}}(X = x \mid u) \) for every \( x \in \mathcal{X} \) and every \( u \in p_{\mathcal{N}}(x) \); if \( U \) denotes the parents of \( X \), we denote the table associated to \( X \) by \( \Theta_{\mathcal{N}}(X \mid U) \).

A Bayesian network \( \mathcal{N} \) uniquely defines a probability distribution \( p_{\mathcal{N}} \) over \( \mathcal{X} \): the probability of a complete configuration \( o \in \mathcal{X} \) is

\[
p_{\mathcal{N}}(o) = \prod_{X \in \mathcal{X}} \Theta_{\mathcal{N}}(o[X] \mid o[p_{\mathcal{N}}(X)]) = \prod_{X \in \mathcal{X}} \Theta_{\mathcal{N}}(X, o).
\]

Example 1. Consider following Bayesian network:

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
A & \to & C & \to \ E \\
B & \to & D & \to F
\end{array}
\]

The probability of a configuration \( abdcef \) can be computed as:

\[
\Theta(a)\Theta(c \mid a)\Theta(e \mid c)\Theta(f \mid cf)\Theta(d \mid cf)\Theta(b \mid ad)
\]

and \( \Theta(D, abdce) \) is defined to be \( \Theta(D \mid cf) \).

In the sequel, we will often omit the subscript \( \mathcal{N} \) when there is no ambiguity.

3.2 Learning a Bayesian network

The learning of Bayesian networks from data proceeds in two steps: finding the structure of the network, i.e. of the DAG underlying the Bayesian network and then its parameters, i.e. the conditional probabilities table. Both aim at maximizing likelihood estimates, i.e. the probability of observing the given set.

Since learning the most probable a posteriori Bayesian network from data is an NP-hard problem [7], heuristic strategies had to be found. There are two main families of approaches in structure learning: the score-based ones and the constraint-based ones.
The formers search for a network that maximizes a score pointing out to what extend the network fits the data [8]. The score may be a Bayesian function, such as Bayesian Dirichlet scores (analysed in [12]), or come from information theory, such as the Bayesian Information Criterion [23] or the Akaikie Information Criterion [2].

The latter approach looks for conditional independences, through independence tests, assuming the faithfulness of the network to learn. An early example is the Inductive Causation algorithm of Pearl [27]; a more recent one is PC [25]. Finally, hybrid method exist, such as MMHC [26], that learns the undirected structure of the network with a constraint-based approach (named MMPC) and then orients the edge of the DAG with a score-based method. Another example is Sparse Candidate (SC) [14].

3.3 Computing marginals

The computation of the posterior marginal probability \( p(\text{Assigned} \mid \text{Next}) \) is a classical task of Bayesian inference. In general, it is broken down into computations of two separate prior marginals, since, by definition \( p(\text{Next} \mid \text{Assigned}) = p(\text{Next} \land \text{Assigned})/p(\text{Assigned}) \).

Recall that, for a given configuration \( o \), \( p(o) \) is defined to be the product of local, conditional probabilities that correspond to \( o \) in the CPT’s of the network. Then, given a variable \( X \subseteq \mathcal{X} \) and a partial configuration \( x \in \mathcal{X} \), the marginal probability \( p(x) \) is the sum of the probabilities of the complete configurations that extend \( x \):

\[
p(x) = \sum_{w \in \mathcal{X} \mid w[X] = x} \sum_{y \in \mathcal{X} \mid y \in \mathcal{X}} \prod_{w \in \mathcal{X} \mid w[X] = x} \Theta(w[y] \mid w[Pa_{\mathcal{X}}(y)]).
\]

Computing such prior marginals is known to be an NP-hard problem when \( p \) is represented by a Bayesian network [10]– the size of the formula can grow exponentially fast with the number of variables. Exact inference algorithms, such as variable elimination [28], value elimination [5], jointree algorithms [19], cutset conditioning [20], recursive conditioning [11], work by breaking down this sum-product formula, into sub-sums and sub-products. These algorithms have a worst-case time complexity exponential with respect to the treewidth of the network. Variable elimination and jointree methods [19] are costly in space while recursive conditioning allows any-space inference and can be polynomial in space. Even if they target a NP-hard task, the algorithms are efficient enough on real world benches to allow an on-line use.

3.4 Recommendation using Naive Bayesian Networks

In a Naive Bayesian network, one central variable (the one on which inference is to be made) is targeted and the others are assumed independent from each other conditionally to this variable of interest. A naive Bayesian network is therefore a Bayesian network the structure of which is a tree, and where the variable of interest (in our case, Next) is the parent of every other variables (in our case, the variables in Assigned). For any value \( v \) of Next and any assignment \( u \) of Assigned, we know that \( P(v|u) \) is proportional to \( P(v|u) \); under the strong assumptions of a naive Bayesian network:

\[
P(v|u) \propto P(v) \prod_{X \in \text{Assigned}} P(u[X] \mid v)
\]

So we will recommend the value \( v \) that maximizes

\[
P(v|u) \propto P(v) \prod_{X \in \text{Assigned}} P(u[X] \mid v)
\]

Since the variable we are recommending a value for depends on the configuration process, we would need a naive Bayesian network for every variable: to recommend a value for Next, we would use the naive Bayesian network for which Next is the variable of interest. The computation of the networks is preprocessed: (all) the prior distributions \( P(X) \) and (all) the conditional tables \( P(Y \mid X) \) (i.e., potentially all the naive Bayesian networks) are computed off line, before the configuration process, from the sample:

\[
P(X = x) = \frac{\#(x)}{|H|} \text{ for each } X \in \mathcal{X}
\]

\[
P(Y = y \mid X = x) = \frac{\#(x,y) + 1}{\#(x) + |Y|} \text{ for each pair } X, Y \in \mathcal{X}
\]

The (pre)computation of \( n \) prior tables and \( n^2 \) conditional probability tables are thus sufficient to make a prediction for any variable at any moment.

The strong assumptions of naive Bayesian networks is generally inconsistent: when we want to recommend a value for Next, we assume that all the variables in Assigned are conditionally independent given Next. In spite of this naive and strong assumption, they are efficient enough for some applications. Among their qualities, they are easy to learn and easily scalable, requiring a number of parameters quadratic in the number of variables.

4 \( k \)-nearest neighbor

In [9], three algorithms are proposed that are based on the selection of a neighborhood: rather than computing the preference from the entire sample, the system should focus on sold configurations that are similar to the present one - i.e. use the \( k \) nearest neighbors. All the methods proposed in [9] are based on the Hamming distance: namely, given an assignment \( u \) of Assigned, and a complete configuration \( w \), \( d(u, w) \) counts the number of variables in Assigned on which the two configurations disagree:

\[
d(u, w) = |\{ x \in \text{Assigned} \mid u[x] \neq w[x] \}|
\]

At each step, these methods first selects the set \( N(k, u) \) of the \( k \)-nearest neighbors of the current partial configuration \( u \), and compute the recommendation on this basis.

4.1 Weighted Majority Voter

The simplest algorithm is the Weighted Majority Voter, which predicts the value of Next on the basis of a weighted majority vote of the \( k \) nearest neighbors. The weight of a configuration \( v \) in \( N(k, u) \) is set equal to the degree of similarity between this configuration and the current one, \( u \), i.e. the number of variables that are given the same value by both:

\[
weight(u, w) = |\{ X \in \text{Assigned} \mid u[X] = w[X] \}|
\]

The recommended value for Next is chosen among the ones that are authorized by the constraints by maximizing:

\[
\text{vote}(v) = \sum_{w \in N(k, u) \mid w[\text{Next}] = v} weight(u, w)
\]
4.2 Most Popular Choice

Most Popular Choice predicts the most popular (actually, the most probable) extension of the current configuration, \( u \), from the knowledge of the closed neighbors and recommends the value supported by this configuration. It holds that, for any full configuration \( uw \) that extends \( u \), \( P(uw) = P(u|w)P(w) \). [9] make the assumption that the variables that have not been assigned are mutually independent, and that the ones that are assigned are independent from one another given \( u \). Hence we have:

\[
P(uw) = \Pi_{x \in X \setminus \text{Assigned}} P(w[X]) . \Pi_{x \in \text{Assigned}} P(u[X]|w)
\]

The probabilities are estimated from the \( k \) nearest neighbors of \( u \):

- for \( X \in X \setminus \text{Assigned} \) and \( x \in X \):

\[
P(x) = \frac{1}{k} \{|w' \in N(k,u), w[X] = x\};
\]

- for \( X \in \text{Assigned} \) and \( x \in X \), let \( N(k,u,w) \) be the set of neighbors of \( u \) that agree with \( w \) on \( X \); \( N(k,u,w) = \{w' \in N(k,u), w'[\text{Assigned}] = w[\text{Assigned}]\} \), then \( P(x|w) \) is the fraction of \( N(k,u,w) \) that have value \( x \), with a kind of \( m \)-estimate correction since \( N(k,u,w) \) may be empty:

\[
P(x|w) = \frac{|\{w' \in N(k,u,w), w'[X] = x\}| + 1}{|N(k,u,w)| + k}
\]

The value recommended for variable \( \text{Next} \) is the one prescribed by the \( w \) that maximizes \( P(uw) \). The drawback of this method is that nothing guarantees that the value computed is compatible with \( u \) according to the constraint.

4.3 Naive Bayes Voter

The Naive Bayes Voter is similar to the Naive Bayes method proposed in Section 3.4, with the difference that it uses the \( k \) nearest neighbors to build a naive Bayes network. Since these neighbors depend on the current configuration, is not possible to preprocess the computation of the probability table - this approach may be much slower than the classical naive Bayes.

5 Experiments

The approaches proposed in this paper have been tested on a case study of three sales histories provided by Renault, a French automobile manufacturer. [5] These data sets, named “small”, “medium” and “big”, are genuine sales histories - each of them corresponds to a configurable car, and each example in the set corresponds to a configuration of this car which has been sold:

- dataset “small” has 48 variables and 27088 examples.
- dataset “medium” has 44 variables and 14786 examples.
- dataset “big” has 87 variables and 17724 examples.

Most of the variables are binary, but not all of them.

We used the R package *blearn* to learn the Bayesian networks [24] - more precisely, we used Hill Climbing (HC) to learn the two datasets of about 50 variables (small and medium) and MMHC to learn the big dataset of about 90 variables. The average number of products of a node in the obtained BN is about 1.17, 1.02 and 0.98 - for small, medium and big, respectively. As to Bayesian inference, we used the jointree algorithm provided by the library *Bayes* [18]. We implemented the Naive Bayes approach and the algorithms based on the \( k \) nearest neighbors (\( k \) is set to 20 in the experiments reported here; other values of \( k \) do not improve the results).

5.1 Experimental protocol

We used a two-folds cross-validation: each dataset has been cut by half, an algorithm learns with one half (which constitute the sale history) and is tested with the other (which can be view as a set of online configuration sessions).

The protocol is described in Algorithm 1. Each test is a simulation of a configuration session, i.e. a sequence of variable-value assignments. In real life, a genuine variable ordering was used by the user for her configuration session and the different sessions generally obey different variable orderings. Unfortunately, the histories provided by Renault describe sales histories only, i.e. sold products, and not the sequence of configuration in each session. That is why we generate a session session for each product \( P \) in the test set by randomly ordering its variable-value assignments. Then, for each variable-value assignment \( (X, x) \) in this sequence, the recommender is asked for a recommendation for \( X \), say \( r \); \( r \) may be equal to \( x \) or not, if \( r \) more probable than \( x \) according the inference process; then \( X \) is set to \( x \). We consider a recommendation as correct if the recommended value is the one of \( X \) in the product \( P \) (i.e. if \( r = x \)). Any other value is be considered as incorrect.

The recommendation algorithm is evaluated by (i) the time needed for computing the recommendations and (ii) its success rate, obtained by counting the number of correct and incorrect recommendations.

5.2 Oracle

In order to easily interpret the results of the cross-validation, we propose to compute the highest success rate attainable for the test set. If we where using an algorithm that already knows the testing set, it would use the probability distribution estimated from this testing set. Therefore it would recommend for the variable \( \text{Next} \), given the assigned values \( u \), the most probable value of \( X \) in the subset of products, in the test set, that respect \( u \). More precisely, for any \( x \) in the domain of \( \text{Next} \), it would estimate \( p(x|u) \) as \( #(ux)/#(u) \). Notice that \( #(u) \) is never equal to zero, since the test set contains

\[5\] available at http://www.irit.fr/~Helene.Fargier/BR4CP/benches.html
Algorithm 1: Protocol for evaluating value recommendation in interactive configuration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm 1: Protocol for evaluating value recommendation in interactive configuration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Input:</strong> The training set ( H_{tr} ) and the testing set ( H_{test} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Output:</strong> The success rate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

```algorithm
main :
  learning of \( H_{tr} \)
  success ← 0
  error ← 0
  Assigned ← ∅
  for each \( P \in H_{test} \) do
    session ← randomly order the variable-value assignments in \( P \)
    Assigned ← ∅
    for each \((\text{Next}, x)\) ∈ session do
      \( r \leftarrow \text{recommended value for Next given Assigned} \)
      if \( r = x \) then increment success by 1
      else increment error by 1
      Assigned ← Assigned ∪ \{(\text{Next}, x)\}
  return success/(success + error)
```

at least one product consistent with \( u \) : the one corresponding to the current session. It is an algorithm overfitted to the testing set.

We call this algorithm “Oracle”. Its success rate is higher than the one of any other strategy. Its success rate isn’t 100% since there is an intrinsic variability in the users (otherwise only one product would be sold . . .). The success rate of the “Oracle” is generally not attainable by the other algorithms, because the “Oracle” has access to the testing set, what is obviously not the case of the algorithms we evaluate.

5.3 Results

The experiment have been made on a computer with a quad-core processor i5-3570 at 3.4Ghz, using a single core. All algorithms are written in Java, and the Java Virtual Machine used was OpenJDK.

Success rate

Figures 2, 3 and 4 give the success rate of the pure BN-based approach (BN and Naive Bayes) on the one hand, and of the methods based on \( k \) closest neighbors on the other hand, on our configuration instances. The experiment is completed with the application of the configuration protocol on classical Bayesian networks benchmarks [24]. The oracle is given as an ideal line.

It appears that on the configuration instances, the pure naive based approach, which makes very strong independence assumptions, has a low success rate (this error rate is bad also on classical BN benchmarks). This is not surprising, since the variables are not independent from one another, at least because of the constraints. The independence assumptions at work in the methods based on the \( k \) closest neighbors are in a sense less drastic, since the distance used to select the neighborhood implicitly captures some dependencies.

On configuration problems, 3 methods are have very good results: Classical Bayes Net, Naive Bayes Voter and Most Popular Choice. Their success rate is very good (only a few points from the Oracle).

The gap with the Oracle gets larger when the number of assigned variables increases: the Oracle’s performance becomes less and less attainable. Indeed, the prediction of the Oracle relies on the testing sample, that includes the product of the ongoing configuration. When few variables are instantiated, the Oracle uses a rather big subsample to make its estimation. When a lot of variables are instantiated, the Oracle uses a small subsample, so small that sometimes it contains only the ongoing configuration. In this case, the Oracle can’t make a bad recommendation. This can be interpreted as overfitting, since the Oracle is tested on the sample it learned. This phenomena is essentially visible with the dataset “big”, because it has more variables that “small” or “medium”.

Classical Bayes is the more accurate method on BN instances we tested (hailfinder, alarm, child, insurance, see e.g. Figure 5 for the insurance bench), which is not surprising either, because the network learnt precisely captures the independencies (the sample is perfectly faithful to the BN). But the Naive Bayes Voter and Most Popular Choice do not perform so bad on these instances, from which it can be concluded that these approaches capture a great part of the dependencies, even not explicitly.

CPU time

The CPU time (see Figures 2, 3 and 4) clearly breaks the set of algorithms in two groups: the ones that learn, off-line, the dependencies from the entire data set and the ones that compute a new neighborhood at each step.

The former group of method are one order of magnitude quicker than the latter on the small and medium instances (and some times two: Weighted Majority voter, which has good performances in terms of prediction, is much slower). This is explained by the time needed to extract the \( k \) best neighbors before computing the recommendation. On the other hand, this time is not too sensitive to the size of the problem - it remains low on the big instance.

One can check that on this data set, which corresponds to a real world application, the CPU times of all the method tested are compatible with an on line use, with less than 10 ms in any case. Unsurprisingly, the approximation by a naive Bayesian net is the one that run the fastest (less than 0.05 ms in any case). The time need by Classical Bayesian Nets is in the same order of magnitude, less than 0.1 ms, for the small and medium data set. It stays under 0.25 ms for the big data set.

Influence of the sample’s size

The drawback of the methods based on a neighborhood is that their performances seem to depend on the size of the original sample: the greater, the better the prediction but the higher the time needed to make it. To confirm this, we performed another experiment, varying the size of the sample (from the full sample to a sample containing only \( \frac{1}{10} \) of the original one).

This of course leads to an improvement of the performances in terms of CPU and space, but also to a strong degradation of the accuracy. As a matter of fact, on the small data set, the handling by Most Popular Choice of a sample of \( \frac{1}{10} \) of the original one needs twice less time, but the error rate stay over a 9% line (instead of an average of 4%). Naive Bayes Voter and Classical Bayesian Networks are more resistant: for Naive Bayes Voter the time for handling a sample of \( \frac{1}{10} \) of the original one is divided by 3, with an error rate staying over a 8% line (instead of an average of 5%).
Figure 2. Average error rate and time on dataset “small”

Figure 3. Average error rate and time on dataset “medium”

Figure 4. Average error rate and time on dataset “big”
Figure 5. Average error rate and time on dataset “insurance”

Figure 6. Average error rate and time of Most Popular Choice on dataset “small”, varying the size of the sample

Figure 7. Average error rate and time of Naive Bayes Voter on dataset “small”, varying the size of the sample
6 Conclusion

This paper has proposed the use of Bayesian nets as a new approach to the problem of value recommendation in interactive product configuration.

Our experiments on real world datasets show that Bayesian Nets are compatible with an on-line context. Classical Bayesian Nets have a success rate close to the best possible one. The naive Bayes approximation is average (about 10% of error, i.e. twice the minimal error) but very quick. The other approaches proposed by the literature (Naive Bayes Voter and Most Popular Voter) have a success rate similar to the one of Classical Bayesian Nets, and a CPU time that is independent on the size of the instance (1 to 5 ms) - but strongly depend on the size of the sample. They are outperformed by Bayesian net on configuration instances on reasonable size and of course on classical Bayesian benches. We shall thus conclude in favor of the approach based on Bayesian net learning for problems with a large sample but a limited memory resource keeping in mind that naive Bayes shall be an alternative on situations involving very big instances and a very limited memory resource. When it is possible to explicitly memorize the sample, the high accuracy of methods based on a subsample of close neighbors constitute a simple and accurate solution.
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Recommending and Configuring Smart Home Installations
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Abstract. In this paper the Casa Vecchia smart home planning and configuration system is presented. This knowledge-based application was developed with the goal to support inhabitants of private households in the technical enhancement of their homes. The Casa Vecchia project, in the context of which the presented system was developed, was a longitudinal field study in the research area of active and assisted living (AAL). In a four years period 20 households of elderly people in the rural area of Carinthia, Austria were equipped with smart home technology and the inhabitants’ experiences with the technology were researched. Results from the project with regard to needs and requirements for household smartness motivated the development of the system presented in this paper. The system is consisting of a recommender component which demonstrates the possibilities and benefits of smart home technology on a general level, and a configurator component which is able to deal with specific characteristics of living environments allowing for an individual and custom design of smart home systems.

1 Introduction

Fast technological progress has an impact on all areas of life, also in the residential sector and the average dweller is overwhelmed by the possibilities to enhance a home with smart technology, these are systems or components which provide an enhanced level of functionality. They can be, for example, remotely controlled, programmed, combined with other components and integrated into other systems. Today a multitude of smart devices for the home is available, but as [19] points out, a decision is not easier by default, when the number of alternatives to choose from is high. Considering the potential dangers, such as having to deal with a patchwork of incompatible subsystems, which [14] labeled the remote control anarchy, it is not surprising that the spread of smart technologies in the private residential sector stays behind expectations up to now. In the professional building sector, smart technology has been more successful. This is probably related to a crucial difference between the public and the private building sector. In the public and industrial building sector, initial installations, changes and enhancements of smart components are typically neither decided and planned nor installed by the users themselves. The basic infrastructures are in the responsibility of professionals, and maintained by qualified personnel, taking into consideration suitability, compatibility issues, etc. Decisions about technical enhancements of private homes are typically made by the inhabitants or they are at least involved in them. But in general, this group of people is characterized by a low level of expertise and knowledge with regard to state-of-the-art technology and by a limited willingness to invest efforts, both contributing to bounded rationality [21]. This problem domain therefore constitutes a promising application area for recommendation and configuration technologies [6].

In regard to the problem raised, home owners or tenants today are in a difficult situation. If they are interested in the possibilities of smart technology, they have to collect information which typically is distributed over online and offline resources. To be able to understand if such technology is applicable to their own needs and living circumstances, the existing resources are not appropriate. They are, for example, based on simulations of possible functions and features demonstrated by generic depictions of living environments. It is difficult for technical lay persons to map the presented features to their own needs. To get more precise and serious information, experts have to be consulted. The related efforts could involve inestimable costs, either in terms of financial investments, expenditure of time or both. An appropriate software tool could, on the one hand, support users in learning about the potential benefits and costs of smart home technology. This could be based on, for instance, general examples of what the technology is capable of and in this way support preference construction [20]. This is partly covered by existing sources. What is missing is, on the other hand, a tool that is able to demonstrate benefits and possibilities of smart technology to a user in an individualized and customized manner.

To be able to cover both aspects, an appropriate tool has to consist of two parts, whereas the general benefits of smart technology can be conveyed by recommender technology. To illustrate possibilities for particular living environments, configuration technologies can be used, which are able to deal with, for example, custom product features and connectivity issues. The approach presented in this paper is emphasising the necessity of a combined approach to support users in questions and problems related to smart technology for their homes. It is an outcome of Casa Vecchia [12], a research project performed in the domain of active and assisted living (AAL). Casa Vecchia constituted a longitudinal field study focusing on the possibilities of smart home technology in a specific field of application. Within the project it was investigated if and how smart technology can support elderly people in rural areas to manage their lives more independently and with an enhanced level of comfort. Around twenty households in the federal state of Carinthia, Austria, inhabited by elderly people in different family constellations were part of the project for the period of four years. The households were equipped with sets of smart components, the participants were observed in using them...
and also frequently interviewed regarding their experiences. In order to equip the participants’ households with appropriate smart technology, contextual inquiries [2] were conducted and numerous planning and design meetings were carried out. The involved efforts, the planning, design and installation of the customized smart systems could only be realized in a small number of locations. This led to the idea to automate and computerize the process to have the possibility to address broader shares of prospective users in the future. The result was an initial version of the Casa Vecchia home planning and configuration system developed with the goal to support the systematic planning of a smart home system for private households, considering the individual requirements of inhabitants as well as the infrastructural characteristics and constraints of their respective living environment.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we discuss work related to the application of intelligent systems in the context of smart homes. In Section 3.1 we introduce basic functionalities of the recommender part of the system and also present examples of the corresponding user interface. Thereafter, in Section 3.2 we provide a detailed insight into our smart home configuration tool. With Section 4 the paper is concluded.

## 2 Related Works on Intelligent Systems in Smart Homes

Decision support systems or recommendation technologies are already used in a variety of contexts. Different approaches are the basis of concepts such as collaborative filtering [18], content-based filtering [15] and knowledge-based recommender systems [4]. However, only a few research works address recommendation technology in the context of smart homes, for example [10] propose the usage of collaborative filtering in (professional) building automation. Knowledge-based approaches, cf. e.g. [8], have been used to support users in smart homes by recommending actions based on historical activity data, [13] illustrate the possibilities of recommender technologies to manage digital contents and services. The applicability of a specific type of recommender technology, however, depends on the problem to be solved. A hybrid approach to address this aspect was proposed by [11], which is based on the combination of different recommendation technologies that can be individually applied depending on the problem at hand. For example, advises for saving energy can be given on the basis of collaborative filtering whereas critical incidents (such as the detection of smoke or fire) are resolved with knowledge-based methods. Summarizing, related work has a strong focus on the application of recommendation technology as enhancement of smart home systems that are already available to their users. The problem domain addressed in this paper is the phase of planning and designing such a system.

Collaborative and content-based filtering approaches are not applicable to this domain due to the fact that the required rating data are not available in an appropriate granularity. Typically, people do not install smart home equipment very frequently. For this reason a knowledge-based approach was chosen which calculates recommendations on the basis of a predefined set of recommendation rules (constraints) rather than on the basis of rating information. One of the challenges is the variety of smart home systems and components, which has to be considered in the development of such knowledge base. This challenge could be addressed by the identification of commonalities of smart systems and components available on the market, for example, in regard to the needs the systems are covering. A basic taxonomy was created by forming categories on the basis of such needs. Related work to build upon has been done, for example, by [16]. The classes of needs the authors differentiate are entertainment, surveillance and access control, energy management, home automation, assistive computing, and health care. In the work of [9] comfort, autonomy enhancement, and emergency assistance are differentiated and [1] distinguish between the quality of living, reducing costs, or providing services for health care. Based on the related work the following categories of needs were seen to be relevant in regard to smart technology:

- **Controllability:** Remote control, combined switching of devices to support certain scenarios, e.g. watching TV (close blinds, dim lights, switch on TV).
- **Cost saving:** Reduction of energy consumption by identifying devices currently not in use. Automatic control of devices based on time parameters or sensor data (e.g., no activity recognized for 10 minutes → switch off lights in the respective room).
- **Health support:** Controlling devices which are hard to reach, specifically of interest for people with movement restrictions. Remote health status monitoring by the observation and analysis of activity data.
- **Improving Safety/Security:** Access control by auto-lock mechanisms. Automatic switch-off of potentially dangerous devices (e.g., electric stove, iron). Alerting functions when inhabitants are not at home but activity is recognized.

The second dimension used for forming categories is based on the characteristics of components smart home systems are consisting of. Although providing a high variety of functions and being based on different technical features (e.g., connection via radio, bus or power line) and form factors, the components can be condensed into basic categories based on their features. The categories presented in the following are based on a scheme proposed by [7]:

- **Sensors:** Measuring data or status in the environment they are installed in, e.g. motion sensors.
- **Actuators:** Triggering events on the environment they are installed in, e.g. remote controls.
- **Input Devices:** Providing the possibility to interact with the system on a higher level, e.g. desktop computers, tablets, smart phones.
- **Output Devices:** Enabling the observation of the system’s status and the notification of users, for example, embedded computers or environmental displays.
- **Gateway Components:** Building a central point of communication with and between other devices and offering the possibility of parameterization, configuration, and programming.

The features of the two categorization schemes are included in the knowledge base [4] and cross-linked. For example, if a user is interested in enhancing security (need category: Security), this can be managed by observing corresponding devices.

## 3 Overview of the Smart Home Installation System

The Casa Vecchia smart home planning and design system consists of a recommender and a configurator part. The user is guided through the problem domain, whereas the first (recommender) part is focused on informing the user about the general possibilities of smart home technology and the elicitation of preferences. Based on the preselections made in these initial steps, the configurator enables users to customize a smart home system for their individual living circumstances and needs.
3.1 Casa Vecchia Recommender

After a welcome screen explaining the goal and introducing the upcoming dialogue, the users have to select smart features which are of highest interest for them (see Figure 1). The aspects the recommender part of the system deals with are related to the categories described above and consisting of the following elements:

- **Major interests/goals**: Security, energy, control
- **Technical Requirements**: Stability, emission, ease of installation, installation costs, maintenance efforts.
- **Building characteristics**: Apartment or detached family house, one or more floors.
- **Scope of planned efforts**: Initial installation in a new building, comprehensive renovation, partial modernization, do-it-yourself enhancement.

The recommender takes into account the elements, rules, and constraints in the knowledge base and assures that only information appropriate to the context is presented. The initial dialogue is - depending on the selections made in the previous steps - consisting of 5 steps on average. The primary goal of this stage is to point out potentials of smart home technology in general, to elicit needs and to support the construction of preferences in the sense of [20].

The selections made by the users influence the procedures in the back end of the system and the components recommended at the end of the process. For example, if the user states that his living environment only has one floor, stair elements are not shown in the configuration phase.

In this phase the selection of criteria is not limited, potential conflicts are pointed out but not corrected. This is because the user can always change settings during the dialogue. If conflicts persist until the end of the dialogue, they are explained and resolved.

3.2 Casa Vecchia Configurator

After having completed the recommendation part the user is guided to the configuration part of the system. The transition is visually emphasized by a change from a text-based to a graphical interface, the latter enabling the users to sketch the floor plan of their living environments with drag&drop (see Figure 2). The users can use simplified design elements to sketch a variety of rectangular floor plans. In this way rooms, hallways and stairs can be sketched and doors or windows can be positioned. After having finished sketching the floor plan with the basic elements and having labeled the rooms, the next step is to position devices that are currently present in the user’s home (3). This constitutes an important advantage of our approach. It is not necessary for the user to identify whether a smart component is available or appropriate for his or her purposes, but the configurator automatically identifies appropriate smart components on the basis of the user’s preferences (energy saving, safety, etc.), the floor plan and the devices the user has positioned. This functionality is based on rules implemented in the knowledge base. Examples for such rules are:

On Building Level:

- Electric smog is an issue (=yes) ⇒ smart-home-system-type (=wired)
- Low price relevant (=yes) ⇒ smart-home-system-type (=wireless)

if Electric smog is an issue (=yes) and Low price relevant (=yes) ⇒ conflict

Figure 1. Example screens of the recommender part of the system, illustrating the criteria that can be selected by the user. The pop-up depicted in the third screen shows an example of a potential conflict.
Figure 2. Example screens of the configurator interface. In the top part of the figure, the first screen of a user tutorial is shown. In the tutorial the essential steps of the configurator are demonstrated. The second screen shows a help pop-up which can be accessed via the question mark symbol positioned next to each element. Screens three and four on the bottom show different stages of floor plan design.

On Room Level (e.g. Kitchen):

Goal.Security (yes) and Electric stove (yes) ⇒ stove-sensor (yes) and stove-actuator (yes) and kitchen-smoke-detector (yes)

Goal.Support (yes) and Fridge (yes) ⇒ fridge-door-contact (yes)

Goal.Comfort (yes) and Automated Lights (yes) ⇒ lights-actuator (yes) and motion-sensor (yes)

In the phase of configuration potential conflicts are identified and advises to resolve them [5] are given. As an example, the requirement of high stability leads to the recommendation of a wired system whereas requiring a low price would result in the recommendation of a wireless system. In this case the user is informed about the conflict as well as possibilities to resolve it. Other possible conflicts / constraints that can occur are, for example:

Conflict 1: Remote control AND saving energy
Remote control requires the system running 24/7 which contradicts the need of energy saving. This can be resolved in different ways, either totally (remote control or energy saving) or partly (permanent operation of specific components only, e.g. heating).

Conflict 2: No electric smog AND low price
Low emission can only be ensured with a wired system. This is more expensive than the wireless alternative and causes higher installation costs. This could be resolved by either accepting a higher emission or higher costs.

Conflict 3: Remote support AND privacy/security concerns
Support from outside can be provided only if the system is allowed to distribute data. If privacy is important, this form of support might be problematic. The conflict can be resolved, for example, by emphasizing that transferred data is encrypted and only available to a predefined group of persons.

4 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, the Casa Vecchia smart home planning and configuration system was presented which constitutes a combination of recommendation and configuration technologies. The target user group is private home owners or tenants who could, due to missing domain knowledge, benefit from a system supporting profound decisions related to the technological enhancement of the home. Such a system has to provide both, an adequate knowledge base which is able to match user needs to the functional range of smart home components and the possibility of customizing smartness to an individual living environment. The prototype system presented in this paper was initially developed by [17] and is implemented in HTML5 and other state-of-the-art web technologies and can therefore be used on conventional computers as well as on tablets and smart phones.

Another difference to first implementations is that the new version is rather based on graphical interaction than on textual dialogues. An outcome from the evaluations of the first prototype has been, that questions regarding the numbers and positions of devices present in a household, such as TVs, are more difficult to answer in a textual manner than by positioning them on a sketch of a floor plan. The graphical representation enabling drag & drop significantly increases the acceptance, usability, and convenience of the system.

The presented recommender/configurator combination has many advantages. Beside end users, other stakeholders could also benefit from such an approach, for example, service providers. The results generated by the system represent a structured and more precise description of user needs which could lead to lower costs for the prepa-
ration and adaption of offers, more cost efficient installations due to clearer requirements (in the form of a floorplan), and a reduction of errors in the planning as well as in the installation phase. On the side of the customer, easier preference elicitation and a better understanding of the system and its components can be expected. A detailed empirical evaluation of the presented smart home planning environment is the central focus of future work.
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Concurrent configuration of product and process: moving towards ETO and dealing with uncertainties.
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Abstract - Product configuration is a well-known technique that allows safe and reliable customization of products in assembly to order (ATO) or make to order (MTO) industrial situations. When dealing with engineer to order (ETO) situations, the required design activities cannot be handled by conventional configuration techniques. The first goal of this paper is to show how constraint based configuration techniques can be extended towards ETO situations for both product or system and their realization process. As ETO situations requires some design activity, the confidence in the configured item or offer proposed to the customer is lower compared with ATO-MTO situations. The second goal of this paper is to propose a set of indicators that characterize the confidence of the supplier in the configured system and process and therefore in the offer provided to the customer.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The proposed paper concerns the assistance of a supplier in a customer/supplier relationship. More accurately, it aims at aiding the definition of a commercial offer for both system (product, system or service) and realization process. The presented contribution belongs to the stream of works that deals with the set-up of knowledge-based tools aiding the system-process definition (that can include some design activities) and supporting the quotation of performance, cost and cycle time [1].

In this offer definition context, the system-process definition can vary from a very routine activity up to a highly creative and so far much less routine one [2]. For example let us consider a computer system or a truck, the definition of an offer for a computer or for a specific machine-tool can require significant engineering or creative design activities for both system solution and realization process. Given these elements, the customer/supplier relationship can be characterized, according to [3], as:

- very routine assembly-to-order (ATO) or make-to-order (MTO) offer definition,
- much less routine engineer-to-order (ETO) offer definition.

For 20 years now, configuration software have been recognized as very efficient tools for aiding suppliers in their offer definition activity in ATO-MTO situations [4]. When dealing with ETO, it is less the case because the design activity is more consequent and thus Computer Aided Design software must be used. It is important to note that ATO-MTO or ETO is not a binary issue. A system composed of three sub-systems can have two of them in ATO-MTO and one of them in ETO. For instance, a crane can have its engines in ATO-MTO while its structure is in ETO.

In an ATO-MTO situation, all design problems for both system solution and realization process have already been studied and solved in advance before launching the activity of the offer definition. Therefore, the level of uncertainty in the offer characteristics is rather low and the supplier feels very confident in the fact that the defined offer matches the customer’s expectations (including price and due date). When the situation begins to move from ATO-MTO towards ETO, design or engineering activities are more significant. Two kinds of approaches can be seen in companies for the offer definition activity.

- The first one relies on a detailed design of offers for both system solutions and realization processes. Thus uncertainties are low and supplier’s confidence is high but this approach is time and resources consuming.
- On the opposite, the second one tends to just clarify the main ideas or concepts about offers avoiding detailed design, but leaving a great deal of uncertainty and a scant confidence.

Given these elements, the goal of this paper is to propose a theoretical approach and a knowledge-based tool aiding suppliers to define promising offers:

- for “rather” routine design situation in order to be able to collect knowledge,
- for situation “between” ATO-MTO and ETO, when more than 50% of system sub-assemblies and process tasks are entirely defined,
- that avoids the entire detailed design of offers by saving time and resources’ commitment,
- and strengthens the confidence in the main ideas or concepts about system-process offers.
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Our main and original contribution is to add a new characteristic or indicator to system-process offers that can quantify a kind of “confidence level” (in a similar sense as the one proposed by [5]). This means that each sub-assembly, each realization process activity and resulting system-process is characterized with its own “confidence level”. This new indicator allows the supplier to compare competing solutions on: performance, cost, lead time but also, and we have never seen that in the scientific literature, confidence. The suppliers feel now more self-confident to decide about the offer to propose to the customer whatever the stage of its development.

The remaining of the paper is organized in three sections. In a second section, the main ideas about concurrent configuration of system and process for ATO-MTO and ETO situations are recalled and the support provided by the Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) framework is explained. The third section is dedicated to the proposition of the “confidence level” indicator with various aggregation mechanisms for both system solutions and realization processes. A crane example runs all along the paper.

2. CONFIGURATION IN ATO-MTO AND ETO SITUATIONS

In a first sub-section, we draw the parallel between the product configuration [4] and systems configuration and we extend ATO-MTO situations towards ETO situation.

2.1 – Configuration in ATO-MTO: Products to Systems

When dealing with concurrent configuration of product and process problem, [6] or [7] have shown that the product can be considered as a set of components and its production process as a set of production operations (dotted lines in Fig 1). According to the customer’s expectations, the configuration of a product is achieved either by selecting components in product families (as an engine in a catalogue) or choosing values of descriptive attributes (power and weight of an engine) represented with dotted lines in left part in Fig 1. Of course all combinations of components and attribute values are not allowed (a low power engine is incompatible with a high crane). Thus, as explained by many authors [8] or [9] the product configuration problem can be considered as a discrete constraint satisfaction problem (CSP), where a variable is a product family or a descriptive attribute and constraints (solid line in Fig 1) specify acceptable or forbidden combinations of components and attribute values. Some kind of product performance indicators can characterize the product, thanks to some mixed constraints (symbolic and numerical domains) that link the most important product characters (for example: crane performance function of crane height and acceptable load).

For process configuration, a similar approach is proposed by [10] or [11]. According to the configured product characteristics (selected components and attributes values), the resources for each production operation can be selected in families of resources (small assembly-table for a small crane in a list of assembly tables), and in some case a quantity of resource can be specified too (2 operators for a large crane, 1 for a small one). Of course, selected components and values (for products) and selected resources and quantities (for operations) impact operation durations and therefore the production process delivery time or cycle time of the configured product. As for product, process configuration can be considered as a CSP, where each operation gathers variables corresponding to resource families, resource quantities and operation duration. Constraints (solid line in Fig 1) restrict possible associations.

For both product and process, all variables can be linked to cost indicators (one for product and one for process). With the previous problem descriptions, [11] suggested (i) to gather these two problems into a single concurrent problem and (ii) to consider this concurrent problem as a CSP. Considering this problem as a CSP, allows the use of propagation or constraint filtering mechanisms as an aiding tool. Each time a customer’s expectation is inputted (mainly in the product and less in the process), constraints propagate this decision and prune variables values for all problem variables. For a detailed presentation with an easy to understand example, we deeply suggest to consult [11].

This kind of problem modeling is the ground basis of configuration problems. All commercial websites and conventional configuration software that run interactive configuration or customization processes rely on such problem models. The key point is that all possible solutions have been studied in advance, the configuration process is infinitely routine and there is absolutely no design or creative task. Thus the supplier is fully confident in his/her ability to achieve his/her commitments, with no unnecessary stress.

Moving from products to systems is not a big deal. We assume for systems: (i) a system is a set of sub-systems (ii) a sub-system is represented by a set of descriptive attributes and one family of technical solutions (equivalent to a component family). For processes, the model is absolutely the same. Same indicators, performance, cycle time and cost are kept. From now, we will speak only of configuration of systems (not only products) and processes.
2.2 – Configuration: from ATO-MTO to ETO

Our goal is to update the previous problem and solution in order to handle ETO system and process configuration. Moving from ATO-MTO to ETO means that some engineering activities either to design new sub-systems or to finalize the design are necessary in order to satisfy the customer’s requirements.

For the system side, moving from ATO-MTO to ETO means that the system has never been designed completely because: (1) at least, one of its sub-systems has to be designed (Value-new) in order to answer to the customer’s requirements, leading to a new system or (2) the system is composed of a set of existing sub-systems which have never been assembled together, leading to a new system. Let us focus only on the first point, as the second one works exactly the same but for the system level.

Let go back to the crane example. In this example, only the sub-system jib moves from ATO-MTO to ETO. Assume that until now only four jib technical solutions (Jts-1, Jts-2, Jts-3, Jts-4) corresponding with two lengths (4 and 8 meters) and two load capacities (low-load, high-load) have been already designed, manufactured, integrated in a crane and supplied to a customer (upper part of Fig 2). If the supplier wants to satisfy a customer that requires a high-load crane with a jib length different from 4 and 8, the configuration model should be updated with a new possible value for the descriptive attributes jib-length (Value-new) and a new technical solution (Jts-new) in the family of jib technical solutions (lower part of Fig 2). In the two models in Fig 2, the solid lines represent allowed combinations of descriptive attributes and technical solutions.

For the realization process side, moving from ATO-MTO to ETO means that some engineering activities have to be carried out in order to design or finalize the design of the system therefore: (1) new engineering activities can be added to the realization process and tuned or (2) the process durations (design and production activities) can be updated (Value-new) to take into account the engineering activity. Let us consider the crane example. On the left side of Fig 3, a conventional ATO-MTO process model gathering two processing tasks (noted Sourcing and Production). Each task is characterized by a resource family and duration, resource quantities are unary. A very simple constraint modulates duration according to the selected resource. On the right side of Fig. 3, an ETO model with a new engineering task (noted Engin.). The existence of this task is triggered according to the selection of a new technical either for a system or a sub-system. Any operation can have: (i) its duration, (ii) its resource, (iii) its resource quantity, updated by the user according to his/her knowledge about the creative level of the new technical solution. Fig 4 just show duration possible update (with “value-new”), f or simplicity, constraints (i) between system and process (ii) computing process cost and (iii) computing process lead time are not shown.
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We have shown how the problem of concurrent configuration of systems and processes can be extended from ATO-MTO towards ETO situations with respect to the constraint satisfaction framework. This extension leads to the generic model of Fig 4 that shows the different kinds of variables and their valuation domains. This allows mixing ATO-MTO and ETO sub-systems with relevant production process in a conventional interactive constraint based aiding tool. Thus, this can be used to assist the offer definition in a customer/supplier relationship. Next section deals with confidence issues of offer definitions in ETO situations.
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3. OVERALL CONFIDENCE DEFINITION

The third section is dedicated to the definition of the offer overall confidence indicator. We propose that this new and original indicator relies on two pair of specific indicators, one pair characterizing the system solution, and the other one, the realization process. Each pair of indicators is composed of one objective indicator and its pre-defined scale whereas the second one is much more subjective and supplier-dependent. First, objective indicators are presented for the system and process sides, then, are the subjective ones. This section finishes with the first aggregation mechanisms in order to compute the offer overall confidence, and how this information can help supplier in decision making.

3.1 – Objective Indicators for Solution and Process

Objective indicators give reliable unbiased information on system solutions and realization processes and characterize the readiness of technology used for the system solution and the risks handling for the realization process. We propose to add to each sub-system of the system solution and each activity of the realization process, these new objective indicators.

Let’s start with the system side. The offer overall confidence relies at least partially on the readiness of technology used in the system solution. Indeed, the technology readiness level or TRL indicates how much a system is ready to be deployed. TRL is a systematic metric/measurement developed by [12] (at US NASA) for the measure of the maturity of technologies. TRL is based on a scale from 1 to 9 with 9 being the most mature, as shown in Table 1. In our proposal, for each sub-system, we associate to each technical solution (of its family of technical solutions) a TRL. Therefore, selecting a technical solution for a sub-system leads to the identification of the correct TRL.

Table 1. TRL Scale

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>TRL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Basic principles observed and reported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Technology concept and/or application formulated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Analytical and experimental critical function and/or characteristic proof of concept</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Component or breadboard validation in laboratory environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Component and/or breadboard validation in relevant environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>System/sub model demonstration in a relevant environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>System/sub prototype demonstration in a relevant environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Actual system completed qualified through test demonstration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Actual system proven through successful mission operations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Let’s now move to the process side. The offer overall confidence relies also on the risks taken by the supplier in case of success, meaning that he/she has won the tender. Indeed, every business is exposed to risks all the time and such risks can directly affect day-to-day operations, decrease revenue or increase expenses. Their impact may be serious enough for the business to fail. As far as we know, there is no way to characterize the risk handling level for each activity of a realization process. Therefore, based on the CCMI (Software Engineering Institute) and TRL, we propose a first version of ARL, for Activity Risks Level, based on a nine-level scale. This nine-level scale is dedicated to the main risk of an activity and relies on (i) risk probability of occurrence (high or low), (ii) risk impacts (serious or marginal) and (iii) risk treatments (existence of action plans or not). Table 2 presents the nine levels of ARL. In our proposal, for each activity, we associate an ARL. Depending on the model and knowledge, ARL can be modified by the selection of adequate resources and valuation of their quantity.

Table 2. ARL Scale

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>ARL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>No risks management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Risk with high probability, serious impact and no treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Risk with low probability, serious impact and no treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Risk with high probability, marginal impact and no treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Risk with low probability, marginal impact and no treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Risk with high probability, marginal impact and treatments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Risk with low probability, serious impact and treatments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Risk with high probability, marginal impact and treatments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Risk with low probability, marginal impact and treatments</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 – Subjective Indicators for Solution and Process

Subjective indicators reflect more the supplier feelings about the offer and rely on his/her skill, expertise and point of view on the whole situation as well as his/her risk aversion. Indeed, the fact that all the technologies selected for the system solution are ready to be deployed does not guaranty that the system solution matches customer expectations. Moreover, certainly, not all sub-systems need a maximum readiness level as a prerequisite for an application and inversely, a given readiness level is not sufficient for selecting a technical solution. Following the same reasoning for the process, the fact that all the activities of the realization process have their main risk at level 9 with low probability of occurrence, marginal impact and plenty of treatments does not guaranty that the realization process will run correctly, without any hazard and any delay or additional cost. We therefore propose a first version of SFL, for Supplier Feeling Level, with a three-level scale. This scale corresponds to the feeling (bad, neutral or good) of the supplier about the offer. Table 3 presents the three levels of SFL. In our proposal, we associate an SFL to each sub-system of the system solution and each activity of the realization process.

Table 3. SFL Scale

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>SFL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Bad: customer’s requirements seem unachievable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Neutral: difficulty to make a decision on the requirements achievement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Good: customer’s requirements seem achievable with no difficulty</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.3 – Aggregation Mechanisms

The offer overall confidence relies at the same time on TRL and SFL of the system side and ARL and SFL of the process side. Some aggregation mechanisms are needed at each level of the bill-of-material for the system solution, for the complete set of activity for the realization process and for the overall offer.

Let’s start with the system side. When a system is composed of several sub-systems, its readiness level (SRL) depends on the TRL of each of it sub-systems and of the readiness of their integration or IRL. Several SRL calculation methods have been proposed in the literature and the most used is the one proposed in [13] or [14] and it is the calculation method adopted in this paper. This method leads to a five-level scale for SRL, as shown in table 4. We propose to use the same aggregation method for the objective indicators SFL of the system by taking into account the SFL of each sub-system as well as the SFL of their integration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4. SRL Scale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Let’s continue with the process side. After determining the ARL of each activity of the realization process, the risk level of the whole realization process or PRL has to be computed. It is important to recall here that the phenomenon of integration as described in a system does not exist in the realization process as there is not yet any decomposition of activity into sub-activities. As a first stage, we propose to use an average method based on ARL to compute the PRL as well as its subjective indicators SFL of the activities.

Let’s finish with the offer overall confidence. The offer overall confidence relies on both system solution and activity into sub-activities. As a first stage, we propose to use an average method based on ARL to compute the PRL as well as its subjective indicators SFL of the activities.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have proposed the first ideas in order to assess confidence in offers while bidding, from the supplier or bidder point of view. Our proposals are based on the extension of configuration process from ATO-MTO towards ETO situation. This extension is necessary as some configurations have never occurred and require to be specifically designed then produced. In order to cope with ETO situation, specific values have been added to the configuration models with a specific meaning.

Then, we have proposed the three new indicators to measure the degree of confidence in the overall offer. Two of them are objective and independent of the supplier (TRL and ARL). They characterize the readiness level of each sub-system and the risk level of each activity and are both based on a nine-level scale. The last one is more subjective and relies on the supplier feelings (SFL) about the offer and rely on his/her skill, expertise and point of view on the whole situation as well as his/her risk aversion.

Aggregation mechanisms have been proposed in order to compute the SRL of the system solution, the PRL of the whole realization process and the SFL for both system and process. In order to compute the offer overall confidence, objective indicators SRL and PRL are modulated by their respective SFL. Then, the offer overall confidence is computed as the average of modulated SRL and PRL.

Our proposals have been confirmed by several companies in system and service sectors, even the relative simplicity of the aggregation mechanisms. We have now to test it on real cases and to improve it with much more sophisticated aggregation methods. The use of Case-Based Reasoning and experience feedbacks could surely help the supplier in the valuation of the subjective indicators and the model updates.
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Assessing the configurators user need for social interaction during product configuration process
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Abstract. Commercial websites, including online sales configurators, are increasingly implementing technologies that enable social interactions, in order to provide users with social interaction possibilities that characterize retail shopping. One of these implementation strategies refers to connecting commercial websites to social software. Social software are web-based applications that support web users in social networking, interacting, sharing content and thus, in collecting feedback from various referents (e.g. user's online contacts, other web users, company representatives). Given the variety of possible connections between social software and configurators, mass customizers need to choose which connection(s) to implement, if any, to fulfill the configurator user need for social interaction. To make this choice, it is useful to be able to: (a) identify the various facets of the social interaction as user/consumer's navigation behaviour (b) measure the strength of configurator users' need for social interaction. Being able to assess the user need for social interaction could help mass customizers enhance the proactive support provided to the user during his/her configuration process. Accordingly, this study presents an exploratory analysis (a) by examining various facets of the social interaction need and subsequently (b) by proposing a multi-item scale to measure the social interaction need. The present paper aims at contributing research into the key role of feedback delivered to users from different referents during the configuration process and sheds further light on new online customers’ needs.

1 INTRODUCTION

The social characteristic of the Web [1-3] is pushing companies to adopt selling strategies coherent with the social dimension of shopping on the web. Online vendors face a significant challenge in making their virtual storefronts socially rich [4-5]. However there are multiple ways of increasing sociability through the web interface of commercial web sites to positively impact consumer attitudes towards online shopping [6].

To engage consumers in an interactive and socially rich online shopping experience, commercial Web sites are implementing technologies that enable social interactions [7]. Social interaction refers to all action involving two or more people in which the behaviour of each person is in response to the behaviour of the other [8].

In particular, commercial web sites are increasingly using a set of web-based technologies called social software applications (hereafter addressed SocSW). Social software applications are defined as web-based software applications that enable people to connect, collaborate, create online networks and manage contents in a social and bottom-up fashion [9].
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The same interest in social software application is increasingly growing between mass customizers that sell their product through online configurators and have started to connect their configurator to SocSW. The configurators are connected to social software applications in different modalities. Each modality enables various social interaction tools (e.g. text messages, image sharing, chat) that support the user enabling them to receive social feedback during his/her configuration process [10].

The importance of feedback during the configuration process has already been investigated in literature [11-13]. In particular, previous research showed the importance of peer feedback during the configuration process [11]. Also, research has shown that feedback influences the feeling of regret or satisfaction deriving from decision outcomes [14-16]. People are motivated to avoid post-decisional regret. The risk is that if the need for feedback is not identified and satisfied, it can lead the client to abandon the shopping process, in the online environment where the customer is more sensitive to small obstacles that can cause the termination of the shopping process, thus the configuration process [17].

The strength of the configurator user need for feedback has not been investigated yet. To what extent the implementation of SocSW responds to the user need for social interaction and which connection modality (if any) better fulfils the user’s need for social feedback, is still unexplored. To understand the usefulness of the social interaction support provided by the configurator-social software connection, it raises the question of assessing how strong the need is for social interaction experienced by the user. In particular, to investigate the need for social feedback experienced by a user during the configuration process. A measure to evaluate the user’s social interaction need is still missing.

This study presents an exploratory analysis in order to understand in more detail which factors are linked to the user’s need for social interaction, and consequently, proposes a multi-item scale to measure this need. The aims of the present paper are both (i) to move forward understanding of customer’s behavior in the specific shopping process via online configurators and (ii) to provide MCs with insights to evaluate if and to what extent configurator-SocSW connections fulfil the user’s need for social interaction.

2 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

2.1 Consumer interaction behavior while shopping

2.1.1 Factors that drive the customer to shop

Consumers’ behaviour research studies three distinct activities: (i) shopping, (ii) buying, (iii) consuming [18]. The literature on consumer behavior underlines that shopping is driven by different factors. More specifically, there are two class of factors that impact on customer intention to shop: functional and non-functional [18-21]. Functional factors are linked to product acquisition (actual
buying of products) for example: time, place and product possession needs. Non-functional factors refers to the satisfaction of additional non-product-related needs, for example social, emotional and epistemic needs [19-20]. The present study is interested in non-functional factors. Non-functional factors are divided into two categories: personal and social factors which drive the customer to shop [18-20].

Personal factors refer to customer-specific factors that determine the customer's intention to shop across a wide range of product types. Personal factors manifest the customer's shopping style, for example: economic shopper, personalizing shopper, ethical shopper style [19]. Personal factors: (a) Individual role playing: a factor determined by the customers’ interest to act conforming to a certain position or role in society. (b) Diversion from the routine of daily life: a factor determined by customers’ interest in recreation and diversion from daily life. (c) Self-gratification: a factor determined by customers’ interest in buying something just for the pleasure of rewarding him/herself. (d) Learning options about new trends: a factor determined by customers’ interest to learn and get new ideas about trends and symbols related to specific products. (e) Physical activity: a factor determined by customer’s interest in doing physical exercise (e.g. go for a walk in a shopping street). (f) Sensory stimulation: a factor determined by customers’ sensory benefits while shopping (for example background music, video or visual stimuli, even scent) [18,20].

Social factors refer to the social situation that determines the customer’s intention to shop, for example social situations such as the presence of friends and relatives at the time of shopping [19]. Social factors: (a) Social experience outside the home: a factor determined by customer interest in being engaged in social interactions during shopping. The shopping experience provides a specific time and place for social interaction; (b) Communication with others having a similar interest: a factor determined by customers’ interest for sharing the shopping experience with others with the same interest (for example, other customers). Also, interest in interacting with others who provide special information while shopping (for example, sales personnel). (c) Peer group attraction: a factor determined by customers’ interest in the companion of peers or friends from his/her reference groups while shopping. (d) Status and authority: a factor determined by customers’ interest in commanding attention and respect for example, by shopping in a specific place or buying a particular product, or choosing a brand. (e) Pleasure of bargaining: it’s a factor determined by customers’ interest in enjoying the process of bargaining [18,20].

Research on online consumer behavior confirmed that non-functional factors have the same impact on consumer behavior during shopping both off-line and online [20]. Thus, consumers motivated by social interaction may choose to shop within a conventional retail store format as opposed to the online context [22]. Therefore, online retailers may find it more challenging to attract also shoppers who may be less predisposed to shopping online.

2.1.2. Consumer socialization process and socialization agents

Shopping is an activity that includes social interaction with others [23-24]. There is a strong relationship between consumer decision-making and the consumer socialization process [25-26]. Consumer socialization refers to the process by which individual consumers learn skills, knowledge, and attitudes from others through communication, which then assist them in functioning as consumers in the marketplace [27]. Consumer socialization theory states that communication among consumers affects their cognitive, affective, and behavioural attitudes [25, 27-28].

The socialization process can take three forms: (i) modelling, (ii) reinforcement, and (iii) social interaction. Each form represents a different mechanism by which the individual is socialized. Each socialization form has a different impact on the specific behaviour that an individual adopts to interact with others and participate in a social environment [29-30].

- The modelling process implies a mechanism of imitating or mimicking socialization agents because the agent’s behaviour appears meaningful or desirable to the learner (Moschis and Churchill 1978). Socialization agents are those who have direct or indirect influence on an individual’s behaviour (e.g. family, friends, peers, media, school) [29-30].
- The reinforcement process implies that the learner is motivated to adopt (or not) some behaviour or intentions because of a reward (or punishment) offered by the socialization agent [25, 27-29]. In particular, communication among consumers affects their cognitive, affective, and behavioural attitudes [25].
- The social interaction process implies interactions with socialization agents in social contexts, which may combine modelling and reinforcement [29].

Customers are interested in engaging relationships with different actors (socialization agents) while shopping to reduce their availability of choice, simplify their buying and consuming tasks, simplify information processing, reduce perceived risks, and maintain cognitive consistency and a state of psychological comfort [26].

Following the social learning approach, the socialization theory suggests that a consumer develops consumption attitudes and behaviour by learning from socialization agents through interactions with them even while shopping [31]. Research highlights consumer socialization agents who deeply influence the consumers’ purchase decision: family, friends, peers, reference groups [32].

Peers are recognized as the most influencing socialization agents, beyond family members [7,27-29,33]. Consumers learn values, attitudes, and skills by observing others. Consumers tend to interact with peers regarding consumption matters, which greatly influence their attitudes toward products and services. Communication between peers is the strongest predictor of product placement attitudes and behaviour [30].

Beyond social interaction between customers and family, friends, peers, reference groups, the shopping process also includes social interaction between the consumer and company representatives (e.g. sales persons) [22-23]. ‘Consumers have always been interested in relationships with marketers’ [26:265]. Technological advantages, especially digital devices and social software application are facilitating the process of engaging and managing relationships with individual consumers [9].

2.1.3 Social software application as tools to support consumer social interaction

New interaction possibilities for Web users are changing user consumption behavior [34-41]. More specifically, social software applications have changed how consumers communicate because SocSW allow their users to interact and exchange information.
about products/services with known and unknown people connected through social networks, virtual communities, blogs [34,37-39, 41].

Social Software applications provide virtual spaces for users to be connected in networks thus interaction is facilitated particularly among reference groups and peer groups [34, 38-39]. Research highlights that communication with reference groups and peers through Social software applications enable a form of consumer socialization that has a profound impact on consumer decision making [34, 40].

The socialization process enabled by social media is based on learning processes that simultaneously involve the three socialization mechanisms of (i) modelling, (ii) reinforcement, and (iii) social interaction [31, 38].

- **Modelling** - the ownership of a certain product or service owned by peers enables a modelling process. Thus, the consumer can buy the same product or avoid the product depending on whether s/he wants to be like peers or not.

- **Reinforcement** - pressure from peer and reference groups motivates the consumer to endorse a product or to purchase it because once a purchase via social media is shared it can be a source of rapid social rewards.

- **Social interactions** - SocSW provide communication tools that make the social interaction process easy and convenient (even costless) (e.g. blogs, instant messaging and social networking site). For example, in virtual communities new members can interact easily with virtual groups through electronic communication and quickly learn task-related knowledge and skills through their interactions with other members [42].

SocSW facilitate learning about products and trends by supporting information exchanges among multitudes of friends or peers (socialization agents) who provide different and numerous product information and enable, as well, quick evaluation of products [43].

Previous research suggested implementing SocSW in corporate websites to allow consumers not only the exchange of information about products or services but also to engage both current and potential consumers through participative and socializing experiences [41].

### 2.2 Online configurators and social software applications

#### 2.2.1 Shopping experience via online configurators

One particular shopping process is shopping for personalized products [44]. This process happens more and more through online configurators [45]. Online configurators are defined as knowledge-based software applications that support a potential customer, or salespersons interacting with the customer, in completely and correctly specifying a product solution within a company’s product offerings [44-48]. The selling approach through configurators has proven to be beneficial to both mass customizers [44, 48] and their customers [49-51].

Even the purpose of configurators is to support potential customers in choosing, within a company’s product offering, the product solution that best fits their needs, configuration systems often outstrip user capability to identify a proper solution [46-48]. The more complex individualization possibilities are, the more information gaps increase [52] thus customers may experience uncertainty during the design process or have no clear knowledge of what solution might correspond to their needs. A customer may find him/herself in some circumstances (e.g. choice complexity, lack of knowledge, lack of experience) that enhance his/her uncertainty thus the need to receive feedback. The customer may feel overwhelmed by the number of product configurations available and leave the configuration process before purchasing [53]. This happens mostly when the customer find him/her self in a condition of choice complexity.

Choice complexity is defined as the amount of information processing necessary to make a decision and it’s one determinant of the product variety paradox [54]. Another determinants of the choice complexity is post-decisional regret. In addition to the perceived risk of online shopping [55] regret aversion negatively influences consumer decisions, because the possibility of regret is anticipated, and subsequently experienced during decisions-making [14].

Recent studies suggest that a promising method for configurators to provide feedback would be to include a function that allows users to submit their (interim) design solutions for rapid social feedback from other users who are online [56]. The integration of social feedback during product configuration, more specifically, feedback from peers, stimulated favorably the customer's problem-solving process because ‘MC toolkit users can assist each other during the development of the initial idea and during the design process and by giving each other constructive feedback on interim design solutions’ [11:556].

#### 2.2.2 Social interaction mechanisms provided for the user by connecting configurators to social software

Previous studies observed that a growing number of social media provide different supports to customers by sharing their created products and the possibility to share configured product via social media can foster customer-perceived benefits [10,57-59].

Configurators are connected to social software through various modalities [10,57]. The focus of this paper is on those connection modalities integrated into the configurator. In particular, those modalities that provide social interaction support for the user in the configuration environment.

Table 1 reports a brief description of integrated-based modalities (M2.1, M2.2, M2.3, M3, M4, M7.1, M8), a synthesis of the configuration stage supported by each integrated-based modality (columns 1-3), the characteristics of social feedback provided to the user, in specific, from whom and when, the user is supported by each modality in receiving social feedback (columns 4-7). We adopted technical terminology provided by Franke et al. [11] to address three configuration stages, namely: initial idea development; intermediate evaluation; configuration evaluation. Accordingly, by partial product configuration, we mean a product configuration that has not been completed. By intermediate product configuration, we mean a preliminary product configuration that has not yet been selected as the preferred one. By final product configuration, we mean the product configuration that the user has chosen, possibly after considering various intermediate configurations. We adopted the following terminology to refer to the individuals with whom a configurator user can interact: online circles, that is, people that the user already knows, trusts, and is also in connection with via SocSW; peers, that is, unknown people of equal standing, such as other configurator users or other customers; expert sources, that is, unknown people that the user recognizes as experts, such as company representatives.
Table 1. Synthesis of configurator –social software integrated-based connections

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Connection modalities</th>
<th>CONF. stages</th>
<th>Social feedback characteristics</th>
<th>From whom</th>
<th>When</th>
<th>Real time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Exp</td>
<td>OC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2.1 Social media (SM) icons enable user to automatically publish the configurator link on his/her social profile(s). E.g. of conf.: Puget Systems - <a href="https://www.pugetsystems.com/echo.php">https://www.pugetsystems.com/echo.php</a></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2.2 SM icons enable user to automatically share a complete configuration in user social profile(s). E.g. of conf.: Tesla-Motors <a href="http://my.teslamotors.com">http://my.teslamotors.com</a>.</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2.3 SM icons enable user to automatically share a partial configuration in users social profile(s) while configuration is in process. E.g. of conf.: Nike <a href="http://www.nike.com/us/en/us/c/nikeid">http://www.nike.com/us/en/us/c/nikeid</a></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3 Direct browse/upload into the configurator of files shared in the user’s SM profile(s). E.g. of conf.: Personal Wine <a href="https://www.personalwine.com">https://www.personalwine.com</a>.</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M4 Simplified configurator embedded into company SM profile. E.g. of conf.: Vauxhall - <a href="https://www.facebook.com/">https://www.facebook.com/</a> vauxhall/</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M7.1 Email to send complete configuration to user’s online circles. E.g. of conf.: Colorware <a href="http://www.colorware.com/p-477-playstation-4.aspx">http://www.colorware.com/p-477-playstation-4.aspx</a></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M8 Instant message services to connect configurator users to company representatives E.g. of conf.: Ecreamery <a href="https://www.ecreamery.com/create-your-own-flavor">https://www.ecreamery.com/create-your-own-flavor</a></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Support at the configuration stages. Each integrated modality differently supports the configurator user at different stages of his/her configuration process.

The support provided by M2.1, M3, and M4 focuses on the early stages of the configuration process. M2.1 supports the user in sharing only a configurator link on social platforms; M3 in uploading items from online social folders into the configurator; M4 in making the first step of configuration on social media platforms (SM) because a basic configurator is integrated into a dedicated page in the company’s SM profile. The support provided by M2.2, M2.3, and M7.1 focuses on the intermediate and final stages of configuration. M2.2 supports the user in sharing a partial configuration and M2.3 a final configuration on social platforms; M7.1 in sending the final configuration by email. Finally, M8 supports the user during the entire configuration process by providing a chat channel to configurator users.

Social feedback characteristics. Integrated-base modalities support the user in collecting social feedback from different referents and with different timing, depending on the interaction mechanisms enabled by each modality.

From whom. With the exception of M8, all integration-based connection modalities support the user in interacting with his/her online circles, thus, in receiving social feedback from already known people. Modality M4 allows users to share information also with peers (i.e. unknown people of equal standing) and expert sources (i.e. company representatives).

When. With the exception of M3, which does not support social interactions and M7.1 that supports a sharing option by email, the feedback process enabled by the integration-based modalities can be delivered to the user in real-time. Only M8 and M4 provide real-time feedback in the configuration environment. M2.1-3 enable real-time feedback delivered to the user only on social platforms.

3 RESEARCH AIMS & METHOD

In this study we first present an exploratory analysis (i) to identify the various facets of user social interaction need and (ii) to understand in more detail which factors are related to the need for social interaction (e.g. social feedback, referents to interact with).

Secondly, we propose a multi-item scale to measure the need for feedback to assess the strength of the need for social interaction perceived by the configurator user.

Research method for exploratory analysis. A questionnaire was submitted to a panel of 34 (24 Male, 10 Female). The participants in the study were engineering students from the University of Padua with experience in the design of configuration systems whom voluntary took part to the survey. The respondents also attended tutorials on: the configuration systems and its capabilities, the benefits a user can derives from configuration process, the different configurator-SocSW connection modalities, the different social interaction features enabled by each connection. During the seminar respondents were provide with materials on the explained topics (e.g.ppt slides, examples from previous researches).

To run a preliminary analysis of the respondents experience of the various facets of social interaction need, respondents perform a configuration process in groups of three to identify if the configurators were implemented with social software applications. Afterwards a questionnaire with five structured questions and multiple-choice answers, was provided to respondents. Items of multiple-choice answers were measured by a 5-point Likert scale (5 = totally agree, 4 = agree, 3 = neither agree nor disagree, 2 = disagree, 1 = totally disagree). Positive statements have been proposed as negatively worded questions with an agree–disagree response format are often cognitively complex [60]. In order to identify the various facets of social interaction needs during the configuration process, we selected a sub-panel of 27 (20 Male, 7 female) selected for being web users always connected to social software applications both via mobile phone or personal computer.
Research method for measure development. The proposal of a measure for the need for social interaction is based on both the literature background (section 2.1 of the present paper) and the results collected from explorative analysis previously performed with the subsample of 27 respondents. To assess the quality of the measure it will be considered: to adopt procedure validated in previous research on configurator capabilities [61], to realize a construct validity and reliability of items selected to measure social interaction need and finally to realize a nomological analysis to test the existence of significant relationships with variables that are expected to be causally related to the need for social interaction.

4 RESULTS OF EXPLORATORY ANALYSIS

4.1 The level of connection of participants

From a total of 34 respondents, 27 were always connected (hereafter addressed always-on). To identify the various facets of social interaction need, we focus on the always-on subsample.

Always-on respondents represent the new generation of Internet user also named, millennials. Millennials are young people who are always connected to the web through web-connected devices (e.g. smartphone, tablets, pc) that communicate and even work mostly through those devices [62-64]. Young people adept at using Internet also represent the majority of business-to-consumer sales configurator users [51].

4.2 The view of the “always on” configurator users

4.2.1 Benefits from configurators implementing social interaction

In order to explore the always-on respondents opinion on the benefits deriving from configurator implement with social software, the following question was provided: “Which benefits can the user derive from a configuration experience on a configurator that implements social interaction?”. The items refer to benefits already researched in mass customization literature, namely: creative achievement, hedonic benefits [65,50], uniqueness and self-expression benefits [49,65-66]. Distribution of the levels of agreement with the proposed answers is reported in table 2. Percentages are grouped in three levels: 1-2 (totally and partially disagree), 3 (nor agree neither disagree), 4-5 (partially and totally agree). The 3rd point - neither agree nor disagree - was introduced into the scale, consistent with the option that respondents could not have a clear perception of the new proposed scenario.

Table 2 shows that there is wide consensus of benefits that can derive from configuration experience on a configurator that supports social interaction. Respondents agreed on the possibility of making the configuration an experience that inspires the user to be more creative (i.e. creative achievement benefit). An interesting result is the respondents’ agreement on considering the support of social interaction as a source of fun (i.e. hedonic benefit). Thus the user will benefit from an enjoyable configuration experience. Excluding the 41% of respondents with no clear preference, respondents agreed on uniqueness benefit. Similar consensus was manifested about self-expression as a benefit that the configurator user can derive thanks to the social interaction support. The possibility of providing pride of authorship doesn’t achieve a well-defined consensus from respondents.

4.2.2 The request for social interactions at different stages of the configuration process

In order to explore the respondents’ opinion on the link between the configuration stages and the implementation of social interaction, the following question was provided: “when can social interaction features be a key factor during the configuration experience?”. The items provided in the answers set refer to three stages of the configuration process: initial idea development; intermediate configuration evaluation; final configuration evaluation. [11]. The answers are summarized in table 3.

It’s interesting to note the wide agreement expressed by respondents on the key role played by social interaction features in supporting the user in the evaluation of his/her product configuration once it’s completed. High is also consensus on the key role of social interaction features to support the user during his/her configuration experience. Not well defined is agreement on the stage of the development of the initial configuration idea.

4.2.3 The request for interactions with different social actors

In order to collect the respondents’ opinions on the possibility of interacting with different actors during the configuration experience, the following question was formulated: “With whom do you think the user will prefer to interact during his/her configuration experience?” (Tab.4). Question 3 was meant to go in deeply into the respondents’ opinion thus we propose a set of close answers with different degrees of user interest in the interaction options. Specifically, to explore in detail respondent preferences, instead of the scale of agreement (1 totally disagree... 5 totally agree) respondents were provided with a scale of interest in interacting. The scale to measure the interest in interacting was also from 1 to 5, where each level refers to (1) no interest in interacting with them; (2) interest in interacting if they are the only referent available; (3) sporadic interest in interacting with them; (4) interest in interacting with them; (5) strong interest in interacting with them.
Tab. 4 – With whom do you think the user will prefer to interact during his/her configuration experience?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>User will prefer to interact with:</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4 &amp; 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Other company customers because s/he considers them as experienced consumers of the company’s products</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User’s online circles because s/he is confident about their interest in supporting him/her and are trustworthy sources of suggestions</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company representatives because s/he considers them as sources of professional feedback even if they are interested in selling company products</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other configurator users because s/he considers them experts of the configuration process</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>48%</td>
<td>34%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As reported in columns 1 and 4-5 respondent preference is to interact with user’s friends/online circles, similar consensus is registered on interaction with other configurators users. Company representatives are referents whom the user can be interested in interacting with if they are the only referent available or for occasional interaction or for interest.

4.2.4 The request for social interactions with different referents

In order to explore the respondents’ preferences for interacting with different referents the following question was provided: “How can social interaction features be a key factor during the configuration experience?” and answers are summarized in table 5. Respondents evaluate the items of multiple choice answer on a 5-point Likert scale (5 = totally agree, . . ., 1 = totally disagree).

Tab. 5 – How can social interaction features be a key factor during the configuration experience?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>If social interaction is enabled with:</th>
<th>1 &amp; 2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4 &amp; 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>company representatives, it has to be provided at each stage of the configuration process</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>other configurator users, it has to be provided while the configuration is in process</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>his/her online circles, it has to be provided in the configuration environment</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>his/her online circles, it has to be provided at each stage of the configuration process</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>48%</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Even if respondents have low interest in interacting with company representatives (tab.4), answers from table 5 show that interaction with company representatives can deploy a key role if it supports the user at each stage of his/her configuration process. Excluding the 33% of respondents with no clear preference, the majority of respondents considers a key factor interaction with other configurator users. Interactions with online circles do not constitute a key factor if provided at each stage of the configuration process. This percentage is consistent with respondents’ preference for social interaction features that support the user at the final stage of the configuration process (tab. 3). Respondents agreed on the key role of the social interaction features if provided in the same environment where configuration takes place (configurator environment).

4.2.5 Sharing configuration experience with online friends

In order to explore respondents’ opinions on links between social feedback and product sharing options with trustworthy referents, the following question was provided: “How do you expect the configuration experience to be on a configurator that supports the user in sharing his/her configuration experience with online circles?” The answers are summarized in tab. 6.

Tab. 6 – How do you expect the configuration experience to be on a configurator that supports the user in sharing his/her configuration experience with online circles?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>On a configurator that supports the user in sharing his/her configuration experience:</th>
<th>1 &amp; 2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4 &amp; 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The configuration experience will reduce the user's uncertainty about his/her purchase decision because the user could receive feedback about his/her configuration solution from people s/he knows and trusts</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>63%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The configuration experience will be entertaining</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>63%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thanks to feedback provided by people s/he knows and trusts the user could collect suggestions to learn about his/her preferences about his/her configuration</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The configuration experience will make the user more confident about his/her configuration because s/he could act in accordance with people s/he knows and trusts</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>44%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results show the respondents’ agreement about the reduction of user uncertainty on his/her purchase decision if s/he receives feedback from known and trusted people. High consensus is registered on the possibility of an entertaining configuration experience if shared with friends/online circles. Respondents agreed on the learning option enabled by a configuration experience shared with friends/online circles. Consensus of opinion is on the learning process linked to user configuration preference. A lower level of agreement is registered for the learning process linked to user knowledge of the configuration product. Respondents don’t express a clear consensus on the confidence the user can derive by acting in accordance with people s/he knows.

4.3 Results overview

Even with its limitations, exploratory analysis provides useful hints to understand users’ need for social interaction during the configuration process. Results show various facets of social interaction that configurator users always connected to social media platforms, expect from the implementation of configurator with social interaction features.

Configuration process. The implementation of the social interaction feature could inspire the user to be more creative (tab.2) and provide entertaining configuration experiences (tab.6). Social interaction features could reduce a user’s uncertainty about his/her purchase decision (tab.6) and provide the user with insights to learn about his/her configuration preferences (tab.6)

From whom. Respondents expect the above-mentioned outcomes whether social interaction features support the user in collecting feedback from people s/he knows and trusts (tab.4). Beyond online circles, users prefer to interact with peers as experienced consumers of company products (tab.4).

When. Based on respondents’ answers, social interaction features have to support the user in evaluating both his/her preferences about his/her configuration while it is in process (tab.3), and also his/her final configuration in order to increase his/her confidence about the final decision (tab.3). Social interaction features have to be provided for the user while the configuration is in progress, thus in real time (tab.5)
5 TOWARDS MEASUREMENT OF THE CONFIGURATOR USER NEED FOR SOCIAL INTERACTION

5.1 Identifying measure items

5.1.1 Hints from exploratory analysis for measure development

Hints from explorative analysis on user social interaction preferences point out that the need for social interaction is perceived at different levels depending on the stage of the configuration process. The need for social interaction is perceived as a need to be satisfied at each stage of the configuration and mainly at the final stage of the configuration experience. Thus, a measure for social interaction need has to cover the need experienced during the entire configuration process.

The need for social interaction is linked to possible interactions that the user can establish with different actors (e.g. online circles, peers, expert sources: other customers, company representatives) during the shopping/configuration process. Exploratory analysis showed that users prefer to interact mostly with referents like their friends and online circles but at specific stages of the configuration process, such as the final stage.

Exploratory analysis showed that the satisfaction of the need for social interaction is linked to the user’s uncertainty about his/her purchase decision, and his/her learning process about his/her configuration preferences (see subsection 4.2.5). Thus, the measure of the social interaction need has to consider the sharing option of the configured product before its purchase. Also, the measure has to consider the possibility to reduce user uncertainty and the learning option enabled by social interaction.

5.1.2 Generation items to measure user social interaction need

A review of previous research was undertaken to identify construct definitions and any existing measures. Based on the review, we identified seven items to measure social interaction need. Each identified item characterizes the construct of social interaction.

To develop a multi-item measure we can consider the items as defining facets of the construct [67] of social interaction. Those facets are reflected in the need for feedback experienced by the user during the configuration process. Whereby changes in social interaction (latent variable) are reflected (i.e. manifested) in changes in observable items [68]. Each item reflects (i.e. manifests) a specific function of the latent variable (social interaction) by considering the user's need for feedback from different actors that can impact on consumer behaviour during the shopping experience.

As introduced in the previous background section the consumer prefers to interact in particular with social agents as for example: family, friends, reference groups, peers. Items were selected in order to measure the need for social interaction as a need for feedback from those specific socialization agents during the configuration process. Proposed items to measure the user social interaction need:

• During the configuration process I wanted to be able to confront my choices with those of other users
• During the configuration process I wanted online support from an expert operator who could guide me in decision-making
• During the configuration process I would have liked to receive feedback from some of my contacts
• If I had gone on to purchase a configured product, in making my final purchase decision I would have liked to confront my choices with those of other users
• Once the configuration process was terminated I experienced the impulse to share the product configuration I had created with other users

5.2 A proposal for validation of the measure

5.2.1 Procedures for data collection and analysis to assess the quality of the measure

Data for measure validation could be collected through a number of configuration experiences performed by around 50 configurator users on roughly different configurators by using also a wider set of product types to increase the generalization of results. Every user could perform different experiences and every configurator should have been used by roughly 3-4 different users. After their experiences the users could answer questions on the social interactions needs they perceived during their experiences.

Through construct validity and reliability analysis it will be assessed whether the set of items proposed to measure social interaction need similarly reflect a single underlying latent construct. This analysis will guide researchers to deep understanding of the construct of social interaction need during product configuration.

In order to assess nomological validity we should test for the existence of significant relationships with variables that are expected to be causally related to the need for social feedback. We can focus on choice complexity within the company’s product offer because choice complexity is a determinant that inhibits the user from investing the requisite time and effort in seeking the best option for him/her and interferes in his/her evaluation of the decision outcome itself [54, 69]. Social interaction during the configuration-shopping experience can enable recommendation dynamics based on interactions with others (e.g. peers, users’ online circles, company representatives). Those dynamics can provide the user with social feedback from trustworthy sources [70] that guide the consumer in his/her shopping for personalized products on configurators. Thus, social feedback can support the user in positively concluding with his/her configuration process and also support him/her in reducing his/her cognitive efforts caused by determinants of choice complexity (e.g. uncertainty, anticipated and/or post-decisional regret) [14].

CONCLUSIONS

The present study, firstly, explores the various facets of social interaction and subsequently proposes a multi-item scale to measure the user’s need for social interaction during his/her configuration process. This study highlights that social interaction need is definitely perceived by users and this need depends on various drivers, such as: from whom social feedback is provided, thus with whom interaction is enabled by social software connected to configurators; when social interaction is supported (e.g. at which configuration stage) and how interaction occurs if social software are connected to configurators (e.g. in real-time while
configuration is in process, or not).
Based on our results the integrated-based connections M2.2 and M2.3 present ...
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Improved Performance and Quality of Configurators by Receiving Real-Time Information from Suppliers

Katrin Kristjansdottir, Sara Shafiee, Martin Bonev, Lars Hvam1, Morten H. Bennick and Christian S. Andersen

Abstract. Companies providing customized products are increasingly applying configurators in order to support the sales and design activities. Yet, especially for engineer-to-order (ETO) companies such activities are often divided across different organizations, where throughout the configuration process product specifications has to be retrieved across the supply chains. Therefore, it is required that relevant information from suppliers is included in the configuration process, either as sub-models or by integrating configurators across the supply chains. This study investigates the challenges associated with including suppliers’ product specifications as sub-models and how these can be addressed by integrating configurators across supply chains to receive real-time information from suppliers. Based on established literature on the illustrated technical integration of configurators across the supply chains, this paper contributes with empirical evidence on the overall impact of its implementation. The results presented are based on a case study in an ETO company where it is supported that the complexity of the configuration models can be significantly reduced as well as the time devoted for the modelling and maintaining the systems. Furthermore, with the ability of receiving accurate and up-to-date information from suppliers, the quality of the specifications can be improved, which leads to reduced cost of the overall design.

1 INTRODUCTION

The ability to provide customized products has become more important across a wide range of industries [1]. To effectively guide communication with the customers and increase the quality of the product specifications, configurators are being applied to greater extent when defining product variants within the chosen scope of variety [2]. Such systems utilize formally expressed product architectures, i.e. knowledge bases, consisting of a set of components, their relationships, and constrains to prevent infeasible designs [3].

In engineer-to-order companies (ETO) the supply chains can be characterized by being tailored and complex [4], where manufacturing tends to be vertical integrated, including both internal manufacturing processes and outsourced supply [5]. Furthermore, the dynamic and segregated character of the early sales and engineering processes limits the availability of design information and increases the uncertainty of project’s profitability [6]. As a result to this there is a high dependency of receiving information across the supply chains in the early sales design phases.

To address the complexity and the vertical integrated supply chains in ETO companies, the configurator’s knowledge base needs to cover up to date product information related to the companies’ own designs and of outsourced components/modules from suppliers. By including the suppliers’ information as sub-models in the configurators there are some limitations, as the information are often confidential and sensitive for sharing outside the companies. Therefore, critical design detail and cost structures, which are often considered as confidential information, are not shared from the suppliers’ side. This can result in insufficient level of detailed information being provided that can affect the overall quality of the configuration. Furthermore, rapidly changing components and modules supplied internally or externally drastically increase the effort for maintaining the configurator’s knowledge base. This increases the risk of operating with outdated prices and variant designs and thereby decreasing the overall quality of the systems and the generated output. This underlines that centralized knowledge base is not desired, which emphasis the need of having distributed configurators across the supply chains [7].

The recent advancement of cyber-physical systems has enabled a closer integration of supply chains relationships [8], allowing for efficient ways of information management across multiple organizations. However, to make such an e-business environment possible, the established knowledge base needs to account for high degree of tailoring and dependency from suppliers [9]. Academia has proposed a technical approach that enables real-time information sharing across the supply chain by integrating configurators [7]. However, it’s successful implementation and the actual impact from receiving the information directly from suppliers in the configuration processes has not been addressed in previous literature.

This paper aims to capture that research opportunity by analysing the overall impact from establishing the supplier integration to retrieve more accurate and up-to-date information across the supply chains in ETO companies. This includes description of the gained benefits, the challenges companies are faced within the process and directions for further improvements. Aligned with the focus of the research, the following propositions have been developed.

Propositions 1: By integrating configurators across supply chains, the complexity in terms of business rules, tables, parts and values of the configurator model, and consequently the modelling and development effort can be reduced.
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Propositions 2: By integrating configurators across the supply chains, the quality of the product specifications in terms of increased accuracy, more detailed and up-to-date, can be improved.

Propositions 3: The more detailed specifications from the supplier make it possible to improve the overall designs, which lead to cost optimization both for the component in focus and for other related components.

Aiming to investigate the impact of integrating configurators across the supply chains, a case study is introduced in an ETO company, which has established this integration with one of their suppliers. The company operates globally and provides their customers with highly engineered and complex products and is thought to be a good representative of other ETO companies. The results of the case study are based on the in-depth interviews with the configuration engineers and managers at the case company as well as related supplier.

The paper is organized as follows. First, relevant literature is reviewed to identify the key constructs of the research model. In the next section the results in connection with the propositions and the managerial implications are presented. Finally, the main findings are discussed and concluded, and directions for further studies are elaborated.

2 LITTERATURE REVIEW

In this section the related literature is explored. The theoretical foundation for this article consists of configurators’ main benefits and challenges and integrative information technologies in supply chains.

2.1 Configurators benefits and challenges

Configurators are used to support design activities throughout the customization process, where a set of components along with their connections are pre-defined and where constrains are used to prevent infeasible configurations [3]. The main technical component of the configurator is the knowledge base, which includes a database where the different components and their instances are stored along with the configuration logic representing constrains how different components can be combined [10].

Configurators have been considered as one of the key success factors in order to achieve the benefits from the mass customization approach [11], [12]. The main benefits of using configurators can be listed in terms of reduced lead times, improved quality of product specifications, preservation of knowledge, use of fewer resources, optimization of product designs, less routine work, improved certainty of delivery, reduced time for training new employees and increased customer satisfaction [13]–[15].

Even though configurators have proven to be beneficial and provide various benefits, there are some challenges concerned with utilizing such a system. The main challenges can be described in terms of supporting the customer in the customization process where the configuration process should be simple and short [10]. As a result of insufficient tools and methods, it can be difficult to guarantee consistency, completeness and formal documentation of the models and the long term management of interfaces and data can as well be a challenge [16]. Structuring and modelling product information [17], product characteristics, customer relations and long time span of the projects, and product complexity are also considered as one of the main challenges especially in ETO companies [18]. Lack of documentation which can lead to confusion about the variation possibilities [16], [19] and finally acceptance of the systems and change management as employees might see the implementation of the configurators as a threat to their job security [20] has also been named in relations to the challenges related to configurators.

2.2 Integrated information technologies across supply chains

Supply chain management involves the activities concerned with flow information and the transformation of raw materials to the end users [21]. In order to develop an integrated supply chain, a detailed top down approach is important, however successful achievement of integrated supply chain is more likely to happen through bottom up approach through a number of stages as shown in Figure 1 [22].

![Figure 1. Achieve integrated supply chain](image)

There are a number of research that have explored the hypothesis “the higher the degree of integration across the supply chain, the better a firm performs” [22]–[27]. Ragatz et al. [28] identify the linked information systems applicability as a key success factor for integrating suppliers into the new product, process or service development process. Tallon et al. [29] point out that any positive impact of IT comes from its ability to coordinate value adding activities. A linkage between integrative IT and supply chain is a key aspect of supply chain integration. Stroeken [30] examines the link between IT and supply chain innovation in six industry sectors in order to show the importance of IT to develop the process oriented structure of the supply chain needed for the integration [30].

Mukhopadhyay and Kekre [31] quantify both strategic and operational impacts for Electronic Integration which leads to efficient procurement processes. The strategic benefits concerning the supplier and the operational benefits are in respect to both parties, or the suppliers and the customers. It should though be...
noted that the operational benefits are generated by Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) through reengineering of the internal processes of an organization, unlike strategic benefits, which result from changes in the buyer-supplier trading relationship [31]. A supply chain strategy recognizes that integrated business processes create value for the companies’ customers if these processes reach beyond the boundaries of the firm by drawing suppliers and customers into the value creation process [22], [32]. Vickery et al. [33] explain this linkage as the relationship between where one value activity is performed and the cost or performance of another is then introduced as the core purpose of supply chain integration as optimizing linkages amongst value activities.

IT development can lead to process innovation, or more broadly, supply chain integration, followed by cheaper, more diverse and customer-specific products. By considering organizations and markets, information processes makes the economic role of computers clearer [34]. To be successful, firms need to be able to adopt to computers as part of a system or cluster for reinforcing organizational changes [35]. Additionally, the extent clients achieve real time, or direct access to information maintained by service providers constitutes a goal of customization efforts efficiently and economically attainable through newly developed Internet-based technologies [36]. Suppliers utilize information specific to client requirements for global optimization of plans and adaptive execution of processes and these clients integrating logistics applications, enable suppliers to plan capacities for peak periods and exhibit requisite scalability of operations [9].

Configurators have been proven to be useful in distributed supply chains, where information from sub suppliers are retrieved in the configuration processes. Ardissono et al. [7] express the development of configuration services which offers personalized user interactions and distributed configuration and services in the supply chain. In Figure 2, the architecture for configurators setup integrated to the suppliers is demonstrated. The approach suggested is thought to support further cooperation, where the exchange of orders, publishing of product catalogues and the billing processes is supported in the supply chain [7].

2.3 Summary of the literature

Based on the current literature in the field, the research highlights the importance of achieving greater integrations across the supply chains where IT plays a key role. Furthermore, for companies providing customized products, there is a need for having up-to-date information across the supply chains. Therefore, by integrating configurators across the supply chains, it allows companies to further integrate the flow of information and at the same time solve some of the main challenges concerned with mass customization and configurators. However, the impact from increased integration across the supply chains by enabling interactions of configurators across the supply chains has not been addressed previously in the literature.

3 CASE STUDY

3.1 Background information

The case company introduced in the study has a world leading position in providing cement plants and equipment for the minerals and cement industry. The company has utilized configurators since 1999 and has currently 136 operational configurators2, which support the specification processes in the sales and the engineering at the company. The configuration setup at the case company has been addressed in previous researches where Hvam [37] describe the benefits and Orsvann and Bennick [38] provide explanation of the overall configurations setup, integrations, output and the benefits. Even though, the company has been very successful in applying configurators to support their specification processes in the past, receiving up-to-date and accurate information from suppliers to use in the overall configuration process has proven to be a challenge.

The case company has a great number of suppliers providing it with customized products to be used in the overall design. Therefore, there is a close dependency of receiving relevant product information and prices from suppliers in the configuration process. In many cases products are sourced from several suppliers and it has to be considered which supplier is the most suitable one for a particular project. The initial strategy for past years was to include high-level product specifications from each supplier in form of sub-models, modelled and maintained directly in the configuration system. This additional responsibility requires a regular follow up activity with the suppliers to ensure the correctness and validity of the product specifications. There are several challenges reported using this approach, as the knowledge is not available in-house it can be difficult to access and validate it. Furthermore, with no mechanism in place for the required supplier updates to be communicated, the company has to compromise on the overall configuration quality and generated specification outputs.

In order to overcome these challenges, the company has made an integration to one of their gear supplier’s configurator via API web services as suggested by [7]. Through this integration, information can be retrieved directly during the configuration process, thereby leaving the modelling and maintenance task to their suppliers. Through that the suppliers can obtain the
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confidentiality of sensitive product data while increasing the level of details and optimization and ensuring up-to-date provided specifications.

In this chapter, first the procedure to include the suppliers’ information before the supplier integration and the main limitations to those procedures will be elaborated. Secondly, the technical setup and the protocols will be explained in order to give more understanding of the overall technical setup for this specific case. Thirdly, the impact from integrating the configurators across the supply chains will be explained in relation with the propositions. Finally, the suppliers’ incentives for providing the integrations and the main organizational challenges with establishing the setup will be addressed.

3.2 The prior documentation of the suppliers' information

To include the suppliers’ information in the internal configurators used at the case company, three different methods have been used over the years. The method selected to document the supplier’s information each time depends on the product complexity and the availability of the product information. Following is a brief description of those methods.

- The first method includes making a list of all possible configuration of the supplied product. In cases where highly complex product with great number of possible configurations, it will become impossible to map down all different configurations. Therefore, a limited number of possible combinations of the products and pre-calculated ranges of values are included in the configurator for the product.

- The second method includes building a configuration model based on the supplier’s documentation, which allows covering all different configurations even for complex products. However, the main limitations can be traced to the knowledge not being available for the programmers, which makes it difficult to access and validate the models. Furthermore, changes over the time are not always communicated, which can result in invalid or inaccurate configurations of obsolete supplier designs.

- Finally, the third method is to integrate with .DLL\(^3\) files provided by the supplier. The .DLL files can contain both codes and data, which enables that the program division into separate modules. Therefore, the .DLL files from the suppliers can be incorporated into the configuration system as separate components of the program. In these cases, .DLL files are used. It has to be assured that in case of any changes, the supplier will send an updated file to the company. Furthermore, the suppliers are in most cases not willing to share company critical information. Therefore, these files are often missing product related information concerning the sensitive aspect of the design and the overall cost structure.

Even though, these approaches have been used at the company to include the suppliers’ information, they are not without limitations. The main limitation is the insufficient level of detail of the included product specification and its availability in an up-to-date form. In order to overcome these limitations, the suppliers could be contacted every time an input or a proposal from them is required. However, that would delay the overall process, as the lead-time for receiving input or proposal can take weeks. Furthermore, this requires resources being available both at the company and the supplier to request and send the information. This scenario is therefore regarded being unfeasible or impractical. With the current technological progress, an alternative approach to receive up-to-date and accurate products’ information from suppliers is to establish integration that allows data exchange in automatic and efficient way. Here, the case company has decided to connect its internal configurator via API web services to the supplier’s configurator. During the configuration process input parameters configured in prior steps are sent to the supplier’s configurator, which calculates possible solutions within the given criteria in 0.1 - 0.2 seconds and send back the requested product specifications. This setup enables the company to use the correct and up-to-date designs. Besides, suppliers have the ability to optimize the design for the particular customer requirements with a greater level of detail, instead of using a fixed range of pre-calculated calculations. The technical setup used in this case study is further described in next section.

3.3 The technical setup and the protocols at the case company

The case company and the supplier both had operational configurators used for internal operation to support the sales and engineering processes. The technical setup allows the configurators at both companies to interact (business-to-business communication) in order to retrieve real-time and accurate product configuration from the supplier. In Figure 3, the setup of the supplier integration in the case company is demonstrated. The company has currently established integration with one of their suppliers but has planned to expand the numbers of suppliers in close future as is shown on the figure below. By expanding the number of suppliers it both allows expansion of the parts that can be configured via the integration and also by including number of suppliers providing the same product the most desirable supplier can be found each time in automatic way, which is done manually today.
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Figure 3. The technical setup at the case company: the supplier integration via API web services
3.3.1 **The setup for transferring data from one system to another system**

Confidential data are transferred across the companies and therefore special security methods are required. In this specific case, the confidential part is limited to the pricing logic as different product designs are already accessible for customers in product catalogues. Therefore, by establishing the integration the supplier does not have to revile the logic behind the pricing as only the final price for the specific configurations are reviled. In order to reduce the risk from the supplier’s site of sharing confidential information, several methods have been established. Those method are not only limited to the prices but to the overall access of the information that can be gathered from the supplier’s configurator.

In order to prevent spying collection, data tracking and men in the middle attack, a third party is not used for transferring the data and the data communication is directly established between the two companies. The case company has special access rights to the supplier’s server, which can be used without identification after login. The initial login therefore only enables persons having access to the configurators at the case company to access the supplier’s configurator as the server is not accessible without the login. In addition at the case company, the access rights are not shared with the whole company as it is only available for the employees, which needs to work with the specific configuration/product model. These security methods should therefore protect the supplier from misusages of the integration both from the case company and from other external threats.

3.3.2 **Input and output parameters**

The data exchange between the case company and the supplier is done via .XML files. The case company sends 20 design parameters (such as min/max torque, what the reduction should be in the gearbox, gear factors), which are defined in the previous steps of the configuration process. The request is to find a design within these parameters, where the supplier’s configurator, based on their logic and business rules, find all possible design solutions, which can be around 100 and the prices for the different designs. It is highly unlikely that the supplier’s configurator will not be able to find feasible solution. However, if that situation comes up either parameters have to be changed in the configuration at the case company or the supplier has to be contacted. The design solutions are sorted according to prices (from lowest to highest) and sent back on an .XML format via the web API web services. For this specific product, the prices are most important and therefore the cheapest solution is automatically selected by the case company’s configurator. It should though be noted that other parameters can be used to sort after, such as in terms of quality, lead-time etc. The information retrieved from the supplier is then used in the further steps of the configuration as the dimensioning of the product, will affect the overall design under configuration at the case company.

3.4 **The impact from integrating configurators across the supply chains**

3.4.1 **Reduced complexity of the configuration model**

The configurator models operated at the case company contain a number of sub-models that in turn include parts and modules bought from suppliers (as described in section 3.2). Outsourcing these sub-models, the complexity of the configuration model has been reduced. By reducing the complexity, in terms of business rules, tables, parts and values, of the configurators’ models, the development and maintenance effort can simultaneously be reduced as the supplier’s configurator is accessed in the configuration process. The supplier therefore becomes responsible of developing and maintaining his own products’ information. In Table 1, it is summarized how the supplier integration affects the complexity of one of the configurator’s model operated at the case company and the impact is has on the development time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics of the configurator</th>
<th>Before the supplier’s integration</th>
<th>After the supplier’s integration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Business rules</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tables</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parts</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Values</td>
<td>18.836</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development time of the system</td>
<td>8+ days</td>
<td>2 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specialist time spent on the development</td>
<td>8+ days</td>
<td>0 days</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4.2 **Improved quality of the specifications in terms of updated and more detailed product information**

An important aspect of the proposed approach is improved quality of the products’ specification as they are based on real-time, optimized and more detailed information. This secures a valid solution, right dimensioning of the product under question and exact and up-to-date prices are used in the overall configuration process.

For the product provided by the supplier addressed in this case study that is gears, the numbers of possible configurations for a product are 25-26 millions. When having so many possible combinations, it is not feasible to include them all by using Excel sheets or preliminary databases as it will take too long time to look up and affect the time it takes to start up the configurators. Therefore, for the product in question in this case study only 20 different configurations were included (out of 25-26 millions) in the configurators before the integration. As a result to this, the company was not using the most optimal design of the supplier’s product (as feasible solution is selected based on limited number of configurations). The solution that was chosen was always scaled up to the predefined range, which means that surrounding systems also needed to be scaled up. As if one part of the design is over dimensioned other parts have to be adjusted accordingly, which will cause a snowball effects in the overall design. In Figure 4 this is demonstrated where the blue line represent the predefined configuration that would have been selected prior to the supplier integration and the red line represent the exact configuration, which can be selected as a result to more detailed information retrieved after the supplier integration was established. The product’ dimensions for this specific product are determined based on required kilo watts (kW).
Having the precise dimensions of the supplier’s product in the configuration process has proven to improve the accuracy of the generated specifications and reduce over-dimensionalized surrounding systems. Therefore, the company has archived both immediate and in-direct cost savings as a result to more detailed product information. The immediate cost saving, for the example presented in Figure 4, is the difference between the 4,00 kW and 2,50 kW gear while the in-direct cost savings represent the related systems, or the frame as the gear is positioned on and again the platform area, weight of supporting building and etc. It is estimated that the company saves up to 20% in material cost in the overall design by having more detail information in the design phase.

3.5 Supplier incentive for providing integration

From a supplier perspective this approach provides additional benefits as it allows the supplier to protect sensitive product information, as these are considered as a secure black box in the configuration process. The supplier also saves resources for generating and sending proposals to their clients and thereby drastically reducing lead-times across the supply chains. Finally, the supplier hopes to increase their business share in long term with the case company as when this integration has been established it can easily be expanded to include additional products provided by the supplier.

3.6 Challenges with the approach

The main challenges can be related to legal barriers from both parties and to identifying suppliers that have the capabilities for the suggested collaboration with respect to operating with configurators.

For the companies addressed in this case study this is the new way of doing business, which needs the management and power to be able to execute it in a bigger scope so both parties can get some substantial gains from it. The main challenges can therefore be described in terms of organizational and not in terms of technical challenges. From the technical aspect, the whole programming was done in 2 days for the first time and afterwards for other integrations it was even less than 1 day, which highlights that the integration can be established without great effort.

4 DISCUSSIONS

The supplier integration used in the customization process where configurators are connected via API web services has proven to improve the overall process and provide substantial benefits both for the case company and their supplier. This can be traced to accuracy of the suppliers’ data, where more detailed and optimize information are provided, which are constantly up-to-date. This has enabled the case company to save up to 20% of the overall material cost in the overall design. Furthermore, the complexity of the configuration models can be reduced and the time consuming task of modelling and maintenance are delegated to the supplier. Finally, with this setup the supplier does not have to revile the actual logic behind the designs and the pricing strategy as the supplier’s configurator is treated as a black box in the configuration process.

As the application of the configurators is constantly increasing, this integration to supplier’s configurators becomes more realistic. That is since the requirement for making the integration is limited to the suppliers having operational configurators or willing to develop a configurator, which is capable of covering the required configurations. In addition to the integration that has been established at the case company four other suppliers have been identified that fulfill these requirements and have approved to participate in the project.

Further work at the case company with this approach will therefore include establishing the integration to greater number of suppliers, where comparisons capabilities of the configurator are used to identify the most suitable supplier. As for each product bought at the company there are several suppliers able to provide the product. For plant equipment, the aim is to have 2-3 suppliers for each of the products and the most favourable supplier each time will get the quote. The criterion for selecting the most desirable supplier has to be selected in the system for different products. In many cases the cheapest supplier would get the quote but it could also be lead-time, quality etc. The configurations retrieved from the suppliers are then sorted based on the selected criteria and the best one is selected by the system. This will automate the processes of comparing different suppliers’ offers, which is done manually in the company today. For configurations on plant level there are preferred suppliers and therefore this cannot be applied in these cases. However, the comparison capabilities can be used to analyze the impact from changing the preferred suppliers to see the effect it has on prices, delivery-time etc.

The company has also made plans to increase the amount of documents retrieved from the suppliers in the configuration process. Therefore, further work will include making it possible to retrieve documents such as, 3D models and technical specifications as now only prices and dimensions of the product are received. Furthermore, currently the integration is only used to receive data as input in the configuration process, where the procurement will then contact the supplier to make the actual order purchase. In close future it is anticipated to automate that as well, so that the product can be requested from the supplier via the integration.
5 CONCLUSION

The present paper analyses the impact from having integrated configurators in the supply chains in an ETO company. The approach suggests the involvement of configurators that retrieve accurate sub-product information in real-time from suppliers during the customization process. The results indicate an improved quality of the product specifications and reduced complexity of the configurator model. Three propositions were developed to analyse the impact from integrating configurator across the supply chains to retrieve more accurate, detailed information and optimized in the configuration processes.

The first proposition investigates if by applying this approach the complexity of the configurator model can be reduced. The modelling and development effort proved to be reduced at the case company as they are not responsible for modelling the supplier’s product information. Thereby the modelling and maintenance effort is moved to the supplier. The findings support this proposition as the complexity, which is defined in numbers of business rules, tables, parts and values is reduced to almost zero. This also effects the development time of the system which is reduced from 8+ days to 2 and the specialist time spent on the development has been reduced from 8+ to 0.

The second proposition questions if by integrating configurators across the supply chains, the quality of the specifications generated by the configurators will increase. The quality of the configurators model in this article is defined in terms of improved accuracy as the information retrieved via the supplier integration are optimized, more detailed and up-to-date. The findings support this as over dimensioning of different parts is not required as a result to improved quality of the products’ specifications.

Finally, the third proposition is concerned with the improved quality of the specifications will lead to cost savings at the company. The result indicate that the company can save up to 20% of material cost as a result to immediate and in-direct savings gained from over dimensioning both the supplier’s product and the surrounding systems. The results based on this study indicate that significant benefits can be gained from increased supply chains integrations in ETO companies where integrated configurators are distributed across the supply chains.
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Deriving Tighter Component Cardinality Bounds for Product Configuration

Richard Taupe and Andreas A. Falkner and Gottfried Schenner

Abstract. Product configuration is the task of specifying products given a set of components and constraints for their combination. Although the types of components do not vary while solving a configuration problem, the exact component cardinalities (i.e. numbers of components of each type) are typically not known beforehand. Automatic configurators benefit from tight lower and upper bounds for these cardinalities, especially in large-scale domains.

In this paper, we show how to generically derive additional constraints on component cardinalities from object-oriented configurator models. This is achieved by utilizing information contained in the multiplicities of associations. In order to calculate tight bounds, we introduce new inequalities based on association specialization. We show that this leads to tighter cardinality bounds compared to earlier approaches. These bounds can increase the performance of a constraint solver significantly, as we demonstrate using a MiniZinc encoding of object-oriented configuration models.

1 INTRODUCTION

Complex products consist of many components. For some of them, the multiplicities are fixed (e.g. a car has 4 wheels), whereas for others the number of components of a special type is configurable, depending on technical constraints or preceding decisions made by the user. An example of this are railway interlocking systems. Real-world examples of such systems often consist of hundreds of different part types and tens of thousands of configured parts for hardware, software, user interfaces, and communication equipment [12].

Almost all knowledge representation languages used for product configuration allow to express constraints on cardinalities. Object-oriented formalisms provide association multiplicities [21], Description Logics (OWL) offer qualified number restrictions [3], and in classical component-port models the number of ports of a type restricts the number of connected components (e.g. 4 wheel-ports for a car) [22].

In order to optimally support a user or an algorithmic solver to find a consistent solution, it is helpful to know lower and upper bounds on the numbers of components. These bounds should be as tight as possible. Sometimes the cardinality information alone is sufficient to decide if a configuration exists at all, e.g. one cannot configure $n$ cars with less than $4n$ wheels.

Most of previous work on reasoning about UML class diagrams has focused on their satisfiability and verification in the context of software engineering [4, 5, 11, 18]. However, a product configurator’s fundamental reasoning task is not to decide satisfiability but to actually find an instantiation of the object model which corresponds to a buildable artefact in the real world.

In this article, we show how to derive additional cardinality restrictions from a given configuration model. We assume the configurator knowledge base to be defined in a UML-like object-oriented formalism, i.e. component types correspond to classes and port-to-port connections to associations.

Since we focus on UML, the basis of our analysis are association multiplicities and additional information (e.g. singletons) found in UML class diagrams. This information is translated to linear inequalities, thereby generating optimization problems whose solutions correspond to the sought-after cardinality bounds.

Furthermore, we address association specialization (i.e. subset relations between associations) and necessarily empty (“zero-zero”) associations which have not been studied before. We show that specialized associations increase the expressive power of UML class diagrams in terms of tightening bounds on class cardinalities. Association specialization is frequently used in product configuration to specify cardinalities of specific types. For example: Vehicles can have any number of wheels, but cars have 4 wheels, bicycles have 2 wheels, etc.

This paper is organized as follows: First, we introduce a running example in Section 2. In Section 3 we propose a formal description of a subset of the language of UML class diagrams and explain how to extract linear inequalities from them, including our new inequalities for association specialization. In Section 4, we show how to compute class cardinality bounds from the generated inequalities and how to utilize this knowledge in automatic configurators. After an evaluation in Section 5 and addressing related work in Section 6, the article is concluded with a discussion in Section 7.

2 MOTIVATING EXAMPLE

The UML [21] class diagram in Fig. 1 constitutes a configuration problem that shall serve as our running example.

The class diagram represents a company whose network infrastructure and real estate we want to manage. It consists of eight classes and various associations between them. The configuration entry class, of which exactly one instance exists, is Company. The network consists of up to 100 Devices which are either PCs or Printers. Each PC must have a default printer. The company’s real estate consists of up to ten
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Buildings, each of which has between two and five Rooms. A room is either an Office or a PrintRoom. Each device knows which room it is in. Each room contains an arbitrary number of devices, but this number is constrained in the subclasses: Each office contains between one and eight PCs and at most one printer, while a print room contains one printer but no other devices. To guarantee easy access to printers for the employees of our company, we require at least one per building.

The generalization arrows drawn between associations realize the UML concept of association specialization [10], which will be formalized in Section 3. Intuitively, this means that the set of PCs in an Office is a subset of the set of Devices in the same Office etc.

In the remainder of the article, class names will often be abbreviated by only their upper-case letters.

Usually, configuration problems contain additional domain-specific constraints. Such constraints, which are not shown here due to lack of space, might enforce that the Printers associated with a Building are the same ones that are associated with the building’s Rooms, or that a PC and its default Printer must be in the same Building.

A solution to a configuration problem constitutes a configuration, i.e. an instantiation of the class diagram that satisfies all constraints (the domain-specific ones as well as the cardinality constraints on which we concentrate from now on). Now imagine that, while searching for such a configuration, one instance of PC is created. Because there exists an implicit constraint that it must be associated with its default Printer, the question arises whether an existing printer should be used or a new one should be created. If the maximum number of devices in the company’s network is already reached or there is a printer in the computer’s room, no new printer should be instantiated. This is obvious to a human (at least in this toy example), but not necessarily to an automatic solver.

3 CARDINALITY CONSTRAINTS IN CLASS DIAGRAMS

To determine lower and upper bounds of class cardinalities in UML class diagrams, we extract inequalities from them to generate integer linear programs (ILPs). Solving those leads to the desired results.

This approach was first used with Entity-Relationship diagrams [9, 17] and later adapted for object-oriented models such as UML class diagrams [4]. We build upon the approach for UML class diagrams, because this language is the de-facto standard for describing object-oriented systems in general and configuration problems in particular [15].

A UML class diagram consists of classes, binary associations and integrity constraints. A class represents a set of individuals, called the instances of the class, sharing common properties. Associations are relationships between classes. We support the following integrity constraints:

- **Is-a constraints** (class hierarchy constraints) between classes force the set of instances of one class to be a subset of the instances of another class.
- **Subset constraints** between associations force the pairs of class instances in one association to be a subset of the pairs of class instances in another association. This realizes the UML concept of association specialization [10].
- **Cardinality constraints** (multiplicities) defined on each side of an association restrict the number of class instances involved in the association.

We now define these notions more formally.
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Definition 1 For our purposes, a class diagram CD is a tuple $(C, \preceq_C, A, \preceq_A, lb, ub)$, where

- $C$ is a set of class symbols,
- $\preceq_C \subseteq C \times C$ is a non-circular binary relation between class symbols representing the set of is-a constraints, the reflexive transitive closure $^3$ of which is denoted by $\preceq^*_C$,
- $A \subseteq C \times \text{AS} \times C$ is a set of bidirectional associations between two classes (AS being a valid association symbols, e.g. the set of all strings over a given alphabet),
- $\preceq_A \subseteq A \times A$ is a non-circular binary relation between associations representing the set of subset constraints between associations, the reflexive transitive closure $^3$ of which is denoted by $\preceq^*_A$,
- $lb : (A \times \{1, 2\}) \to \mathbb{N}_0$ is a total function mapping each end (1 and 2) of an association to the lower bound on its multiplicity, which is a natural number, and
- $ub : (A \times \{1, 2\}) \to \mathbb{N}_0 \cup \{*\}$ is a total function mapping each end of an association to the upper bound on its multiplicity, which is a natural number or the asterisk.

Additionally, we define the following auxiliary functions:

- For all classes $C \in C$, their set of direct descendants is denoted by $\text{children}(C) = \{ C' \in C \mid C' \preceq^*_C C \}$.
- For all classes $C \in C$, the set including them and all their descendants is called subfamily$(C) = \{ C' \in C \mid C' \preceq C \}$.
- For all classes $C \in C$, the set of leaves of the generalization tree rooting at $C$ is denoted by leaves$(C) = \{ C' \in \text{subfamily}(C) \mid \text{children}(C') = \emptyset \}$.
- For all associations $A = (C_1, AS, C_2) \in A$, we define the two class access functions $c_1(A) = C_1$ and $c_2(A) = C_2$.

To illustrate Definition 1, we apply these concepts to a subset of our running example (cf. Fig. 1):

- $C = \{ C, D, P, \text{PC}, B, R, O, \text{PR} \}$
- $\preceq_C = D, \text{PC} \preceq_C D, O \preceq_C R, \text{PR} \preceq_C R$
- $A = \{ (\text{R}, \text{devices}, D), (O, \text{pcs}, \text{PC}), \ldots \}$
- $\text{(O, pcs, PC) } \preceq_A (\text{R}, \text{devices}, D), \ldots$
- $lb((\text{R}, \text{devices}, D), 1) = 1$, $ub((\text{R}, \text{devices}, D), 1) = 1$,
- $lb((\text{R}, \text{devices}, D), 2) = 0$, $ub((\text{R}, \text{devices}, D), 2) = *$, …

An instance of a class diagram is a finite collection of instances of the involved classes and associations that satisfies the integrity constraints inherent in the diagram. Formally, this is based on the notion of interpretation.

Definition 2 An interpretation $\mathcal{I} = (\mathcal{I}^\mathcal{X}, \mathcal{I}^\mathcal{A})$ of a class diagram $\mathcal{CD}$ consists of a set $\mathcal{I}^\mathcal{X}$ (the domain of $\mathcal{I}$) and a function $\mathcal{I}^\mathcal{A}$ (the interpretation function of $\mathcal{I}$), the latter of which maps

- every class $C \in C$ to a subset $\mathcal{I}^\mathcal{X}$ of $\mathcal{I}^\mathcal{X}$ and
- every association $A \in A$ to a subset $\mathcal{I}^\mathcal{A}$ of $\mathcal{I}^\mathcal{X} \times \mathcal{I}^\mathcal{X}$.

The elements of $\mathcal{I}^\mathcal{X}$ and $\mathcal{I}^\mathcal{A}$ are called instances of $C$ and $A$, respectively.

Definition 3 An interpretation $\mathcal{I}$ of a class diagram $\mathcal{CD}$ is said to be a model of $\mathcal{CD}$ if it satisfies the following conditions:

- For all $C_1, C_2 \in C$ it holds that $C_1 \preceq^*_C C_2 \Rightarrow C_1^\mathcal{X} \subseteq C_2^\mathcal{X}$.
- For each association $A = (C_1, AS, C_2) \in A$ it holds that $A^\mathcal{X} \subseteq C_1^\mathcal{X} \times C_2^\mathcal{X}$.
- For all $A_1, A_2 \in A$ it holds that $A_1 \preceq^*_A A_2 \Rightarrow A_1^\mathcal{X} \subseteq A_2^\mathcal{X}$.
- For each association $A = (C_1, AS, C_2) \in A$ it holds that its cardinality constraints are respected, i.e.
  - $\forall c_1 \in C_1 : lb(A, 2) \leq \{|(c_1, c_2) \in A^\mathcal{X} \mid c_2 \in C_2^\mathcal{X} \}| \leq \text{ub}(A, 2)$ and
  - $\forall c_2 \in C_2 : lb(A, 1) \leq \{|(c_1, c_2) \in A^\mathcal{X} \mid c_1 \in C_1^\mathcal{X} \}| \leq \text{ub}(A, 1)$,\nwhere $| \cdot |$ denotes the cardinality of a set and $n \leq *$ is trivially satisfied for every $n \in \mathbb{N}_0$.

In the remainder of this paper, we assume all interpretations to fulfill these conditions.

3.1 Extracting inequalities from class diagrams

The original motivation to derive inequality systems from class diagrams was to check their correctness. In this sense, a database schema without is-a constraints is strongly satisfiable if each of its classes is non-empty in at least one instance of the schema. In the presence of is-a constraints, a schema is satisfiable if it has a non-empty model, and it is called finitely satisfiable if it has a finite model. The latter property is more relevant in practice because both in databases and in knowledge representation we are interested in finite models only.

Regarding UML class hierarchy concepts (cf. [4]), we restrict generalization sets to be complete and disjoint, because these properties are required in all configuration problems that we see in practice. A generalization is complete if every instance of the superclass belongs to at least one subclass; and it is disjoint if the instance sets of the subclasses are disjoint. In Fig. 1, this means that every Device is a PC or a Printer but not both, with similar constraints for Rooms. More formally, a generalization with root $C \in C$ is complete in an interpretation if $\mathcal{I}^\mathcal{X} = \bigcup_{C' \in \text{children}(C)} C'^\mathcal{X}$ and it is disjoint if for all $C_1, C_2 \in \text{children}(C)$ it holds that $C_1 \neq C_2 \Rightarrow C_1^\mathcal{X} \cap C_2^\mathcal{X} = \emptyset$.

Also, we admit only single inheritance (in contrast to multiple inheritance), i.e. $C \preceq_C P_1 \land C \preceq_C P_2 \Rightarrow P_1 = P_2$.

Associations are restricted to be unique, which means that the same pair of objects cannot occur multiple times in the same association. This is trivially satisfied in our case due to the definition of association mappings in Definition 2.

For each class $C$, we have a variable $|C|$ which denotes the class’ cardinality, i.e. $|C|$ is a shorthand for $|C^\mathcal{X}|$ in any

---

3. Where completeness does not hold, it can easily be established by introducing an additional subclass.

5. This is additionally represented by the $\langle \langle \text{abstract} \rangle \rangle$ stereotype on the Device class.
interpretation \( I \). Each variable’s domain is the set of non-negative integers, i.e. \( |C| \in \mathbb{N}_0 \) for all \( C \in \mathcal{C} \).

The authors of [11, 14] describe a method to translate associations from UML class diagrams to linear inequations\(^6\).

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{lb}(AB, 1) &= n_1, \quad \text{ub}(AB, 1) = n_2 \\
\text{lb}(AB, 2) &= m_1, \quad \text{ub}(AB, 2) = m_2
\end{align*}
\]

**Figure 2.** A binary association with multiplicities

In the small class diagram shown in Fig. 2, two classes \( A \) and \( B \) are associated with each other by association \( AB \). Each instance of \( A \) is associated with at least \( n_1 \) and at most \( n_2 \) instances of \( B \) and each instance of \( B \) is associated with at least \( m_1 \) and at most \( m_2 \) instances of \( A \). Based on the assumptions above, the inequations in Theorem 1 are generated.

**Theorem 1 (proven in [14]\(^7\))**

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{lb}(AB, 2) \cdot |A| &\leq \text{ub}(AB, 1) \cdot |B| & (1) \\
\text{lb}(AB, 1) \cdot |B| &\leq \text{ub}(AB, 2) \cdot |A| & (2) \\
|A| > 0 &\implies |B| \geq \text{lb}(AB, 2) & (3) \\
|B| > 0 &\implies |A| \geq \text{lb}(AB, 1) & (4)
\end{align*}
\]

For \( (PC, pcs, O) \in A \) from our running example, we obtain the following inequations:

\[
\begin{align*}
1 \cdot |PC| &\leq 8 \cdot |O| \\
1 \cdot |O| &\leq 1 \cdot |PC| \\
|PC| > 0 &\implies |O| \geq 1 \\
|O| > 0 &\implies |PC| \geq 1
\end{align*}
\]

Inequations (3) and (4) are so-called conditional inequations, i.e. the inequality to the right of the implication is only required to hold if the condition to the left of the implication holds. In [11], the generated inequations are used to detect inconsistencies as well as to construct minimal configurations. CLEWS\(^8\) is a tool that implements this approach [20].

Object-oriented models typically allow classes to be organized in hierarchies based on a containment relation (is-a constraints). The presence of such constraints makes reasoning about a schema much harder [9].

The authors of [4] also process class diagrams and suggest a translation of is-a constraints to associations with multiplicity 1 at the parent class and 0.1 at the child class. Additionally, they propose adding a constraint stating that the number of instances of the parent class must be equal to the sum of instances of the child classes in case the hierarchy is disjoint and complete. This amounts to the following equation for general class hierarchies.

\[ |P| = \sum_{C \in \text{children}(P)} |C|, \text{ for all } P \in \mathcal{C} \text{ where } \text{children}(P) \neq \emptyset \]  

**Proof 1** Equation (5) is a direct consequence of the assumption that class hierarchies are complete and disjoint. ■

Applying this to our running example in Fig. 1, we obtain the following additional equations:

\[ |D| = |PC| + |P|, \quad |R| = |PR| + |O| \]

### 3.2 Increasing expressiveness through association specialization

To ease the modeling of different multiplicities and partner types for specialized associations in subclasses, our approach supports association specialization. We use the class diagram depicted in Fig. 3 to explain the general setting. The UML feature of association specialization\(^9\) [10, 21] is used to describe subset constraints between associations. This means that the association \( AB' \) between \( A' \) and \( B' \), which are (direct or indirect) descendants of \( A \) and \( B \), specializes the association \( AB \) between \( A \) and \( B \), i.e. \( AB' \preceq_A AB \). This, in turn, means that every instance of \( AB' \) is also an instance of \( AB \). Of course, class hierarchies can be of arbitrary breadth and depth. It is allowed that subfamily(\( A \)) = \{\( A \)\} and/or \( A' = A \) (or similarly with \( B \)).

\[
\begin{align*}
A &\rightarrow AB & B \leftarrow AB \\
&\rightarrow A' & \rightarrow AB' & B' \rightarrow B
\end{align*}
\]

**Figure 3.** A class hierarchy featuring association specialization

As a special case, we admit so called “zero-zero” associations whose interpretation necessarily needs to be empty. This is used to disallow certain combinations of classes to be associated with each other\(^10\). Such an association exists between \( PC \) and PrintRoom, i.e. no print room contains a PC.

Because of the assumptions we make on class diagrams, only leaf classes can be instantiated. Therefore, we “propagate” associations for which no specialization exists down to the leaf classes. To define the notion of association specialization more formally, we introduce the concept of leaf associations.

**Definition 4** For an association \( A \in A \), the set \( A' \) defines the leaf associations of \( A \). For \( A = (C_1, AS, C_2) \), \( A' = \)

---

\(^6\) However, slightly different notations are used in both articles.

\(^7\) (1) and (2) correspond to \( My \geq nx \) and \( Nx \geq my \) and (3) and (4) correspond to \( xy \geq nx \) and \( xy \geq my \) in Theorem 9 in [14].

\(^8\) http://logic.at/clews/

\(^9\) UML provides two additional concepts which are similar to association specialization, called association subsetting and association redefinition [10]. The subtle differences between these constructs and association specialization are out of scope of this article.

\(^10\) By that, zero-zero associations have the same effect as cross-tree constraints of the excludes type in Feature Models [6].
The lower bounds of such associations must be zero, because we cannot make any claims on the minimal cardinality of subclasses which are not part of an association: \( \text{lb}(A', 1) = \text{lb}(A', 2) = 0 \).

The upper bounds, on the other hand, can be inherited from an association on the path to the root of the class hierarchy, because they are valid for all descendants of their defining class.

More formally: For a class \( C_1'^{\prime} \in \{ c_1(A') \mid A' \in A^* \} \) that does not occur in an association specializing \( A \) (\( \exists A' \in A: A' \not\leq_A A \cap c_1(A') = C_1'^{\prime} \)), we define the nearest definition of \( A \) as nearest \( (A, C_1'^{\prime}) := A' \in A \text{ s.t. } A' \leq_A A \) and there is no \( A'' \) in-between \( \exists A'' \in A: A' \neq A'' \wedge A'' \leq_A A \cap c_1(A') \leq_A c_1(A') \). Then, \( \text{ub}(A', 1) = \text{ub}(A', 1) \) where \( A' = \text{nearest}(A, c_1(A')) \) (and accordingly for \( C_2 \)).

We use this to derive the additional inequalities in Theorems 3 and 4.

**Theorem 3** Using the symbol \( AB' \) as an abbreviation for the triple \( (A', AS, AB') \in AB^* \) and the symbol \( \sum \) as an abbreviation for \( \sum_{AB' \in AB^*} \), the following additional inequations hold:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{lb}(AB, 1) \cdot |B| &\leq \sum \text{ub}(AB', 1) \cdot |B'| \\
\text{lb}(AB, 1) \cdot |B| &\leq \sum \text{ub}(AB', 2) \cdot |A'| \\
\text{lb}(AB, 2) \cdot |A| &\leq \sum \text{ub}(AB', 1) \cdot |B'| \\
\text{lb}(AB, 2) \cdot |A| &\leq \sum \text{ub}(AB', 2) \cdot |A'| \\
\text{lb}(AB', 1) \cdot |B'| &\leq \text{ub}(AB, 1) \cdot |B| \\
\text{lb}(AB', 1) \cdot |B'| &\leq \text{ub}(AB, 2) \cdot |A| \\
\text{lb}(AB', 2) \cdot |A'| &\leq \text{ub}(AB, 1) \cdot |B| \\
\text{lb}(AB', 2) \cdot |A'| &\leq \text{ub}(AB, 2) \cdot |A|
\end{align*}
\]

**Proof 2** For every instance of \( A \), there are at least \( \text{lb}(AB, 2) \) different tuples in the association, i.e. \( \text{lb}(AB, 2) \cdot |A| \leq |AB| \). For every leaf association \( AB' \in AB^* \), similar inequalities can be constructed, e.g. \( |AB'| \leq \text{ub}(AB', 1) \cdot |B'| \). This can be summed up over all leaf associations, i.e. \( \sum |AB'| \leq \sum \text{ub}(AB' \cdot 1) \cdot |B'| \). Because the set of (interpreted) leaf associations defines a partition over the interpreted root association, it holds that \( |AB| = \sum |AB'| \), which proves (8). The other inequations can be proven analogously.

Intuitively, (8) and (12) correspond to (1), and (7) and (11) correspond to (2), where one side of the inequality is replaced by a sum over an entire class hierarchy, respectively. In other words: (8), for example, states that there cannot be more instances of \( A \) than can be associated with instances of leaf classes of \( B \); and (6) limits instances of \( B \) by the number of times that its leaf classes can be associated with instances of \( A \)'s leaf classes.

The two conditional inequalities (3) and (4) could also be adapted for association specialization, but this does not lead to any additional information.

**Theorem 4** For all \( A' \in \text{subfamily}(A) \), the following additional inequations hold, where \( A'B' \) stands for \( \{ AB' \mid c_1(AB') = A' \} \):

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{lb}(AB, 2) \cdot |A'| &\leq \max_{AB' \in AB^*} \left( \text{ub}(AB', 1) \right) \cdot |B| \\
\min_{AB' \in AB^*} \left( \text{lb}(AB', 1) \right) \cdot |B| &\leq \text{ub}(AB, 2) \cdot |A'|
\end{align*}
\]

For all \( B' \in \text{subfamily}(B) \), the following additional inequations hold, where \( AB'' \) stands for \( \{ AB' \mid c_2(AB') = B' \} \):

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{lb}(AB, 1) \cdot |B'| &\leq \max_{AB' \in AB^*} \left( \text{ub}(AB', 2) \right) \cdot |A| \\
\min_{AB' \in AB^*} \left( \text{lb}(AB', 2) \right) \cdot |A| &\leq \text{ub}(AB, 1) \cdot |B'|
\end{align*}
\]

**Proof 3** From the proof for Theorem 1, we know that \( \text{lb}(AB, 2) \cdot |A| \leq |AB| \). For any \( A' \in \text{subfamily}(A) \), it holds that \( |A'| \leq |A| \), thus \( \text{lb}(AB, 2) \cdot |A'| \leq |AB| \) holds. On the other hand, \( A \) cannot be associated with a higher number of Bs than any of its leaves, so \( |AB| \leq \max_{AB' \in AB^*} \sum \text{ub}(AB', 1) \cdot |B'| \). Combining these findings, we prove (14). Inequations (15) to (17) can be proven analogously.

Applying Theorems 3 and 4 to our running example\(^{11}\), we obtain the following additional inequations\(^{12}\):

\[
\begin{align*}
1 \cdot |D| &\leq 2 \cdot |P| + 1 \cdot |PC| \\
1 \cdot |D| &\leq 9 \cdot |O| + 1 \cdot |PR| \\
0 \cdot |P| + 1 \cdot |PC| &\leq 1 \cdot |D| \\
1 \cdot |O| + 1 \cdot |PR| &\leq 1 \cdot |D| \\
1 \cdot |P| &\leq \max(1, 1) \cdot |R| \\
\min(0, 1) \cdot |R| &\leq 1 \cdot |P| \\
1 \cdot |PC| &\leq \max(0, 8) \cdot |R| \\
\min(0, 1) \cdot |R| &\leq 1 \cdot |PC|
\end{align*}
\]

## 4 DETERMINING AND UTILIZING CLASS CARDINALITY BOUNDS

Having defined all inequalities that are extracted from class diagrams, we now describe how they are used to find lower and upper bounds for cardinalities of classes.

### 4.1 Generating and solving linear programs

As already mentioned, some information on the cardinalities must be given. Otherwise, not much information on lower and upper bounds can be obtained from the linear program. For example, configuration problems are often constructed to have a root class of which exactly one instance exists, or the user could provide more information, e. g. that at most two hard drives are allowed in a computer configuration. Such information is translated to additional (in)equalities.

\(^{11}\) Inequalities (8), (9), (11), (13), (16) and (17) are omitted here, because they cannot contribute anything to cardinality bounds due to the unboundedness of \( r_{\text{devices}} \) near \( D \). For Theorem 4, only the inequations for \( A' \in \{ P, PC \} \) are given.

\(^{12}\) The inequations in the example have already been simplified. The full version of (6) reads: \( 1 \cdot |D| \leq 1 \cdot |P| + 1 \cdot |PC| + 1 \cdot |P| + 0 \cdot |PC| \).
Table 1. Computed cardinality bounds for the running example

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Associations</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>PC</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>O</th>
<th>PR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>There is only one company</td>
<td>1..1</td>
<td>1..100</td>
<td>1..100</td>
<td>0..∞</td>
<td>0..∞</td>
<td>0..∞</td>
<td>0..∞</td>
<td>0..∞</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generalizations</td>
<td>1..1</td>
<td>2..100</td>
<td>2..100</td>
<td>0..0</td>
<td>0..10</td>
<td>0..10</td>
<td>0..10</td>
<td>0..10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Association specialization</td>
<td>1..1</td>
<td>2..100</td>
<td>1..100</td>
<td>0..0</td>
<td>0..97</td>
<td>0..97</td>
<td>0..97</td>
<td>0..97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed B, PR, O</td>
<td>1..1</td>
<td>40..100</td>
<td>10..40</td>
<td>30..90</td>
<td>10..10</td>
<td>40..40</td>
<td>30..30</td>
<td>10..10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To calculate lower and upper bounds of individual classes’ cardinalities, we generate two optimization problems per class: One maximizes the value of the variable representing the cardinality of the class, the other minimizes it. In this step, an external ILP solver is employed to solve the generated linear program. We used lp_solve\textsuperscript{13} and SCIP\textsuperscript{14} [1] interchangeably in our experiments.

The conditional constraints (3) and (4) make it possible to derive further inequalities after an optimization problem is solved. Because of this, we solve each problem iteratively until no further inequalities are added.

Algorithm 1 presents procedure ComputeBounds that computes the lower and the upper cardinality bounds of a single class. It calls ComputeBound twice, once for each bound. The conditional inequations (3) and (4) are generated in line 6, and all unconditional inequations in line 7. Then, iteratively, the linear program is either minimized or maximized by the external ILP solver in line 10.

After being solved, the linear program is extended by the conditional inequations whose premises are satisfied in line 11. When no new conditional inequations can be satisfied\textsuperscript{15}, the value corresponding to the relevant class is extracted from the solution and returned in line 13.

Algorithm 1 Cardinality bounds computation for one class

1. procedure ComputeBounds(CD, C ∈ C)
2. min ← ComputeBound(CD, “minimize”, C)
3. max ← ComputeBound(CD, “maximize”, C)
4. return (min, max)

5. procedure ComputeBound(CD, optimization, C ∈ C)
6. CI ← ExtractConditionalINEQs(CD)
7. I ← ExtractUnconditionalINEQs(CD)
8. repeat
9. I' ← I
10. S ← SOLVE(I', optimization, C)
11. I ← I' \& GETSatisfiedCINeqs(CI, S)
12. until I = I
13. return EXTRACTVALUE(S, C)

Table 1 shows the computed cardinality bounds for our running example (see Fig. 1). From the top to the bottom of the table, information is successively added to tighten the cardinality bounds: In the row labeled Associations, (1) to (4) are generated for all associations, which gives us no bounds at all. In the next row, there is one and only one company, which makes all bounds tighter except for classes PC, PR and O.

Next, the constraint for complete and disjoint generalizations (5) is added, which leads to several interesting new bounds. Because we know that there are at least two rooms and that every room must contain at least one device, the lower bound for D becomes 2. The PC case is a bit more complex: In case there were more than 80 PCs, we would need at least 3 buildings to accommodate them. Since every building needs a printer, 3 of the maximum number of 100 devices must be printers, so there can be at most 97 PCs.

When considering the constraints generated for association specialization (cf. Theorems 3 and 4), we additionally learn that there cannot be more printers than rooms (because every type of room contains at most one printer).

Assuming that the physical real estate of the company is fixed, we incorporate in the last row the user input that there are exactly ten buildings, ten print rooms and 30 offices. Thereby, all bounds are tightened even further.

4.2 Integrating the presented approach in automatic configurators

We have integrated the techniques described so far in S’PREM, a domain-independent framework for product configurators that is developed and used internally within Siemens [16]. S’PREM is a (semi-)automatic configurator, i.e. it can be used by alternating manual and automated step sequences.

In automatic mode, classes of the configuration model are instantiated when an association contains too few instances, i. e. when the implicit cardinality constraint attached to an association is violated.

During manual configuration, a user can feed additional knowledge about the structure of the problem to the solver. This can be used to further constrain the cardinalities in the knowledge base as shown in the example at the end of Table 1.

Other solvers can benefit as well by integrating the presented techniques for computing cardinality bounds during knowledge base design. Most of the information required to construct the linear (in)equalities presented above is contained in the class diagram itself: It lies in the associations’ cardinality constraints. Most models, however, still admit infinite instantiations. This is the reason why we need upper bounds on the cardinalities of at least one class to be able to compute upper bounds for other classes from the knowledge base alone. In configuration problems, there often exists a root class whose cardinality is exactly one, which can already be used as a means to this end.

Computing cardinalities already at knowledge base design time has two advantages: First, they can be used to statically check the consistency of the knowledge base (i.e. the domain model, consisting of the class diagram and the ad-

\textsuperscript{13} http://lpsolve.sourceforge.net/5.5/

\textsuperscript{14} http://scip.zib.de/

\textsuperscript{15} Algorithm 1 is guaranteed to terminate because CI is finite and thus I will eventually reach a fixpoint.
Table 2. Number of failures encountered until solution was found (maximum number of objects = 50); CC=with cardinality constraints, D=Device, P=Printer, PC=PC, B=Building, R=Room, O=Office, PR=PrintRoom

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fixed objects</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>PC</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>O</th>
<th>PR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>719,982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Without using the generated inequalities, the test cases can only be solved with a substantial number of failures (backtracks) or cannot be solved at all within the given time frame (15 minutes). Running the same test cases with the inequalities, almost all test cases can be solved with very few failures within one minute.

Although these results were confirmed in further experiments with different domains, occasionally adding the inequalities deteriorates the solver performance. In these cases the additional inequalities lead the solver into a part of the search tree where no solution can be found.

6 RELATED WORK

Using linear inequalities to decide the satisfiability of object-oriented data models has a long history in software engineering and artificial intelligence [17]. Our approach for generating inequalities extends the work of [4, 5, 11, 14, 18].

In [7], the correctness of UML/OCL models is verified using constraint programming. An approach combining UML, DL (description logics) and constraint programming is described in [8].

A Logic for Configuration Problems, called LoCo, is introduced in [2]. The authors discuss a logic-based formalism to describe configuration problems. For this formalism, they introduce inequalities that are similar to those proposed by [11]. Additionally, they introduce a concept called “one-to-many axioms” which leads to similar inequalities as those presented in Theorem 3, but which do not support generalization hierarchies.

The authors of [13] describe a hybrid description logic [3] reasoner combining an Abox tableau calculus and integer linear programming. They achieved improvements, especially in cases where large numbers occur in number restrictions. As far as our experience goes, few DL reasoners are capable of efficiently dealing with number restrictions, which correspond to association multiplicities in UML. Like in the case of UML object models, the reason seems to be that few real-world ontologies use specific number restrictions and closed-world reasoning.

7 CONCLUSION

We have shown how linear inequalities can be extracted from UML class diagrams to derive lower and upper bounds for
class cardinalities. Compared to the inequalities known from earlier work, additional knowledge inherent in association specialization is exploited in our approach. This leads to the derivation of tighter cardinality bounds in domains with complex class hierarchies. Such constellations often occur in configuration problems, an example of which is the placement of hardware modules of various widths into hardware racks of various types [12].

The additionally derived information can be used by automatic configurators to increase both efficiency and user-friendliness. In this way, more configuration problems can be solved automatically, the number of necessary user decisions is reduced (by removing alternatives which do not lead to an acceptable solution), and the final configuration result is achieved faster. This holds especially for the configuration problems we have encoded in MiniZinc in our evaluation.

7.1 Future work

Even though we have successfully applied the approach described in this article, there are still some open questions. In particular, we will include approaches where cardinality bounds are precomputed (cf. Section 4) in our in-depth evaluation. Also, it will be interesting to thoroughly evaluate our approach on real-world examples we encounter in practice.
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Abstract.
In this paper we address the problems faced for automatic configuration of flexible hybrid models. We approach this problem with concepts from the computer science field including object oriented design and dependency injection to create a new Hybrid Model that combines traditional modelling methods with a flexible design. This type of model is able to drastically change its functional behaviour, allowing it to simulate a larger variety of scenarios of varying complexity. We then use AI methods to automatically configure the model to reduce its complexity to the minimum while having minimal impact on the model's accuracy. A small example is demonstrated where this method is used to configure the market environment for a hydro-power plant model, allowing us to determine which set of markets are most profitable for any given plant configuration. Furthermore, the use of flexible hybrid models opens up the possibility for further AI methods to be used in conjunction with mathematical models.

1 Introduction

The operational planning of a hydro-power station is a complex, but well studied task. As hydro-power is a technology that has been available for a long time, the methods for using this technology are well refined. Operation research methods (2, 6) dominate this problem and are heavily used in industry. Such methods describe the world in a mathematical model, including a set of constraints and an objective function, and is then solved by a solver such as IBM’s CPLEX (1). As these methods are so established in industry, alternative AI based methods struggle to have an impact.

However, we have identified an interesting field for AI methods in conjunction with existing mathematical methods. Therefore, we investigate the problem that arise in such models from a computer science point of view and consider these models to be a domain for our research.

We first focus on the problems that are prominent in mathematical methods. In many ways such models relate to legacy software or software that was developed when computer science was in its infancy. They are static, problem specific and extremely difficult to maintain. Although these problems are extremely prominent in industry, there is no easy fix. The root problem is inherent with the process that Operations Research uses to derive their solutions, which is shown in Fig. 1.

![Figure 1. Graphical representation of the process used to create and solve mathematical models. It should be noted that all parts of the process is considered to be flexible except for the model structure.](image)
affected. This limitation is felt in the modelling world in two ways:

- Managing the life cycle of such models becomes difficult, often resulting in redevelopment of models rather than continues development.
- Scenarios requiring functional flexibility are either implemented with difficulty or are not investigated.

These problems are visible in the hydro-power industry due to the energy transition from fossil and nuclear power to renewable power. As the energy industry is in transition, models must adapt. However, this is a painful transition in the modelling world, as models in the industry struggle to adapt to new functionality and struggle to consider new scenarios which must be investigated. In many cases, models are redeveloped rather than updated, resulting in the loss of any still relevant knowledge or functionality retained within the outdated models.

In particular, we consider the configuration of the model to be a problem. Many models are unable to be configured to manage a large variety of scenarios. Previously, different scenarios were a matter of using different data, such as from another time period.

However, during the energy transition, investments in hydro-power are crucial. To accurately calculate the impact on the operation and profitability of a plant of an investment, models must be able to simulate a scenario where one aspect of a plant has been updated. This update can be in the form of a change to the topology, such as enlarging a water reservoir or building another conduit, to using a new technology, such as a new turbine with a different efficiency curve. However, current models are difficult to modify and therefore these scenarios become difficult to simulate. Each investment opportunity is extremely expensive to investigate, making combinations of investments a near impossible task.

In this paper we approach this configuration task by using concepts from the computer science community to introduce flexibility into mathematical models and use a configuration method to simulate a variety of scenarios. We describe in Section 1 the background and related literature, in Section 2 the configuration problem that we wish to solve, in Section 3 the method we use to solve the configuration problem, in Section 4 our results in a small example, in Section 5 our conclusions and in Section 6 the future research direction we will follow.

2 Background

Problems in the model development relating to maintainability and flexibility are well known. Such problem existed in the earlier stages of computer science, where software was developed in an extremely case sensitive and hardware dependant way. Similarly, modelling was originally extremely solver dependant. Software such as the General Algebraic Modeling System (GAMS) allowed the solver to be separated from the modelling language, allowing a model to be tested with different solvers.

However, models are still extremely case sensitive and inflexible. Computer science overcame such obstacles with concepts such as object-orientated design and agile methodologies. Drawing of the success in computer science, these concept are being introduced to the modelling world. Many modern languages do incorporate an object-oriented design. However, these languages are still at an infancy and are not widely used in industry. Tools and models that are based on more traditional modelling are more accepted within the modelling community.

Currently, there is a large emphasis on the development of hybrid models within the operations research community. Hybrid models combine a top down model and a bottom up model. A top down model dissect a problem into several sub-problems, while a bottom up model works the other way around. Hybrid models open up the possibility of fusing a top down model design using traditional modelling languages with a bottom up approach that manages the object orientated design aspect. It allows the object orientated design to be abstracted from the model.

3 Problem

In this section we describe the problem we address in this paper by first describing the model used and then describing the configuration problem. We consider a model that optimises the operation of a hydro-power plant in terms of profitability with objective function $Z$ and a set of constraints $C$ as shown in Equations 1 to 2. In addition, we have a set of scenarios $S$. Each scenario describes the environment that the model must simulate, such as what markets to trade on or weather to empty the reservoirs at the end of the time interval as shown in 3.

$$\max_{i,m} \sum_i P_{i,m} Q_{i,m}$$

$$Q_{i,m} = R_{i,m} \alpha$$

$$S_i = S_{i-1} + I_i - \sum_m R_{i,m}$$

$$C\{\begin{array}{c}
S_i \leq S_{\text{max}} \\
S_i \geq S_{\text{min}} \\
\sum_m Q_{i,m} \leq Q_{\text{max}} \\
\end{array}\}$$

$$S\{\begin{array}{cccc}
\text{spot}_\text{market} = \text{true}, & \text{storage}_\text{end} = \text{true}... \\
\text{spot}_\text{market} = \text{false}, & \text{storage}_\text{end} = \text{true}... \\
\text{spot}_\text{market} = \text{true}, & \text{storage}_\text{end} = \text{false}... \\
\end{array}\}$$

Above, $P_{i,m}$ is the price at time interval $i$ for market $m$, $Q_{i,m}$ is the produced energy for time interval $i$ and market $m$, $R_{i,m}$ is the water released from the reservoir at time interval $i$ for market $m$, $\alpha$ is the efficiency of the turbine (the amount of energy produced per water used), $S_i$ is the storage level at time interval $i$, $I_i$ is the inflow of water into the reservoir at time interval $i$, $S_{\text{max}}$ is the maximum storage level of the reservoir, $S_{\text{min}}$ is the minimum storage level of the reservoir and $Q_{\text{max}}$ is the maximum production level.

Traditionally, constraints often contain conditionals such as in Equation 4 to modify their behaviour based on the scenarios requirements. Here, the conditional water loss is used to modify the equation defining the storage capacity to include a loss of water due to leaks or condensation.

$$S_i = S_{i-1} + I_i - \sum_m R_{i,m} - \$\text{(water loss)}L_i$$

This can also be used to enable / disable a constraint if it is required by the scenario as shown in Equation 5. Here, the boolean storage end is used to set a minimum water level at the final time interval.

$$\$$(\text{storage}_\text{end})S_{i\text{max}} = S_{\text{end}}$$
We reformulate the above to allow us to separate the models functionality from the conditionals by considering $C$ to contain all forms of the constraints. For example, instead $C$ containing a constraint in the form described in Equation 4, it exists as shown in Equation 6 and 7.

$$S_i = S_{i-1} + I_i - \sum_{m} R_{i,m} - L_i \quad (6)$$

$$S_i = S_{i-1} + I_i - \sum_{m} R_{i,m} \quad (7)$$

A model instance configured to match the functionality required by the scenario is then simply a subset of $C$.

However, for the model instance to be valid it must be able to compile into a meaningful model. Therefore, restrictions based on conflicting constraints and constraint interdependence from the top-down model must be considered.

In the traditional form, these restrictions are considered in the conditional statements. However, we separate these restrictions from the model functionality and describes them as a set of restrictions $R$ that determine the validity of the model.

Therefore we define the problem as creating a model instance by selecting a subset $C$ that contains the desired functionality of any scenario in $S$ and can be combined into a valid model instance by respecting the restriction defined in $R$.

Next we describe a method that allows the conditional logic required by the scenarios to be separated from the mathematical model. Traditionally, the interaction of the mathematical model and the conditional logic is handled as shown in the two previous examples in Equation 6 and 7.

Much of the problems created by using such methods on a large model, which includes many functions, comes from having to define the conditional statement in each function that it affects. This can be avoided by grouping constraints that are limited by the same conditions into one module. Therefore, for example, constraints that describe a pump storage technology can be grouped together in a module and can be controlled with one conditional statement. In principle, this approach is similar to object-orientated design, that groups related functionality into a class. Similarly, different versions of a module may exist, each containing a different implementation of the contained constraints.

$$S_i = S_{i-1} + I_i - \sum_{m} R_{i,m} \quad (6)$$

$$S_i = S_{i-1} + I_i - \sum_{m} R_{i,m} \quad (7)$$

Therefore, the task can be simplified to selecting a set of modules to create a model instance. In essence, this method can be described as a form of dependency injection. A configuration file that describes a scenario can then simply contain import statements, that define which implementations to include in the model. Therefore we can create different configurations by selecting which modules to include for that configuration.

![Figure 2](image2.png)

**Figure 2.** Graphical representation of how sets of related constraints are grouped together to form modules.

![Figure 3](image3.png)

**Figure 3.** Graphical representation of how a set of modules is selected to form a configuration.

We then must consider the interdependency and conflicts that exist between modules. First, we focus on the interdependency of the modules. Since constraints relate to each other through shared variables, so do the modules. However, as modules relate to physical concepts such as a market or a type of turbine, it becomes intuitive. For example, it is impossible to create a module instance without a module describing the behaviour of the turbine or a market to sell the produced energy.

Therefore, we can create a dependency graph that shows how such modules relate. A small excerpt of such a graph is shown in Figure 4, showing the interdependency of the market modules and some of the storage modules.

![Figure 4](image4.png)

**Figure 4.** Graphical representation of how modules are dependent on each other. One and only one storage module can be selected at a time to avoid conflicts. Therefore the main module is dependent only one of the set of storage modules. However, for the market modules, one or all modules can be selected.

Modules can be dependent on a single module or on one of a set of modules as shown in 4.

We can then describe these dependencies with predicate logic. We use an XOR statement, relating to the XOR logic gate, to represent this relation as shown in Equation 8.
\( \oplus (\text{Storage}_0, \oplus (\text{Storage}_1, \text{Storage}_2)) \) (8)

For simplicity, we extend the XOR relation to allow for multiple inputs as such a relation is synonymous to a conjunction of several classical XOR logic gates. Therefore, we can redefine Equation 8 as Equation 9.

\( \oplus (\text{Storage}_0, \text{Storage}_1, \text{Storage}_2) \) (9)

We can then create scenarios by selecting which modules to be used in a configuration file and then check the modules validity with the logic described above. However, as scenarios also include data such as inflows, the topology of the hydro-power station and market prices, we must be able to incorporate such data into our module based approach.

For this purpose, we utilise the concept of instantiation. For example, a scenario may include a multi-site case, where several reservoirs, turbines, conduits, galleries, tailraces and penstocks exist. Reservoirs are used for storage, turbines generate the electricity, conduits deliver water into the hydro-power system, galleries are used to transport water from one component to another within the system, tailraces conduct the water coming from the turbines and penstocks conduct the water into the turbines. An example topology is given in Figure 5.

![Graphical representation of the layout (topology) of an example Hydro-Power plant](image)

To model such a scenario, we implement modules for each of these topology items and create multiple instances of each. These instances then have the specific parameter settings to represent a particular element of the system.

Although the model language does not support object orientated design or the concept of initialisation, it can still be easily implemented. In essence, an instance is simply a set of parameters and several instances can be simply described in a table. Therefore, the instantiation can be handled by the object-orientated part of the hybrid model and then communicated to the mathematical model as a set of input parameters.

The advantage of this approach is that further validation can be implemented by design. For example, a penstock can only connect to a turbine and a turbine can only connect to a tailrace. Furthermore, this modular approach also allows easy integration with other systems, such as an interface for creating a topology, a system for running systematic experiments on distributed systems or a system for visualising the results.

The resulting hybrid model is a highly flexible and can be validated easily. Configuration of small models is simple through interactive configuration as we have demonstrated in our previous work. However, in large models, configuration becomes a complicated task and opens the possibility of using AI methods for automatic configuration. Some modules can be obsolete either as the underlying constraint does not restrict the search space or the module represents a functionality that is never used. Furthermore, some modules can be replaced by others that have a less complex implementation and therefore are easier to solve.

For example, in the hydro-power example, the model can be configured to simulate any given hydro-power plant. The model also includes the functionality to access multiple markets. However, not all hydro-power plants can access all markets due to technical limitations or simply because it is not profitable. Therefore, it makes sense to only include in the model instance the modules that contain the functionality for the appropriate markets and remove any modules representing a market that is never or rarely used. We use this example to demonstrate our method in Section 4.

Therefore, AI methods could be used for the configuration of flexible models to remove unnecessary constraints and reduce the time a solver requires to find a solution to the optimisation problem.

4 Method

In this section we describe a proof of concept method to solve the configuration problem. To be able to use a heuristic, we must first define two objectives:

- Minimise the model complexity
- Minimise deviation from \( Z \)

The first objective concerns the complexity that a solver requires to solve a configuration. Our previous work shows that there is, as one would expect, a direct relationship between the complexity of the model and its runtime. As a approximation of the models complexity, we simply use the number of modules.

The second objective takes into consideration the concept that mathematical models are considered to be inherently wrong, but some are accurate enough to be useful. It is based on the assumption that the more detailed the optimisation problem is described mathematically, the more useful is is. Therefore, we can assume that a model configuration that utilises the maximum amount and most detailed modules is the most useful answer to the \( Z \) function the model can produce. We wish to deviate from this result as little as possible to ensure that the model still produces useful answers. We use this answer as a reference point. The percentage of deviation as shown in Equation 10 is then calculated and used as an objective.

\[
\frac{(Z_{\text{ref}} - Z_i)}{Z_{\text{ref}}} \times 100
\] (10)

We then use the Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm (SPEA2) to solve for the above defined objectives. The SPEA2 algorithm is a...
multi objective evolutionary algorithm that uses the concept of Pareto optimality and a clustering technique to iteratively evolve solutions towards the pareto front and then spread along it. Each configuration can be easily represented by a string of binary values, representing which modules are switched on or off. To initialise the algorithm, we use the configuration with the maximum amount of modules and its direct relatives.

The SPEA2 algorithm was chosen for several reasons. First, this is a computationally expensive process, as assessing the runtime and the deviation from \( Z \) involves actually solving the model instance. SPEA2 can be easily implemented for a distributed system, allowing each model instance to be solved on a separate machine and therefore speeding up the process considerably. Second, SPEA2 excels at finding surprising solutions which are either not intuitive or simply difficult to arrive to. For example, switching one module alone may not bring a benefit, but in conjunction with others might yield a surprisingly optimal configuration. Such configurations are difficult to derive, but evolutionary algorithms have generally been successful in such situations due to their random nature.

The algorithm produces the Pareto front between the complexity of the model configuration and the deviation from the most accurate result for \( Z \). From this Pareto front it is then possible to select the configuration with an acceptable deviation and the lowest complexity. Although this process is computationally expensive, it only needs to be used once before deployment to configure the model and reduce the solvers runtime in the future.

The method described above was implemented using a combination of GAMS and Java. The model was implemented using standard methods in GAMS and solved using IBM’s CPLEX solver. Scenarios were described in Java configuration files as shown in below.

```
market 1 = true
market 2 = false
market 3 = true
market 4 = true
market 5 = false
market 6 = false
```

Such a configuration file can then used to configure a GAMS file with all the appropriate import statements as shown below. A market is then simply removed by commenting out an import statement.

```
import market1.gms
import market2.gms
import market3.gms
import market4.gms
import market5.gms
import market6.gms
```

The SPEA2 algorithm was implemented in Java, which would create the module instances and then use the CPLEX solver to solve them.

5 Results

In this section we demonstrate the feasibility of our method on a small example. We apply our method to the market configuration for a specific hydro-power plant. As previously stated, the energy produced by the hydro-power plant can be sold on different markets, as shown below with their abbreviations:

- market 1: day-ahead market
- market 2: intra-day market
- market 3: primary reserve market (PRL)
- market 4: secondary reserve market (SRL)
- market 5: positive tertiary reserve market (TRL+)
- market 6: negative tertiary reserve market (TRL-)

However, some markets are rarely used and therefore the models complexity can be reduced by identifying configurations that remove the unnecessary markets. Therefore we apply our method and produce the results shown in Figures 6 and 7.

![Figure 6](image)

Figure 6. Graph showing the results of using the SPEA2 algorithm configure different sets of active markets. The X axis represents how many markets (or market modules) are activated in a configuration and the Y axis represents how much percent the results to the models objective function deviates from the most accurate answer (in this case when all six markets are activated). The data points represent the Pareto optimal configurations, meaning there is no configuration with a smaller deviation for the given number of modules.

![Figure 7](image)

Figure 7. Graph showing the runtime for the configurations shown in Figure 6. The runtime is measured in CPLEX ticks, which is a platform independent measure for how much work Cplex had to do to solve the model.

Notable in the results is that market configurations exist that only use a subset of the available markets, but generate near identical results. The reason for this is that some markets simply prove to be
Table 1. Table showing CPLEX performance for various configurations. Notable is the high runtime in configuration 1 despite similar results (similar deviation) to configuration 2 and 3. Also notable is the increase in deviation for configuration 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Active Markets</th>
<th>Runtime</th>
<th>% Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1,2,3,4,5,6</td>
<td>413722.0</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1,3,4,5,6</td>
<td>164166.0</td>
<td>0.0062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1,4,5,6</td>
<td>160181.0</td>
<td>0.6736</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1,3,4</td>
<td>145352.3</td>
<td>4.8373</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6 Conclusion

Configuration 1 in the table above is the reference point. Interestingly, configuration 2 and 3 only deviate from the reference point by less than 1% and configuration 4 by less than 5%. Configuration 2, 3 and 4 also show a more than 50% faster solve time. Therefore we should consider to configure the model for this topology to ignore markets 2 (intra-day market), 3 (primary reserve market) and 6 (negative tertiary reserve market) to achieve a faster solver time. It should also be noted that the configuration 2, 3 and 4 are closely related to each other, hinting towards favourable conditions for evolutionary algorithms as they can derive one good configuration from another easily through mutation and crossover operations.

To summarise, we describe an AI problem that exists for the configuration of mathematical models. We apply a method for identifying the Pareto front based on two objectives, one an approximation of the models complexity and the other a measurement of how much the models answer, and therefore its behaviour, changes. The method was applied on a small example to identify which markets are the least profitable and may be exclude from the model to provide a faster runtime. Although the example is only small, it provides a proof of concept for our method and shows how it can be applied.

7 Future Work

This work serves as a basis for our future work as we well indulge further into the implications of flexible behaviour in a mathematical model. In particular we will focus on the runtime prediction of such models, as the runtime becomes more difficult to predict with high functional flexibility. We will also focus on the tuning of the mathematical solver. For traditional models, it is possible to select optimal parameters for all possible model instances. However, with a more flexible model, the solver requires different tuning parameters for various configurations to be optimal. Therefore, our research will focus on using knowledge from the model structure to determine ideal model tuning parameters for each possible model configuration.
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Solving the Partner Units Configuration Problem with Heuristic Constraint Answer Set Programming

Erich C. Teppan

Abstract. The partner units problem (PUP) is an acknowledged hard benchmark problem for the logic programming community with various industrial application fields. The state-of-the-art heuristic for the PUP is the QuickPup heuristic. Unfortunately, complex domain-dependent heuristics like QuickPup could not be realized within a declarative solving framework like constraint or answer set programming. A new hybrid technique called constraint answer set programming (CASP) offers the possibility to realize declarative frameworks in which it is possible to also express complex heuristics like QuickPup. In this paper we present the CASP solver ASCASS (A Simple Constraint Answer Set Solver) which provides novel methods for defining and exploiting problem-dependent search heuristics. Beyond the possibility of using already built-in problem-independent heuristics, ASCASS allows on the ASP level the definition of problem-dependent variable selection, value selection and pruning strategies which guide the search of the CP solver. Due to the new possibilities for representing and exploiting complex domain heuristics in ASCASS, we show how to encode the PUP and realize QuickPup in ASCASS. An evaluation reveals that due to the QuickPup heuristic, which is not expressible in any other ASP or CASP approach, ASCASS outperforms state-of-the-art ASP and CASP solvers on the tested PUP instances.

1 Introduction

The partner units problem (PUP) [1] is a perfect representative of a configuration problem in the classical sense, i.e. where certain components have to be connected so that predefined user requirements and technical constraints are respected [14]. Because of its generic nature it posses many real world application domains like railway safety, surveillance or electrical engineering [2, 17]. The PUP is $NP$-complete in the general case and also for most industrially important subclasses. Furthermore, it is one of the hardest benchmark problems participating in the ASP competitions[19].

The PUP originates in the domain of railway safety systems. One of the problems in this domain is to make sure that certain rail tracks are not occupied by a train/wagon before another train enters this track. The signals for the corresponding occupancy indicators are calculated by special processing units based on the input of several observing sensors. Because of fail-safety and realtime requirements the number of sensors respectively indicators which can be connected to the same unit is limited (called unit capacity, UCAP). Also one sensor/indicator device can only be directly connected to one unit. However, a unit can be connected to a limited number (called inter

Figure 1. Railway track layout, PUP input and solution

Figure 1 shows a simple example for a railway track layout, the corresponding bipartite input graph and a possible solution for IU

CAP=2 and UCAP=2. In order to calculate the correct signal for Indicator 3 only data from Sensor 3 and Sensor 4 is needed. If the number of outgoing wheels counted by Sensor 4 is equal to the incoming wheel counts of Sensor 3 then Track 3 is empty. In order to calculate the correct signal for Indicator 2 it is not sufficient to only incorporate data from Sensor 2 and Sensor 5 as it is not clear whether a wheel has headed to or is coming from Track 3. Therefore, additional data from Sensor 3 and Sensor 4 is needed.
Several general problem solving methods have been tested on the PUP such as Integer Programming, Constraint Programming (CP), SAT Solving, and Answer Set Programming (ASP), among of which ASP performed best (Aschinger et al. 2011a). However, the real breakthrough for solving real-world instances of the PUP was achieved by the development of the domain-dependent QuickPup heuristic [18].

QuickPup is based on three major techniques:

1. Based on the input graph and a distinguished root indicator, QuickPup produces a topological ordering of the devices, which is basically the minimum distances from the root indicator to all other devices. The distance to itself is zero, the distance to the direct neighbors is one, the distance to the neighbors of the neighbors is two and so forth. This reflects the (partial) ordering in which the devices should be processed.
2. For each device, first try to place it on the next empty unit and if this is unsuccessful try the already used units in descending order.
3. Try different root indicators, and consequently different topological orderings, and limit search for each trial. The intuition behind that is that not all root indicators are equally good to start search from.

Unfortunately, also state-of-the-art general problem solvers do not allow the formulation of complex domain-dependent heuristics like QuickPup without external non-declarative procedures. For example, for realizing QuickPup in CP it would afford a custom (procedurally programmed) propagator respectively global constraint. CP languages like MiniZinc\(^3\) do not allow complex calculations like the computation of a topological order in a graph. In ASP heuristics like QuickPup are not possible as ASP is stateless in nature such that things like ‘the next empty unit’ are not expressible.

However, the new hybrid approach of Constraint Answer Set Programming (CASP) [13] combining ASP and CP seems to be perfect to overcome these issues. On the one hand, ASP provides language constructs which even go beyond first-order logic. On the other hand, CP is not stateless. Furthermore, a heuristic in CP is well contoured. Any heuristic in CP basically consists of three components:

1. a problem-dependent variable selection strategy
2. a problem-dependent value selection strategy
3. a problem-dependent pruning strategy

For certain classes of problems like industrial-sized scheduling CASP was already successfully applied [4]. Especially search problems with large variable domains often profit from the CASP representation due to the alleviation of the grounding bottleneck [12].

In this paper we present ASCASS, a novel CASP solver which uses Clingo for answer set solving and the Java framework Jacop for CP solving. ASCASS combines and extends the heuristic possibilities of state-of-the-art CASP solvers and makes them completely available on the problem encoding level. Beyond the usage of built-in strategies, ASCASS provides powerful constructs for the formulation and exploitation of problem-dependent heuristics consisting of variable selection, value selection and pruning strategies.

Subsequently, it is discussed in detail how to represent the Partner Units Problem (PUP) and the QuickPup heuristic in ASCASS. In a first proof-of-concept evaluation it is shown that due to this heuristic, which, to the best of our knowledge, cannot be expressed within any other ASP or CASP approach, ASCASS outperforms state-of-the-art ASP and CASP solvers.

2 Background

In this section we introduce the basic concepts of answer set and constraint answer set programming as it is needed for the purposes of this article. In particular, we ignore disjunctive logic rules and classical negation in ASP for readability reasons. For information about ASP and CASP please refer to [8], [7], [13], [15] and [3].

2.1 Syntax of ASP

In ASP, a term refers either to a variable or a constant. Strings starting with upper case letters denote variables. Constants are represented by strings starting with lower case letters, by quoted strings or by integers. An atom is either a classical atom, a cardinality atom or an aggregate atom. A classical atom is an expression \( p(t_1, \ldots, t_n) \) where \( p \) is an \( n \)-ary predicate and \( t_1, \ldots, t_n \) are terms. A negation as failure (NAF) literal is either a classical atom \( \lambda \) or its negation \( \lnot \lambda \). A cardinality literal is either a cardinality atom \( \psi \) or its negation \( \lnot \psi \). A cardinality atom is of the form

\[
l \leftarrow \{ a_1 : l_{1,1}, \ldots, l_{1,m} ; \ldots ; a_n : l_{n,1}, \ldots, l_{n,n} \} \prec_u u
\]

where

- \( a_i : l_{i,1}, \ldots, l_{i,j} \) represent conditional literals in which \( a_i \) (the heads of the cardinality atom) constitute classical atoms and \( l_{ij} \) are NAF literals
- \( l \) and \( u \) are terms (i.e. variables or constants) representing non-negative integers. If not specified, the defaults are 0 respectively \( \infty \).
- \( \prec_l \) and \( \prec_u \) are comparison operators. If not specified, the default is \( \leq \).

An aggregate literal is either an aggregate atom \( \varphi \) or its negation \( \lnot \varphi \). An aggregate atom is of the form

\[
l \leftarrow \# \text{op} \{ t_{1,1}, \ldots, t_{1,m} : l_{1,1}, \ldots, l_{1,m} ; \ldots ; t_{n,1}, \ldots, t_{n,op} : l_{n,1}, \ldots, l_{n,op} \} \prec_u u
\]

Most syntactical parts of aggregate literals are the same as for cardinality atoms, except that

- a head of a conditional literal is a tuple of terms \( t_{1,1}, \ldots, t_{1,j} \), and
- \( \# \text{op} \) is an aggregate function in \( \{ \# \text{min}, \# \text{max}, \# \text{count}, \# \text{sum} \} \).

Generally, a rule is of the form

\[
h \leftarrow b_1, \ldots, b_m, \not b_{m+1}, \ldots, \not b_n.
\]

where

- \( h, b_1, \ldots, b_m \) are atoms (i.e. positive literals),
- \( \not b_{m+1}, \ldots, \not b_n \) are negative literals,
- \( H(r) = \{ h \} \) is called the head of the rule,
- \( B(r) = \{ b_1, \ldots, b_m, \not b_{m+1}, \ldots, \not b_n \} \) is called the body of the rule,
- \( B^+(r) = \{ b_1, \ldots, b_m \} \) is called the positive body of the rule and
- \( B^-(r) = \{ \not b_{m+1}, \ldots, \not b_n \} \) is called the negative body of the rule.

A rule \( r \) with \( H(r) \) including a cardinality atom is called choice rule. A rule \( r \) where \( B(r) = \{ \} \), e.g. ‘\( a \leftarrow \)’ is called fact. For facts, typically ‘\( \leftarrow \)’ is omitted. A rule \( r \) where \( H(r) = \{ \} \), e.g. ‘\( \leftarrow \ b \)’, is called integrity constraint, or simply constraint.

Furthermore, we allow the typically built-in arithmetic functions \( (+, -, *, /) \) and comparison predicates \( (=, \neq, <, >, \leq, \geq) \).

\(^3\)www.minizinc.org
2.2 Semantics of ASP

The semantics of a non-ground ASP program is defined w.r.t. its grounding. A program’s grounding can be defined in terms of its Herbrand universe and base. The Herbrand universe \( HU_P \) of a program \( P \) is the set of all constants appearing in \( P \).

The grounding for a rule \( r \) without cardinality atoms and aggregates is the set of rules obtained by applying all possible substitutions of variables in \( r \) with constants in \( HU_P \). The grounding of a rule which contains cardinality or aggregate literals is defined by the two-step instantiation described in [16]: first produce a set of partially grounded rules by substitution of variables occurring outside the cardinality/aggregate literal and then, within each partially grounded rule, substitute each conditional literal by a set of ground conditional literals by substituting the remaining variables inside the cardinality or aggregate literal.

The grounding \( P_G \) of a program \( P \) is the union of all rule groundings. The Herbrand base \( HB_P \) w.r.t. \( P \) is the set of all positive NAF literals (i.e. classical atoms) that occur in \( P_G \).

An interpretation \( I \) satisfies a (ground) positive NAF literal \( \lambda \) (written as \( I \models \lambda \)) iff \( \lambda \in I \). A positive cardinality literal is satisfied by \( I \) iff the number of satisfied head literals in the cardinality atom satisfies the lower and upper bounds \( l \) and \( u \) w.r.t. the order relations \( < \) and \( \prec \). Both, bounds and comparison symbols are optional. By default, \( 0 \) \leq \text{lower for the lower and } \leq \infty \text{ for the upper bound. A positive aggregate literal is satisfied iff the value returned by the aggregate function } \#op \text{ applied on the set of term tuples fulfilling its conditions does not violate the lower and upper bounds. Here, } \#\text{count} \text{ counts the number of distinct term tuples fulfilling the related conditions, and } \#\text{min}, \#\text{max} \text{ and } \#\text{sum} \text{ are calculating the minimum, maximum or sum of the first terms in the distinct term tuples fulfilling the related conditions. A negative literal not } \omega \text{ is satisfied (written as } I \models \lnot \omega \text{) iff } \omega \text{ is not satisfied. A ground rule } r \text{ is satisfied by } I \text{ (written as } I \models r \text{) iff the head is satisfied or the body is not. The body of a rule is satisfied by } I \text{ iff all literals in the body are satisfied. The head of a rule is satisfied iff the literal in it is satisfied. In particular, an empty body is always satisfied and integrity constraints are satisfied iff the body is not satisfied, i.e. the constraint is not violated. A program } P \text{ is satisfied by an interpretation } I \text{ iff all rules in its grounding } P_G \text{ are satisfied.}

An answer set for a program can be defined on the basis of the program’s reduct [9, 16]. The reduct \( P_I \) of a ground program \( P \) relative to an interpretation \( I \subseteq HB_P \) is defined as \( P_I := (H(r) \leftarrow B(r)) \upharpoonright r \in P, B(r) \cap I = \emptyset \).

An interpretation \( I \subseteq HB_P \) (which may be empty) is an answer set for a program \( P \) not containing choice rules iff

- \( I \) satisfies all rules in \( P_I \), i.e. \( \forall r \in P_I, I \models r \)
- \( I \) is subset-minimal, i.e. there is no \( I' \subset I \) so that \( I' \) satisfies all rules in \( P_I \).

Choice rules can produce answer sets that are not subset-minimal, which leads to a slight change of semantics when such rules are present. For example, the program consisting only of the choice rule \( \{a\} \), possesses the two answer sets \( \{a\} \) and \( \{\} \). In order to be in line with the original semantics and thus restore subset-minimality an equivalent program can be produced by extending the program as follows:

For every head \( a_i \) within a cardinality atom of a choice rule, add a new atom \( a'_i \) (which is not occurring elsewhere in the program) and a constraint \( \iff a_i, a'_i \). Informally, \( a'_i \) expresses that \( a_i \) is not in the interpretation. This way, the choice rule \( \{a\} \), equivalently produces the two answer sets \( \{a'\} \) and \( \{\} \). For convenience, we can imagine the new atoms \( a'_i \) and the constraints \( \iff a_i, a'_i \) to be invisible. For details, consult [7].

An ASP program is unsatisfiable iff it has no answer sets and satisfiable otherwise.

2.3 Constraint Answer Set Programming

A constraint satisfaction problems (CSP) can be defined as a three-tuple \( (V, D, \lambda) \) where \( V \) is a set of variables, \( D \) is the set of domains of the variables in \( V \) and \( \lambda \) is a set of constraints on variables in \( V \). A solution to a CSP is an assignment \( \forall v \in V, \lambda(v) = d \in dom(v) \) such that all constraints \( \in \lambda \) are fulfilled. A CSP comprising only finite domains is called finite. If all domains are defined over discrete values (most commonly integers), the CSP is called discrete.

For integrating CP into ASP there are basically two approaches. First, solvers like Clingcon [15] are based on the extension of the ASP input language in order to support the definitions of constraints. The Ezcsp solver [3] is based on a different approach where ASP and CP are not integrated into one language. ASP rather acts as a specification language for Constraint Satisfaction Problems (CSPs). The main idea is that answer sets constitute CSP encodings which are used as input for a CP solver. The above example can be expressed in Ezcsp as:

\[
\text{num(N) :- N=\{1..3\}.} \\
\text{cspdomain(fd).} \\
\text{cspvar(var(N),1,6):-num(N).} \\
\text{required(var(X) + var(Y) + var(Z) == 6) :- num(X), num(Y), num(Z), X!=Y, Y!=Z, X!=Z.} \\
\text{required(var(1) > 1).} \\
\text{required(all_distinct([var/1])).}
\]

After some pre-processing, an answer set is calculated which includes \( \text{cspdomain} \), \( \text{cspvar} \) and \( \text{required} \) facts. \( \text{cspdomain(fd)} \) denotes that the CSP is finite and discrete. Ezcsp is also able to handle real domains. CSP variables are explicitly defined by \( \text{cspvar} \) facts also defining lower and upper bounds of the variable domains. Constraints are represented as \( \text{required} \) facts. For expressing global constraints, and thus refer to sets of CSP variables, Ezcsp allows the usage of functional symbols. E.g. \( \text{var([1])} \) refers to all variables formed by the unary function \( \text{var} \). Once an answer set has been produced, the CSP encoded within the \( \text{cspdomain} \), \( \text{cspvar} \) and \( \text{required} \) facts is passed to the CP solver. As answer set production and CSP solution search are two separated processes, different CP solvers can be used in Ezcsp. Currently, Sicstus- and B-Prolog are supported.

The semantics of a program builds on the notion of extended answer sets [3]: A pair \( (A, S) \) is an extended answer set of program \( II \) if \( A \) is an answer set of \( II \) and \( S \) is a solution to the CSP defined by \( A \). We further define that the empty CSP (i.e. without any CSP variables) possesses the empty solution. For CSP solution search, Ezcsp provides different search strategies impacting the underlying CP solver. In case of Sicstus Prolog as a CP solver, the built-in value selection strategies \( \text{split} \) (min domain value, when ascending order is used, max domain value when descending order is used) and \( \text{bisection} \) (bisection of the domain in the middle) are available. Similarly in case of B-Prolog, the bisection strategies \( \text{split} \) and \( \text{reverse_split} \) are supported. The supported variable selection strategies are \( \text{leftmost} \) (leftmost variable), \( \text{min} \) (leftmost variable with minimal lower bound), \( \text{max} \) (leftmost variable with maximal upper bound), and \( \text{ff} \) (first-fail). By the special \( \text{label_order/2} \) predicate it
is also possible to define problem-dependent CSP variable orderings for the CP solver. However, there are no constructs for expressing problem dependent value or pruning strategies.

3 A Simple Constraint Answer Set Solver

ASCASS\(^4\) is a novel finite discrete CASP solver following the approach of Ezcsp, i.e. the input language is pure ASP and the answer sets encode CSPs. The major difference to to state-of-the-art CASP systems are the sophisticated features for expressing domain-dependent heuristics consisting of custom variable selection, value selection and pruning strategies.

Figure 2 shows the overall architecture of ASCASS. Answer set production (grounding and solving) is done by Clingo\(^5\), which is currently one of the most powerful ASP systems. The input language is the ASP standard ASP-Core-2\(^6\).

After answer set solving, a produced answer set is handed over to a parsing module that extracts the facts which encode the CSP and search directives. This information is used to instantiate a corresponding CSP in the CP solver and perform search conforming to the given search directives. Currently, Jacop\(^7\) is used within ASCASS as a CP solver. In case that the CSP could not be solved by the CP solver or a timeout occurred (defined by the special predicate `cstimeout(\(\Delta\))`, the process continues with the next answer set, until a solution is found, or there are no more answer sets. The empty CSP (i.e. when there is not a single CSP variable) is always satisfiable and possesses the empty CSP solution.

3.1 Encoding of CSPs

ASCASS focuses on finite discrete Constraint satisfaction problems (CSPs). In order to encode a CSP within ASCASS there can be used a number of specific predicates. Of course, in the input these predicates can contain variables. The following explanations refer to their grounded form.

The predicates `cspvar(\(\alpha, \lambda, v\)` and `cspvar(\(\alpha, \lambda, v, \eta\))` are responsible for encoding CSP variables. Hereby, \(\alpha\) represents the variable name and \(\lambda\) and \(v\) represent respectively the numerical lower and upper bound of the variable’s domain. For example, `cspvar(x, 1, 10)` stands for a CSP variable \(v\) with the domain \([1, 10]\).

The numerical \(\eta\) is used to define a custom variable selection ordering. When using the variable selection strategy `priority` (see below), the CP solver selects the variable with the highest priority first.

The predicate `cspconstr(\(\alpha, \rho, \tau\))` encodes a relational constraint (i.e. \(\subseteq\), \(\subseteq\), \(<\), \(<=\)) over a variable \(\alpha\), \(\rho\) denotes the type of relation and must be a constant out of \(\{eq, neq, lt, lteq, gt, gteq\}\). \(\tau\) denotes another CSP variable or a numerical constant. For example, `cspconstr(x, lt, 5)` expresses that variable \(x\) must be lower than 5.

The predicate `csparith(\(\alpha, \beta, \gamma\)` encodes arithmetic constraints. \(\alpha\), \(\beta\) and \(\gamma\) are CSP variable names. Like for `cspconstr`, the constant \(\beta\) denotes the type of relation. \(\gamma\) is a constant representing an arithmetic operation. Currently, ASCASS supports addition (\(plus\)), subtraction (\(minus\)), multiplication (\(multi\)), division (\(div\)) and exponent (\(exp\)). For example, `csparith(xa, plus, xb, eq, xc)` states that the sum of the values of \(xa\) and \(xb\) must be equal the value of \(xc\).

For expressing logical constraints predicates of the form `cspif(\(\Xi_1, \text{and, } \Xi_2, \text{and, } \ldots, \text{and, } \Xi_m, \text{then, } \Xi_{m+1}, \text{or, } \Xi_n\)` can be used. Each \(\Xi\) consists of a variable \(\alpha\), a relational symbol \(\rho\) and another variable or numerical constant \(\tau\). For example, `cspif(x, lt, 5, and, y, gt, 10, then, z, gteq, 0)` is to be read as ‘if \(x\) is lower than 5 and \(y\) is greater than 10 then \(z\) must be non-negative’.

Global constraints are constraints over arrays of variables. In ASCASS global constraints are defined by predicates of the form `cspglobal(\(\sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_m, \kappa\)` and `cspglobal(\(\sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_m, \kappa, \kappa\))`. \(\kappa\) is a constant denoting the type of global constraint. \(\sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_m\) represent arrays of variables. \(\tau_1, \ldots, \tau_n\) represent single CSP variables or integers. The selection of global constraints currently supported by ASCASS has been determined by the needs of our application areas and will be further expanded. ASCASS currently supports the following global constraints:\(^8\)

- `min: cspglobal(\(\sigma, \min, \tau\)` the minimum value of the variables \(\sigma\) is equal to \(\tau\)
- `max: cspglobal(\(\sigma, \max, \tau\)` the maximum value of the variables \(\sigma\) is equal to \(\tau\)
- `sum: cspglobal(\(\sigma, \sum, \tau\)` the sum of values of the variables \(\sigma\) is equal to \(\tau\)
- `count: cspglobal(\(\sigma, \text{count}, \tau_1, \tau_2\)` \(\tau_1\) equals the count number of variables in \(\sigma\) with value \(\tau_2\)
- `global cardinality: cspglobal(\(\sigma, \text{gcd}\)` a more general counting constraint where the occurring values in \(\sigma\) are counted in the corresponding counter variables in \(\sigma_2\)
- `all different: cspglobal(\(\sigma, \text{alldiff}\))` all variables in \(\sigma\) are mutually unequal
- `element: cspglobal(\(\sigma, \text{element}, \tau_1, \tau_2\)` the value of the \(\tau_1\)-th variable in \(\sigma\) is equal to \(\tau_2\)
- `cumulative: cspglobal(\(\sigma_1, \sigma_2, \kappa, \text{cumulative}, \tau\)` \(\sigma_1\) represents the starting times of \(\sigma_1\) many jobs, \(\sigma_2\) represents the durations of the jobs, \(\kappa\) represents the amounts of needed resources of the jobs and \(\tau\) represents the allowed accumulated amount of resources at any time point
- `bin packing: cspglobal(\(\sigma_1, \sigma_2, \sigma_3, \text{binpacking}\)` \(\sigma_1\) represents bin assignments for \(\sigma_1\) many items, \(\sigma_2\) represents the bin sizes of the \(\sigma_1\) many bins and \(\sigma_3\) represents the item sizes

In order to address arrays of CSP variables, ASCASS not only allows simple constants but also n-ary functional terms for variable names of the form `\(\phi(k_1, \ldots, k_n)\)` with \(k_1, \ldots, k_n\) representing string or integer arguments (see Figure 3). The special functional argument `all` acts as a placeholder and can be used for addressing arrays of variables. For example, take the four variable definitions `cspvar(\(v(1,1), 1, 10\))`, `cspvar(\(v(1,2), 1, 10\))`, `cspvar(\(v(2,1), 1, 10\))` and `cspvar(\(v(2,2), 1, 10\)`). A natural interpretation of the arguments is row and column of a two-dimensional variable array. Consequently, `cspglobal(\(v(\text{all,2}), \text{alldiff}\)` expresses that the values of all second column’s variables, in our case \(v(1,2)\) and \(v(2,2)\), must be different to each other. `v(\text{all,all})` stands for all variables in the two-dimensional array, i.e. all variables formed by the functional symbol `v` with arity 2.

---

\(^4\) http://isbi.aau.at/hint/asass
\(^5\) sourceforge.net/projects/potassco/files/clingo
\(^6\) www.mat.unical.it/aspcomp2013/files/ASP-CORE-2.03b.pdf
\(^7\) jacop.osolpro.com

---

More information about global constraints can be found at http://jacop.osolpro.com/guideJaCoP.pdf and http://sofdem.github.io/gccat/
3.2 Encoding of variable selection strategies

Apart from the predicates for defining a CSP, ASCASS provides predicates for steering the search of the CP solver. The predicates \textit{cspsvarsel}(\epsilon) and \textit{cspsvarsel}(\theta) define the variable selection strategy to be used. Hereby, \epsilon is the primary selection strategy and, if defined, \theta acts as a secondary, tiebreaking strategy. For variable selection, ASCASS currently supports the problem-independent built-in strategies \textit{smallestDomain}, \textit{mostConstrainedStatic}, \textit{mostConstrainedDynamic}, \textit{smallestDomain}, \textit{largestDomain}, \textit{largestMin}, \textit{smallestMax}, \textit{maxRegret}, \textit{weightedDegree} and the problem-dependent strategy \textit{priority}.

When using the \textit{priority}-strategy, ASCASS builds an ordering of the CSP variables based on the provided priorities \eta in \textit{cspvar}(\alpha, \lambda, v, \eta). Variables with high priorities are selected first. Variables for which there is no \eta defined are selected as the last ones. Hence, the \textit{priority} strategy in combination with the variable priorities is similar to the \textit{label,order} predicate in Balduccini’s EZCSP.

3.3 Encoding of value selection strategies

For value selection ASCASS provides the predicates \textit{cspvalsel}(\phi) and \textit{cspvalsel}(\sigma, \phi) where \sigma and \phi are constants denoting the strategy. As it is often important to have different value selection strategies for different sets of variables, ASCASS provides also the predicates \textit{cspvalsel}(\sigma, \phi, \epsilon) and \textit{cspvalsel}(\sigma, \phi, \epsilon, \theta) where \sigma represents an array of variables like in global constraints. ASCASS supports the already built-in strategies \textit{indomainMin}, \textit{indomainMiddle}, \textit{indomainMax} and \textit{indomainRandom}. For expressing problem-dependent value selection strategies, the novel strategy \textit{indomainPreferred} can be used.

When using \textit{indomainPreferred}, the CP solver first tries to use specified values before changing to the built-in strategy \phi (\textit{minDomain} if not stated otherwise). For specifying preferred values, ASCASS provides the special predicate \textit{cspprefer}(\alpha, \rho, \tau) and \textit{cspprefer}(\alpha, \rho, \tau, \eta). Like for relational constraints, \alpha represents a CSP variable, \rho represents a relational symbol and \tau stands for a further variable or a numerical constant. For example, \textit{cspprefer}(v, eq, 5) states that for the CSP variable \(\upsilon\) a preferred value is 5. In order to specify an ordering of the specified values, it is possible to make use of a numerical priority \eta. Higher priority statements are taken into account first by ASCASS. For example, if there is given \textit{cspprefer}(v, eq, 5) and \textit{cspprefer}(v, eq, 20, 2), ASCASS tries to first label \(\upsilon\) with 20 and only after that with 5. Of course, only preferred values are taken into account which are still in the variable’s domain. In case that \tau denotes another variable, the minimum value in the current domain of \tau is used as a preferred value, i.e. \tau does not need to be singleton for specifying a preferred value of \alpha. This in combination with global constraints is a highly dynamic and powerful mechanism.

As with the relational constant \textit{eq} in combination with the priorities \eta every ordering of preferred values can be expressed, the usage of \textit{lt, lteq, gt} and \textit{gteq} can be clearly seen as syntactic sugar. By using \textit{lt, lteq, gt} and \textit{gteq} sets of preferred values can be expressed:

- \textit{lt}: \(\tau \in \{\tau - 1, \ldots, -\infty\}\)
- \textit{lteq}: \(\tau \in \{\tau - 1, \ldots, -\infty\}\)
- \textit{gt}: \(\tau \in \{\tau + 1, \ldots, \infty\}\)
- \textit{gteq}: \(\tau \in \{\tau + 1, \ldots, \infty\}\)

Note that all preferred values of such a set \(P\) have the same priority (possibly given explicitly by \eta). For defining an order relation over \(P\), i.e. fix the order in which ASCASS considers the preferred values in \(P\), the following holds: For \textit{lt} and \textit{ltdecreasing} order is used, i.e. \(\tau, \tau - 1, \ldots, -\infty\) and for \textit{gt} and \textit{gtdecreasing} increasing order is used, i.e. \(\tau, \tau + 1, \ldots, \infty\). For example having the variable definition \textit{cspvar}(v, 1, 10) and the value selection strategy \textit{cspvalsel}(\textit{indomainPreferred}, \textit{indomainMin}), \textit{cspprefer}(v, \textit{lt}, 5) would effect that ASCASS considers the domain values in the following order: 4, 3, 2, 1, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10. The reason why for \textit{lt} and \textit{ltdecreasing} order is used is simply the following: Would it be the other way round, the behavior with \textit{lt} and \textit{ltdecreasing} order would be \textit{indomainMin} and with \textit{gt} and \textit{gtdecreasing} order is used is the following: Would it be the other way round.

3.4 Encoding of pruning strategies

The third component of many problem-dependent heuristics is the pruning strategy. For specifying how a search tree is pruned, ASCASS provides the special predicate \textit{cspsearch}(\omega, \mu). Hereby, \omega specifies the pruning type and \mu specifies a numerical limit that, when reached, triggers backtracking. Again it could be beneficial
having different limits for different groups of variables or even having no limit on certain variables whilst search on others is limited. To this, ASCASS provides the predicate \( \text{cspsearch}(\sigma, \omega, \mu) \) with \( \sigma \) denoting an array of variables like for global constraints.

Currently, ASCASS provides two pruning types: \( \text{cspsearch}(\text{limited}, \mu) \) limits the number of wrong decisions for variables. If the number \( \mu \) of wrong choices for a variable is reached, backtracking is triggered and the counter for the variable is reset. For example, \( \text{cspsearch}(\text{limited}, 3) \) specifies that for every variable \( v \) there must not be more than three labeling trials for \( v \) within a search branch. The second pruning type is based on limited discrepancy search [10] and operates on the level of search paths. When specifying \( \text{cspsearch}(\text{lds}, \mu) \) only a certain number of wrong decisions (called discrepancies) along the whole search path is allowed. If this number reaches \( \mu \), backtracking is triggered.

Furthermore, it is possible to limit search time of the CP solver by \( \text{csptimeout}() \) where \( \Delta \) is the number of seconds when the timeout is triggered. The timeout concerns only the search of Jacop so that search might start over based on the next answer set if such exists.

### 3.5 Directives for answer set production

In order to specify which heuristic is to be used by Clingo, the special ASCASS predicate \( \text{asphaltc}(\nu) \) can be used. Hereby, \( \nu \) is a constant denoting the heuristic which is passed to Clingo as a command line option \( --\text{heur} = \nu \). As this happens before the actual answer set solving, \( \text{asphaltc}(\nu) \) must only be used as a single fact within program source code. Common heuristics to be used are VSIDS or Berkmin [11]. When using \( \text{asphaltc}(\text{domain}) \), Clingo uses a user-defined heuristic defined via the special predicate \( \text{heuristic}() \). For limiting the number of produced answer sets, the special predicate \( \text{aspmnumas}(\Delta) \) can be used. \( \Delta \) is a non-negative integer and is passed to Clingo as a command line option. The default is ’1’ and ’0’ effects the production of all answer sets. Like \( \text{asphaltc}() \), also \( \text{aspmnumas}() \) must only be used as a single fact within the problem source code. Similarly, \( \text{asptimeout}(\Delta) \) specifies a timeout for next answer set solving.

### 4 Solving the PUP with ASCASS

The input comprises of a set of \( \text{edge}(i, s) \) facts where \( i \) takes the numerical identifier of an indicator and \( s \) takes the identifier of a sensor. Additionally the input includes a fact \( \text{ucap}(x) \) with \( x > 0 \) that defines the unit capacity (UCAP) and a fact \( \text{iucap}(y) \) with \( y > 0 \) that defines the inter-unit capacity (IUCAP).

For the code snippets given in the remainder of this section we use the standard notation of logic programming. In particular, left-implication \( \leftarrow \) is represented as \( \langle \cdot \rangle \).

In order to produce explicit indicator and sensor information the following lines of code are used:

\[
\text{sensor}(S) :\leftarrow \text{edge}(I, S).
\text{indicator}(I) :\leftarrow \text{edge}(I, S).
\text{numIndicators}(N) :- N = \#\text{count}(I; \text{indicator}(I)).
\text{numSensors}(N) :- N = \#\text{count}(S; \text{sensor}(S)).
\]

The number of indicators \( \text{numIndicators}() \) respectively sensors \( \text{numSensors}() \) are calculated by means of the \#count aggregate literal provided by Clingo.

We restrict the number of units \( \text{numUnits}() \) available for a solution to the theoretical lower bound, i.e. \( \text{numUnits} = \max(\text{numIndicators}, \text{numSensors}) \cdot \text{UCAP} \):

\[
\text{max}(M) :\leftarrow \text{numIndicators}(E), \text{numSensors}(F),
M = \max(E; F).
\text{numUnits}(N) :\leftarrow \max(M), \text{ucap}(C), N = (M + 1)/C.
\text{unit}(Z) :\leftarrow \text{numUnits}(N), 1 < Z, Z <= N.
\]

For each indicator \( i \) there is a CSP variable \( \text{device}(i, 1) \) and for each sensor \( s \) there is a CSP variable \( \text{device}(s, 2) \). This way it is also possible to refer to the array of all CSP device variables as \( \text{device}(all, all) \), to only the indicator variables as \( \text{device}(all, 1) \) and to the sensor variables as \( \text{device}(all, 2) \) which will be useful later. The value range for these CSP variables is \([1..\text{numUnits}]\). Furthermore, the variables get a priority defining the topological order in which they are labeled by ASCASS:

\[
\text{cspvar}(\text{device}(I, 1), 1, N, P) :- 
\text{numUnits}(N), \text{iPriority}(I, P).
\text{cspvar}(\text{device}(S, 2), 1, N, P) :- 
\text{numUnits}(N), \text{sPriority}(S, P).
\]

The calculation of the priorities is explained in detail below.

In order to assure UCAP, for each unit \( u \) there are two counting variables \( \text{ci}(u) \) and \( \text{cs}(u) \). These variables can take values in the range \([0..\text{UCAP}]\). Furthermore, for each unit \( u \) there are two count global constraints counting the number of indicator respectively sensor variables taking the value \( u \):

\[
\text{cspvar}(\text{ci}(U), 0, C) :- \text{ucap}(C), \text{unit}(U).
\text{cspvar}(\text{cs}(U), 0, C) :- \text{ucap}(C), \text{unit}(U).
\text{csglobal}(\text{device}(all, 1), \text{count}, \text{ci}(U), U) :- 
\text{unit}(U).
\text{csglobal}(\text{device}(all, 2), \text{count}, \text{cs}(U), U) :- 
\text{unit}(U).
\]

In order to capture which unit \( u1 \) is connected to which unit \( u2 \) there are \( \text{numUnits} \times \text{numUnits} \) many CSP variables (i.e. \( \text{conn}(U1, U2) \)). The variables can take values in the range \([0..1]\) if \( u1 \leftrightarrow u2 \). Otherwise, the variables’ ranges consists of only a single value, i.e. \([1..1]\). This is because in our model each unit \( u \) is always connected to itself. Furthermore, there is a constraint assuring symmetry, i.e. if \( u1 \) is connected to \( u2 \) also \( u2 \) is connected to \( u1 \):

\[
\text{cspvar}(\text{conn}(U1, U2), 0, 1) :- \text{unit}(U1), \text{unit}(U2), \text{U1} \leftrightarrow \text{U2}.
\text{cspvar}(\text{conn}(U, U), 1, 1) :- \text{unit}(U).
\text{cspconstr}(\text{conn}(U1, U2), \text{eq}, \text{conn}(U2, U1)) :- 
\text{unit}(U1), \text{unit}(U2), \text{U1} \leftrightarrow \text{U2}.
\]

For summing up how many units are connected to a unit \( u \) we make use of the global \text{sum} constraint. The used summing variables can hereby take values in the range \([1..\text{UCAP}+1]\) as every unit is also connected to itself:

\[
\text{cspvar}(\text{sumconn}(U), 1, K+1) :- \text{iucap}(K), \text{unit}(U).
\text{csglobal}(\text{conn}(U, all), \text{sum}, \text{sumconn}(U)) :- 
\text{unit}(U).
\]

In order to make the summing variables and constraints take effect, it must be assured that any connection variable \( \text{conn}(u1, u2) \) is set to one whenever there is an \( \text{edge}(i, s) \) in the input so that \( \text{device}(i, 1) = u1 \) and \( \text{device}(s, 2) = u2 \). Following the approach of [5], this is implemented by means of the global \text{element} constraint. Given an array of CSP variables \( arr \), an index \( i \) and a value \( v \), an \text{element} constraint assures that the \( i^{th} \) variable in \( arr \) is equal to \( v \). In our case, for each \( \text{edge}(i, s) \) in the input there is such a global constraint setting the appropriate connection variable within \( \text{conn}(all, all) \) to one:

\[
\text{cspconstr}(\text{conn}(all, all), \text{eq}, \text{conn}(all, all)) :- 
\text{unit}(U1), \text{unit}(U2), \text{U1} \leftrightarrow \text{U2}.
\]
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As the `element` constraint cannot directly handle multi-dimensional arrays, the respective index is calculated as `index(i,s) = (device(i,1) – 1) × numUnits + device(s,2)`. The formulation with constraints is straightforward.

The priorities for the device variables (i.e. `device(i,1)` and `device(s,2)`) are based on a topological ordering of the devices. Given the layer of a sensor or indicator whereby the root of the topological graph is at layer zero, the priority is higher the lower the layer is:

\[
\text{iPriority}(I,P) :- \text{indicatorLayer}(I,L), P = 9999 - L.
\]

\[
\text{sPriority}(S,P) :- \text{sensorLayer}(S,L), P = 9999 - L.
\]

The effect is that, given a root indicator, ASCASS first tries to label the root indicator, then the neighbors of the root indicator, then the neighbors of the neighbors, and so on. In our implementation a choice rule is used to express that there is exactly one distinguished indicator that acts as root. This indicator is always placed at the first unit:

\[
1 \{\text{root}(I) : \text{indicator}(I)\} 1.
\]

The choice rule `1 \{\text{root}(I) : \text{indicator}(I)\} 1` produces one answer set for each root indicator and asserts a `root(I)` fact.

For calculating the actual layers, we first calculate the minimum distances to the root whereas root indicator has a zero distance to itself:

\[
\text{indicatorDist}(I,0) :- \text{root}(I).
\]

\[
\text{sensorDist}(S,D+1) :- \text{indicatorDist}(I,D), \text{edge}(I,S), \text{numDevices}(M), D < M.
\]

\[
\text{indicatorDist}(I,D+1) :- \text{sensorDist}(S,D), \text{edge}(I,S), \text{numDevices}(M), D < M.
\]

\[
\text{numDevices}(N) :- \text{numIndicators}(E), \text{numSensors}(F), N = E + F.
\]

The layers are calculated by using the `#min` aggregate literal from Clingo:

\[
\text{indicatorLayer}(I,Dmin) :- \text{indicator}(I), Dmin = \#\text{min}(D: \text{indicatorDist}(I,D)).
\]

\[
\text{sensorLayer}(S,Dmin) :- \text{sensor}(S), Dmin = \#\text{min}(D: \text{sensorDist}(S,D)).
\]

First to try to place devices on unused units and, only if not successful, on used units in descending order can be expressed in ASCASS by means of preferred values:

\[
\text{cspprefer} (\text{device}(i,1), \text{lteq}, \text{nextUnit}) :- \text{indicator}(I).
\]

\[
\text{cspprefer} (\text{device}(s,2), \text{lteq}, \text{nextUnit}) :- \text{sensor}(S).
\]

The CSP variable `nextUnit` points to the next unused unit, which is the current unit plus one:

\[9\text{In order to make grounding safe, we have to limit the maximum possible distance which is equal to the total number of devices.}\]

\[10\text{Within the constraint, the helping variable `cspvar(one, 1, 1)` is used as arithmetic constraints only accept variables in ASCASS.}\]

\[
c\text{spvar}(\text{curUnit}, 1, N) :- \text{numUnits}(N).
\]

\[
c\text{spvar}(\text{nextUnit}, 1, N+1) :- \text{numUnits}(N).
\]

\[
c\text{sparith}(\text{curUnit}, \text{plus}, \text{one}, \text{eq}, \text{nextUnit} ).
\]

For the calculation of the current unit, i.e. the highest number taken by some `device(i,1)` or `device(s,2)` variable, the global `max` constraint is used:

\[
c\text{spglobal}(\text{device}(\text{all}, \text{all}), \text{max}, \text{curUnit}).
\]

As ASCASS uses the lower bound of variables for calculating the preferred values, each device variable is first tried to be bound to values lower than or equal to the lower bound of `nextUnit = curUnit + 1` in descending order.

In order to control how many units are maximally tried per device variable, the search is pruned such that only the next unit and a limited number of already used units can be tried before backtracking is triggered. In our implementation we use the following statement for only trying the next, the current and the last unit:

\[
c\text{spsearch}(\text{limited}, 3).
\]

We furthermore restrict the maximum CSP search time for each call of the CP solver in order to try different start indicators:

\[
c\text{spmtimeout} (300).
\]

For making ASCASS respect the problem-dependent selection strategies, `cspvarselect(priorty)` and `cspvarselectall(priority, all, indomainPreferred)` must be included. Thus, the concepts of QuickPup can be fully expressed in a declarative way by ASCASS. To the best of our knowledge, this is not possible within any other ASP or CASP approach.

### 4.1 Evaluation

We tested the ASP solver Clingo 4 and the CASP solvers ASCASS, Clingcon and Ezcsp on the PUP benchmark suite used in [2]\(^{11}\). Clingo was tested using the PUP encoding proposed in [2]\(^{12}\). The tests were run on a 3.2 GHz machine with 64 GByte of RAM, assuring that the grounding bottleneck does not play a role for the tested instances\(^{13}\) and performance can be attributed to the search phase.

In the Clingcon model, problem-dependent CSP variable selection, value selection or pruning strategies cannot be exploited. For Ezcsp, it is possible to express the topological variable orderings similar to ASCASS. However, there are no means for pruning search or problem-dependent value strategies.

Table 1 depicts how many instances of each type in the benchmark suite could be solved by the different approaches within a 1000 seconds time frame. Clingo using VSIDS heuristic performed very well on the benchmark suite showing once again that the conflict-driven search techniques employed by Clingo are quite powerful. Also Ezcsp was able to solve some instances. Using other built-in heuristics did not result in better performance. Clingcon was not able to solve a single instance. In the contrary, ASCASS was able to solve all but one instances within time limits. We want to point out that only optimal solutions (i.e. minimum number of units) were allowed for easing the grounding bottleneck of conventional ASP. Increasing

\[11\text{Encodings and benchmark instances can be found at http://isbi.aau.at/hint/ascass}\]

\[12\text{The 'new' encoding provided by the ASP competition 2014 was found to be inconsistent as it also produces answer sets for unsatisfiable instances.}\]

\[13\text{The biggest grounding in the ASP model was ~ 12 GByte.}\]
the number of allowed units in a solution would increase grounding size for ASP significantly. In the cases of ASCASS and Ezesp, increasing the number of allowed units would not affect the grounding size as the number of allowed units is captured by the upper bounds of the CSP variables.

Furthermore, we want to make clear that the superior performance of ASCASS can be attributed to the inclusion of the QuickPup strategies. This was crosschecked by removing the heuristic parts from the ASCASS problem encodings. It is to be noted that QuickPup originally was designed for producing only near-optimal solutions. However, the concepts of QuickPup obviously also work well for finding optimal solutions.

5 Conclusions

Solving configuration problems are among the biggest challenges and also major success stories of artificial intelligence. In this context, the Partner Units Problem (PUP) has gained more and more attention in the knowledge-based configuration community. The PUP is a classical configuration problem with many application fields like railway safety, CCTV surveillance or electrical engineering. Moreover, the PUP constitutes one of the hardest benchmark problems of the ASP competitions. Many general solving frameworks like SAT solving, integer, constraint or answer set programming have already been applied on the PUP. However, the domain-specific QuickPup heuristic has proven to outperform general problem solvers on real-world problem instances. Up to now, it was not possible to express complex domain heuristics like QuickPup within a declarative framework. The new hybrid technique of constraint answer set programming (CASP) introduces the chance to realize declarative frameworks with which it is possible to express and exploit also more complex domain heuristics like QuickPup.

In this paper we presented ASCASS, a novel CASP solver which allows the declarative formulation of domain-specific heuristics. In particular, ASCASS exploits ASP to generate problem-specific variable and value selection as well as pruning strategies for usage by the constraint solver. It was discussed in detail how the PUP and the QuickPup heuristic can be implemented in ASCASS. A first evaluation carried out on a well-established PUP benchmark clearly proofs the concept. Due to the sophisticated QuickPup heuristic, which can be expressed in ASCASS quite naturally but cannot be expressed in any other ASP or CASP system, ASCASS clearly outperforms state-of-the-art ASP or CASP systems on the tested instances.
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Towards Group-Based Configuration

Alexander Felfernig and Müslüm Atas and Thi Ngoc Trang Tran and Martin Stettinger

Abstract. Group-based configuration is a new configuration approach that supports scenarios in which a group of users is in charge of configuring a product or service. In this paper, we introduce a definition of a group-based configuration task and a corresponding solution. Furthermore, we show how inconsistent situations in group-based configuration can be resolved to achieve consensus within the group. We introduce these concepts on the basis of a working example from the domain of (group-based) software release planning.

1 Introduction

Configuration [1, 16] is considered as one of the most successful applications of Artificial Intelligence technologies. It is applied in many domains such as financial services [2], telecommunication [5], and the furniture industry [7]. Configuration environments are typically single-user oriented, i.e., the underlying assumption is that a specific user is in charge of completing the configuration task. However, considering configuration as a single user task can lead to suboptimal decisions [4]. For example, release planning is a task that typically requires the engagement of a group of stakeholders where the knowledge and preferences of all stakeholders should be taken into account in order to be able to achieve high-quality decisions [4, 6].

There are various scenarios where configuration decisions are not taken by a single person but by a group of users [3]. As mentioned, Software Release Planning [4] is a requirements engineering related task, where groups of users (stakeholders) are deciding about the ordering in which requirements should be implemented. In this scenario, stakeholders have different preferences and knowledge regarding the implementation alternatives. Consequently, requirements-related knowledge should be exchanged as much as possible and existing contradictions in preferences and evaluations have to be resolved. Holiday Planning [8] is another scenario where a group is in charge of identifying a configuration that is accepted by all group members – examples of related decisions are region to visit, hotel, and activities during the stay. Product Line Scoping [14] is related to the task of determining boundaries in a product line. This task is a specific type of requirements engineering task and related decisions are crucial for the success of a whole product line effort. Investment Decisions (e.g., project funding) [3] are often taken by a group of users who have to take into account constraints with regard to the overall amount of money that can be invested and the topics projects should deal with. The overall configuration task in this context is to identify a bundle of project proposals that takes into account the financial limits and includes high-quality proposals.

Existing configuration environments do not take into account the aspect of group configuration [3]. In contrast, for non-configurable items such as movies, restaurants, personnel decisions, and music, there already exist proposals how to support related group decision processes [11, 12, 15]. In this context, group recommendation heuristics [12] are applied to support groups in their decision making activities. In order to achieve consensus, different decision heuristics are applied which propose decisions acceptable for a group as a whole. For example, the least misery heuristic proposes alternatives which do not represent an absolute no-go for at least one of the group members. Besides decision heuristics, standard recommendation approaches [9] such as matrix factorization can be applied to predict recommendations acceptable for a group as whole. These approaches rely on existing group recommendations. Based on such information about group selection behavior, corresponding recommendations can be determined for similar groups.

In this paper, we focus on introducing a formal definition of a group configuration problem and show how inconsistencies in the preferences of group members can be resolved. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce a basic definition of a group-based configuration task and introduce a corresponding example configuration knowledge base. In Section 3 we discuss approaches that can help to resolve inconsistencies in the preferences of individual group members. In Section 4 we discuss further issues for future work. With Section 5 we conclude the paper.

2 Group-Based Configuration

In the following, we introduce definitions of a group configuration task and a corresponding solution. These definitions are based on a Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) [17] which is frequently used for the definition of (single user) configuration tasks. The major characteristic of group-based configuration compared to other types of group decision tasks is that the alternatives are defined in terms of a knowledge base, i.e., the alternatives are not pre-specified. This requires new approaches to configuration and diagnosis search, and to represent the configuration task in a corresponding user interface.

Definition 1: Group-based Configuration Task. A group-based configuration task can be defined as a CSP \((V,D,C)\) where \(V\) is a set of variables, \(D\) represents the corresponding domain definitions, and \(C = \text{PREF} \cup \text{CKB}\) represents a set of constraints. In this context, \(\text{PREF} = \{\text{PREF}_i\}\) is the union of customer preferences \(\text{PREF}_i\), and \(\text{CKB}\) represents a configuration knowledge base.\(^1\)

Definition 2: Group-based Configuration. A group-based configuration (solution) for a group-based configuration task is a complete set of assignments \(\text{CONF} = \{v_i = v_{ai} \mid v_i \in V\}\) such that \(\text{CONF} \cup \text{PREF} \cup \text{CKB}\) is consistent.\(^2\)

\(^1\) Graz University of Technology, Austria, email: \{alexander.felfernig, nuatas, trtran, mstettinger\}@ist.tugraz.at

\(^2\) The work presented in this paper has been developed within the scope of the WiWANT project (Enabling Technologies for Group-based Configuration) which is funded by the Austrian Research Promotion Agency (850702).

\(^3\) We denote customer requirements as preferences (PREFS) in order to distinguish these from software requirements in the working example.
Example 1: Group-based Configuration Task. For demonstration purposes, we introduce a simplified group-based configuration task from the domain of software release planning. The goal of software release planning is to assign to each software requirement a corresponding release. In this example, 9 requirements are represented in terms of variables \( V = \{req_1, \ldots, req_9\} \) and releases are represented as variable domains. If we assume \( \exists i \) releases have been planned for completing the whole software (i.e., implementing each individual requirement), each variable has a corresponding domain \( [1 \ldots 3] \). For the purpose of this example, we assume the existence of three stakeholders who are in charge of release planning \( PREFER\) represents the preferences of stakeholder \( i \).

The following is a complete specification of a group-based configuration task. In this task, the individual user requirements \( PREFER\) are consistent, i.e., a corresponding solution (software release plan) can be identified.\(^4\) The configuration knowledge base \( CKB \) includes additional constraints that describe dependencies between different software requirements \( req_i \), for example, \( req_1 > req_2 \) denotes the fact that requirement \( req_1 \) must be implemented for \( req_2 \), i.e., there is a dependency between these requirements. Furthermore, the requirements \( req_3 \) and \( req_4 \) must not be implemented in the same release (e.g., due to resource constraints).

\[
\begin{align*}
& V = \{req_1, \ldots, req_9\} \\
& D = \{\text{dom}(req_1) = [1 \ldots 3], \ldots, \text{dom}(req_9) = [1 \ldots 3]\} \\
& PREFER = \{\text{pref}_1 \rightarrow req_1 = 1, \text{pref}_2 \rightarrow req_1 = 1, \text{pref}_3 \rightarrow req_4 = 1, \text{pref}_4 \rightarrow req_5 = 2, \text{pref}_5 \rightarrow req_7 = 5\} \\
& CKB = \{c_1 : req_1 < req_2, c_2 : req_2 < req_3, c_3 : req_1 < req_4, c_4 : req_3 \neq req_4\}
\end{align*}
\]

Example 2: Group-Based Configuration. On the basis of the example group-based configuration task, a constraint solver could determine the following solution: \( CONF = \{a_1 : req_1 = 1, a_2 : req_1 = 1, a_3 : req_2 = 1, a_4 : req_1 = 2, a_5 : req_2 = 2, c_1 : req_3 = 3, a_7 : req_3 = 3, a_8 : req_3 = 3, a_9 : req_2 = 2\} \). For each requirement, the constraint solver proposes a corresponding release in the context of which the requirement should be implemented.

3 Resolving Inconsistencies in Group Preferences

In the example introduced in Section 2, the basic assumption is that the preferences of individual group members are consistent. However, in group-based configuration scenarios it happens quite often that the preferences of individual users differ. In the context of release planning scenarios, it is often the case that stakeholders have different preferences regarding the implementation of specific requirements. One requirement could be favored due to the fact that the corresponding functionalities are needed by the stakeholder. Another reason could be that a stakeholder has no preferences or simply does not understand the requirement in detail. Inconsistencies between preferences can be manually resolved by showing inconsistent preferences to stakeholders and let them decide which changes should be performed. In such scenarios, minimal conflict sets are determined \(10\) and conflict resolution is performed by users in a manual fashion.

Alternatively, conflicts between requirements can be resolved automatically by calculating minimal diagnoses (Definition 4) for minimal conflict sets (Definition 3).

Definition 3: Conflict Set. A conflict set \( CS \subseteq \bigcup \text{REQ} \), is a minimal set of requirements such that inconsistent(\(CS\)). \( CS \) is minimal if there does not exist a conflict set \( CS' \) with \( CS' \) is a conflict set and \( CS \subseteq CS' \).

Minimal conflict sets can be exploited for determining the corresponding diagnoses \(13\). Assuming \( \bigcup \text{PREFER} \cup CKB \) is inconsistent, a minimal diagnosis (Definition 4) represents a minimal set of requirements that have to be deleted from \( \bigcup \text{PREFER} \), such that a solution can be found for the remaining constraints (see Definition 4).

Definition 4: Group-based Configuration Diagnosis Task. A group-based configuration diagnosis task is defined by a group-based configuration task \( (V, D, C = \text{PREFER} \cup CKB) \) where \( \text{PREFER} \cup CKB \) is inconsistent.

Definition 5: Group-based Configuration Diagnosis. A diagnosis for a given group-based configuration task \( (V, D, C = \text{PREFER} \cup CKB) \) is a set \( \Delta \) such that \( CKB \cup \text{PREFER} \setminus \Delta \) is consistent. \( \Delta \) is minimal if \( \exists \Delta' : \Delta' \subseteq \Delta \).

Example 3: Group-based Configuration Diagnosis Task. An example group-based configuration task that includes inconsistencies between different user requirements is the following.

\[
\begin{align*}
& V = \{req_1, \ldots, req_9\} \\
& D = \{\text{dom}(req_1) = [1 \ldots 3], \ldots, \text{dom}(req_9) = [1 \ldots 3]\} \\
& PREFER = \{\text{pref}_1 \rightarrow req_1 = 2, \text{pref}_2 \rightarrow req_1 = 1, \text{pref}_3 \rightarrow req_1 = 1, \text{pref}_4 \rightarrow req_2 = 2, \text{pref}_5 \rightarrow req_2 = 3\} \\
& PREFER = \{\text{pref}_2 \rightarrow req_2 = 2, \text{pref}_3 \rightarrow req_4 = 3, \text{pref}_3 \rightarrow req_5 = 3, \text{pref}_4 \rightarrow req_3 = 3\} \\
& PREFER = \{\text{pref}_3 \rightarrow req_4 = 2, \text{pref}_3 \rightarrow req_6 = 3, \text{pref}_4 \rightarrow req_2 = 2\} \\
& CKB = \{c_1 : req_1 < req_2, c_2 : req_2 < req_3, c_3 : req_1 < req_4, c_4 : req_3 \neq req_4\}
\end{align*}
\]

In this example, the requirements of the first stakeholder are inconsistent since the combination \( req_1 = 2 \) and \( req_2 = 1 \) is inconsistent with the underlying knowledge base (\( req_1 > req_2 \)). Furthermore, there exists an inconsistency between the requirements \( req_1 = 1 \) (stakeholder 1) and \( req_2 = 2 \) (stakeholder 2).

The minimal conflict sets that can be derived from our working example are the following: \( CS_1 = \{\text{pref}_1, \text{pref}_2\} \) and \( CS_2 = \{\text{pref}_3\} \). The corresponding set of alternative diagnoses (bifurcating sets) is the following: \( \Delta_1 = \{\text{pref}_1, \text{pref}_2\} \), \( \Delta_2 = \{\text{pref}_1, \text{pref}_3\} \), \( \Delta_3 = \{\text{pref}_2, \text{pref}_3\} \), and \( \Delta_4 = \{\text{pref}_1, \text{pref}_2, \text{pref}_3\} \). A diagnosis is a minimal set of requirements from \( \bigcup \text{PREFER} \) such that \( CKB \cup \text{PREFER} \setminus \Delta \) is consistent.

Diagnoses represent a set of consistency-preserving delete operations that can be applied to the set \( \bigcup \text{PREFER} \), in the case that \( \text{PREFER} \cup CKB \) is inconsistent. In many cases, there exist different diagnoses that can be recommended for preserving the consistency between user requirements and the configuration knowledge base (\( CKB \)). A ranking of alternative diagnoses in the context of group configuration scenarios can be achieved, for example, by determining a candidate set of minimal diagnoses that is then ranked on the basis of different types of group decision heuristics \(12\).

An example of the application of such group decision heuristics will be discussed in the following. Table 1 depicts a situation where individual user requirements are inconsistent. In order to resolve this inconsistency, the alternative diagnoses \( \Delta_1, \Delta_2, \Delta_3, \) and \( \Delta_4 \) can be applied. An open question in this context is which of the alternative
diagnoses should be recommended first to the group of users – Table 2 summarizes the impact of the different diagnoses on the current preferences of stakeholders (users). For this purpose, different group decision heuristics can be applied that help to figure out alternatives acceptable for the whole group.

In the following, we exemplify three basic heuristics and show how these can influence the selection of a diagnosis. First, the least misery heuristic prefers alternatives (in our case diagnoses) that minimize the misery of individual users (see Formula 1 – \( \text{pref}_s(s, \Delta) \)) denotes the number of preferences that have to be changed by user \( s \) in the context of diagnosis \( \Delta \)). In our scenario, least misery for a whole group would reflect the minimum of the number of preferences that have to be changed by user \( s \) in the context of diagnosis \( \Delta \)). A possible solution is that, for example, stakeholder \( A \) is interested in having implemented requirement \( r_{11} \) as soon as possible. Furthermore, stakeholder \( B \) accepts an earlier implementation of requirement \( r_{12} \) as soon as possible. The major goal of this paper is to present our initial ideas related to the implementation of group-based configuration technologies. There are a couple of issues to be solved within the scope of future work - these issues will be discussed in the following paragraphs.

**Consensus in Group Decision Making.** Presenting diagnoses in situations where user preferences are inconsistent with the underlying configuration knowledge base and/or the preferences of other users is a basic means to trigger discussions and achieve consensus [4]. However, further aspects have to be taken into account in order to be able to accelerate the achievement of consensus in group decision making.

**Fairness in Group Decision Making.** An important issue in group decision making is fairness with regard to group members. Fairness is especially a topic within the scope of repeated decision processes where the same or similar groups are taking a decision. A related example is holiday decisions where a group of friends decides about a new travel destination and related activities. The preferences of users who were discriminated to some extent in previous year’s travel arrangements should have a higher emphasis in the new holiday decision. Fairness also includes visualization aspects since the visualization of the current state of the decision process could help to increase fairness in group decision making, for example, by increasingly taking into account the preferences of other group members.

**Predictive Search.** Based on the information about already completed group decision processes, diagnosis and repair could be im-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>stakeholder</th>
<th>( \text{req}_1 )</th>
<th>( \text{req}_2 )</th>
<th>( \text{req}_3 )</th>
<th>( \text{req}_4 )</th>
<th>( \text{req}_5 )</th>
<th>( \text{req}_6 )</th>
<th>( \text{req}_7 )</th>
<th>( \text{req}_8 )</th>
<th>( \text{req}_9 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>( \text{pref}_11 ) ( \text{req}_1 = 2 )</td>
<td>( \text{pref}_12 ) ( \text{req}_2 = 1 )</td>
<td>( \text{pref}_13 ) ( \text{req}_3 = 1 )</td>
<td>( \text{pref}_14 ) ( \text{req}_4 = 2 )</td>
<td>( \text{pref}_15 ) ( \text{req}_5 = 3 )</td>
<td>( \text{pref}_16 ) ( \text{req}_6 = 3 )</td>
<td>( \text{pref}_17 ) ( \text{req}_7 = 3 )</td>
<td>( \text{pref}_18 ) ( \text{req}_8 = 3 )</td>
<td>( \text{pref}_19 ) ( \text{req}_9 = 2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>( \text{pref}_21 ) ( \text{req}_1 = 2 )</td>
<td>( \text{pref}_22 ) ( \text{req}_2 = 2 )</td>
<td>( \text{pref}_23 ) ( \text{req}_3 = 2 )</td>
<td>( \text{pref}_24 ) ( \text{req}_4 = 3 )</td>
<td>( \text{pref}_25 ) ( \text{req}_5 = 3 )</td>
<td>( \text{pref}_26 ) ( \text{req}_6 = 3 )</td>
<td>( \text{pref}_27 ) ( \text{req}_7 = 3 )</td>
<td>( \text{pref}_28 ) ( \text{req}_8 = 3 )</td>
<td>( \text{pref}_29 ) ( \text{req}_9 = 2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>( \text{pref}_31 ) ( \text{req}_1 = 2 )</td>
<td>( \text{pref}_32 ) ( \text{req}_2 = 2 )</td>
<td>( \text{pref}_33 ) ( \text{req}_3 = 2 )</td>
<td>( \text{pref}_34 ) ( \text{req}_4 = 3 )</td>
<td>( \text{pref}_35 ) ( \text{req}_5 = 3 )</td>
<td>( \text{pref}_36 ) ( \text{req}_6 = 3 )</td>
<td>( \text{pref}_37 ) ( \text{req}_7 = 3 )</td>
<td>( \text{pref}_38 ) ( \text{req}_8 = 3 )</td>
<td>( \text{pref}_39 ) ( \text{req}_9 = 2 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Tabular representation of constraints in an example group-based configuration task. Conflict set \( CS_1 = \{ \text{pref}_{11}, \text{pref}_{12} \} \) reflects inconsistent preferences of stakeholder 1 (the preferences are inconsistent with the configuration knowledge base) and conflict set \( CS_2 = \{ \text{pref}_{13}, \text{pref}_{21} \} \) reflects a conflict between the preferences of stakeholders 1 and 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>heuristic</th>
<th>( \Delta_1 = { r_{11}, r_{13} } )</th>
<th>( \Delta_2 = { r_{11}, r_{21} } )</th>
<th>( \Delta_3 = { r_{12}, r_{13} } )</th>
<th>( \Delta_4 = { r_{12}, r_{21} } )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>least misery</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>average</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>most pleasure</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Evaluation of the different diagnoses using the least misery, average, and the most pleasure heuristic. In all three heuristics the ranking criteria for the diagnoses is less is better.

4 Future Work

The major goal of this paper is to present our initial ideas related to the implementation of group-based configuration technologies.
proved by better predicting alternatives acceptable for the whole
group. In this context, different types of personalization approaches
should be included that help to take into account the preferences of
the whole group when determining diagnoses and corresponding re-
pair actions. Diagnosis prediction approaches for single users are
already discussed in related work [1], however, in group decision
scenarios further related aspects have to be taken into account. The
prediction of a relevant diagnosis does not only have to take into ac-
count the selection behavior of users but also how users interacted
with each other within the scope of a group decision process. Fur-
thermore, the search for alternative configurations has to take into
account group preferences, i.e., search heuristics must be learned on
the basis of past group interactions.

Negotiation Mechanisms. The main challenge of negotiation
mechanisms is to include these in a way that is easy to understand
for users. Complex negotiation mechanisms will not be accepted by
end-users, i.e., the major challenge is to propose decision and nego-
tiation mechanisms that help to achieve high-quality decisions and
consensus as soon as possible and to trigger inconsistency manage-
ment only in situations where real disagreements exists. For example,
if one stakeholder evaluates the risk level of a requirement with 7 (on
a scale [1..10]) and the other stakeholder evaluates the same require-
ment with 8, there seems to be no real disagreement and the system
may not have to point out an existing inconsistency.

Intelligent User Interfaces. Since group-based configuration tasks
are solved in a distributed and asynchronous fashion, user interfaces
should be able to take into account this situation. Figure 1 includes
a screenshot of the CHOICLA group decision support environment
[15]. In its current version, the system supports group decisions re-
lated to non-configurable products and services (e.g., party locations
and type of dinner), i.e., decisions are taken with regard to a collected
assortment of alternatives but are not taken with regard to certain at-
tributes (variables) which are basic elements of a configuration task.
In the current version of CHOICLA, the only possibility of taking
decisions regarding configurable products is to enumerate a repre-
sentative set of alternatives (e.g. new family car). In future versions
of CHOICLA, we will support the integration of complete configura-
tion tasks into decision processes. Variables will then be represented
as alternatives and user preferences and inconsistencies will be rep-
resented on a corresponding graphical level.

5 Conclusions
In this paper, we introduced the concept of group-based configura-
tion. We introduced a basic definition of a group-based configuration
task (represented as a constraint satisfaction problem) and showed
how to deal with inconsistent preferences of group members on the
basis of the concepts of model-based diagnosis. In this context, we
showed how to integrate different types of decision heuristics into
diagnosis selection processes. Finally, we discussed different chal-
lenges for future work we want to tackle.
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Towards Configuration Technologies for IoT Gateways

Alexander Felfernig\(^1\) and Seda Polat Erdeniz\(^1\) and Paolo Azzoni\(^2\) and Michael Jeran\(^3\) and Arda Akcay\(^1\) and Charalampos Doukas\(^3\)

Abstract. The AGILE project aims to create Internet of Things (IoT) gateway technologies that support many devices, protocols, and corresponding administration and software development activities. In this context, there are scenarios that require the support of configuration technologies. The major goal of this short paper is to provide an overview of application scenarios and related configuration technologies that will be developed within the scope of the AGILE project.

1 Introduction

Configuration is a process in which agents (users or external systems) can specify requirements and the configuration system (often denoted as the configurator) provides feedback in terms of solutions and/or explanations [6, 17, 18]. Configuration can be interpreted as a type of design activity where a product is composed (configured) from a set of instances corresponding to predefined component types such that the resulting configuration (solution) is consistent with a given set of constraints [17, 18]. Requirements can be regarded as specifications of intended properties of the product (i.e., specific constraints), for example, a specific application or mail server version should be included in the system configuration. In such contexts, system feedback for a user is provided in terms of configurations, reconfigurations, and explanations for situations in which no solution could be found. There is a multitude of application examples of knowledge-based configuration, for example, in the automotive domain, railway interlocking systems, financial services, operating systems, and software product lines [6].

Configuration services for the Internet of Things (IoT) domain [2] is a new application area. The IoT is an emerging paradigm that envision a networked infrastructure enabling different devices (things) to be interconnected at anyplace and anytime. In this paper we discuss two basic scenarios that will be supported by software components to be developed in the AGILE project.\(^4\) First, ramp-up configuration services will be developed that help to determine an initial configuration for the whole IoT gateway infrastructure. One of the major tasks of such gateways\(^5\) is to bridge devices to corresponding applications on the basis of different communication protocols such as Hue and Zigbee. For example, in the smart home domain, a configuration would determine the set of sensors, connection protocols, and apps needed to make a gateway operable for the user. Second, we will develop technologies that help to optimize configuration and reconfiguration of communication protocols in such a way that user requirements (e.g., performance requirements) and side conditions (e.g., available bandwidth) can be taken into account.

The contributions of this paper are the following. First, we introduce Internet of Things (IoT) as a new application domain of knowledge-based configuration technologies. Second, we provide an overview of example IoT application scenarios that are in the need of configuration support. Finally, we summarize research objectives and technological approaches that will be followed in the AGILE project.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we provide an overview of basic configuration functionalities that will be provided in the context of AGILE ramp-up configuration scenarios. In Section 3, we focus on a runtime scenario in which we want to optimize the selection of communication protocols with regard to optimization criteria. In Section 4 we provide an overview of related work. With Section 5 we conclude the paper.

2 "Ramp-Up Configuration" in AGILE

AGILE gateways will be deployed in different domains such as health monitoring, animal monitoring in wildlife areas, air quality and pollution monitoring, enhanced retail services, smart homes, and port area monitoring. Each application scenario requires a pre-configuration which estimates the needed hardware and software components/devices to be deployed in the ramp-up phase of the system. We denote this type of configuration ramp-up configuration since each scenario requires a specific set of hardware components and software components (including apps) to "ramp-up" the system.

AGILE Air Pollution Monitoring. Environmental pollution has become an issue of serious international concern and is increasingly stimulating the development and adoption of solutions to monitor and reduce the effects of pollution. This is an interesting and challenging market, with both potential economical outcomes and a strong societal impact. The convergence of hardware integration, reduction of sensor costs, IoT and M2M technologies introduces a new panorama where it is really possible to deliver low cost, high quality monitoring systems with a capillary coverage of the territory. This convergence leads to a new era of solution for environmental pollution monitoring. Air quality and pollution monitoring stations are complex systems that, depending on the application context, deliver added value pollution monitoring services based on a delicate equilibrium between the adoption of the most appropriate sensors, their correlation, the selection of the correct algorithms and the configuration of their hardware and software parameters. A wrong or imprecise selection and configuration of these elements leads to misleading, wrong, and completely useless results and services. Air Pollution Monitoring is in the need of configuration support since the measuring equipment has to be pre-selected and parametrized in the
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Further AGILE Scenarios. The basic task of a configurator in \textbf{health monitoring} is to figure out which measuring devices are needed (including their parametrization) to be able to monitor and analyze specific body functions. In the \textbf{animal monitoring} scenario it is important to figure out which infrastructure can be used to complete predefined data collection tasks. In such scenarios, \textbf{reachability of animals} (and corresponding sensors) plays a major role in order to be able to complete data collection. Reachability depends on the selected drone types but also on the selected communication protocols which have different degrees of power consumption. \textbf{Enhanced retail services} that allow a personalized shopping experience in physical stores are in the need of configuration functionalities that indicate the amount and positioning of sensors (e.g., for indoor position detection) and displays that are needed to successfully support customers in their shopping experiences. In the \textbf{port area monitoring} scenario, configuration technologies are needed that help to select relevant sensors (e.g., gas, radioactivity, and water quality sensors) that are able to provide the needed data. In \textbf{smarthome} scenarios, the task of the configurator is to identify sensors, communication components, and protocols that are needed to provide the smarthome functionalities required by a customer. In this context, examples of customer requirements are rooms in the house and their type, maximum accepted price, and needed functionalities (e.g., presence monitoring and simulation, and video surveillance).

\textbf{Knowledge Acquisition \& Representation.} When configuring, for example, \textbf{smart homes}, the configuration model includes information about the relationships between building properties and corresponding sensors (e.g., if a room is a kitchen and includes an oven, then a corresponding temperature sensor has to be included for the room) or between user preferences and the corresponding technical infrastructure (e.g., if a user wants to save money, wireless communication is preferred). A configuration for a given configuration task includes information about which components, devices, and drivers are part of the initial gateway installation.

In AGILE, we will evaluate the applicability of different types of configuration knowledge representations such as answer set programs (ASP) \cite{13} and constraint-based representations \cite{6, 9, 20}. Our aim is to \textbf{identify a knowledge representation language} that can be applied for each of the different application scenarios in order to provide a basic technology for supporting IoT ramp-up configuration tasks. The applicability of these languages will be primarily evaluated with regard to expressiveness and reasoning efficiency. Especially, ASP-based configuration approaches will be evaluated with regard to their applicability in typical gateway ramp-up scenarios.

\textbf{Consistency Management of Knowledge Bases.} Configuration knowledge bases can become inconsistent, i.e., the defined component types and constraints lead to the problem that no solution can be identified. Such a situation can occur in the context of regression testing \cite{4} but also in situations where the conflict is induced by the configuration knowledge base itself. In such scenarios, configuration technologies in combination with model-based diagnosis \cite{16} can be exploited to automatically identify the sources (e.g., constraints) of a given inconsistency \cite{4}. Such functionalities will be included in a development environment for IoT configuration knowledge bases.

In the context of AGILE, we focus on the development of techniques that help to improve the efficiency of configuration knowledge engineering processes. Although automated debugging \cite{4} is a useful means to reduce time efforts related knowledge base development and maintenance, the development and maintenance of related test cases (also denoted as examples \cite{4}) is still costly. We will analyze the applicability of different testing approaches from software engineering and will especially focus on the the development of \textbf{mutation testing} approaches for knowledge bases \cite{10}. In this context, a mutation will serve as a basis for generating tests that are, for example, accepted by the original knowledge base but should not.

\textbf{Consistency Management of User Requirements.} Consistency management not only plays a role in the context of knowledge base development and maintenance but also within the scope of a configuration process. A user of an AGILE configurator could articulate a set of requirements in such a way that no solution can be identified. Also in such a situation, model-based diagnosis approaches can be exploited to indicate sets of user requirements that have to be adapted such that at least one solution can be identified \cite{4, 7, 12, 21}. A similar situation occurs in the context of reconfiguration, i.e., in a situation where hardware and software components of an IoT gateway have to be adapted. In this context, minimal changes have to be proposed that indicate how the existing configuration has to be adapted such that a consistent configuration can be determined that takes into account all reconfiguration requirements \cite{8}.

In AGILE, we focus on the development of personalization techniques that help to improve the diagnosis prediction quality, i.e., to identify those diagnoses that will be accepted by the user. Such personalized diagnoses will be determined on the basis of an analysis of the interaction behavior of users of similar gateway installations (available in gateway profile repositories). In this context we will develop learning-based approaches that help to calibrate search heuristics in order to improve efficiency and prediction quality of configuration and reconfiguration.

A simple example of our envisioned approach is the following. Let us assume the existence of a \textbf{configuration log} as the one shown in Table 1. The parameters $\text{req}_i$ indicate user requirements and $x_i$ indicate technical product parameter settings (consistent with the user requirements) accepted by the user $u_i$. The overall goal is to optimize the configurator search heuristics (e.g., variable and domain orderings) in such a way, that the prediction quality for the technical parameter settings is maximized. More precisely, we want to identify search heuristics that guide to solutions (configurations) that will be accepted by the current user. User interactions (see, e.g., Table 1) serve as a basis for learning. Prediction quality can be measured, for example, in terms of the user acceptance degree of parameter settings (configurations) proposed by the configurator. In this context we will evaluate different clustering techniques, i.e., to learn heuristics not on a global level, but depending on a specific cluster derived, for example, from the user requirements.

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
user & $\text{req}_1$ & $\text{req}_2$ & $x_1$ & $x_2$ & $x_3$ & $x_4$ \\
\hline
$u_1$ & 1 & 2 & 3 & 4 & 4 & 2 \\
$u_2$ & 2 & 2 & 8 & 3 & 4 & 2 \\
$u_3$ & 1 & 2 & 3 & 4 & 5 & 2 \\
\hline
\textit{current} & 1 & 1 & 7 & 7 & 7 & 7 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Example configuration log as a basis for optimizing the prediction quality of configuration parameters ($\text{req}_i$ represent user requirements and $x_i$ represent technical product parameter settings accepted by previous users).}
\end{table}

\section{Runtime Configuration in AGILE}

Modern embedded systems included in IoT scenarios support a rich set of connectivity solutions (e.g., 3G, LTE, TD-LTE, FDD-LTD, WIMAX, and Lora). In this context, configuration technologies play...
an important role in terms of suggesting optimal connectivity configurations. Such configurations include a collection of connectivity solutions that are needed to support a set of active applications (apps). Criteria that have to be taken into account are, for example, location information, available connectivity, performance and reliability requirements, contractual aspects, and costs.

In AGILE, runtime configuration must be performed on the gateway – in contrast, ramp-up configuration can also take place in the cloud. On the one hand we will evaluate different types of reasoning engines, for example, the CHOCO constraint solver\(^6\) and the Sat4j boolean satisfaction library\(^7\). We will also take into account the application of rule engines\(^8\), optimization libraries, and knowledge compression techniques [1] to assure efficiency of problem solving on the gateway level.

In AGILE, gateway configurations can be manually defined by users but also be determined on the basis of a configurator that is in charge of keeping the overall system installations consistent. A configurator (e.g., a constraint solver) can determine alternative configurations which have to be ranked. In order to determine a ranking for alternative configurations, a MAUT\(^9\) approach can be used [22]. Examples of evaluation dimensions (dim) used in MAUT could be performance, reliability, and costs. Depending on the current gateway configuration and the usage context, a configurator can determine alternative (re-)configurations and rank them accordingly.

A simplified example of the application of a utility-based approach is the following. Table 2 includes an evaluation of connectivity protocol configurations \(conf (conf_a,\) and \(conf_b)\) to be used on the gateway, for example, for different types of data exchange. The three evaluation dimensions used in this example are performance, reliability, and costs. Furthermore, Table 3 includes the personal preferences of two different gateway users \((u_1\) and \(u_2)\).

In order to determine the configuration that should be chosen for a specific user, we can apply a utility function (see, e.g., Formula 1).

\[
\text{utility}(conf,u) = \sum_{d \in \text{dim}} \text{interest}(u,d) \times \text{value}(conf,d) \quad (1)
\]

In this context, \(\text{utility}(conf,u)\) denotes the utility of the configuration \(conf\) for the user \(u\). \(\text{interest}(u,d)\) denotes the interest of user \(u\) in evaluation dimension \(d\). and \(\text{value}(conf,d)\) denotes the contribution of configuration \(conf\) to the interest dimension \(d\). In the example, configuration \(conf_c\) has a higher utility for user \(u_1\) (107.0) whereas configuration \(conf_b\) has a higher utility for \(u_2\) (111.0). Note that for simplicity we omitted to sketch the determination of the evaluations depicted in Table 2 – for details see [5]. In order to increase the efficiency of runtime configuration, we will evaluate knowledge compression techniques that help to reduce search efforts as much as possible. For example, we will apply decision diagram techniques [1] to pre-calculate possible configurations and re-configurations.

Table 4 provides a summary of the configuration-related research objectives in AGILE. Within the context of ramp-up configuration scenarios we will identify knowledge representation mechanisms that allow an easy representation of the AGILE IoT domains introduced in Section 2. Furthermore, we will develop test case generation techniques that will help to make the development and management of test cases more efficient. For AGILE scenarios, we will develop concepts that support the learning of search heuristics to optimize configuration and reconfiguration processes. Furthermore, we will work on knowledge compression techniques [1] that help to make solution search on the gateway level as efficient as possible.

4 Related Work

Although different from basic IoT scenarios [2], there exist applications that support the configuration of systems including hardware and software components. Falkner and Schreiner [3] introduce approaches to the configuration of railway interlocking systems as examples of complex industrial systems designed on the basis of constraint-based configuration technologies. Krebs et al. [11] show the application of configuration technologies in the area of car periphery supervision that includes detection of the car environment, the recognition of hazardous situations, and the handling of difficult traffic situations. Related applications are pre-crash detection, the detection of obstacles, and parking assistance. Related car configuration processes have to take into account existing hardware components and to combine these with the corresponding software units. Finally, Perera et al. [15] introduce an approach to the end-user-oriented configuration of IoT middleware components.

The afore mentioned approaches are in the line of the mentioned ”ramp-up” scenario, i.e., infrastructures are configured before the system is operable. In contrast to the developments in [3, 11, 15], the ”ramp-up” configuration approach that is currently developed in AGILE focuses on advanced testing methods for supporting configuration knowledge engineering and also on approaches to improve configurator usability by the inclusion of different types of personalized consistency restoration methods. Initial approaches to include recommendation methods into configuration problem solving are documented, for example, in [19]. These approaches do not take into account the issue of consistency management in a satisfactory fashion which will be a major focus of our work in the AGILE project. Finally, for an overview of different IoT smart solutions available on the market we refer to [14].

5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we provide a short introduction to basic configuration scenarios of the AGILE project. We discussed the two scenarios of ”ramp-up configuration” and ”runtime optimization”. Major challenges for our future work will be approaches to automated test case generation for configuration knowledge bases, efficient techniques to solve the ”no solution can be found” problem in interactive configuration settings, and the personalization of related repair approaches.
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### Table 2. Utility table: evaluation of configurations with regard to the interest dimensions performance, reliability, and costs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>configuration</th>
<th>performance</th>
<th>reliability</th>
<th>costs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>con\textsubscript{1a}</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>con\textsubscript{1b}</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3. Example user preferences w.r.t. interest dimensions performance, reliability, and costs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>user</th>
<th>performance</th>
<th>reliability</th>
<th>costs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(u_1)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(u_2)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4. Overview of AGILE research objectives.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>configuration topic</th>
<th>research objective</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>appropriate knowledge representations</td>
<td>knowledge representations for easy modeling and efficient configuration search</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>efficiency of knowledge base development and maintenance</td>
<td>automated test case generation and mutation testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>personalized consistency management</td>
<td>personalized configuration based on learning search heuristics and knowledge compression techniques</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---


Towards Modularization and Configuration of Services – Current Challenges and Difficulties

Thorsten Krebs¹ and Aleksander Lubarski²

Abstract. The megatrend individualization forces companies to diversify and tailor their products up to lot size one. However, in order to stay competitive they need to increase the overall efficiency by standardizing their internal processes, which leads to a conflict of interest between a company and its customer. The principle of modularization gives a possible solution for wide market coverage with a sufficiently large number of product variants without major investments. Modularization and configuration are already widely used in manufacturing and software development, but the service domain still seems to be at the beginning of its development, even though service providers face similar challenges when offering individualized services. Additionally, traditional product manufacturers are more often investing into services for being able to cope with saturated and commoditized global environments, striving for attracting and retaining customers. This paper presents a problem description and as such it addresses the challenges and difficulties for the emerging service modularity. We elaborate on the commonalities and differences between modularization and configuration of tangible products and services and present first ideas towards modularization and configuration of services. The insights are based on a number of case studies with local companies that were carried out in a joint research project (http://www.bakerstreet.uni-bremen.de).

1 INTRODUCTION

In advanced economies, the service sector continuously gains importance. Not only service firms, whose core competencies are the provision of services, generate a high portion of the economic output, but also manufacturers recognize the importance of services for their business success [1]. The service-dominant logic (SDL) has become predominant in the modern service provision, underlying a close interaction between provider and customer, especially in business-to-business (B2B) services.

In the areas of consumer and capital goods we have seen how customers became more demanding regarding the individualization of their requests, which, in turn, forced product manufacturers to offer more and more variants of their products. In mass customization scenarios, product configuration based on a modular strategy is an enabler for this trend [2]. In general terms, modularity can be seen as a principle of building a complex system from smaller parts that can be designed and improved independently, yet function together as a whole [3]. Linked to “modularity” as the basic concept, “modularization” denotes the actual transformation process, and a “modular architecture” is the desired result of it [4]. The idea of loose coupling results in interchangeability of modules (separate service components, e.g., packaging of a machine before transport) and flexibility (substitution of one module for another, without affecting the main service, e.g., contract logistics), as long as the interfaces between separate modules are well-defined and standardized and a clear one-to-one matching of modules and functions exists [5].

Manufacturers are adapting their business models and information systems according to increasing customer demands. As a result, product diversifications leads to increased use of modular systems as a basis for product configuration [6]. While product configuration and modularization strategies are well understood and applied in the areas of consumer goods and capital goods [7], the discussion about service modularity remains mostly theoretical with little application, even though service providers face similar challenges when offering individualized services (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Need for service modularity

However, the concept of service modularity and its potential implementation has attracted academic attention of both service design researchers as well as information system society, thus becoming one of the central topics of international conferences and academic journals. Service design researchers like Dörbecker and Böhmann [8] emphasize the need of examining, whether the concept of modularity can be actually useful for practical purposes in the service sector. Similarly, it has been underlined that “so far the literature does not provide clear guidelines for how to accomplish modular service design and development” [9].

The purpose of this paper is therefore to start a discussion on the service modularity from the practical point of view and its possible implementation with the help of configurators. We elaborate on commonalities and differences between modularization and configuration of tangible products and services, concentrating on the resulting challenges and difficulties and we present first ideas towards modularization and configuration of services.
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of existing work in the field of service modularity. Section 3 describes the methodology of the case study research, followed by the conclusions based on the BakerStreet project in Section 4. The findings are compared to what is known from the modularization and configuration of tangible products. Finally, Section 5 summarizes the paper.

2 RELATED WORK

In general, it seems that the concept of service modularity still remains in its infancy both in terms of academic discussion and practical application [10]. Previous studies have discussed the concept of modularity in general [11–13], conducted literature reviews [9] or assessed modularity potentials for specific application scenarios [14], [15]. A good overview on existing work on service modularity, regarding its relevant definitions as well as discussion of positive and negative effects, can be found in the literature review of [8]. Similarly, in their conceptual paper, Mülker and Lubarski [16] developed seven dimensions on how relevant literature on service modularity can be structured and introduce four schools of thought, to show how the concept is evolving in terms of SDL and business model transformation.

Service modularity has been also recognized as a tool for strategic positioning of the firm. For instance, Carlborg and Kindström [10] apply the idea of the SDL (i.e. intensity of customer participation in the service provision) combined with different types of service processes and recommend different modular strategies depending on the types (Figure 2).

![Figure 2. Service types and modular strategies [10]](image)

They present their typology as a matrix of two dimensions. The first dimension distinguishes service processes as being either rigid or fluid. Rigid service processes are characterized by a high level of formalization, standardization and low task variety, and a relatively low level of information exchange between service provider and customer. On the other hand, fluid service processes require a high level of technical skill and information exchange and exhibit a high task variety. While the activities of rigid service processes are mainly directed to the customer’s possessions (e.g., equipment or material), the activities of fluid service processes are mainly directed towards the customer processes. The second dimension distinguishes between the modes of customer participation in the service process, which can vary from passive (i.e., employees of the service firm produce the service) or active (i.e., customer action is required). The four cells of the matrix (Figure 2) represent four different service types that are each characterized by different key issues in modularity, supporting resources and modular strategies [10]. While such a typology marks a first step in introducing service modularity to the service providers, it still gives no practical guidance on its implementation or evaluation methods, in particular in terms of the sales process.

Finally, additional attention has been directed towards modularization methods, which are either adapted from product modularity [17] or designed specifically for services [18]. However, even though several individual modularization methods have been introduced and applied in case studies [19], they were not able to cover the whole modularization process, but instead concentrated on single phases only (e.g., decomposition of monolithic service offerings, module creation). In addition, most of the existing methods make simplified assumptions, which are not necessarily valid for the real service providers (e.g., existence of an already well-defined and clearly decomposed service portfolio, or a comprehensive transparency over service delivery processes). The first classification of the existing methods for service modularization based on their specific characteristics was given by Lubarski and Pöppelbütt [4], who used two dimensions for structuring (Figure 3).

![Figure 3. Process model for service modularization [4]](image)

The first dimension presents different stages of the modularization process, which are to be completed within a restructuring initiative, beginning with the information capturing about the existing service portfolio of the service provider up to the test phase of the final modularized construction kit, including modules and rules for their configuration. The result of this process is a modular architecture comprised of configurable modules, which can be operated by users (e.g., sales personnel or customers) using appropriate configuration tools. The second dimension analyzes how modules are structured, differentiating between (1) logical structures (widely used in the manufacturing industry, where the composition of a product from its static components is described), (2) temporal structures (more suitable for the service domain due to the process nature) and (3) complex structures (arbitrary combination of logical and temporal structures).
Several case studies have confirmed that there is a current need for a modular service portfolio amongst practitioners, especially in the healthcare [19], [20], remote monitoring systems [10] or logistics sector [15], [21]. Therefore, the idea of an IT-supported configurator that builds on a modular architecture seems very promising. Such approaches would allow the customer to get an overview on possible variants and their corresponding prices, which would be novel particularly in the B2B environment that is characterized by a high level of complexity of services, information asymmetry regarding the service portfolio and price calculation, and the effortful tender preparation processes.

3 CASE STUDIES

The decomposition of services and their subsequent aggregation into modules are likely to cause organizational and process changes, which are best observed in practical application. In order to gather useful insights, methods of qualitative empirical research shall be employed. Qualitative research is especially suitable when the research area is still emerging and not controllable by the investigators [22], which is the case with service modularization. To achieve a comprehensive solution for each of the research objectives, the service providers in the case studies should be as heterogeneous as possible. Therefore, this research concentrated on potential partners from key industries in Bremen – logistics and wind energy services. These industries are different in the nature of the services offered and service provision, but they face similar challenges in terms of developing offers that are both flexible and customizable to fit the specific requirements of the customer.

3.1 Preparation and interviews

Therefore, as part of the research project BakerStreet we have carried out 18 interviews with service providers; 9 companies from the area of wind energy and 7 companies from the area of logistics. The companies are varying in size such that they range between 50 and 8000 employees and between an annual revenue between 2 million and 5.5 billion Euros. The guiding questions addressed the sales process of the firms as well as the characteristics of the actual service processes. In line with the subject area of this research, interviewees from organizations providing these services were selected. The interviews were conducted in September and October 2015 and lasted from 20 to 45 minutes each. All interview partners requested to remain anonymous. We used MAXQDA 12 for analyzing the data. With four of the interviewees we made an in-depth case study, carried out as a half day workshop with a number of relevant persons from that companies, such as sales reps and product managers.

Since we investigated companies from different business areas the results are only partially comparable. But the areas of logistics and wind energy also have a lot in common. In addition, we also made a case study with a company selling construction and engineering services in the automotive industry and gained insights from discussions with two companies from the areas of printing machines and marking systems.

3.2 Results

What all these service providers have in common is that the complexity behind configuration of services from a customer point of view is rather a minor problem. The major difficulty in setting up modular service portfolios is the influence of the customer on the individual shaping of how the service needs to be carried out. This, in addition, leads to rather complex pricing strategies.

The impact of individual customer situations depends on the type of business. For logistics main variant drivers are source and target location and size, weight and type of goods to be transported. For wind energy the plant location and turbine manufacturers are important. For companies selling combined product service systems, the type of product has impacts on the available services as well as individual shaping a service. Services carried out based on products already in use require additional information about the product’s age, how it was used and serviced in the past.

In addition, service providers often need to manage knowledge about past quotes and orders. Often every customer inquiry is executed individually, independent of the question whether the same or at least a similar inquiry was completed before. Hence, service providers would largely benefit from a system supporting the retrieval of past cases based on the customer input.

4 LESSONS LEARNED

The high impact of customers and their situation on the shaping of how services need to be carried out shows us that a manageable outer variety of services needs to be set up based on a large inner variety of tasks to handle specific situations. At first sight, this seems contrary to what we know from variant management: managing a small inner variety of modules to offer a large outer variety of products. But variant management activities are still valuable support for service providers in setting up their portfolio.

Treating each customer inquiry individually is obviously no good way to deal with diversity. A smart move may be grouping customers who are in similar situations into clusters and using this knowledge to identify modules that in combination fulfill the overall services. This means that, in contrast to modularization of traditional products, additional sources of knowledge are required.

Let us look at how a car insurance vendor does this: customers are grouped based on a number of factors: the location, the individual driving skills and, of course, the type of car that will be insured. The location and the type of car both give insight on how an average driver behaves in the specific area and with that specific type of car. Both factors are based on statistics learned from the past. The individual driving skills, for example, are simply measured by the number of years without a crash. All three factors will influence the individual customer’s price for the insurance.

What we can learn from the car insurance vendor is that abstracting the individual customer situation to as much information as necessary and as little information as possible makes the task of setting up a modularization strategy manageable. The resulting price is an average that might not be equally fair for all clients but it will be somewhat close to the truth.

4.1 What are the differences?

In this section we compare modularization and configuration of services and products and we point out the major differences.

Products can be manufactured customer-neutral or -specific, depending on the business scenario. Pick-to-order (PTO) products are typically pre-produced and put on stock. When an order comes in, the product is packaged and shipped. Assemble-to-order (ATO)
and engineer-to-order (ETO) products include creating a customer-specific compilation of constituents. Service fulfillment is always carried out customer-specific and after the order comes in.

Furthermore, we can distinguish point-of-sale (POS) and contract services. A POS service stands for its own or is sold as part of a combined product service system (PSS), in which case it is dedicated to a new product. Contracts can also be signed for servicing products that are already in use, which might even include services for products from a different manufacturer.

The manufacturing process for a product is always independent from the customer. Even though the customer can choose the characteristics of his specific product, the manufacturing is done independently of him. The machines that are used for manufacturing are the same for all customers. Service fulfillment is different in the sense that it always includes the customer himself or his products that are serviced, goods to be transported, and so on. Obviously, this means that services cannot be fulfilled prior to an order. This is different from product manufacturing and leads to a situation in which the actual price of the service fulfillment is hard to predict: specific situations might not be foreseeable. The pricing strategy will thus be an important future topic for service firms that tend to modularize their portfolio.

As already mentioned in the previous section, pricing is based on different factors. While for product manufacturing the production costs can be calculated independently from the customer, for service fulfillment this is not possible. This leads to different pricing strategies. For product manufacturing typical pricing strategies are cost-plus and list prices. Recently, also value-based pricing gained a lot of attention. Cost-plus is driven by the idea to know the production costs and to be sure there still is a margin. List prices are driven by the idea that there is a fixed price which can be shown to customer as a criterion for his product selection process. Value-based pricing is different in the sense that the main question is: how much is the customer willing to pay? Of course, all three pricing strategies are also possible for service fulfillment. But generating a price beforehand, i.e. independently from the specific customer situation requires additional information based on statistics over relevant criteria from the past.

5 SUMMARY

In this paper we introduce the problem description of modularizing and configuring services. We describe how the input was gained from case studies that were conducted on a joint research project BakerStreet. We present first results from the case studies are drawn respective conclusions that give valuable input for service firms of any application domain. Furthermore, we elaborate on the differences between modularization and configuration of traditional products and service fulfillment.
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Determining New Components for Open Configuration

Linda L. ZHANG and Xiaoyu CHEN

Abstract. Traditional product configuration is based on the assumption that all configuration elements and their relationships are predefined. Because of this assumption, most configuration-related solutions have limitations in dealing with unforeseen customer requirements. In view of these limitations, open configuration is proposed to assist companies in configuring products that can meet both unforeseen and anticipated customer requirements. This study investigates the open configuration process and proposes an approach based on cloud computing. Based on a cloud, the open configuration process includes three sub-processes: new component determination, constraint processing, and component modification and refinement. This study describes the details of the new component determination sub-process. Laptop computer open configuration is used to demonstrate how new components are determined.

1 INTRODUCTION

Product configuration has been applied in a variety of industries, such as computer, telecommunication systems, transportation, industrial products, medical systems and services [1, 2, 3]. It brings companies a number of advantages in delivering customized products, including managing product variety [4], shortening delivery time [5], improving product quality [1], simplifying order acquisition and fulfillment activities [6, 7, 8]. Despite the diversities among them, the configuration tools and methodologies are developed based on a common assumption: the configuration elements, such as components or modules, attributes, functions and their relationships are predefined [9, 10]. Because of this assumption, the products that can be configured are predefined and known in principle. In other words, the available product configuration-related solutions consider only anticipated or predefined customer requirements and leave such customer requirements that call for new components (i.e., unforeseen customer requirements) unaddressed.

In view of the above limitation of traditional product configuration, the authors in [11] propose open configuration to help companies configure products that can meet both anticipated and unforeseen customer requirements. Open configuration deals with not only the determination of new components but also the necessary modifications of predefined ones. While for meeting the unforeseen customer requirements, open configuration determines new components from a pool of external resources, it does not involve the design of new components.

Built on top of the initial study in [11], this study investigates open configuration details with a focus on its process. In view of the advantage of cloud-based computing [12, 13], we develop the open configuration process based on a cloud. The cloud-based open configuration process not only determines new components for addressing the unforeseen customer requirements but also selects predefined components for dealing with the anticipated customer requirements. It includes three sub-processes: new component determination, constraint processing, and component modification and refinement. In this paper, we shed light on the details of the new component determination sub-process.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we provide the fundamentals of open configuration, including open configuration knowledge and process. The details of determining new components are discussed in Section 3. Laptop open configuration is used as an example in Section 4 to demonstrate how new components are determined. We conclude the paper in Section 5 by providing directions for future research.

2 FUNDAMENTALS OF OPEN CONFIGURATION

2.1 Open configuration knowledge

In open configuration, there are two types of components: predefined and new. While predefined components are used to meet anticipated customer requirements, new components contribute to fulfilling unforeseen ones. To ensure the compatibility, necessary modifications and refinements are applied to predefined and new components in each open configuration. The resulting modified or refined components become predefined components for the future open configurations. Each component has a component type, several attributes and ports.

Among predefined components, there are two types of relationships. Interior and exterior constraints are defined to model these two types of relationships. While interior constraints define the relationships among predefined components, exterior constraints specify these between predefined and new components. The relationships among new components are modeled as connects with, requires, and compatibility. The connects with constraints restrict the physical connections between two components via corresponding ports, whereas the requires constraints specify the dependency between two components, i.e., one component requires the presence of the other component with which there is no direct physical connection. For example, a component Fingerprint Reader is physically connected with Keyboard Panel in some laptops. Thus, the relationship between Fingerprint Reader and Keyboard Panel is connects with. The same component Fingerprint Reader requires the presence of a CPU though there is no physical contact between them. The relationship between Fingerprint Reader and CPU is requires. Compatibility constraints determine if two components can be used in a same product configuration. For example, a bigger...
motherboard is not compatible with a very small liquid crystal display, thus not being able to be used in a laptop configuration.

During each open configuration process, additional constraints are produced. These constraints specify the relationships between predefined and new components. They are modification, refinement, and connects with constraints. While modification and refinement constraints determine if modifications and refinements are required for selected configuration components, connects with constraints define the possible connections among them.

2.2 Open configuration process

In product development, cloud computing is increasingly used for providing resources and decreasing development time [14,15]. In cloud computing, a cloud is rapidly provided and released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction [16, 17]. In view of this advantage, the open configuration process in this study is proposed based on a cloud (see the functions of the cloud below). More specifically, new components in an open configuration are specified based on the cloud. The cloud enables easy access to a pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., storage, services). One of the services in the cloud is the maintenance and delivery of product databases from different providers, e.g., companies, reliable online channels. (Note, in this study, we assume that same ontology is used in organizing data in the databases.) These databases contribute to the determination of new components. They consist of all product and component data from different sources. As there are diverse databases in the cloud, to ensure the efficient utilization, in relation to a product type, each database is assigned a weight, which represents its relevance to the product to be configured. A database with a higher weight is more relevant to the product to be configured. The weights can be assigned by domain experts. The databases are indexed based on their weights and a database with a smaller index value has a higher weight.

As shown in Fig. 1, the open configuration process has three major sub-processes: new component determination, constraint processing, and component modification and refinement.

![Figure 1. Overview of the open configuration process](image)

Representing the desired product performance, customer requirements for a product to be configured are evaluated first based on the open configuration knowledge. This process rules out the unreasonable customer requirements. For example, ‘a car that runs faster than an airplane’ is an unreasonable requirement. Also ruled out are invalid, incomplete requirements. After the elimination, the process classifies the remaining requirements into two types. The first type is the requirements that can be met by predefined components, whereas the second type is the unforeseen customer requirements calling for the specification of new components. Corresponding to the first type, predefined components are evaluated and suitable ones are selected.

For fulfilling the second type of unforeseen customer requirements, the new component determination sub-process determines initial new components from the databases in the cloud. To specify the possible connections between the initial new components and selected predefined ones, first and second level-related new components are determined subsequently. (See details in the next section.) The first level-related new components are components that are connected to the initial new components in the same databases, whereas the second level-related are new components that are connected to the first level-related new components. In the second sub-process: constraint processing, the new components and constraints interact with these selected ones, resulting in additional constraints.

The last sub-process: component modification and refinement either modifies some of the selected predefined components or refines the newly determined ones. The modifications and refinements are based on the newly produced modification and refinement constraints. With the newly produced connects with constraints, the connections among all the final components are also established such that the final product configurations are determined.

3 NEW COMPONENT DETERMINATION

In response to the second type of customer requirements \( CR_2 = \{c_{f1}, c_{f2}, \ldots, c_{fN}\}_w \), where \( Type_{pd} \) represents the type of final products to be configured, initial new components are determined from several databases, which contain the same type of final products to be configured, in the cloud, as shown in Figure 2.

An initial new component is described by its type, attributes, ports, the type of final products to be configured, and the weight of the corresponding database.

![Figure 2. Determining new components](image)

To specify the relationships between the initial new components and selected predefined components, the first level-related new components are determined. These components are connected to the initial new components with either requires or connects with constraints in the same databases. As not all of them can specify
the relationships between initial new components and predefined ones, these first level-related new components need to be validated. In validating them, similarity calculation between the first level-related and selected predefined components with the same types is carried out. The similarity value indicates how similar two components are and to what extent they can be used as an alternative replacing each other. The similarity value is zero for a first level-related component if no predefined component with the same type is found. The higher the similarity value is, the more information a first level-related component can provide for specifying the relationships between an initial new component and a selected predefined one. Attribute names and values, port types and connections, and weight values of the components are taken into account in calculating similarities.

The validity of a first level-related component is determined by comparing the corresponding similarity values with a threshold value specified by domain experts. A first level-related component is valid if at least one of its similarity values is equal to or greater than the threshold value; otherwise, it is invalid. A valid first level-related component is used as a potential reference for component modifications and refinements if it has requires constraints with initial new components. If a valid first level-related component has connects with constraints with initial new components, it is used as both a potential reference for modifications and refinements and an intermediate component for connecting an initial new component with selected predefined components.

For an invalid first level-related component, its second level-related components may be able to provide references for modifications and refinements or to connect initial new components with predefined ones. In this regard, in this study, the second level-related components of invalid first level-related ones are determined as well. These components are connected to the invalid first level-related components using either requires or connects with constraints in the databases. In the same way, similarity calculation between the second level-related components and predefined components is carried out; the validity of these second level-related components is determined based on the comparison of similarity values and given threshold values. (See the details of determining first/second level-related new components and similarity calculation in Subsections 3.2 and 3.3.) When a second level-related component is invalid, it is discarded. In summary, the valid first and second level-related components have two roles: i) establishing the connections between the initial new components and corresponding selected predefined components and ii) providing references for modifying and refining corresponding selected predefined components and valid initial new components.

At the end of the process (shown in Figure 2), compatibility checks are conducted on the newly determined components, be they valid initial, first or second level-related. The check is based on compatibility constraints of new components and exterior constraints of selected predefined components. The checks remove such initial, first, and second level-related new components that have conflicts with the above constraints. The components which respect the constraints are retained for further processing.

### 3.1 Determining initial new components

We first define a new component \( \mathcal{N} \) as follows:

\[
\mathcal{N} = \{ T, A, P, C \}
\]

where \( T \) is the component type; \( A \) is a set of component attributes; \( P \) is a set of component ports; \( C \) is a set of constraints defining the relationships between \( \mathcal{N} \) and other new components; \( w \) is the weight of \( \mathcal{N} \), which is the same as that of the corresponding database.

The component attributes \( A \) are described by attribute names \( NA \) and attribute values \( VA \). The component ports \( P \) are described by port types \( TP \) and corresponding port connections: \( CP \). The constraints \( C \) include (a) connects with constraints \( C^c \) defining the physical connections between \( \mathcal{N} \) and other new components, (b) requires constraints \( C^r \) specifying the other new components which are required by \( \mathcal{N} \), and (c) compatibility constraints \( C^c \) limiting the components that can be used together with \( \mathcal{N} \) in a product configuration.

For any requirement of the second type: \( c_{ij} \), some initial new components are determined from the relevant databases. In determining the initial new components, a requirement is described in the way such that the required component type is specified and the component attributes are restrained (see Section 4 for requirement description). The new components with the required component type and attributes are determined as initial new components. An initial new component \( \mathcal{N}_i \) from database \( m \) is denoted as \( \{ \mathcal{N}_i, w_\mathcal{N}_i \} \) with \( w_\mathcal{N} \) representing the weight of database \( m \).

### 3.2 Determining first and second level-related new components

In determining the first/second level-related new components, the requires and connects with constraints of the initial new components are utilized. More specifically, the components, which have either requires or connects with relationship with initial new components are determined as first level-related components; these having either requires or connects with relationship with a first level-related component are determined as second level-related new components. In the condition that a first level-related new component has only requires (or connects with) constraint with initial new components, the corresponding second level-related new components are determined based on requires (or connects with) constraints only.

For examples, as shown in Figure 3, based on a \( a \) connects with constraint: \( C_i^{ic} \), \( \mathcal{N}_i^{ic} \) is determined as a first level-related new component corresponding to an initial new component \( \mathcal{N}_i \); with a requires constraint: \( C_i^{rC} \), \( \mathcal{N}_i^{rC} \) is determined as another first level-related new component of \( \mathcal{N}_i^{ic} \); based on a connects with constraint: \( C_i^{cC} \), \( \mathcal{N}_i^{cC} \) is determined as a second level-related new component corresponding to the first level-related new component: \( \mathcal{N}_i^{rC} \); based on a requires constraint: \( C_i^{cC} \), \( \mathcal{N}_i^{cC} \) is determined as a second level-related new component of the first level-related new component \( \mathcal{N}_i^{rC} \).

![Figure 3. Determining first and second level-related new components](image)
Determining first level-related new component using \( \text{connects with constraint:} \)
\[ \exists A_{ik}^{(i)} \left( A_{ik}^{(i)} \in A_i \right) \Rightarrow \left( \left\langle A_{ik}^{(i)}, w_k \right\rangle = \left\langle A_i, w_i \right\rangle \right), \] where \( A_i \) is the \( i \)-th initial new component from the \( m \)-th database; \( C_{ik}^{(i)} \) is the \( c \)-th \( \text{connects with constraint of} \) \( A_i \) indicating that \( A_i \) is connected with \( A_i \); \( A_i \) is the \( k \)-th new component from the same database; \( A_{ik}^{(i)} \) is the \( j \)-th first level-related new component of \( A_i \); \( w_k \) is the weight of the \( m \)-th database.

Determining first level-related new component using \( \text{requires constraint:} \)
\[ \exists A_{ik}^{(i)} \left( A_{ik}^{(i)} \in A_i \right) \Rightarrow \left( \left\langle A_{ik}^{(i)}, w_k \right\rangle = \left\langle A_i, w_i \right\rangle \right), \] where \( A_i \), \( A_i \), and \( w_k \) have the same meaning as above; \( C_{ik}^{(i)} \) is the \( d \)-th \( \text{requires constraint of} \) \( A_i \) indicating that \( A_i \) requires \( A_i \); \( A_{ik}^{(i)} \) is the \( n \)-th first level-related component of \( A_i \).

Determining second level-related new component using \( \text{connects with constraint:} \)
\[ \exists A_{ik}^{(ii)} \left( A_{ik}^{(ii)} \in A_i \right) \Rightarrow \left( \left\langle A_{ik}^{(ii)}, w_k \right\rangle = \left\langle A_i, w_i \right\rangle \right), \] where \( A_i \) is the \( j \)-th first level-related new component of \( A_i \) from the \( m \)-th database; \( C_{ik}^{(i)} \) is the \( c \)-th \( \text{connects with constraint of} \) \( A_i \) indicating that \( A_i \) is connected to \( A_i \); \( A_{ik}^{(i)} \) is the \( q \)-th second level-related component corresponding to \( A_{ik}^{(i)} \); \( A_i \) and \( w_k \) have the same meaning as above.

Determining second level-related new component using \( \text{requires constraint:} \)
\[ \exists A_{ik}^{(ii)} \left( A_{ik}^{(ii)} \in A_i \right) \Rightarrow \left( \left\langle A_{ik}^{(ii)}, w_k \right\rangle = \left\langle A_i, w_i \right\rangle \right), \] where \( A_i \), \( A_i \), and \( w_k \) have the same meaning as above; \( C_{ik}^{(i)} \) is the \( d \)-th \( \text{requires constraint of} \) \( A_i \) indicating that \( A_i \) requires \( A_i \); \( A_{ik}^{(i)} \) is the \( l \)-th second level-related component corresponding to \( A_{ik}^{(i)} \).

### 3.3 Calculating similarities

In calculating the similarity between a first (or second) level-related new components and a selected predefined one, the similarity values of their attribute names \( NA \), attribute values \( VA \), port type \( TP \), and port connections \( CP \) are calculated first. The similarity of the two components is the weighted sum of the similarity values of the above four elements multiplied by the corresponding weight of the first (or second) level-related new component. For a first level-related new component \( A_i^{(i)} \) and a predefined component \( P_j^* \), their similarity values \( S(A_i^{(i)}, P_j^*) \) is calculated based on Eq. (1).

\[
S(A_i^{(i)}, P_j^*) = w_{a} \alpha S(NA_i, NA_j) + w_{b} \beta S(VA_i, VA_j) + w_{c} \gamma S(TP_i, TP_j) + w_{d} \eta S(CP_i, CP_j)
\]

\( T_e = T_f \) \hspace{1cm} (1)

In the above equation, \( w_{a} \) is the weight of \( NA_i \); \( S(NA_i, NA_j) \), \( S(VA_i, VA_j) \), \( S(TP_i, TP_j) \), and \( S(CP_i, CP_j) \) are the similarity values of \( NA \), \( VA \), \( TP \), and \( CP \), respectively; \( \alpha \), \( \beta \), \( \gamma \), and \( \eta \) with \( \alpha + \beta + \gamma + \eta = 1 \) are the weights of \( NA \), \( VA \), \( TP \), and \( CP \). Based on their own situations, companies can adopt different weight values. For illustrative simplicity, we assign 0.25 to each weight in this study. In calculating the similarity values of the four elements, a Boolean operator \( \varepsilon \) is introduced.

**Calculating** \( S(NA_i, NA_j) \): The similarity value of attribute names of \( A_i^{(i)} \) and \( P_j^* \) : \( S(NA_i, NA_j) \) is calculated based on the below equation.

\[
S(NA_i, NA_j) = \frac{\sum_{c=1}^{N_{A_i}} \varepsilon(NA_{i,c}, NA_{j,c})}{N_{A_i} + N_{A_j}}\tag{2}
\]

where \( N_{A_i} \) and \( N_{A_j} \) represent the total number of attributes describing \( A_i^{(i)} \) and \( P_j^* \) with \( a = 1, \ldots, N_{A_i} \) and \( b = 1, \ldots, N_{A_j} \); \( \varepsilon(NA_{i,c}, NA_{j,c}) \) is the similarity status of the \( a \)-th attribute of \( A_i^{(i)} \) : \( NA_{i,c} \) and the \( b \)-th attribute of \( P_j^* \) : \( NA_{j,b} \).

**Calculating** \( S(VA_i, VA_j) \): The similarity value of attribute values of \( A_i^{(i)} \) and \( P_j^* \) : \( S(VA_i, VA_j) \) is calculated based on Eq. (3) below.

\[
S(VA_i, VA_j) = \sum_{c=1}^{N_{A_i}} \sum_{d=1}^{N_{A_j}} \varepsilon(NA_{i,c}, NA_{j,d}) = 0 , \text{otherwise}
\]

\( S(VA_i, VA_j) = \begin{cases} 0, & \varepsilon(NA_{i,c}, NA_{j,d}) = 0 \\ 1, & \varepsilon(NA_{i,c}, NA_{j,d}) = 1 \end{cases} \tag{3} \)

**Calculating** \( S(TP_i, TP_j) \): The similarity value of port types of \( A_i^{(i)} \) and \( P_j^* \) : \( S(TP_i, TP_j) \) is calculated using Eq. (5).

\[
S(TP_i, TP_j) = \frac{\sum_{e=1}^{N_{TP_i}} \varepsilon(TP_{i,e}, TP_{j,e})}{N_{TP_i} + N_{TP_j}}\tag{5}
\]

where \( N_{TP_i} \) and \( N_{TP_j} \) represent the total number of ports of \( A_i^{(i)} \) and \( P_j^* \), respectively with \( e = 1, \ldots, N_{TP_i} \) and \( f = 1, \ldots, N_{TP_j} \); \( \varepsilon(TP_{i,e}, TP_{j,f}) \) is the similarity status of the \( e \)-th port type of \( A_i^{(i)} \) : \( TP_{i,e} \) and the \( f \)-th port type of \( P_j^* \) : \( TP_{j,f} \).
Calculating \( S(\mathcal{P}_i, \mathcal{P}_j) \): The similarity value of port connections of \( F L_{ij} \) and \( \mathcal{P}_i \) is calculated based on Eq. (6) below.

\[
S(\mathcal{P}_i, \mathcal{P}_j) = \begin{cases} 
0, & \sum_{g=1}^{N^C_g} \sum_{h=1}^{N^C_h} \varepsilon(\mathcal{P}_{eg\mathcal{C}P\mathcal{C}P_{ghs}}, \mathcal{P}_{eh\mathcal{C}P\mathcal{C}P_{ghs}}) = 0 \\
\frac{\sum_{g=1}^{N^C_g} \sum_{h=1}^{N^C_h} \varepsilon(\mathcal{P}_{eg\mathcal{C}P\mathcal{C}P_{ghs}}, \mathcal{P}_{eh\mathcal{C}P\mathcal{C}P_{ghs}})}{N^C_g + N^C_h}, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]  

(6)

where \( S(\mathcal{P}_i, \mathcal{P}_j) \) is the similarity value of port connections of \( TP_{i\mathcal{P}} \) and \( TP_{j\mathcal{P}} \) and is computed based on Eq. (7); \( \varepsilon(\mathcal{P}_{eg\mathcal{C}P\mathcal{C}P_{ghs}}, \mathcal{P}_{eh\mathcal{C}P\mathcal{C}P_{ghs}}) \) denotes the similarity status of \( TP_{i\mathcal{P}} \) and \( TP_{j\mathcal{P}} \) (see the definition in Eq. (5)).

\[
S(\mathcal{P}_i, \mathcal{P}_j) = \begin{cases} 
0, & \varepsilon(\mathcal{P}_{eg\mathcal{C}P\mathcal{C}P_{ghs}}, \mathcal{P}_{eh\mathcal{C}P\mathcal{C}P_{ghs}}) = 0 \\
\frac{\sum_{g=1}^{N^C_g} \sum_{h=1}^{N^C_h} \varepsilon(\mathcal{P}_{eg\mathcal{C}P\mathcal{C}P_{ghs}}, \mathcal{P}_{eh\mathcal{C}P\mathcal{C}P_{ghs}})}{N^C_g + N^C_h}, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]  

(7)

where \( N^C_g \) and \( N^C_h \) represent the total number of port connections of \( TP_{i\mathcal{P}} \) and \( TP_{j\mathcal{P}} \) with \( g = 1, \ldots, N^C_g \) and \( h = 1, \ldots, N^C_h \), \( \varepsilon(\mathcal{P}_{eg\mathcal{C}P\mathcal{C}P_{ghs}}, \mathcal{P}_{eh\mathcal{C}P\mathcal{C}P_{ghs}}) \) indicating the similarity status of the \( g \)-th port connection of \( TP_{i\mathcal{P}} \) and \( TP_{j\mathcal{P}} \), and the \( h \)-th port connection of \( TP_{j\mathcal{P}} \) and \( TP_{i\mathcal{P}} \), \( \varepsilon(\mathcal{P}_{eg\mathcal{C}P\mathcal{C}P_{ghs}}, \mathcal{P}_{eh\mathcal{C}P\mathcal{C}P_{ghs}}) = 0 \) if \( \mathcal{P}_{eg\mathcal{C}P\mathcal{C}P_{ghs}} \) and \( \mathcal{P}_{eh\mathcal{C}P\mathcal{C}P_{ghs}} \) are different (i.e., \( \sim \varepsilon(\mathcal{P}_{eg\mathcal{C}P\mathcal{C}P_{ghs}}, \mathcal{P}_{eh\mathcal{C}P\mathcal{C}P_{ghs}}) \)) otherwise (i.e., \( \varepsilon(\mathcal{P}_{eg\mathcal{C}P\mathcal{C}P_{ghs}}, \mathcal{P}_{eh\mathcal{C}P\mathcal{C}P_{ghs}}) \) is true), \( \varepsilon(\mathcal{P}_{eg\mathcal{C}P\mathcal{C}P_{ghs}}, \mathcal{P}_{eh\mathcal{C}P\mathcal{C}P_{ghs}}) = 1 \).

In determining the validity of a first level-related new component, a threshold value: \( \epsilon_{ij} \) is used. This value can be specified by the domain experts. Similarly, the similarity values between the second level-related new components and predefined ones are calculated and the validity of the second level-related new components is determined.

### 3.4 Checking compatibilities

Compatibility checks are conducted for all valid initial, first and second level-related new components. The checks are conducted based on the compatibility constraints which are defined in the same databases. If a first (or second) level-related new component is incompatible with an initial new component, it is discarded for further consideration. If two first (or second) level-related new components or if a first level-related and second level-related new component are incompatible, the one with a lower similarity value with predefined components is discarded. For example, \( \mathcal{A}^{\mathcal{C}P}_{ij} \) is incompatible with \( \mathcal{A}^{\mathcal{C}P}_{ij} \) based on one of its compatibility constraints: \( \mathcal{A}^{\mathcal{C}P}_{ij} \Rightarrow \mathcal{A}^{\mathcal{C}P}_{ij} \). Further, the highest similarity value of \( \mathcal{A}^{\mathcal{C}P}_{ij} \) is greater than that of \( \mathcal{A}^{\mathcal{C}P}_{ij} \), \( \mathcal{A}^{\mathcal{C}P}_{ij} \) is discarded.

Compatibility check is also conducted based on the exterior constraints of selected predefined and dynamic components, which define the possible external connections. For example, an exterior constraint of a selected predefined component is \( \mathcal{P}_i \Rightarrow \text{ExteriorConnection} \). It indicates that no exterior connection is allowed for \( \mathcal{P}_i \). The initial new components that have connection relationships with \( \mathcal{P}_i \) are, thus, discarded.

### 4 CASE STUDY

An example of laptop computer open configuration is introduced to demonstrate how new components are determined. There are 11 types of predefined components in the laptop open configuration, including CPU, Motherboard, Memory, HardDisk, Monitor, Keyboard, Battery, ExtensionSocket, Upper Cover, Keyboard Panel and Bottom Casing, as shown in Figure 4, and the product type Type\_ed = "Laptop Computer".  Figure 4. Predefined components of a laptop computer

Table 1 provides the details of some predefined components, including component types, attribute names and values, and ports and connections. For illustrative simplicity, the table is truncated and provides these predefined components that are used in the rest of the example. (Note: the ID of each component is provided in the small brackets after each symbol. This is the same for the rest of the tables and text.)

---

**Table 1. Some predefined components**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component Type</th>
<th>Attribute Name and Value</th>
<th>Port Type and Connections</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPU ( \mathcal{P}_1 ) (CPU #1)</td>
<td>Processor, Speed: (Intel Xeon E5-2690, 2.60GHz)</td>
<td>Port: [MBIntel Xeon]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPU ( \mathcal{P}_2 ) (CPU #2)</td>
<td>Processor, Speed: (Intel Xeon E5-2680, 2.70GHz)</td>
<td>Port: [MBIntel Core]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPU ( \mathcal{P}_3 ) (CPU #3)</td>
<td>Processor, Speed: (Intel Core i7-3970X, 3.30GHz)</td>
<td>Port: [CPU Intel Xeon]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motherboard ( \mathcal{P}_4 ) (MB #1)</td>
<td>[Chip, SpdCPU, MaxSpdCPU, MaxSpdRAM]: (Intel B85, CPU Xeon, 2.2)</td>
<td>Port: [ATA-100]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motherboard ( \mathcal{P}_5 ) (MB #2)</td>
<td>[Chip, SpdCPU, MaxSpdCPU, MaxSpdRAM]: (Intel B150, CPU Core, 2.2)</td>
<td>Port: [CPU Core]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motherboard ( \mathcal{P}_6 ) (MB #3)</td>
<td>[Chip, SpdCPU, MaxSpdCPU, MaxSpdRAM]: (Intel 297, CPU Core, 2.2)</td>
<td>Port: [ATA-100]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper Cover ( \mathcal{P}_7 ) (UC #1)</td>
<td>[Size, Material, Color, KPCut, MonCut]: (12in., Hybrid, Black, KP-12, LCD-12)</td>
<td>Port: [Monitor Socket]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper Cover ( \mathcal{P}_8 ) (UC #2)</td>
<td>[Size, Material, Color, KPCut, MonCut]: (14in., Hybrid, Black, KP-14, LCD-14)</td>
<td>Port: [Monitor Socket]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keyboard Panel ( \mathcal{P}_9 ) (KP #1)</td>
<td>[Size, Material, Color, UC CUT, KDCut, PSCut, MScut, USBCut]: (12in., Hybrid, Black, UC-12, KB-12, PS-std, MS-std, USB-std)</td>
<td>Port: [KB-12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keyboard Panel ( \mathcal{P}_9 ) (KP #2)</td>
<td>[Size, Material, Color, UC CUT, KDCut, PSCut, MScut, USBCut]: (14in., Hybrid, Black, UC-14, KB-14, PS-std, MS-std, USB-std)</td>
<td>Port: [KB-14]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Suppose the requirements from a customer are as follows: \( CR = \{ CPU\text{-}Speed} \geq 3.3\text{GHz}, \text{Motherboard}(\text{Chip, SpCPU}) = (\text{Intel} B150, \text{CPU Core}), \text{Upper Cover}\text{-Material} = \text{Hybrid}, \text{SIM Socket}\text{-Number} = 1, \text{Fingerprint Reader}\text{-Number} = 1 \) . These customer requirements can be classified into two types: the first type of customer requirements \( CR_1 \), and the second type of customer requirements \( CR_2 \). While \( CR = \{ CPU\text{-}Speed} \geq 3.3\text{GHz}, \text{Motherboard}(\text{Chip, SpCPU}) = (\text{Intel} B150, \text{CPU Core}), \text{Upper Cover}\text{-Material} = \text{Hybrid}, \text{SIM Socket}\text{-Number} = 1, \text{Fingerprint Reader}\text{-Number} = 1 \) , \( \text{SIM Socket} = \{ \text{Keyboard Panel} \} \), \( \text{Bottom Casing} = \{ \text{Power Socket, Modern Socket, USB Socket} \} \).

In accordance with the product type: \( \text{Type}^\text{opt} = \text{"Laptop Computer"} \), two databases: \( \text{databases1} \) with a weight 1 \( w_1 \) and \( \text{databases2} \) with a weight 2 \( w_2 \), are selected from the cloud. The \( \{ \text{Matching} \} \) are denoted as follows: \( \{ 11{,}1, 36{,}1, 62{,}1 \} \).

The first level-related new components are determined from these databases. The remaining constraints can be interpreted in a similar way.

Based on the determination of first level-related new components introduced earlier, \( A'_{1}\text{(KP #1)} \) and \( A'_{2}\text{(KP #2)} \) are determined as first level-related new components of \( A'_{1} \). In a same way, all the first level-related new components for the above initial new components are determined and provided in Table 3.

### Table 3. The first level-related new components

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Component Type</th>
<th>Attribute Name and Value</th>
<th>Port Type and Connections</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( A'_{1}\text{(KP #1)} )</td>
<td>CPU</td>
<td>Processor, Speed: ( \text{Intel Core i7-3970X, 3.3GHz} )</td>
<td>P\text{opt} (MBL Inte)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( A'_{1}\text{(KP #2)} )</td>
<td>CPU</td>
<td>Processor, Speed: ( \text{AMD A10-7850K, 3.7GHz} )</td>
<td>P\text{opt} (MBL Inte)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( A'_{1}\text{(UK #1)} )</td>
<td>Upper</td>
<td>Processor, Speed: ( \text{Intel Core i7-3950X, 3.4GHz} )</td>
<td>P\text{opt} (MBL Inte)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( A'_{1}\text{(UK #2)} )</td>
<td>CPU</td>
<td>Processor, Speed: ( \text{Intel Core i7-3950X, 3.4GHz} )</td>
<td>P\text{opt} (MBL Inte)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These first level-related new components are denoted as follows: \( \{ A'_{1}, w_1 \} \), \( \{ A'_{2}, w_1 \} \), \( \{ A'_{3}, w_1 \} \) and \( \{ A'_{4}, w_1 \} \). They have 13 connects with and requires constraints as follows:

1. \( \{ A'_{1}, w_1 \}, \{ A'_{2}, w_2 \} \to \{ A'_{1}(KP #1) \} \)
2. \( \{ A'_{1}, w_1 \}, \{ A'_{2}, w_2 \} \to \{ A'_{2}(KP #2) \} \)
3. \( \{ A'_{3}, w_1 \}, \{ A'_{2}, w_2 \} \to \{ A'_{1}(BP #1) \} \)
4. \( \{ A'_{3}, w_1 \}, \{ A'_{2}, w_2 \} \to \{ A'_{2}(BP #2) \} \)
5. \( \{ A'_{4}, w_1 \}, \{ A'_{2}, w_2 \} \to \{ A'_{1}(KP #1) \} \)
6. \( \{ A'_{4}, w_1 \}, \{ A'_{2}, w_2 \} \to \{ A'_{2}(KP #2) \} \)
7. \( \{ A'_{4}, w_1 \}, \{ A'_{2}, w_2 \} \to \{ A'_{1}(BP #1) \} \)
8. \( \{ A'_{4}, w_1 \}, \{ A'_{2}, w_2 \} \to \{ A'_{2}(BP #2) \} \)
9. \( \{ A'_{4}, w_1 \}, \{ A'_{2}, w_2 \} \to \{ A'_{1}(CPU #1) \} \)
10. \( \{ A'_{4}, w_1 \}, \{ A'_{2}, w_2 \} \to \{ A'_{2}(CPU #2) \} \)
11. \( \{ A'_{4}, w_1 \}, \{ A'_{2}, w_2 \} \to \{ A'_{1}(CPU #1) \} \)
12. \( \{ A'_{4}, w_1 \}, \{ A'_{2}, w_2 \} \to \{ A'_{2}(CPU #2) \} \)
13. \( \{ A'_{4}, w_1 \}, \{ A'_{2}, w_2 \} \to \{ A'_{1}(CPU #1) \} \).
these first level-related new components and the selected predefined ones are calculated. The similarity values of $\{V_{SM}^{i,n}\}$ and $\{V_{SM}^{2,n}\}$ are zero since there are no predefined components with the same component type. The highest similarity value of each of the rest components is provided below.

$S(\{V_{SM}^{i,n}\}, P) = S(\{V_{SM}^{2,n}\}, P) = 0.81$;

$S(\{V_{SM}^{i,n}\}, P) = S(\{V_{SM}^{2,n}\}, P) = 0.86$;

$S(\{V_{SM}^{i,n}\}, P) = S(\{V_{SM}^{2,n}\}, P) = 0.90$;

$S(\{V_{SM}^{i,n}\}, P) = S(\{V_{SM}^{2,n}\}, P) = 0.78$;

$S(\{V_{SM}^{i,n}\}, P) = S(\{V_{SM}^{2,n}\}, P) = 0.77$;

$S(\{V_{SM}^{i,n}\}, P) = S(\{V_{SM}^{2,n}\}, P) = 0.64$.

The threshold value: $V_{SM}^{th}$ is given as 0.7. As the highest similarity value of $\{V_{SM}^{i,n}\}$ is less than 0.7, $\{V_{SM}^{i,n}\}$ is invalid for specifying the relationships between the initial new components and selected predefined ones. Similarly, $\{V_{SM}^{2,n}\}$ and $\{V_{SM}^{3,n}\}$, which have 0 as similarity value, are invalid as well. As the rest of components have similarity values larger than 0.7, they are valid and can be used as an alternative to replace the corresponding selected predefined components.

In a similar fashion, the second level-related new components are determined for the above invalid first level-related new components. As $\{V_{SM}^{i,n}\}$ and $\{V_{SM}^{2,n}\}$ are the same component, the second level-related components are the same. In this regard, $\{V_{SM}^{i,n}\}$ is used to determine the second level-related new components. With the requires constraint of $\{V_{SM}^{i,n}\}$:

$\{V_{SM}^{i,n}\} \in C_{M} = \{V_{SM}^{i,n}\}$ in database and the requires constraint of $\{V_{SM}^{2,n}\}$: $\{V_{SM}^{2,n}\} \in C_{M} = \{V_{SM}^{2,n}\}$ in database, their second level-related components are determined and denoted as: $\{V_{SM}^{i,n}\} = \{V_{SM}^{i,n}\}$ and $\{V_{SM}^{2,n}\} = \{V_{SM}^{2,n}\}$ (see component details in Table 4).

Similarly, similarity values of these second level-related new components are calculated for evaluating their validity. As there is no predefined component with the same type, $\{V_{SM}^{3,n}\}$ has a 0 similarity value, thus being invalid. $\{V_{SM}^{i,n}\}$ has a similarity value of 0.85, thus being retained.

**Table 4. The second level-related new components**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component Type</th>
<th>Attribute Name and Value</th>
<th>Port Type and Connections</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>${V_{SM}^{i,n}}$</td>
<td>Motherboard</td>
<td>Chip, SpcCPU, MaxSpcCPU, MaxSpcRAM(Intel B85, CPU Core, 2, 2); (AMD B85, CPU AMD, 2, 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>${V_{SM}^{2,n}}$</td>
<td>Motherboard</td>
<td>Chip, SpcCPU, MaxSpcCPU, MaxSpcRAM(Intel B150, CPU Core, 2, 2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In summary, the final initial new components are $\{V_{SM}^{i,n}\}$, $\{V_{SM}^{2,n}\}$, $\{V_{SM}^{3,n}\}$, $\{V_{SM}^{4,n}\}$, and $\{V_{SM}^{5,n}\}$. The valid first and second level-related new components include $\{V_{SM}^{i,n}\}$, $\{V_{SM}^{2,n}\}$, $\{V_{SM}^{3,n}\}$, $\{V_{SM}^{4,n}\}$, $\{V_{SM}^{5,n}\}$, $\{V_{SM}^{6,n}\}$, $\{V_{SM}^{7,n}\}$, $\{V_{SM}^{8,n}\}$, and $\{V_{SM}^{9,n}\}$. As they have requires constraints with $\{V_{SM}^{i,n}\}$, $\{V_{SM}^{2,n}\}$, $\{V_{SM}^{3,n}\}$, $\{V_{SM}^{4,n}\}$, $\{V_{SM}^{5,n}\}$, $\{V_{SM}^{6,n}\}$, $\{V_{SM}^{7,n}\}$, $\{V_{SM}^{8,n}\}$, and $\{V_{SM}^{9,n}\}$ are used as references for modifying and refining $P_{i}^{I}$ (CPU #3), $P_{2}^{I}$ (MB #2), $P_{3}^{I}$ (MB #1), and $P_{4}^{I}$ (MB #1). As they have connects with constraints with $\{V_{SM}^{i,n}\}$, $\{V_{SM}^{2,n}\}$, $\{V_{SM}^{3,n}\}$, $\{V_{SM}^{4,n}\}$, $\{V_{SM}^{5,n}\}$, $\{V_{SM}^{6,n}\}$, $\{V_{SM}^{7,n}\}$, $\{V_{SM}^{8,n}\}$, and $\{V_{SM}^{9,n}\}$.

With the above newly determined new components, the other two open configuration sub-processes contribute to constraint processing, component modifications and refinements, and the establishment of connections among final configuration components. At the end, 6 laptops are configured and each of them contains predefined, modified, and new components. For illustrative simplicity, the components of one configuration are provided below:

- Selected predefined components: $P_{i}^{I}$ (CPU #3), $P_{2}^{I}$ (MB #2), $P_{3}^{I}$ (MB #1), $P_{4}^{I}$ (MB #1), and $P_{5}^{I}$ (MB #1);
- Modified components: $P_{6}^{I}$ (CPU #1) and $P_{7}^{I}$ (CPU #1);
- New components: $\{V_{SM}^{i,n}\}$ and $\{V_{SM}^{2,n}\}$.

Based on his/her personal preferences or other considerations, the customer can select one from these 6 laptop configurations.

5 CONCLUSIONS

In response to the limitations of available product configuration solutions, open configuration is put forward as a new approach to configuring customized products while meeting both unforeseen and anticipated customer requirements. This study proposed an approach based on cloud computing to address one of the sub-processes of open configuration: new component determination. In the approach, new components for meeting unforeseen customer requirements are determined from different databases in the cloud. An example of laptop open configuration is used to demonstrate how the new components are determined.

In determining new components, we considered the components which are connected with the initial new components at two levels and assumed that two leveled components were sufficient for finding solutions. In the future, this assumption might be relaxed and components at more levels might be considered. In this study, we detailed the new component determination sub-process and left the other two sub-processes: constraint processing and component modification and refinement unexplained. We plan to complete them in the near future. As the implementation of open configuration would bring companies a competitive edge in product customization: providing product functions and features and anticipated customer requirements, more investigations in the future are required. In the long term, research efforts should be geared towards open configuration knowledge modeling and representation, open configuration system development, open configuration evaluation, and so on.
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Benchmark for configuration and planning optimization problems: Proposition of a generic model
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Abstract. Computer science community is always interested in « benchmarks », e.g. standard problems, by which performance of optimization approaches can be measured and characterized. This article aims at presenting our work to achieve a benchmark for concurrent product configuration and process planning (CPCPP) optimization problems. A benchmark is a set of reference models that represents a particular kind of problem. Product configuration and process planning are classic problems abundantly handled in the literature. Their coupling in an integrated model is a more and more handled complex problem; but there is a lack of benchmark in spite of the need expressed by the community during last configuration workshops [1]. In this article, we propose a generic model of CPCPP problems that is representative of existing real applications and studies founded on literature. We define relevant concepts and propose some configuration and evaluation patterns for product and process modelling. Our generic model is adapted for a high level and multi-disciplinary (functional and/or physical) representation of these environments. It shall allow us to supply a representative and complete benchmark, in order to accurately estimate the contribution of existing optimization methods.

1 INTRODUCTION

Benchmarking of optimization approaches is crucial to assess performance quantitatively and to understand their weaknesses and strengths. There is numerous academic benchmarks associate with various classes of optimization problem (linear / nonlinear problems, constrained problems, integer or mixed integer programming, etc.). Studies, reports and websites of [2] [3] [4] [5] are particularly accomplished examples of existing optimization benchmark with a multitude of articles and algorithms benchmarked on great variety of test functions (see for example [6], [7] or [8]).

More than an academic tool, a benchmark should also be representative of real-world problems. For a specific domain, a benchmark represents a reference which should be used by company’s decision-makers to select an approach or an algorithm. But it is not always easy for them to know of which theoretical case covers their practical case. Benchmark on configuration field could illustrate this aspect with various industrial cases: automotive [9], [10], [11], power supply [12], train design [13], etc. A database of industrials cases was started on [14] but it is not anymore maintained.

CPCPP problem is an interesting and increasingly studied industrial problem. It gathers in single model two classical domains for a stakeholder: which product corresponds to customer’s needs and how it is going to be obtained? A decision aiding tool has to assist stakeholder to make the best decisions (product configuration and process planning choices) according to multiple objective. CPCPP problems take place in the first steps of the study of product and associated process. It thus manipulates a high level description model.

Ours previous research projects [15] aim at produce decision aiding tools for a specific problem subject to a growing interest in mass customization community: the coupling between product and process environments. Numerous authors showed the interest to take into account simultaneously the product and process dimensions in a decision aiding tool. This concurrent process has two main interests: i) Allowing to model, and thus to take into account, interactions between product and process (for example, a specific product configuration fords by using certain resources for process tasks), ii) Avoid the traditional sequence: configure product then plan its production which is the source of multiple iterations when selected product can’t be obtained in satisfying conditions (mainly in terms of cost and delay).

In spite of the growing interest of the community and industrialists, there is no standard (benchmark) for this problem. In this article, we propose a generic model of the whole problem (configuration, planning and coupling). Therefore, the paper is organized as follow. The next section details the problem and its combinatorial aspect. The third section proposes a generic model of the problem. Some elements associated with cases diversity are discussed.

2 ADDRESSED PROBLEM

For our benchmark, the addressed problem is limited to the coupling between product configuration and process planning. We will describe both environments and the coupling of them in next sub-sections.

2.1 Concurrent configuration and planning

Product configuration problem is a multi-domain, multidisciplinary, multiobjective problem [16], [17]. That generates a wide diversity of possible models to represent. We will try to define a classification of existing product models and model it in the proposed generic model. Planning problems are generally more framed (e.g. temporal precedence, resources consumption, due date or delay, etc.). To generate various problem instances we...
can act on the shape of the process graph and on the dispersal of the values assigned for the resources of tasks (cost, delay, etc.). Thus, we need to define in our generic model of the product/process a kind of generic model for each part and for the coupling.

Many authors, since [18], [19], [20] or [21] have defined configuration as the task of deriving the definition of a specific or customized product (through a set of properties, sub-assemblies or bill of materials, etc.) from a generic product or a product family, while taking into account specific customer requirements. Some authors, like [22], [23] or [24] have shown that the same kind of reasoning process can be considered for production process planning. They therefore consider that deriving a specific production plan (operations, resources to be used, etc.) from some kind of generic process plan while respecting product characteristics and customer requirements, can define production planning. More and more studies tackle the coupling of both environments [24] [25] [26] [27] or [28]. Many configuration and planning studies (see for example [29] or [30]) have shown that each problem could be successfully considered as a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP). CSP’s are also widely used by industrials [31]. Considering that using a CSP representation, we could both represent constrained and unconstrained problems, we will use it to represent each environment and the coupling.

2.2 Combinatorial optimization problem

In previous concurrent model, some variables represent decisions of the user (customer or decision-maker on product or process environment). We assume that those decision variables are all discrete variables, so that an instantiation of all these decision variables corresponds to a particular product/process. Indeed in reality and regardless of the environment, decisions correspond to choices between various combinations. In product environment, decisions correspond to architectural choices between various combinations of sub-systems, or to a choice among various variants for every sub-system. In process environment, decisions correspond to resources choices between various variants.

Combinatorial constrained optimization problem consists in a search of a combination for every decision variables that respects constraints of the problem [32]. Instantiation of every decision variable in CSP model corresponds to a specific product/process which could be analyzed and scored according user’s multiple preferences or objectives (cost, delay, etc.). As those objectives could be antagonist, algorithm has to find in a short time a set of approximately efficient solutions that will allow the decision maker to choose a good compromise solution. Using Pareto dominance concept, the optimal set of solutions searched is called the optimal Pareto front.

This thus allows us to define a multi-objectives combinatorial constrained optimization problem: a search between various combinations to find a selection of solutions which are the closest possible of the optimal Pareto front.

3 GENERIC MODEL DESCRIPTION

Our goal is to define a benchmark for CPCPP optimization problems. A benchmark is a set of model instances representative of a specific optimization problem and which allows testing of optimization algorithms and validation of their accuracy for the addressed problem. We need to generate various instances of the CPCPP problem that represented diversity and complexity of real industrial cases. Thus we first need a definition of a generic model of addressed problem and then, to create the selection of varied model instances to get the benchmark.

In following sections, we will describe each part (Product configuration, process planning and their coupling) by a generic model using optimization constraint satisfaction problem (O-CSP) paradigm. That means that the problem is defined by a quadruplet <V, D, C, f> with V the set of variables, D the set of domains linked to each variable, C a set of configuration constraints that correspond to compatibilities between values of variables ; and f a specific set of constraints, called in this study evaluation constraints, that allow to calculate multivalued objective function.

A sub set of V can also been identified as the set of decision variables, named Vd. In a decision aiding problem, Vd corresponds to the set of variables on which stakeholder can act. Each decision variable is related to one or more objective. Decision variables are discrete (numeric or symbolic). Product and process configuration corresponds to the selection of a value for the set of decision variables. The aim of O-CSP is to find the setting of decision variables that will maximize/minimize objectives. In this study, others variable of V will be called evaluation variables because they allow to calculate the value of the objectives.

In this study, we consider only “global selling price” and “process cycle time” objectives; others could be added as product performance or carbon footprint. Objectives are represented by two continuous variables (global_sp and process_cyt). Their domains are unions of intervals. Global selling price is impacted by both product and process domains, whereas process cycle time only steams from process domain.

We have to define what we mean by selling price. Cost and selling price are two different way to economically evaluate a product. Costs are what pays the enterprise (raw material, components or resources) while selling price is what customer pays. Coming from value analysis domain, the functional descriptive variables are related with selling price while components and resource are related with respectively the product cost and the process cost. As this decision aiding problem takes place during negotiation with customer, internal costs has to be hidden and they will be changed in selling price (commercial strategy is included like margins or discounts).

Definition 1: Selling prices represent either costs of the components or of the operation, or selling prices of product characteristics. Their values are calculated using evaluation constraints according to configuration of decision variables.

We decompose the analysis of the CPCPP problem in four parts: Product configuration, process planning, configuration constraints and evaluation constraints. In each part, we will define relevant concepts in O-CSP paradigm and also make some hypothesis according to reality of existing CPCPP industrial problem.

3.1 Product configuration

Definition 2 Product or System gathers a set of physical-functional modules in a one level decomposition.

Definition 3 physical-functional module is a sub-set of a product that corresponds to a set of components and which fulfills some functions of the product.
Those definitions come from theory of axiomatic design [33] and design structure matrix (DSM) [34]. In a DSM, modules are logical group of components linked to a set of functions. For example, if configured product is a car, modules can be audio system, engine system, etc.

Let define a configurable product as a group of nb_modules physical-functional modules with nb_modules greater than 1. This definition of a module could be used to model either physical or functional decomposition or also both at same time. This can be helpful to interact with a customer which as eventually requirements on the two aspects and also allow us to represent the wild diversity of existing models.

1. **Description of a physical-functional module**
   - Physical description (component view)

As we are in a configuration context, we assume that every component mentioned in the definition 2, is exchangeable by others component that fulfill same functions and thus each one corresponds in fact to a family of components (foc).

**Definition 4** family of component (module_i_foc_j) is a set of components that can fulfill some required functions in module i. module_i_foc_j are discrete decision variable in Vd.

Each module can gathered multiple families of components. For example, the audio module gathers families of components “central unit” and “speakers”. Each family corresponds to a set of equivalent component. For example, the family of component “central unit” contains possible catalogue references for the central unit. Let define module_i_nb_foc the number of family of components of module i.
   - Functional description (function view)

A module could be described by its functional point of view. Functions are linked to customer’s requirements. In the same way as in physical description, this model takes place in a configuration context. Thus functions describe components abilities according to various discrete functional levels.

**Definition 5** function is a fulfillment of a customer’s requirement over various discrete functional levels.

Each function fulfilled by the module can be described using a functional description variable (fdv) in a one high-level functional description. Each function can be fulfilled according to a defined number of levels. For example, a functional description variable on audio module can be the “global audio power” with possible levels: 200w, 300W, 400W, etc. Another example could be “USB input” with two levels: yes or no.

**Definition 6** Functional description variable (module_i_fdv_j) refers to description of a function and is a set of possible functional level for a function in module i.

Each module can gather multiple functional description variables. Let define module_i_nb_fdv the number of description variable of module i.

2. **Decision aiding aspect**

According to the high level description of CPCPP problem, each aspect (physical or functional) is a one level decomposition of modules, families of component or description of functions. In such high level description, a module corresponds to a small number of families of component and fulfills a limited number of functions. It has to be described by at least one family of component or one functional description variable and maximum 10 of both. In a decision aiding problem, user act on decision variable to analyze their impact on objectives.

**Definition 7** In product domain, decision variable are choice of components in each family of component and choice of functional level, for each functional description variable and this for every module of the product.

3. **Evaluation of a physical-functional configuration**

Aim of study is to help configuration and planning according to multiple criteria. We thus need to model variables and constraints involved in each criterion calculation. In product configuration domain, only selling price criterion is taken into account (see section 3.3 for more details on selling price concept).

In a module, the selling price variables are linked either with a family of components variable or with a functional description variable. Every selling price variables are continuous and their domains are represented by intervals. They will allow calculating selling price of a module according to choices on decision variables. Let define module_i_nb_sp the number of selling price in module i. We also add a selling price for each module named module_i_sp. Value of this variable will be the sum of every selling price variables in this module i. In the same way, a product global selling price (product_sp) is added to the model. Value of this variable will be the sum of every module_i_sp variables.

4. **Configuration/Evaluation patterns in product domain**

The product configuration contains a high diversity due to the multiplicity of products. Nevertheless, we observe in the majority of the product configuration models, some small groups of strongly connected variables. Coming from our experience on product configuration, we identify a set of common generic sets of variables and constraints called Product Configuration/Evaluation Pattern (PCEP) in our generic model showed in figure 1. Each PCEP gathers a set of decision (foc and/or fdv) and objective (sp) variables linked by constraints (configuration and evaluation constraints, see section 3.3 for more details on constraint definitions) and corresponds to a physical-functional description of a part of a module. We thus define modules as a set of PCEP.

![Figure 1. Various types of PCEP](image)

On figure 1, the two first type of PCEP (Tpcerp1 and Tpcerp2) gather a configuration and an evaluation constraint. They correspond to a one point of view analysis, functional (Tpcerp1) or physical (Tpcerp2). They express the fact that a set of compatible components or functions is linked to a specific selling price. There is one selling price value or interval for each compatible value of foc or fdv variables.
The two next PCEP (Tpcep3 and Tpcep4) sequences configuration constraints between fvd variables and foc variables, and one evaluation constraint between foc variables and the selling price variable. It represents one or more set of functions carried out by one family of component. Selling price is then inferred from corresponding foc variables. With this kind of PCEP, user can express his requirements either at the functional level or at the physical level (components) but once one side is fulfilled, the other is deduced. For example for the audio sound system of a car, he could select the audio power output and other option he need, that will lead to a compatible selection of audio central unit or directly select this one (one or more specific references). Selling price is linked to selected component.

The last PCEP (Tpcep5) merge configuration and evaluation constraints in the same constraint. It represents more heterogeneous links between functional and components description where compatible combinations of functional levels correspond to compatible combinations of components. We limit this kind of behavior to two fvd and two foc.

3.2 Process planning

In this section, we define a generic model of production process associate to the configurable product. Generic aspect expresses facts that one process corresponds to one product, and that process decomposition (sequence of operation) is the same for each possible associate product configuration.

Definition 8 Process is the sequence of operations that leads to obtain relevant configurable product in one-level decomposition.

The ordering and the number of operation are static. It means that there is neither OR node on the sequence nor operation activation according to a specific product configuration.

In this section, we define all variables needed to a generic description of an operation showed on figure 2. Each operation generates a specific work load \( \text{operation}_i \_wl \) to achieve on a family of resource (described on next section). This work load could be constant (for example, a packing work load equal two man-month whatever the product is) or could be influenced by product choices (for example a big component need more work load to be assembled). The work load will be linked to selling price \( \text{operation}_i \_sp \), duration and resources selection (type and quantity, see next section). Work load isn’t a decision variable.

Our aim in this process planning domain is to support stakeholder to achieve a planning by acting only on the resources selection (type and quantity) for each operation.

Definition 9 An operation is a step of production process that corresponds to specified workload to be achieved using a specified type and quantity of resource. It has a duration ensuing from the choice of the type and from the quantity of selected resource.

We assume infinite capacity planning because, in such high level description, there is a little probability that two macro-operations use the same macro-resource, and we consider that production is launched according to each customer order and production capacity is adapted accordingly.

In our generic model, we define a generic process as a set of \( \text{nb} \_\text{operation} \) generic operation linked by temporal relations and there is at least one operation.

1. Description of an operation
   - Temporal description

In order to plan the process, we need to model the temporal placement of each operation. In a constraints modeling, we need 3 continuous variables for each operation \( i \) to describe its temporal placement: starting date \( \text{operation}_i \_\text{start} \), ending date \( \text{operation}_i \_\text{end} \), and duration \( \text{operation}_i \_\text{duration} \).

Value of duration variable can be obtained by constraints processing according to selected values of resource description variables (type and quantity) and to amount of workload to achieved, whereas start and ending dates will be planned according start/ending date of previous and next operations and according to selected duration.

   - Resource description
   - In this kind of configurable process, we define process configuration as selection of resource type and quantity. That leads that for each operation, there is a set of exchangeable resources that can be used to achieve works relevant to this operation. This set is represented by a discrete variable called a family of resource \( \text{operation}_i \_\text{for} \). We assume that there is only one resource family for each operation. In order because if there were multiple resources needed for an operation; firstly they could be aggregate in one family of aggregated resource (for example, an operator resource and a machine resource could be aggregated in one operator-machine resource); and secondly in first steps of product/process study, stakeholder is interested in only critical resource dimensioning.

   Definition 10 A resource family is the set of resource that can achieve works relevant from a specific operation.

To achieve an operation, stakeholder could also act on quantity of selected resource. So for each operation \( i \), generic model include a discrete variable named quantity of resource \( \text{operation}_i \_\text{qtr} \).

2. Decision aiding aspect
   - In process domain, decision variable are choices of resource in the family of resource and choices of quantity of resource for each operation \( i \).

3. Objective valuation in process domain
   - In process planning domain, we consider two criterions: Process cycle time and selling price. The process cycle time will be computed according to precedence constraints between operation (see evaluation constraints in section 3.4) and duration of operations. Duration of an operation is linked to ability of resources and quantity of resource selected. Selling price of an operation is related to costs of resources selected according to the workload needed. To simplify formulae of selling price calculation, we also add a process global selling price named \( \text{process} \_sp \). Value of this variable will be the sum of every operation selling price variables.
3.3 Configuration constraints

Constraints could be an equation or a compatibility table according to nature of variables involved (continuous or discrete). Compatibility table shows allowed and/or forbidden combinations of values of variable. In our generic model, configuration constraints are exclusively represented by tables of compatibility that link decision variables; while evaluation constraints use equations and tables of compatibility.

Definition 11: Configuration constraint describes compatibility between values of a set of decision variable. As decision variable are discrete, it corresponds to a compatibility table.

For example, we could have incompatible components or a component incompatible with a specific functional level or with a specific family of resource (coupling configuration constraint), etc. A constraint is first defined by an arity, e.g. the number of involved variable. In a realistic CPCPP problem, arity of configuration constraint is from two to four decision variables.

In our generic model, a configuration constraint is defined by its type in the model (i.e. depending on nature of decision variable they link), by a type of configuration pattern they illustrate and a constraint density. We define in next sections those concepts.

1. Type of configuration constraints

Configuration constraints take place in different location of the model. We list those locations illustrated on figure 4 and define their placement rules according to each location:

1. Intra-PCEP constraints already defined in section 3.1
2. Inter-PCEP constraints: In a same module, PCEP’s variables could be link to other PCEP’s variables to describe incompatibilities between various components or functions from different PCEP. We assume that those configuration constraint link variables of the same kind so fdv to fdv variable and foc to foc variable. In order because PCEPs entirely describe links between functional and physical aspects. For a realistic model, we limit the arity of those constraints to three maximum.
3. Inter-Module constraints: In modular product, there are more relations between variables of a same module than relations between variables of different modules (definitions of architectural design and modularity). This kind of relation can nevertheless exist and they follow the same rules than inter-PCEP configuration placement (i.e. they link same kind of decision variable and there arity is limited to three).
4. Process configuration constraints: We assume that there are few configuration constraints in process domain (in comparison with product domain). Those constraints could link either two family of resource decision variables from two different operations (for example two incompatible subcontractor in two following operations) or decision variables of the same operation (for example two resources of the same family with different quantity available).
5. Coupling configuration constraints: Coupling constraint links one or two variables from one or two modules in product side, to the family of resource decision variable or/and workload variable of one operation on process side. Coupling constraints corresponds to compatibilities and incompatibilities between product and resources of process (for example a big component could need a big crane to be assembled) or a workload dimensioning according to product configuration. In a realistic CPCPP problem, arity of a coupling constraint is four maximum.

The last placement rule is to avoid circuit in constraints graph.

Figure 3. Example of the whole model

2. Type of configuration pattern

Coming from our experience and literature review, we identify various configuration shapes or behavior named type of configuration pattern (Tcp) presented in following list and showed on figure 3. Those patterns rest on supposed ordered values of variables in terms of performance or abilities. Examples on figure 3 show configuration constraints between two variable but they could be extended to three or four variables. Compatibility tables are illustrating by compatibility matrix. A cross in matrix corresponds to a compatible couple of values. Each value of each involved variable has to appear in at least one allowed tuple. (i.e. we have at least one cross in each line and each column in associated matrix).

1. Similarity or close level pattern (Tcp1): This pattern corresponds to a similarity between various levels of decision variables (parameter: diff_level difference of between similar levels). It can represent a conception rule to maintain coherence between choices on a product. For example, this could lead to forbid the simultaneous selection of luxurious and cheap components.
2. Dissimilarity pattern (Tcp2): This pattern corresponds to a dissimilarity constraint between various values of decision variables (parameter of pattern: diff_level difference of between dissimilar levels). It can represent a conception or organizational rule that forbids the selection of same level for selected variables. For example, this could lead to forbid the selection of similar dangerous material for various component or similar suppliers for different operations.
3. Limit Pattern (Tcp3): This pattern corresponds to a limit between various levels of decision variables (parameter of pattern: Extremum (min or max), operator (sum or product), value of the limit). It can represent a physical limitation. For example, it could be a limit for power supply that impacts components consumption or a size limit for a crane that handle product (coupling config.).
4. Comparing pattern (Tcp4): this pattern corresponds to a comparison between levels of decisions variables (Parameters of pattern: Comparison sign). It can represent for example an engine power requirement that could be fulfilled by various engines.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Similarity/Close level Pattern (Tcp1)</th>
<th>Dissimilarity Pattern (Tcp2)</th>
<th>Limit Pattern (Tcp3)</th>
<th>Comparing Pattern (Tcp4)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$</td>
<td>V_i - V_j</td>
<td>\leq \text{diff}_\text{level}$</td>
<td>$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_1$</td>
<td>$V_2$</td>
<td>$V_1$</td>
<td>$V_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_3$</td>
<td>$V_4$</td>
<td>$V_3$</td>
<td>$V_4$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_5$</td>
<td>$V_6$</td>
<td>$V_5$</td>
<td>$V_6$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 4.** Types of configuration constraint pattern

3. Constraint density of a configuration constraint
Constraint density for one constraint corresponds to the ratio of allowed tuples over every possible tuple. It coincides to the ratio of crosses in the compatibility matrix.

### 3.4 Evaluation constraints
Evaluation constraints correspond to fitness function $f$ calculation in O-CSP paradigm. They allow assigning a value to various objectives for a specified product or process.

**Definition 12:** Evaluation constraint links an evaluation variable (selling price variables or temporal description variable for operations) either to a set of decision variable, or to a set of others evaluation variables. It allows calculating values of this evaluation variable according to either values of related decision variables using a table of compatibility, or values of others evaluation variables using equations.

CPCPP problems are challenging for optimization tool for many reasons: multiobjective aspect, size of search space and complexity of objective function. This last difficulty mainly results from:

1. Close performance skills of components and resources (i.e. a dominated component (in the Pareto sense) will be a priori exclude from catalog before optimization and configuration steps).
2. Multiplicity of elementary behaviors that cannot be model by a global mathematical representation.
3. Marketing and innovation aspects in selling price concepts introduce some singularities in evaluation model.

The evaluation constraints gather three kinds of constraints:

1. The first one is the set of constraints that links decision variables ($\text{module}_i$ and $\text{operation}_i$) to one evaluation variable ($\text{selling price}$). As decision variable are discrete, those constraints are tables of compatibility.

2. The second set corresponds to temporal description of the process and allows calculating cycle time objective. It gathers precedence links between duration, starting date and ending date variables of operations. Those constraints correspond to some inequalities and one equation.

3. The third set of constraints will allow selling price aggregation by linking every elementary selling price variable to global selling price variable using some equations. Those ones will be named selling price aggregation constraint.

On following section, we will define evaluation constraints on each domain, for the coupling and global aggregation ones.

1. Evaluation constraints on product domain

Evaluation constraints on product domain gather one evaluation constraint for each PCEP on each module and aggregation constraints that link selling price variables.

As explained in PCEP description (see section 3.1.4), each PCEP gathers one evaluation constraint. This one links a set of decision variable to one selling price variable using a compatibility table. The compatibility table assigns a value or an interval of value to the selling price variable for every possible combination of decision variables. As we aim at produce a real-world behavior in generated model, the compatibility table has to be fulfilled with coherent values. Coming from our experience, we identify some evaluation patterns used to fulfill this table.

An evaluation pattern corresponds to the variation of an evaluation variable according to a choice on one or more decision variable. Considering ordered values of decision variable, we could define that a decision variable is either positively or negatively correlated to an objective. This correlation is not necessarily linear (Tep1), it could be quadratic (Tep2) or piecewise linear (Tep3). Those three behaviors are illustrated on figure 4. We illustrate on Tep1 a possible repartition of selling price values linked to one decision variable with 5 values. This kind of relation is adaptable to a combination of several variables of decision.

**Figure 5.** Types of evaluation pattern

As evoked in introduction of this section, we must include some singularities to those mathematical elementary behaviors. We could randomly select and change values of some combinations according to singularity rate settled globally for the whole model.

In each module, all elementary selling price variables are aggregate on $\text{module}_i$ variable:

$$\text{module}_i = \sum_{j=1}^{\text{nb}_{\text{mod}}_{\text{sp}}} \text{module}_i \text{sp}_j$$

Then all $\text{module}_i$ are aggregate on $\text{product}_sp$:

$$\text{product}_sp = \sum_{i=1}^{\text{nb}_{\text{mod}}} \text{module}_i \text{sp}$$
2. Evaluation constraints on process domain

Evaluation constraints on process domain gather two evaluation constraint for each operation (one for the selling price objective and one for the duration), temporal evaluation constraints and finally a selling price aggregation constraints that link selling price variables (operation_i_sp) to global one (process_sp).

For each operation, evaluation constraints must define a value for each evaluation variable for each possible combination of decision variables (operation_i_for and operation_i_qtr). The work load is also involved in objective evaluation. It corresponds to work to be realized according to the chosen product.

The selling price of an operation is defined by a compatibility table that gathers all possible combination of workload and family of resource.

\[
\text{process}_{\text{sp}} = \sum_{k=1}^{\text{nb}_{\text{ope}}} \text{ope}_{k}\text{sp}
\] (3)

Global selling price is an aggregation of product and process selling prices.

\[
\text{global}_{\text{sp}} = \text{product}_{\text{sp}} + \text{process}_{\text{sp}}
\] (4)

On the other hand, duration of an operation is defined by a compatibility table. It gathers all possible combination of workload, quantity and family of resource.

On each operation,

\[
\text{operation}_{i,\text{dur}} = \text{operation}_{i,\text{end}} - \text{operation}_{i,\text{stt}}
\] (5)

Then between operations, precedence constraints result from graph shape. Consecutive operations have to be linked by precedence constraints. If an operation j follows an operation i:

\[
\text{operation}_{i,\text{end}} < \text{operation}_{j,\text{stt}}
\] (6)

Finally, the process cycle time is the difference between starting date of the first operation and the ending date of the last one.

\[
\text{process}_{\text{cyt}} = \max_{i} \text{operation}_{i,\text{end}} - \min_{i} \text{operation}_{i,\text{stt}}
\] (7)

4 MODEL GENERATION

The generic model described in previous section is used to create a set of instances in order to constitute the CPCPP benchmark. We currently develop a model generator that implements this generic model definition to achieve this task. As our aim is to create models representative of real-world problems, the model generator will be available on-line and proposed to some industrial partners so that they can create representative models of their products and process. We shall complete this set with models representing the existing cases in the publications on this subject.

To simplify model generation by a user, we have defined a procedure based on a set of simple questions and indicators. Without revealing sensitive industrial data, the user can define a representative model in term of: number of modules, number of operations, number of variables of decision, average number of alternatives for each decision variable, selection of various types of PCEP, configuration or evaluation patterns, etc.

We also define some simple ways to characterize and choose the distribution of constraints in the model. To connect PCEP in a module, modules themselves or for the coupling, we have defines four different levels: unconnected, weakly, averagely and strongly connected. For example for PCEP connecting, the first one (unconnected) corresponds to separate patterns; “Weakly connected” corresponds to some constraints between patterns (randomly from 1 to the number of pattern); “Averagely connected” corresponds to a module with every patterns connected (i.e. if there is n patterns, number of inter-PCEP constraints in the module will be n-1); and “strongly connected” corresponds to links between every pattern in the module (i.e. if there is n patterns, number of constraints in the module will be n! / (2*(n – 2)!), combination of 2 between n modules).

Finally, we define some useful indicators to handle globally the model: inter-PCEP constraints rate, modularity rate (i.e. the ratio of constraints between modules with regard to the total number of constraints in the product model), coupling rate (i.e. the ratio of constraints between product variables and process variables with regard to the total number of constraints in the model) and process configuration rate (i.e. the ratio of constraints between process variables with regard to the total number of constraints in the model).

CONCLUSION

The goal of this research paper was to present our research perspectives for a benchmark on concurrent configuration and planning. This problem is more and more studied. Although there are a lot of cases of Knowledge-based configuration systems applied on the industrial practice and project planning, there is a real lack of real-world inspired benchmark. In this study, we propose a generic model that can represent this diversity and that will allow to generate various test models. Coming from our experience in CPCPP problem and analysis of existing works, some configuration and evaluation pattern are proposed. We seek for comments of the community and industrials to improve our proposition. Then we will create a website with the benchmark and the model generator to diffuse our proposition and better evaluate optimization approaches on this CPCPP problem.
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Optimal Feature Selection via Evolutionary Algorithms and Constraint Solving

Yibo Wang and Lothar Hotz

Abstract. In software development, product lines especially with feature models are promising technologies to manage variability of software products. A new challenge in deriving software products from the product line is not only to select a set of features, which do not incur any feature inconsistencies, but to optimize multiple objectives (e.g., cost minimization and maximization of feature reuse) at the same time. This challenge is a constrained multi-objective optimization problem and has been proved to be difficult. In this paper, we approach this problem by utilizing the state-of-the-art method SATIBEA, which combines a multi-objective evolutionary algorithm with constraint solving techniques. The contribution of our approach is that we enhanced SATIBEA in two ways: by improving its mutation operator and by providing a novel crossover operator. Our empirical experiment results have shown that our approach SATIBEA+ improved SATIBEA noticeably, in providing more valid and more qualitative feature selections in terms of the standard measures such as hypervolume and Pareto front size.

1 INTRODUCTION

In many engineering fields, more and more emphasis is put on product line technology due to the need for customization with low efforts and in short terms. Planned variability, expressed in product models such as feature models [8], allows a smart configuration of products and services. However, products and services have to fulfill growing non-functional requirements, such as safety or cost, due to the increased competition on the markets. Such requirements more often demand for optimizations for achieving best fitted products to users' needs. Meanwhile, multiple non-functional requirements have to be considered together during optimization, although they might be non-commensurable or competing.

The field of product configuration is trying to cope with such problems. A configuration is a description of all parts with their appropriate parameters that are needed to build the product that hopefully will fulfill the given requirements. In product configuration, the configuration problem starts from certain user requirements and from a configuration model which implicitly describes all configurations of a certain domain. By using reasoning technology (e.g., a SAT-Solver [16]), the configuration problem is solved by automatically creating configurations. In the specific case of software product lines (SPL), configuration models are often expressed by feature models representing all features of a product and the configuration consists of selected features from such models. In this paper, this general task is further enhanced by taking optimization into account.

Technologies that approach this problems are SAT-solvers that allow the computation of valid feature configurations [7, 16] and evolutionary algorithms that are capable to compute solutions for multi-objective optimization problems [5, 10, 12, 14]. Evolutionary algorithms start with a set (an initial generation) of individuals (here, potential feature configurations), and modify them by mutation and crossover in the following generations. A mutation changes one individual (here, by selecting other features) and crossover combines a few individuals to a further individual (here, a new configuration generated by combination).

Syad et al. [12] showed that for solving multi objective problems, especially with an increased number of objectives, indicator-based approaches (IBEA) outperform dominance-based ones. Dominance-based approaches rank solutions according to absolute dominance while indicator-based approaches provide an “amount” of dominance by computing a value which incorporates user preferences. Based on this, Henard et al. [5] introduced SATIBEA, which applies a SAT-solver in the mutation operator to correct a configuration for returning a valid mutation. However, we have found that SATIBEA often fails for complex feature models with thousands of features and constraints. In addition, the standard 1-point crossover used in SATIBEA generates in most cases worse offsprings (with more feature violations) than their parents, due to an arbitrary combination from parents. Thus, our work complements the existing work of SATIBEA (leading to SATIBEA+). The main contributions of our approach SATIBEA+ can be summarized as following:

- We improve mutation operator of SATIBEA so that it finds more valid configurations for complex feature models.
- We provide a novel crossover operator which reduces the number of feature violations for an invalid solution by learning from another configuration.
- We show that SATIBEA+ outperforms SATIBEA, in providing more valid and qualitative configurations in terms of hypervolume and Pareto front size.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the underlying technologies which are used in our approach (Section 3). For evaluating this approach, we defined research questions (Section 4) and verify them through experiments (Section 5 and Section 6). The sections 7, 8, and 9 provide discussions, related work, and a conclusion.

2 BASIC TECHNOLOGIES

In SPL, the variability of products (i.e., the configuration space) is typically represented as feature models. They express all decision variables that are subject to select and optimize (Subsection 2.1).

A main aspect of this paper is to support the combination of technologies that are capable to compute consistent configurations and
that are capable to optimize those configurations. In our approach, we use SAT-solvers for consistency checking (Subsection 2.2) and evolutionary algorithms for computing multi-objective optimization problems (Subsection 2.3). The rest of the paper shows, how we incorporate both technologies, i.e., the SAT-solver used as a mutation method for the evolutionary algorithm.

2.1 Feature Models and Feature Constraints

In software product lines, feature models are often used to express variability of products. Features can be modeled with mandatory, optional, and alternative constraints, as well as attributes (extended feature models [2]). Furthermore, relations between features can be expressed such as exclude or require which are all considered here as integrity constraints or simply constraints (see [11]). Thus, constraints relate to features. In this paper, we divide a feature model into features and constraints on one side to form the consistency part of the feature model and feature attributes on the other side to form the optimization part of the feature model. In the general form, feature attributes might also belong to the consistency part. Figure 1 presents an example also later used in the paper.

The task is now to select features from the feature model given some preferred features so that a valid configuration is created (feature selection) that fulfills the constraints. For simplicity, in this paper we consider the special case where the set of preferred features is empty. This can be considered as a constraint satisfaction problem, defined as follows [7]:

Definition (Constraint Satisfaction Problem – CSP). A constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) is defined by a triple (V, D, C) where V represents a set of finite domain variables \( V = \{v_1, v_2, ..., v_n\} \), D represents variable domains \( D = \{\text{dom}(v_1), \text{dom}(v_2), ..., \text{dom}(v_n)\} \), and C represents a set of constraints defining restrictions on the possible combinations of variable values \( C = \{c_1, c_2, ..., c_m\} \).

A feature selection problem is a CSP where variables represent features defined in a feature model.

A solution to a given CSP \( = (V, D, C) \) can be defined as follows:

Definition (CSP Solution). A solution for a given CSP \( = (V, D, C) \) is represented by an assignment \( A = \{\text{ins}(v_1), \text{ins}(v_2), ..., \text{ins}(v_n)\} \) where \( \text{ins}(v_i) \in \text{dom}(v_i) \).

We require solutions to be complete, i.e., to be represented by an assignment where each variable in the definition of the CSP is instantiated and consistent which means that the assignment \( A \) is consistent with the constraints in \( C \).

Thus, a feature selection (or configuration) is a CSP solution of a feature selection problem.

2.2 SAT-based constraint resolving

A propositional logic formula consists of binary variables and the operators \( \text{AND}, \text{OR}, \text{and NOT} \). A truth value (TRUE or FALSE) can be assigned to each binary variable. By assigning a truth value to each variable a formula can be satisfied, i.e., results to TRUE. A boolean satisfiability problem (SAT) is given by the task to check whether a given formula is satisfiable. As an extension, a further task is to assign values to not pre-assigned variables to make a formula satisfiable.

A feature selection problem can be mapped to a SAT problem by introducing binary variables for each feature and map constraints to formulas. A SAT solver, such as SAT4J [1] can be used to check the constraint violations of a solution or to compute valid variable assignments for not pre-assigned variables.

2.3 Multi-objective Evolutionary Optimization Algorithms (MOEAs)

In multi-objective optimization, multiple objective functions have to be optimized at the same time. We define a feature optimization problem as follows (see [5]): Compute \( \min(F_1(x), F_2(x), ..., F_k(x)) \) with \( k \) the number of objective functions and \( x \in X \) is the set of possible feature configurations. Each \( F_i(x) \) is an objective function based on feature attributes. We introduce the boolean attribute “selected” to indicate if a feature is selected in the configuration or not. Each \( F_i(x) \) has to be minimized. In evolutionary algorithms, different \( F_i(x) \)s are combined to a single value, the fitness value, to evaluate a feature configuration.

Let \( x_1 \) and \( x_2 \) be two potential solutions to the problem. We say that \( x_1 \) dominates \( x_2 \), if and only if \( \forall i \in \{1, ..., k\} : F_i(x_1) \leq F_i(x_2) \) and \( \exists i \in \{1, ..., k\} : F_i(x_1) < F_i(x_2) \). Given \( x_1, ..., x_n \) potential solutions to the multi-objective optimization problem, the Pareto front corresponds to the subset of these potential solutions that are non-dominated by the others.

Each solution in the Pareto front is optimal in the sense that it cannot be improved in one objective function without degrading another one. Furthermore, all solutions in a Pareto front are equally optimal. However, solutions obtained by MOEAs are not exactly the Pareto front, but an approximation of it. Two properties are used to evaluate the quality of the obtained solutions: convergence and diversity. The first one describes how near they are to the Pareto front, while the second one indicates how uniformly they distribute. A good solution would have good convergence and diversity at the same time.

As pointed out in the introduction, indicator-based evolutionary algorithms (IBEA) provide a mean for solving multi-objective optimization problems (MOP). The rest of the paper will explain how those technologies are applied for computing optimal feature configurations.

3 THE PROPOSED APPROACH - SATIBEA+

The main task of the automatic generation of configurations of SPLs considered here is to find a set of valid and optimal feature selections in consideration of multiple objectives. It means, at the end of the search process, the resulting configurations must be valid. In other words, the number of constraint violations should be zero in the final configurations. Although invalid configurations are permitted as intermediate results, minimization of the number of invalid constraints should be defined as an objective for the search process. Moreover, the more valid configurations at the end of the process are generated, the more useful is the search result, because more feasible configuration could be given to decision makers for the final selection.

In order to reduce the number of feature violations and increase the percentage of the valid configurations, the invalid configurations should be replaced by valid ones or at least by “better” ones (with less constraint violations) gradually during the search process. Our approach is based on the SATIBEA approach, so we name it “SATIBEA+”. Similar to SATIBEA, we also use the SAT-solver to repair invalid configurations. In addition, SATIBEA+ can also change an invalid configuration into a valid or a “better” one by learning from another configuration. In our approach, we extend the “smart” operators of “SATIBEA” to “smart+” operators to achieve this goal.

3.1 “Smart” and “Smart+” Operators

We introduce two “smart+” operators as an extension of “mboxsmart” operators of [5]. The operators are called “smart”, because they...
can turn an invalid configuration into a full valid one or at least makes it better. Furthermore, they change a configuration only slightly (the change will be as little as possible).

### 3.1.1 Smart and Smart+ Mutation

This type of mutation operator is an unary operator acting on a single configuration aiming to change it from invalid to valid. Thus, the output of this operator should be a configuration without any constraint violation.

**Smart Mutation of SATIBEA:** Before mutation, constraint violations are calculated for a configuration. Then, features in this configuration are divided into two groups: the “bad” ones and the “good” ones. The former refers to the features, which are involved in at least one of the constraint violations. The latter refers to the features, which do not incur in any constraint violation. Then the feature assignments of bad ones will be removed while the assignments for good ones remain unchanged. After that, smart mutation will inquire the SAT-solver for a valid configuration under this assumption.

**Figure 3.** An negative example for the smart mutation in SATIBEA

Considering the configuration in the Figure 2 for the feature model defined in the Figure 1, it has a constraint violation of the require relation between 7 and 15 (the left side of Figure 2). In the following figures, the unselected features are struck out. If we remove the assignments of the features 7 and 15 and give the assignments of the rest features to the SAT-solver, then it will return a valid configuration without any violations (the right side). In this case, only the bad features will be changed (Feature 15). But what happens, if we apply this operator to repair the other invalid configuration shown in Figure 3 (the left side)? Like in Figure 2, the exclude relation between feature 7 and 15 is violated in this configuration.

According to all of the possible feature assignments of 7 and 15 (the right side), it is impossible to find a valid configuration. The more features and the more feature constraints a feature model has, the more likely no solution could be found by a SAT-solver. We have found that for the complex feature models (eCos, FreeBSD and Linux in Table 1) used in our experiment, the mutation operator of SATIBEA failed to find even just one valid configuration.

**Figure 4.** Using the new smart+ mutation to repair the configuration in the negative example

**Smart+ mutation of SATIBEA+:** In order to overcome this shortcoming, we introduce the concept of connected features. A feature x is “connected” with a feature y, if both features appear in the same feature constraint. For a feature x, we iterate all feature constraints and save all connected features with x in a set S. Then, we call S the connected features for the feature x. For example, the feature 7 has the connected features \{4, 5, 6, 7, 10, 13, 14, 15\} in the Figure 1, because there is at least one feature constraint defined between 7 and those. To search for an invalid configuration, we extended the set of the bad features with their connected features. It inquires the SAT-solver for a valid configuration while remaining the assignments of the good features (but without keeping the assignments of the connected features). Thus, we can now repair the invalid configuration in the Figure 3. As shown in Figure 4, not only the bad features, but also the their connected features, can be changed (features 14, 15 and 16 have been changed). With this extension, the failure rate of the repair operator for the Linux configuration model has been reduced up to 30% (see Section 6).

### 3.1.2 Smart+ Crossover

This operator is a binary operator acting on two configurations (called the parents in EA) aiming to reduce the constraint violations.
of the first one. Thus, the output of this operator should be a new
configuration (called the offspring in EA) with a reduced number of
constraint violations. The crossover operator uses a crossover point
which splits a configuration (a list of features) into two parts, before
and after the point.

1-point Crossover of SATIBEA: This crossover operator combines
two configurations in a new one by applying the feature assignments
of the first one before the randomly selected crossover point and applying the feature assignments of the second one after
the crossover point. Because the crossover point is selected ran-
domly and feature values are simply copied without consideration of
constraints, the number of constraint violations will be reduced also randomly. The more features and the more feature constraints a fea-
ture model has, the more likely no reduction of constraints could be
achieved. We have found that for the complex feature models used in
our experiment, the constraint violations has been even increased in
most cases.

Algorithm 1 smart+ crossover
1: Input: p1, p2
2: offspring = p1.copy()
3: violatedConstraintsP1 = getViolatedConstraints(p1);
4: violatedConstraintsP2 = getViolatedConstraints(p2);
5: for each constraint in violatedConstraintsP1 do
6:   if constraint not in violatedConstraintsP2 then
7:     for each featureX in constraint do
8:       valueOf(offspring, featureX) = valueOf(p2, featureX);
9:   end for
10: end if
11: end for
12: return offspring

Smart+ crossover in SATIBEA+: Instead of generating an off-
spring by exchanging values of configurations arbitrarily, we correct
feature violations in one configuration by learning “good” feature as-
signments from the other one. We introduce the smart+ crossover op-
erator in Algorithm 1. The inputs are two configurations p1 and p2 as
parents (line 1) and the output is the resulting configuration offspring
(line 12). The algorithm begins with copying p1 as the prototype of
the offspring (line 2). Then it calculates the violated constraints of
both parent configurations (line 3-4). For each violated constraint
in p1 (also in offspring, because it is the copy of p1), if we could
find feature assignments in p2, which do not violate this constraint,
then we use these the “good” feature assignments of p2 to replace the
“bad” ones in offspring (5-11). Please note that smart crossover is not
aiming to resolve all invalid feature constraints, just as smart muta-
tion does. It will only “improve” a configuration. It could generate an
offspring without any invalid feature constraint, but not necessarily.

Suppose the configuration Parent 1 in the Figure 5, which has 4
feature invalid constraints. Its counterpart Parent 2 has only 2 feature
constraints. Because the first three constraints of Parent 1 are not
violated in Parent 2, Parent 1 could replace their problem features 4, 6, 7, 13, 14 with the “good” feature assignments of Parent 2. Thus,
the generated Offspring has only one feature violation, which could
not be fixed anyhow (because it is violated in both configurations).

Figure 5. An example by using smart+ crossover to improve a
configuration

Tions with better fitness values should have better opportunities to be
selected as parents for the crossover.

Mutation selection of SATIBEA: Binary tournament strategy
[14] has been applied in SATIBEA. From two randomly selected
configurations, the better one (with the better fitness value) will be
selected as the parent.

Changes in SATIBEA+: Instead of selecting parents by consid-
only fitness values, we make additional limitations on the s-
election process. Recalling the smart crossover defined in the last
section, the “bad” configuration will get improved by learning from the
“good” one. Thus, we limit a “good” configuration only on the
ones without any constraint violations. It can be selected only from
the set of valid configurations. In contrast, a “bad” configuration can
be selected from any configurations, as in SATIBEA.

3.2.2 Smart Replacement

This operator is aiming to add new solutions randomly in the current
population.

Smart Replacement of SATIBEA: In SATIBEA, it picks up a
configuration from the current population randomly and replace it
with a new valid configuration, which is also generated randomly.

Changes in SATIBEA+: Because this operator adds valid config-
urations into the population arbitrarily and periodically, it could pro-
duce uncontrolled influence on the final result so that effectiveness
of smart operators could not be measured properly. In this paper, we
investigated the influence of this operator.

3.3 The SATIBEA+ approach

The simplified activity diagram of SATIBEA+ can be seen in Figure
6. It augments SATIBEA with the new smart operators (steps 5-7).
The other activities (steps 1-4 and 8) are described in detail in [12]
and [5]. Like other MOEAs, it evolves a population of configurations
from generation to generation (circles from 3 to 7 and back to 3)
aiming to optimize given objectives. The difference is that features
constraints are taken into account in the following activities:

• Steps 2 and 3: The number of constraint violations is considered
  as an extra objective to minimize. Its value is integrated in the
calculation of fitness value by IBEA.
• Step 5: Smart mating selection selects a “good” parent (without
  constraint violations) and a “bad” parent (possibly with constraint
  violations) for crossover.
4 RESEARCH QUESTIONS

We conducted experiments to empirically compare the performance of SATIBEA+ with that of SATIBEA. Specially, we attempted to find answers for the following questions:

RQ1. How are the results found by SATIBEA+ compared to the results found by SATIBEA? Is the improvement repeatable on feature models with different sizes?

RQ2. How well does the new mutation operator affect the performance of search techniques?

RQ3. Is the new crossover operator actually more effective than the classic 1-point crossover used by SATIBEA?

RQ4. How much does the smart replacement operator affect the results?

RQ5. How does the algorithm implemented by SATIBEA+ work according to performance compared to SATIBEA?

5 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

5.1 Experimental Subjects

The study uses 4 feature models from the public feature model repositories SPLOT\(^2\) and LVAT\(^3\). The characteristics of these feature models used in the experiment are summarized in Table 1 with the repository information (Repository), the name of the feature model (Model), the number of features (#Fea.), and the number of constraints (#Cons.).

Web Portal is a small demo feature model, which we are using to illustrate our approach (Figure 1). eCos and Linux X86 are examples of middle and big-sized feature models. They were reverse engineered by analyzing source codes, comments, and documentations of Linux kernel and eCos operation systems. Following the experiments used by [5, 9, 12, 15], each feature used by feature models is augmented by 3 attributes: \( \text{cost} \in \mathbb{R} \geq 0 \), \( \text{defects} \in \mathbb{Z} \geq 0 \) and \( \text{used before} \in \{\text{true}, \text{false}\} \). There is only one dependency which should be considered by the generation of attribute values. It can be formulated as: if \( \text{not used before} \) then \( \text{defect} = 0 \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Repository</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>#Fea.</th>
<th>#Cons.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SPLOT</td>
<td>Web Portal</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LVAT</td>
<td>eCos</td>
<td>1244</td>
<td>3146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FreeBSD</td>
<td>1369</td>
<td>62183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Linux X86</td>
<td>6888</td>
<td>343944</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Feature models used in the experiment

5.2 The optimization problems

For the feature models introduced above, we are optimizing the following objectives formulated as minimization problems uniformly. They are calculated by the formula defined in Table 2.

• Correctness: Any constraint violation is not allowed in the final configurations. But as an objective in the optimization framework, we intend to minimize it.

• Richness of features: In a configuration, we want to have as many features selected as possible. It implies that the number of unselected features should be minimized.

• Cost: The total cost for a configuration should be minimized.

• Defects: The number of defects, which are caused by selected features, should be also minimized.

• Feature used before: In order to reduce the product risk, we are seeking to find the configurations that have minimized number of unused features.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objective</th>
<th>Calculation formula for objectives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Correctness</td>
<td>( \sum_{\text{Cons.}} \text{violated} = \text{true} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richness of features</td>
<td>( \sum_{\text{Fea.}} \text{selected} = \text{true} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>( \sum_{\text{Fea.}} \text{selected} = \text{true} \cdot \text{cost} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defects</td>
<td>( \sum_{\text{Fea.}} \text{selected} = \text{true} \cdot \text{defects} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feature used before</td>
<td>( \sum_{\text{Fea.}} \text{selected} = \text{true} \cdot \text{used before} = \text{true} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Objectives used in the experiment

5.3 Implementation and Experimental Settings

1. Implementation:

We used jMetal\(^4\), an open-source Java framework for multiobjective optimization and SAT-solvers to implement SATIBEA+. In addition, we compared SATIBEA+ with the original SATIBEA algorithm.

2. Parameter settings:

All the experiments were performed on a computer with Quad Core@2.90 GHz CPU and 16 GB RAM, running on Windows 7. In order to compare with SATIBEA under fair conditions, we used exactly the same parameters for the evolutionary algorithm as the ones of [5]. Thus, SATIBEA+ differentiates SATIBEA only from EA-operators. Table 3 lists the used parameter settings and gives for each parameter a short description. To evaluate the influence of the smart replacement, we execute our experiment in two variations, namely with smart replacement and without smart replacement (last row of Table 3). In order to avoid the problem of genetic drift (diversity loss) described in [14], the smart crossover and smart mutation is only executed with low frequencies. Please


\(^3\) Linux Variability Analysis Tools, http://code.google.com/p/linux-variability-analysis-tools/

\(^4\) Implementation of SATIBEA, http://research.henard.net/SPL/ICSE_2015/
note, the focus of this paper, was on comparing SATIBEA+ with SATIBEA, rather than tuning the parameters to achieve the best performance, which could be explored in future work.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
<th>Setting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Population size</td>
<td>Number of new configurations in the current population</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Archive size</td>
<td>Number of configurations from the last population</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crossover probability</td>
<td>Probability that a crossover is executed</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probability for using standard mutation</td>
<td>Probability that a standard mutation is executed</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probability for bit flipping in the standard mutation</td>
<td>Probability that a changeable feature (not mandatory and dead feature) is flipped</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probability for using smart mutation</td>
<td>Probability that a smart mutation is executed</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probability for using smart replacement</td>
<td>Probability that a smart replacement is executed</td>
<td>0.01 or 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Parameter settings

5.4 Performance metrics

To evaluate the studied approach, we measure the calculated Pareto front in three directions: convergence, diversity, and computation time. Convergence metrics evaluate the effectiveness of the solutions in terms of their closeness to the optimal Pareto front, while diversity metrics measure the distribution of the solution set. Computation time is the length of time required to perform an algorithm, which represents its computational complexity. In our approach, they are represented by the following three indicators:

1. Hypervolume (HV)
   The hypervolume indicator, associated with a solution set $S$ is given by the volume of the objective space portion that is weakly dominated by the set $S$ [14]. It combines convergence and diversity measurement in a single indicator. In JMetal, all objectives are to be minimized and the Pareto front is inverted before the HV is calculated. Thus, the more HV value a solution set has, the more qualitative it is.

2. Pareto front size (PFS)
   Like HV, it is a combined indicator for the measurement of convergence and diversity. Although correctness is defined as a separate objective to be minimized in Table 2, there might be still some invalid configurations (with constraint violations) in the results. We use PFS to measure the number of unique and valid solutions in the obtained Pareto front. Because duplicated configurations are treated as a single one, it also gives a hint about the diversity of the solution set. A higher PFS value is preferred, because more valid configurations can be presented to the user.

3. Execution time (ET)
   This run-time indicator calculates the duration of the evolutionary algorithm for a given number of iterations. In each iteration, operations such as crossover and mutation will be executed. A higher ET value denotes a higher time complexity of an algorithm.

6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This section presents the results when applied to the 4 feature models. The performance metrics achieved by SATIBEA+ and by SATIBEA have been compared to each other. To investigate the contribution of the smart operators independently, three combinations are designed as followings:

1. The original SATIBEA with Smart Mutation: the original approach
2. SATIBEA+ with Smart Mutation+ but without Smart Crossover: the filtered SATIBEA+ approach
3. SATIBEA+ with Smart Mutation+ and with Smart Crossover: the SATIBEA+ approach

For each combination, we run the algorithm 30 times and for each run with a given number of objective evaluations. The number of objective evaluations equals the execution times of crossover and mutation in JMetal. Then we reported the medium values of the metrics.

6.1 With smart replacement vs. without smart replacement

As described above, the smart replacement will add a valid configuration to the population with a probability of one percent. If it had a strong influence on the result, then it would “flood” the contribution of the other smart operators. Thus, we executed our experiment with and without smart replacement separately. Each run is executed with 25000 objective evaluations (default value set by JMetal). The results are recorded in Table 4 and 5. When interpreting the results, we make the following observations:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Performance indicators</th>
<th>SATIBEA</th>
<th>Filtered SATIBEA+</th>
<th>SATIBEA+</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Web Portal</td>
<td>HV PFS ET (ms)</td>
<td>0.066</td>
<td>27 12938</td>
<td>0.067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eCos</td>
<td>HV PFS ET (ms)</td>
<td>0.244</td>
<td>0.236</td>
<td>0.227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FreeBSD</td>
<td>HV PFS ET (ms)</td>
<td>0.237</td>
<td>0.254</td>
<td>0.258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linux X86</td>
<td>HV PFS ET (ms)</td>
<td>0.237</td>
<td>0.241</td>
<td>0.238</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Evaluation results with smart replacement (25000 objective evaluations)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Performance indicators</th>
<th>SATIBEA</th>
<th>Filtered SATIBEA+</th>
<th>SATIBEA+</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Web Portal</td>
<td>HV PFS ET (ms)</td>
<td>0.060</td>
<td>26 13809</td>
<td>0.069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eCos</td>
<td>HV PFS ET (ms)</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.066</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FreeBSD</td>
<td>HV PFS ET (ms)</td>
<td>0.255</td>
<td>55 66574</td>
<td>0.254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linux X86</td>
<td>HV PFS ET (ms)</td>
<td>0.245</td>
<td>264858</td>
<td>0.243</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Evaluation results without smart replacement (25000 objective evaluations)

Answering RQ4 (compare Table 4 and Table 5): The result of the experiment is “glamorized” with smart replacement. Although
SATIBEA was not able to find any valid solutions for complex FMs (eCos, FreeBSD and Linux) without using smart replacement (Table 5), a couple of valid configurations could be found by using it (Table 4). A main reason is that more conflicting features can be adapted by the SAT-solver in consideration of connected features. In addition, no big difference in terms of HV can be seen by using smart replacement (Table 4). It is obvious that the result has been drastically affected by using smart replacement, because this operation adds valid solutions to the population periodically. Thus, we treated the result in Table 4 as “invalid” and only used the results of Table 5 for further analysis.

Answering RQ1 (compare column 3 with 5 in Table 5): SATIBEA+ outperforms SATIBEA in terms of HV and PFS significantly, particularly for the middle-complex (eCos and FreeBSD) and high-complex FMs (Linux X86). For the simple FM (Web Portal), the difference is less notable. In addition, it is notable that for the complex FMs (eCos, FreeBSD and Linux), no valid configurations could be found by using SATIBEA. In contrast, SATIBEA+ could find many valid configurations for them.

Answering RQ2 (compare column 3 with 4 in Table 5): Filtered SATIBEA+ outperforms SATIBEA in terms of HV and PFS significantly, particularly for the middle-complex and high-complex FMs. For the simple FM, the difference is less notable. Filtered SATIBEA+ found also valid configurations for the complex FMs by using the enhanced smart mutation.

Answering RQ3 (compare column 4 with 5 in Table 5): SATIBEA+ outperforms filtered SATIBEA+ in terms of PFS significantly, particularly for the middle-complex and high-complex FM (except for the FM of FreeBSD). For the simple FM, the difference is less notable. In addition, there is no remarkable performance improvement in terms of HV by using smart crossover.

Answering RQ5 (compare ETs in Table 5): For each feature model, there is no significant differences in terms of ET. The execution time of all algorithms are in a comparable range.

Other findings: For the simple feature model, there is no notable differences between SATIBEA, filtered SATIBEA+ and SATIBEA+ for all performance indicators. Thus, this feature model was not considered in further experiments.

6.2 Further Runs
In order to analyze the development of performance metrics by increased objective evaluations (also by increased execution times), we performed further runs with 12500 and 50000 objective evaluations on the 4 FMs separately. Because smart replacement changed the results too radically, it was not applied by the further executions. Considering the results in Table 5 and Table 6, we make the following observations:

- PFSs get improved significantly by the increased times of objective evaluations. One exception is the feature model FreeBSD. It generates less valid solutions with more objective evaluations.
- HVs also get improved by the increased times of objective evaluations, but slightly.
- ETs are proportional to the times of objective evaluations.
- For the feature model eCos, SATIBEA+ performs a little bit worse in terms of PFS than filtered SATIBEA+.

7 DISCUSSION
Comparison of SATIBEA+, filtered SATIBEA+, and SATIBEA
In this section, we reason about our findings and discuss their implications. First of all, we ask why SATIBEA+ performs much better than SATIBEA? The performance improvement is essentially achieved by the smart+ operators used by SATIBEA+. Firstly, the smart+ mutation beats the native smart mutation in repairing an invalid configuration. The reason for that is that we “relax” the scope of the mutation. In SATIBEA+, a feature and its related (by constraints) features will be considered as a whole mutable-able unit. Thus, the SAT-solver searches for a valid solution in an expended range. Secondly, the smart+ crossover repairs an invalid configuration much better than the standard 1-point crossover, because it follows the motto to “learn from the best”. In SATIBEA+, a configuration will get repaired (at least partly) by learning “good” feature assignments from a valid configuration. Thus, the number of feature violations of a configuration will be reduced and finally more valid configurations will be produced. To sum up, we embed the specific problem information (feature configuration) into an evolutionary algorithm, together with a problem-dependent local search method (with smart+ operators); therefore, the performance of the algorithm will be improved according to the No Free Lunch theorem [18].

The results of experiments reveals also some abnormality. One is for the feature model eCos, less valid configurations could be found by SATIBEA+ than by filtered SATIBEA+. The other is for the feature model FreeBSD, the performance indicator PFS could not get converged with increased number of runs. It indicates that the performance is sensible to the characteristics of a feature model (such as the number of cross-tree constraints). We are planning to investigate this phenomena in the future work.

Threats to Validity
A prerequisite for applying optimization technologies, such as SATIBEA+ is that the objectives have to be calculated from the feature attributes. For attributes such as cost this is given by the trivial sum, however, other attributes might be more complex to evaluate. The test set for the Web-Portal is a theoretical one, i.e., the attributes and their values are set randomly, however, this will not influence our experimental results. Moreover, the execution time of our experiments are limited to 10 minutes, because SATIBEA+ could already outperform the original algorithm SATIBEA during this short time.

More interesting is the choice of the connected features (see Sec-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Objective evaluations</th>
<th>Performance indicators</th>
<th>SATIBEA+</th>
<th>Filtered SATIBEA+</th>
<th>SATIBEA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>eCos</td>
<td>12500</td>
<td>HV</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.200</td>
<td>0.199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PFS</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ET (ms)</td>
<td>8113</td>
<td>8393</td>
<td>8358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FreeBSD</td>
<td>50000</td>
<td>HV</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.231</td>
<td>0.194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PFS</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ET (ms)</td>
<td>32281</td>
<td>31768</td>
<td>31894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linux X86</td>
<td>12500</td>
<td>HV</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.248</td>
<td>0.248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PFS</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ET (ms)</td>
<td>34887</td>
<td>36768</td>
<td>41682</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50000</td>
<td>HV</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.260</td>
<td>0.267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PFS</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ET (ms)</td>
<td>132204</td>
<td>134914</td>
<td>134129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50000</td>
<td>HV</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.247</td>
<td>0.244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PFS</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ET (ms)</td>
<td>457070</td>
<td>492015</td>
<td>451761</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. Evaluation results without smart replacement (12500 and 50000 objective evaluations)
In our case, we only select the directly connected features (i.e., depth 1). Hence, in very complex domains it might be the case that no solution will be found. In future work, we will investigate in features connected indirectly through multiple constraints.

8 RELATED WORK

A key challenge in the Software Product Line community is to determine how to select a set of features from a feature model, which not only satisfies feature constraints but also optimize the different objectives of customers. [17] uses Filtered Cartesian Flattening to calculate the optimal feature sets subject to the given resource constraints. They transform a feature selection problem as a Multi-Dimensional, Multiple-Choice (MDMC) knapsack problem and introduce a heuristic to filter choices.

Using the task planning technique HTN (Hierarchical Task Network), [13] proposes a framework to select suitable features that satisfy both the stakeholders’ functional requirements (FRs) and non-functional requirements (NFRs). For optimization, they aggregate qualitative and quantitative properties into a single object value. [4] presents a genetic algorithm GAFES to optimize feature selections in the face of resource constraints. In the fitness function, they use weighting to reflect the different importance of resources. However, it is not trivial to find a proper utility function to change a multi-criteria problem to a single-criterion problem. Moreover, only one “best” solution will be calculated, while a set of solutions (Pareto set) is expected for multi-criteria problems.

[12] shows that Indicator-Based Evolutionary Algorithm (IBEA) works better than other dominance-based EAs in solving feature selection problems for large models and many optimization objectives. [9] propose a multi-objective evolutionary algorithm IVEA to optimize the selection of features with FRs and NFRs. They treat constraint violations in a feature model as a separated dimension besides the optimization of NFRs. They define a violation-dominance function to guide the environment selection and mating selection. However, only the standard crossover and mutation operators are applied in these approaches and therefore the performance improvements are limited.

[15] incorporate feedback-directed mechanism into the EA for multi-objective feature selection problem. Similar as the smart crossover of SATIBEA+, an invalid configuration gets repaired by copying all of the non-error features from another configuration. The difference is that our approach is mini-invasive which copies only a minimal set of feature assignments (only for “bad” features). For configuration optimization, [10] propose a two tasks approach. Firstly, a rough approximation of Pareto front is searched and presented to the user. Then the user indicates the areas which he interested in. In [6], optimal products are chosen from a feature model by using SIP, a two steps multi-objective evolutionary algorithm. They concentrate primarily on the number of constraints that hold and then on the other objectives.

9 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, we have demonstrated that our approach SATIBEA+, for the multi-objective feature selection problem, outperforms the state-of-the-art algorithm SATIBEA [5] in the quality and amount of found configurations. In addition, we have also show that our approach scales to the complex feature models with thousands of features and constraints. Still, the question may arise regarding the effectiveness of SATIBEA+ in consideration of other characteristics of feature models (such as number of cross-tree constraints, which may be the subject of further investigation). Other directions for future work regarding optimal feature selection problems could be: 1. Comparison of performance of constraint-based approaches and constraint-first approaches [6].

2. Incorporate customer requirements during the search in all phases of the optimization process.

3. Further experiments with complex feature models with real attribute values.
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Interactive Configuration of Insulating Envelopes

Andrés F. Barco and Philippe Chantry and Élise Vareilles and Michel Aldanondo

Abstract. This paper discusses how the functional programming paradigm may support interactive product configuration. We do so by describing our experience on the construction of an interactive product configuration software dedicated to the configuration of façades external insulating envelopes. The solution provides visual feedback to the user configuration actions thus assisting his/her decision-making in real-time.

1 Introduction

In the aim of reducing energy consumption, buildings may be externally retrofitted by covering them with insulating envelopes [1]. These insulating envelopes are based on the technical concept of rectangular panels: Wood-made insulating structures configurable in the sense that their size and their position over the façade must be defined prior to their manufacturing and shipment. An insulating envelope is a set of configured panels that respects the geometry and structure of the façade. The configuration is subject to the following constraints:

1. Panels size (width and height) is restricted to a given interval (manufacture, transportation and installation conditions),
2. partially overlapping windows or doors is forbidden (manufacture conditions),
3. panels overlapping is not allowed (insulation conditions),
4. insulating envelopes cannot contain holes (insulation conditions),
5. panels are attached by their corners in specific areas of the façade (installation conditions).

The envelopes configuration presents a challenge to academics and practitioners given the differences in geometry and structure of each building. In regard of these conditions, one of the key problems of this retrofit is to propose computational processes to support the manual and automatic configuration of panels, consequently envelopes, with respect to each façade to be retrofitted.

The authors have been working in the envelopes configuration problem since 2013. Previous reports in the International Configuration Workshop discussed the goals of the research [14] (2013), a first greedy solution [2] (2014) and an on-line constraint-based support system for assisting this configuration [3] (2015). The proposed solutions, however, do not allow manual configuration of envelopes but rather automatic ones. In these setups, the user may adapt any solution by removing and redefining panels (mainly to improve their aesthetics) only at the end of the configuration process. Further, the aesthetic flair, such as symmetric solutions, has not been taken into account, leaving this critical architectural requirement overlooked.

This paper presents a manual interactive configuration of insulating envelopes. The solution applies a constructive approach [10] allowing the user to visualize in real-time the impact of her/his own panels configuration in regard to the industrial conditions. We do so by using the methodology of divide and conquer implemented under the functional programming paradigm. The solution may be implemented in any functional language without relying on complex black-box tools as constraint solvers, linear programming libraries or meta-heuristics. Further, we propose a web-oriented Java-script implementation that gives the possibility to have a real-time interaction with the user by evading potential network traffic and delays (see concept in Figure 1). What is more, partial envelopes configurations may be finished by automated algorithms in a web-service setup (as presented in [3]). Lastly, we show that interactive configuration improves the transparency of the configuration process and generates subjective-oriented envelopes.

The document is structured as follows. In Section 2, details about the configuration problem are given. In Section 3, the interactive configuration scheme is introduced. In Section 4, the benefits for using functional programming over other paradigms is discussed. In Section 5, the functionality division is presented. Finally, in Section 6, a demonstration of the solution and conclusions are drawn.

2 Envelopes Configuration

The configuration problem here addressed raises when retrofitting buildings to reduce their energy consumption levels. The retrofit is done by attaching an insulating envelope composed of rectangular insulating panels over each façade. façades have a size, are of rectangular shape and are composed of rectangular frames (windows and doors) and rectangular supporting areas (to attach panels’ corners). Panels are rigid 2D rectilinear rectangles. Therefore their sides are parallel to the façade reference axis. All the panels covering a façade
belong to an unique vertical plane with origin (0, 0) at the bottom-left corner of the façade. Panels are configured by setting their size and setting the position of the bottom-left corner. They have a given orientation: If the panel’s height is bigger than its width, the panel is vertical, otherwise it is horizontal. This information impacts the inner structure of the panel and its laying direction onto the façade. Due to the industrial conditions of the retrofit, panels have specific size lower and upper bounds that must be respected when instantiating them. Plausibly, configuring panels using their size upper bound leads to envelopes with a small number of panels. Their position must be accurately set in such a way that all frames over the façade are covered with the condition that no partial overlapping is allowed. Also, panels in an insulating envelope must avoid holes and overlapping in order to guarantee the complete insulation. According to the above description, the arguments and main decision variables refer to:

- Arguments: Façade size (width \( f_{acw} \) and height \( f_{ach} \)), for each frame (window/door) its position of bottom-left corner \( (fr_{x}, fr_{y}) \) and its size (width \( fr_{w} \) and height \( fr_{h} \)), for each supporting area its position of bottom-left corner \( (sa_{x}, sa_{y}) \) and its size (width \( sa_{w} \) and height \( sa_{h} \)), width bounds \([\text{min}_{w}, \text{max}_{w}]\) and height bounds \([\text{min}_{h}, \text{max}_{h}]\).
- Decision variables: Panels’ width \( p_{w} \in [\text{min}_{w}, \text{max}_{w}]\), length \( p_{l} \in [\text{min}_{l}, \text{max}_{l}]\), coordinates \( p_{x} \in [0, f_{acw}] \) and \( p_{y} \in [0, f_{ach}] \) of bottom-left corner of the panel and its orientation \( \text{por} \).

The industrial retrofit of buildings has to cope with a multiple and diverse requirements, guidelines and constraints coming from urban design guidelines, owners’ expectations, tenders’ wishes and architects’ skills and ability in design art. Within these, two key functional requirement have been identified: a) been able to do manual and (semi) automatic configuration of panels and b) have a web-oriented support system. In the next section we discuss how the manual interactive configuration is conceived for assisting architects decision-making.

3 Scheme for Interactive Configuration

An alternative for manual configuration is to provide instantaneous feedback to the architect actions. This means that the configuration may be interactively guided by the support system. For when drawing a panel the system may restrict a) its possible size to be smaller than the upper bound and bigger than the lower bound, b) visually inform of conflicts with frames and supporting areas, and c) completely avoid panels overlapping. An interactive manual configuration of panels would work as follows:

1. The system presents a two-dimensional drawing of the façade.
2. The architect draws a panel while the system informs:
   - If the size of the panel is too small or too big given panel bounds,
   - if the panel is entering in conflict with windows and/or doors,
   - if the panel cannot be installed because its corners cannot be attached,
   - if the panel is entering in overlapping conflict with an already configured panel,
   - if the panel will block the configuration of further panels.
3. The architects iterates step 2 until satisfaction.

As a matter of choice, and if the graphical user interface (GUI) capabilities allows it, a given drawn panel may be re-configured by the architect as part of aesthetics considerations or because, as far the architect can tell, current constraint conflicts may get solved. This means that in manual configuration, ill definition of panels should be possible. Further, stopping ill definition of panels may be counter-productive for the architects aesthetic flair. The underlying validation algorithms inform the architect which constraints are violated but at the end the architect decides the exact size and position of each panel. Among the set of alternatives to support architects manual interactive configuration we have chosen the following:

- Informing about constraint conflicts is done visually: Our design choice is to set different colors for well-defined panels (green) and ill-defined ones (red). Informing about these conflicts is done in real-time.
- As an invariant, for configuring a new panel, each of the previously drawn panels must be well configured.
- Re-configuration of a given panel is possible. Colors of the panel are changed interactively depending on constraint conflicts.
- Gaps between panels are not conflictive for the result. In other words, when doing manual interactive configuration covering the entire area surface is not mandatory (holes are irrelevant).

According to the established decisions, the support system has two main responsibilities. Firstly, knowing that constraint conflicts exist for the selected/drawn panel. Secondly, it must inform the user about those conflicts. The former responsibility is fulfilled by the validation algorithms described in Section 5. The latter responsibility is fulfilled with the GUI capabilities.

4 Advantages of the functional programming over other paradigms

As explained before, our efforts focus on providing to the architects an interactive configuration of insulating envelopes in real-time. An interactive configuration refers to the system reactions to the user actions in order to help him/her to reach her/his (configuration) goals [4]. Interactive behavior has been widely studied in many knowledge areas and industry sectors [7, 8, 9, 13]. Among other things, the human interface allowing the interactive communication is one of the major study topics in computer science and informatics [4]. In regard to interactive product configuration, operational research (OR) techniques, such as constraint satisfaction, have proven their robustness and capabilities [5, 6, 12].

On the other hand we have real-time support. Real-time support refers to the capabilities of the support system to react to the user actions in “no time”. Real-time interaction is needed, mostly, when the user actions require a response within the next 100 milliseconds (cf. Chapter 17 in [4]). For instance, for activities involving hand-eye coordination, the system answer must be fast enough as to not block the activity or deteriorate the results. In the envelopes configuration case, immediate support must be given to architects when configuring each panel. This means that the underlying support system must execute validation or resolution algorithms in such a way that the configuration process is continuously fed by the system responses.

At the beginning of our research, we have considered that constraint satisfaction techniques were appropriated for addressing the envelopes configuration problem. Our results have shown us right

\[ \text{\footnotesize{2} No discussion about the GUI capabilities are provided as they are of marginal interest to our work.} \]
when assisting the automatic and (semi) automatic configuration of envelopes. Further, the framework of constraint satisfaction is known to address support interactive configuration. Nevertheless, for providing a real-time feedback we have relied on the simple yet powerful concept of task division instead of OR and AI techniques. For when using the OR and AI tools, such as filtering engines and constraint solvers, the time expend in having an output may exceed the real-time requirements. Further, due to the functional requirement of having a web-oriented solution, the communication with the underlying constraint services (or linear solver, genetic library, etc) involves a considerable time even when implemented with low latency protocols as AJAX [11]. In consequence, we have chosen to rely in the most known paradigm of computer science; functional programming.

The main concept from functional programming is divide and conquer. This concept is implemented by means of functions that are assembled together to provide a major functionality. The manual configuration of envelopes is addressed under the functional programming paradigm, meaning that the task to solve constraint conflicts has been delegated to different functions. In this case, each constraint is linked to a unique function.

5 Entrusting Responsibilities
In this section we present how functional programming is used to implement validation algorithms for the constraints presented in the problem. We give a brief behavior description for every function. The return value for each function is true if the panel is well configured and false otherwise. Examples of each function result are presented in the next section as screen-shots.

1. Size constraint. The size constraint states limits for the width and height of panels. The size constraint is implemented with respect to the panels orientation and lower and upper bounds. Recall that if the ratio \( \frac{w_{p}}{h_{p}} \) is less than one, the panel orientation is vertical, otherwise, horizontal. Taking into account this information, the current panel width lies between \( p_{w} \) and \( p_{w_{max}} \) whereas its height must lie between \( p_{h} \) and \( p_{h_{max}} \) for horizontally oriented panels. Conversely, for vertically oriented panels a swap between width and height bounds is executed. This function is executed when decreasing or increasing the size of panel by means of the graphical interface.

2. Non-overlapping constraint. The non-overlapping constraint states that panels cannot overlap in at least one dimension. It uses as input the position and size of the panel currently being configured, and a list of already-defined panels (adp). To verify panels overlapping, the current configured panel must be checked against every already-defined panel. An overlapping exists between panels \( p \) and \( q \), if the projection of their widths and heights overlaps. If an overlapping exists, the color of the current configured panel is changed to red while the already defined panel remains green. This function is executed in two cases. First, when decreasing or increasing the size of panel by means of the graphical interface. Second, when the defined panel is moved (re-configured) around the façade surface.

3. Frames and interference constraint. The function checks whether an initial origin point and size of a given panel, bottom-left corner \( (p_{x0}, p_{y0}) \) and width \( (p_{w}) \) and height \( (p_{h}) \), violate frames constraint. It uses a stack to perform an ordered check of all frames partially or completely overlapped by the panel. In the case there is a conflict, the algorithm terminates informing that a conflict exists. This function is executed every time a new panel is drawn.

4. Installation constraint. The last function ties up a single panel definition and implements the validation of the installation constraint. Recall that in order to attach panels, their corners must be matched with supporting areas (sa). Also, supporting areas at the bottom corners must be strong enough to support half the weight of the panel. In essence, the function checks that every corner matches a supporting area. To do so, it tests corners against every supporting area, increasing a counter each time a corner is well located. The panels’ weight and the supporting area load bearing capabilities are only checked for the bottom corners. If at least one corner is out of supporting areas then the panel is not well configured. It is worth noticing that supporting areas do not overlap. This means that a given corner can match at most one supporting area.

6 Conclusions
This short paper has discussed the manual configuration of insulating envelopes for façades. We have shown first the industrial conditions and details surrounding the configuration problem. In a second step we have discussed how the manual configuration is made interactive with a visual communication with the user (architect). Then, we have argued that the functional programming paradigm may be better suited to address the interactive configuration in comparison with other paradigms and technologies. Further, we have discussed the fact that functional programming allows the configuration support to be executed less than 100 milliseconds thus providing real-time interaction with users. Finally, we have briefly presented four of the key functions to support the configuration problem. The authors consider important to highlight that the simple and well-known methodology of divide and conquer may be used for teaching purposes in design related fields (e.g. architecture, industrial design, applied arts). Further, configuration, design and even manufacturing concepts may be used in introductory courses of computer programming given real ties with current industry problems.

To conclude the paper, interface and configuration process of our support system over a real-life France façade are illustrated in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Demonstration: System actions through normal execution.

1) 2D view of original façade.
2) Well-configured panel.
3) Panel with frame conflicts.
4) Panel with installation conflicts.
5) Possibility of reconfigure panel size.
6) Well-configured panels (insulating envelope).

STUDY BATTLES: A Learning Environment for Knowledge-based Configuration

Alexander Felfernig$^1$ and Amal Shehadeh$^1$ and Michael Jeran$^1$ and Christian Gütl$^2$ and Trang Tran$^1$ and Müslüm Atas$^1$ and Seda Polat Erdeniz$^1$ and Martin Stettinger$^1$ and Arda Akcay$^1$ and Stefan Reiterer$^3$

Abstract. E-learning is a complementary channel for learners to acquire relevant knowledge. On the basis of an example e-learning environment (STUDY BATTLES) we show how configuration-related knowledge can be transferred to end-users (e.g., sales representatives) as well as to knowledge engineers. In addition, we discuss an approach to automatically generate product domain knowledge as well as engineering learning content to be used in STUDY BATTLES. Finally, we report the results of an initial qualitative study on the applicability of STUDY BATTLES.

1 Introduction

Knowledge-based configuration is one of the most successfully applied Artificial Intelligence technologies [1, 4, 9, 15]. Configuration systems improve business processes in various dimensions such as reduced error rates and time efforts in product offering and reduced costs of error management in follow-up production processes. Despite the successful application of configuration technologies, there are still issues related to the transfer of configuration-related knowledge to employees.

In dialogs with customers, sales representatives should not only rely on solutions and related explanations provided by the configuration environment but should also have the needed domain knowledge. Furthermore, engineers and domain experts engaged in knowledge engineering processes should have the needed technical foundations and be aware of engineering practices to minimize overheads in knowledge engineering processes. Finally, domain experts in charge of documenting configuration knowledge should be aware of standards on how to document knowledge in such a way that knowledge engineers can formalize this knowledge easily. The goal of this paper is to show how e-learning technologies [16] can be applied as a means (in addition to traditional training programs such as sales force training or trainings related to knowledge acquisition and maintenance) to support the mentioned knowledge transfer.

E-learning systems are often applied for creating a corporate memory that is exploited to improve process-related knowledge of employees (e.g., sales, marketing, and product management). Improvements triggered by the application of e-learning technologies are manifold. They reach from the increased accessibility of learning contents (users are much more flexible with regard to the time of learning and training), increased opportunities to analyze the strengths and weaknesses of employees with regard to organization-relevant knowledge, and increased consumption frequency of learning content due to the application of different types of motivation mechanisms (e.g., gamification and persuasion [7]).

In this paper we focus on two configuration-related types of knowledge. First, we show how sales-relevant configuration knowledge can be represented in an e-learning environment. Examples of such knowledge types are product knowledge (e.g., for a specific set of customer requirements, which configurations should be recommended) and analysis knowledge (e.g., if no solution (configuration) can be identified for a given set of customer requirements, which alternatives should be proposed to the customer in order to maximize the probability that the customer will accept the offer).

Second, especially less experienced knowledge engineers and domain experts should be educated with regard to best practices in knowledge acquisition and maintenance. Examples of such knowledge types are documentation knowledge (e.g., in which way should incompatibilities between components be documented on a textual level) and knowledge representation knowledge (e.g., in which context one should use compatibilities or incompatibilities to express allowed combinations of component types).

The existing demand for complementary means of transferring configuration-relevant knowledge to employees has already been identified in earlier works. For example, Felfernig et al. [5] introduce a gamification-based approach to learning the major technical concepts of knowledge-based configuration and model-based diagnosis [13] – initial results of their studies show that the learning success of students can be increased. Compared to this approach, STUDY BATTLES does not only support the dissemination of technical product configuration knowledge but also allows to include product domain knowledge into e-learning processes. Furthermore, STUDY BATTLES includes gamification concepts which are implemented as duels where different users can play against each other in the context of a specific pre-selected learning application.

Felfernig et al. [6] analyze existing misconceptions of knowledge engineers when interpreting textual domain descriptions and recommend different measures that can help to reduce efforts related to configuration knowledge acquisition and maintenance. Finally, an analysis of the cognitive complexity of different types of knowledge formalizations is presented in [14] – the authors show that different types of representing logical implications can lead to significantly different outcomes in terms of knowledge understandability. Fur-
thermore, different approaches to structure constraints can also have an impact on the underlying degree of understandability. Results of these studies have been integrated into a STUDYBATTLES learning application (see Figure 1).

Besides exploiting user communities, e-learning content creation can be made more efficient by automated generation mechanisms – see, for example, [8, 12]. In this paper we show how configuration-related learning content (questions and related answers) can be automatically generated from a given configuration knowledge base. In addition to existing approaches to question generation from formal representations, we do not only focus on questions that refer to the set of possible solutions (configurations). We also show how questions can be generated that refer to inconsistent situations (e.g., no solution can be identified for a given set of customer requirements or the knowledge base becomes inconsistent with a given set of test cases) and to qualitative properties of knowledge bases (e.g., redundancies and further well-formedness properties).

Our contributions in this paper are the following. First, we provide an overview of the STUDYBATTLES e-learning environment and show how the mentioned types of configuration-related knowledge can be represented in the system. Second, we show how configuration knowledge bases can be exploited to automatically generate e-learning content. Finally, we report initial results of a qualitative study related to the applicability of STUDYBATTLES.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we provide a short overview of the different functionalities provided in STUDYBATTLES. As a basis for introducing a question generation approach, we define a configuration knowledge base from the domain of financial services that serves as a working example throughout this paper (Section 3). In Section 4 we show how questions can be automatically generated on the basis of a given configuration knowledge base. In Section 5 we present the results of a qualitative study related to the applicability of STUDYBATTLES. In Section 6 we discuss future research issues and conclude the paper.

2 STUDYBATTLES

The STUDYBATTLES start screen is shown in Figure 1 – it includes a list of subscriptions to learning applications (LearnApps) and further information regarding the ranking of the user in specific learning applications. Mobile clients for STUDYBATTLES are available in Android, iOS, and HTML-5 – Figure 1 depicts an example screenshot of an iOS version. The system can be deployed in a company’s intranet and is also available as global server version. Users can join communities and subscribe to learning applications in which they can add learning content, practice exercises, and compete against other learning application users in a (quiz-based) duel. Contents within learning applications are organized in terms of categories, for example, the learning application ”Master Of Configuration” includes the categories Sales Knowledge, Conflicts, Diagnosis, Incompatibilities, Knowledge Acquisition, and Knowledge Representation.

Deployments of STUDYBATTLES. One version of the system has already been deployed and is applied by a large municipality and two universities in Austria. At the two mentioned universities, STUDYBATTLES is applied in three Software Engineering courses (Object-oriented Analysis and Design, Software Paradigms, and Requirements Engineering) and in two Artificial Intelligence related courses (Configuration Systems and Recommender Systems). The goal of the STUDYBATTLES instance deployed at one Austrian municipality is to increase employee’s knowledge in security-related topics and also to transfer application-oriented knowledge related to a new accounting system. Currently, STUDYBATTLES is also deployed for one of the largest financial service providers in Austria. The goal in this context is to support sales representatives in learning processes related to product knowledge and sales practices. Experts from these domains participated in a qualitative study where they gave feedback on system applicability (see Section 5).

Learning and training. After a STUDYBATTLES learning application has been subscribed, users of this application can select categories and questions they want to answer. After having selected an answer to a question, immediate feedback is provided on the correctness of the answer. If an answer is wrong, related explanations can be provided to the user. Explanations can only be shown if these have been included by the expert who entered a question and related answers, i.e., in the current version of STUDYBATTLES explanations are not determined automatically.

Content creation and question types. STUDYBATTLES follows the concept of crowd sourcing where users can enter questions/answers

![Figure 1. STUDYBATTLES start screen (iOS version) consisting of learning applications (LearnApps) that can be subscribed by the user. Percentages report the share of already successfully answered questions. “Master Of Configuration” is the learning application that includes configuration-related knowledge.](image-url)
and expert users can evaluate the quality of the questions. The status of a domain expert is reached if a certain threshold of correctly answered questions is passed. Users are allowed to add additional content in terms of documents, pictures, and movies which serve as a basis for answering questions. When a user interacts with a learning application, questions are recommended [10] depending on their relevance for the user. Questions related to a category where a user has a low learning performance have a higher probability of being recommended to the user.

STUDYBATTLES supports the definition of different types of questions – examples thereof will be discussed in the following. Figure 2 depicts an example of a multiple-choice question that is related to the category Sales Knowledge. This question reflects relationships between customer requirements and financial services (equity fund, investment fund, and bankbook). The used abbreviations reflect the set of customer requirements \( \{ wr = \text{willingness to take risks}, di = \text{duration of investment}, \text{and } rr = \text{expected return rate} \} \).

Figure 2. STUDYBATTLES: representation of multiple-choice questions – the check mark on the right hand side represents the answer of the user, check marks on the left hand side represent the correctness feedback.

An example of an association task is depicted in Figure 3 – the corresponding HTML-based definition interface is depicted in Figure 9. In association tasks, terms on the right-hand side have to be combined (associated) with the terms on the left-hand side. In the example of Figure 3, association tasks are exploited for asking questions that are related to the compatibility of customer requirements and products. Association tasks can also be applied to ask questions, for example, about the incompatibility of specific customer requirements. In the example of Figure 4 users are requested to combine individual customer requirements of the left and right hand side in such a way that the connected requirements become inconsistent. In Figure 5, a question is posed to educate users with regard to logical entailment (which situations lead to an empty set of solutions). In this example, only a high willingness to take risks is logically entailed in the item Equity Fund.

Figure 6 includes a question that is related to the correct usage of implications [6]. If a certain constraint is specified on a textual level (e.g., a low willingness to take risks can only be combined with a bankbook), the corresponding logical representation should be clear for all knowledge engineers. In order to avoid faulty translations, exercises such as the example depicted in Figure 6 can help to establish a standard of formalizing such properties. Finally, Figure 7 depicts an example question related to the identification of redundant constraints in configuration knowledge bases [4]. A constraint is considered as redundant if its deletion from the knowledge base is semantic-preserving, i.e., the solution space remains the same. On the logical level a constraint \( c_a \in C \) is considered redundant if \( C \setminus c_a \models c_a \).

Figure 3. STUDYBATTLES: representation of associations tasks (concepts on the left have to be connected with the correct counterparts on the right).

Gamification. Users who trigger duels are then randomly assigned
Figure 4. STUDY BATTLES: Association task related to the association of incompatible requirements.

Figure 5. STUDY BATTLES: representation of inconsistency-related knowledge in terms of a multiple-choice question.

3 Example Configuration Knowledge Base

As a working example we introduce a simplified financial services configuration task. Before introducing the example, we provide a basic definition of a configuration task and a corresponding solution (configuration).

Definition 1 (Configuration Task). A configuration task can be defined as a Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) \((V, D, C, REQ)\) where \(V\) are variables, \(D\) are domain definitions for the variables, \(C\) is a set of constraints, and \(REQ\) is a set of customer requirements.\(^6\)

Definition 2 (Configuration). A configuration (solution) for given configuration task \((V, D, C, REQ)\) is a complete set \(conf\) of variable assignments \(v_i = a\) to the variables \(v_i \in V\) \((v_i = a \rightarrow a \in \text{domain}(v_i))\) with \(\text{consistent}(conf \cup C \cup REQ)\). The set of solutions for a given configuration task is denoted as \(\text{CONFS}\).

Configurations (one configuration task can have more than one solution) can be ranked according their utility for the user (customer). In this context, configurations with the highest utility for the user can be regarded as recommendations – for details we refer to [4].

The following is a simple financial services configuration knowledge base formulated as configuration task (see Definition 1). The variables in \(V\) are the following: \textit{willingness to take risks} (wr), \textit{du}...
ration of investment \((di)\), expected return rate \((rr)\), and \(\text{itemname}\) is a variable which represents the name of a financial service.

- \(V = \{\text{wr}, di, rr, \text{itemname}\}\)
- \(D = \{\text{domain}(\text{wr}) = \{\text{low, medium, high}\}, \text{domain}(di) = \{\text{shortterm, midterm, longterm}\}, \text{domain}(rr) = \{\text{low, medium, high}\}, \text{domain}(\text{itemname}) = \{\text{equityfund, investmentfund, bankbook}\}\}\)
- \(C = \{c_1 : \neg \text{wr} = \text{low} \vee \text{itemname} = \text{bankbook}, c_2 : \neg di = \text{shortterm} \vee \text{itemname} = \text{bankbook}, c_4 : \neg di = \text{mediumterm} \vee \text{itemname} = \text{equityfund}, c_5 : (rr = \text{high} \vee rr = \text{medium}) \vee \text{itemname} = \text{bankbook}, c_6 : (\neg (\text{wr} = \text{low} \land rr = \text{high})), c_7 : (di = \text{shortterm} \land rr = \text{high}), c_8 : (\neg (\text{wr} = \text{high} \land rr = \text{low}))\}\)
- \(\text{REQ} = \{r_1 : \text{wr} = \text{low}, r_2 : di = \text{shortterm}, r_3 : rr = \text{low}\}\)

A configuration for our example configuration task is the set of variable assignments \(conf = \{\text{wr} = \text{low}, di = \text{shortterm}, rr = \text{low}, \text{itemname} = \text{bankbook}\}\) since the customer requirements included in \(\text{REQ}\) are consistent with the constraints in \(C\). If we change the specification of \(\text{REQ}\) this can lead to situations where requirements become inconsistent with the constraints in \(C\), i.e., no solution can be found. Such a situation is triggered in the case that \(\text{REQ} = \{r_1 : \text{wr} = \text{low}, r_2 : di = \text{shortterm}, r_3 : rr = \text{high}\}\), i.e., \(\text{REQ} \cup C\) is inconsistent. In such situations, model-based diagnosis [13] can be exploited to identify minimal sets of requirements that have to be adapted or deleted such that a solution (configuration) can be found. The identification of such adaptations can be formulated as diagnosis task (see Definitions 3–4).

Definition 3 (Diagnosis Task). A diagnosis task is defined as a tuple \((C, \text{REQ})\) where \(C\) is a set of constraints, \(\text{REQ}\) is a set of customer requirements, and \(\text{REQ} \cup C\) is inconsistent.

Definition 4 (Diagnosis). A set \(\Delta \subseteq \text{REQ}\) for a given diagnosis task \((C, \text{REQ})\) is a diagnosis if \(\text{REQ} \setminus \Delta \cup C\) is consistent, i.e., \(\Delta\) is a set of requirements to be deleted from \(\text{REQ}\) such that consistent \((\text{REQ} \setminus \Delta \cup C)\), \(\Delta\) is minimal if \(\neg \exists \Delta' : \Delta' \subset \Delta\).

Diagnoses are often denoted as hitting sets [13]. The original algorithm for determining minimal hitting sets is introduced in [13].

Finally, conflicts (also denoted as conflict sets) represent sets of requirements (in \(\text{REQ}\)) that are able to induce an inconsistency with \(C\) (see the following definition). Conflict sets can be exploited for the determination of diagnoses but also for the determination of redundant constraints in knowledge bases (see, e.g., [4]). There is a duality between conflicts and diagnoses: a conflict set is a hitting set for a set of minimal diagnoses and – vice versa – a diagnosis is a hitting set for a set of minimal conflicts [4].

Definition 5 (Conflict Set). A set \(CS \subseteq \text{REQ}\) is a conflict set if \(CS \cup C\) is inconsistent. \(CS\) is minimal if \(\neg \exists CS' : CS' \subset CS\).
4 Generating Questions from Configuration Knowledge Bases

Some of the STUDYBATTLES questions can be automatically generated from a configuration task definition. In the following we show how questions (and related answers) can be generated for some of the configuration knowledge types discussed in Section 3. Generated questions can be included in STUDYBATTLES and then used for training purposes. These questions can be exploited by employees to improve their configuration-related knowledge.

Product knowledge. The task of a user is to identify configurations that are consistent with a given set of customer requirements \((REQ = \{r_1, r_2, ..., r_m\})\). Related correct and faulty answers can be generated by a constraint solver on the basis of a configuration task \((V, \Delta, \Omega, \Delta, REQ)\). A constraint solver calculates configurations that satisfy \(REQ \cup \Delta\). Furthermore, non-solutions satisfy \(REQ \cup \Delta\).\(^7\) \(REQ = \{r_1, r_2, ..., r_m\}\) then is the basis of a question, solutions represent correct answer(s), and non-solutions represent faulty answer(s). Since the potential number of solutions and non-solutions can be high, a random number thereof is selected for inclusion in STUDYBATTLES.

Product knowledge (example). Given our example configuration task definition, customer requirements could be \(REQ = \{r_1 : \text{name} = \text{bankbook}, \text{name} = \text{investment fund}\}\). A related question posed in STUDYBATTLES is: For the requirements \(\ldots\), which items to recommend?

Analysis knowledge. Assuming that \(REQ \cup \Delta\) is inconsistent (and \(C\) is consistent), the task is of a user is to filter out which minimal set of \(r_i \in REQ\) has to be deleted such that consistency can be restored. More formally, analysis knowledge related questions can be generated using a diagnosis task \((C, REQ)\). The diagnosis task definition \((C, REQ)\) can be used for question representation, related answers are represented by the diagnoses \(\Delta_i\). Non-diagnoses can be easily determined on the basis of a calculated set of diagnoses: if, for example, \(\Delta_i = \{r_i, r_i, r_i\}\) is minimal diagnosis, then \(\Delta_i\) is a corresponding non-diagnosis since a proper subset of minimal diagnosis is not a diagnosis. Since the potential number of diagnoses and non-diagnoses can be high, the answer set is composed of a random number of selected diagnoses and non-diagnoses.

Analysis knowledge (example). Given our configuration task definition with the customer requirements \(REQ = \{r_1 : \text{name} = \text{low}, r_2 : \text{di} = \text{shortterm}, r_3 : \text{rr} = \text{high}\}\). Alternative minimal sets of customer requirements (diagnoses \(\Delta_i\)) that have to be deleted from \(REQ\) such that a solution can be identified, are: \(\Delta_1 = \{r_1, r_2\}, \Delta_2 = \{r_3\}\), i.e., deleting the requirements \(r_1\) and \(r_2\) restores consistency between \(REQ\) and \(C\). An example of a non-diagnosis related to diagnosis \(\Delta_i\) is \(\{r_1\}\). A related question posed in STUDYBATTLES is: Given the configuration task definition \(\ldots\), which one is a minimal set of requirements that have to be deleted from \(REQ\) such that consistency can be restored?

Inconsistency knowledge. Assuming that \(REQ \cup \Delta\) is inconsistent (and \(C\) is consistent), the task is of a user is to filter out which minimal set of \(r_i \in REQ\) is inconsistent with \(C\). More formally, inconsistency knowledge related questions can be generated on the basis of a conflict detection task \((C, REQ)\). The conflict detection task \((C, REQ)\) can be used for question representation, related correct answers are represented by the conflict sets \(CS_i\). Non-conflicts (faulty answers) can be easily determined on the basis of a calculated

\(^7\) If \(C = \{c_1 \land c_2 \land \ldots \land c_n\}\) then \(\overline{C} = \{\neg c_1 \lor \neg c_2 \lor \ldots \lor \neg c_n\}\).
Figure 9. STUDYBATTLES: definition of an association task (specification of correct pairs) in the HTML-5 version.

set of conflicts: if, for example, $CS_i = \{r_a, r_b\}$ is a minimal conflict, then $CS_{in} = \{r_a\}$ is a non-conflict since subsets of minimal conflicts do not have the conflict property. Since the potential number of conflicts and non-conflicts can be high, the answer set is composed of a random number of selected conflicts and non-conflicts.

Inconsistency knowledge (example). Given our configuration task definition with the customer requirements $REQ = \{r_1 : wr = low, r_2 : di = shortterm, r_3 : rr = high\}$. Alternative minimal sets of customer requirements subset of $REQ$ that are inconsistent with $C$ are: $(CS_1 = \{r_1, r_3\})$ and $(CS_2 = \{r_2, r_3\})$. An example of a non-conflict related to conflict set $CS_1$ is $\{r_1\}$. A related question posed in STUDYBATTLES is: Given the configuration task definition ... which one is a minimal set of requirements that have to be deleted from $REQ$ such that consistency can be restored?

For questions related to the formalization of informal domain descriptions and constraints (see Figure 6) we do not offer an automated question generation mechanism. The same holds for modeling concepts for the development and maintenance of configuration knowledge bases. Questions related to well-formedness criteria for the development of configuration knowledge bases can be automatically generated. For example, a configuration knowledge base containing redundant constraints (the question part) can be presented to the user. The correct answers (redundant constraints) can be identified by corresponding redundancy detection mechanisms – for details we refer to [4]. Other examples of well-formedness rules are discussed in [3].

5 STUDYBATTLES Evaluation

STUDYBATTLES has been evaluated within the scope of a qualitative study (N=15 participants). Participants from different domains (financial services, public administration, telecommunications, and universities) provided feedback on the applicability and usefulness of STUDYBATTLES. Major mentioned potential improvements that come along with STUDYBATTLES are, improved knowledge retention in organizations, improved knowledge sharing between users on the basis of community-based (crowd-sourced) knowledge acquisition processes, increased motivation to learn, improved skills, increased fun and interest in the topic, increased competition level between users (e.g., sales representatives), improved quality of service with regard to customers, increased learning efficiency, and enhanced possibilities of community knowledge analysis which provide a basis for a fine-grained adaptation of learning material.

The application of an e-learning environment in configuration scenarios was motivated by discussions with different companies applying configuration technologies. Especially in distributed scenarios where large-scale configuration knowledge bases have to be developed and maintained, additional learning mechanisms have to be provided to establish a standard knowledge level that helps to reduce erroneous maintenance practices as well as suboptimal sales practices. A major issue in this context is that existing commercial configuration environments still do not provide intuitive knowledge representation mechanisms and there is a need to further educate domain experts and knowledge engineers.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we introduced the idea of applying an e-learning environment (STUDYBATTLES) as a complementary approach to transfer configuration-related knowledge to employees (e.g., sales representatives and knowledge engineers). We provided an overview of differ-
ent system functionalities such as community-based content development, gamification, and automated question generation. In the context of automated question generation we focused on the two aspects of generating sales and engineering related knowledge. More fine-grained question generation techniques that provide mechanisms to more systematically pre-select answers to be included are within the scope of future work. In this context we will also analyze potential synergies with existing approaches to test case generation in software engineering [2]. Especially in the context of educating sales representatives, automated question generation becomes a key functionality, since this reduces the overheads of manual content generation and management which is often the task of only a small group of persons. In future versions of StudyBattles, additional question types will be included. For example, we will provide mechanisms that allow to generate not only questions related to diagnoses (analysis knowledge) but also to related repair actions (i.e., changes in the requirements that lead to the identification of at least one solution).
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Finding pre-production vehicle configurations using a Max-SAT framework

Marcel Kevin Tiepelt $^1$ and Tilak Raj Singh $^2$

Abstract. The increase in vehicle configuration induces new components and interfaces requirement at the final assembly. Some of these interfaces have to be tested prior to the series production. Each test has a prerequisite set of product features required for testing. The pre-production vehicles are required to cover each and every test defined for the product. To minimize the cost of the testing, a minimal number of the pre-production vehicles is required. However, finding a small set of special configured vehicles in an enormously large product variant is a daunting task. Each configuration is required to satisfy complex feasibility rules among product attributes, in order to be producible at the final assembly. Thus decision of finding a minimal set of configuration for pre-production requires to satisfy all configuration related rules as well. In this paper a Satisfiability based framework, using SAT and Max-SAT models to find a possible set of pre-production vehicles, is being discussed. Product configuration rules and test requirements are converted to propositional logic which then are solved using Max-SAT framework. The formulation leads to a large scale optimization model which is solved using a greedy algorithm applying a Max-SAT framework. Initial results are applied to the automobile data.

1 Introduction

The configuration like product setup in automotive industry allows customers to design their very own car. While the modular setup allows to build near to unique vehicles for each customer, the larger number of components greatly increases the product complexity [5]. The vast number of possibilities impact pre-production and planning phases. Many features of the vehicle are being evaluated before proceeding to the production phase. Features tested on prototypes may have a different behavior under real world conditions. To counteract unexpected behavior, tests can be performed on pre-production vehicles. During the testing phase the pre-production vehicle is exposed to extreme conditions, such as cold weather, extreme heat or high speeds. In opposition to the prototype vehicle the pre-production vehicle consists of a configuration aimed to behave similar to the end product produced for the customer. The resulting complete car features many of the characteristics of the costumer product, hence can be used to identify flaws prior to mass production. Therefor pre-production vehicles support the quality assurance by applying extreme real world conditions on properties and parts before vehicle features are released to the sales department.

The abstract representation of a vehicle is based on a large set of car parts including all possible vehicle configurations and customer choices. The assemble-to-order strategy used by many car manufactures allow customers to customize the vehicle based on a predefined set of features, such as the built-in engine, or the interior. Providing a large set of customization options allows customers to build an almost unique vehicle. Additionally to the customer exposed set of features, an abstract car consists of a set of components required to compose a complete vehicle. Many of these components are implicitly implied by the customer choices, hence are necessary in order to install the features chosen by the customer. Every physical part is based on a characteristic part-rule consisting of instructions which parts have to be included or excluded within the construction process. Each feature chosen by the customer, as well as the conditional interaction with mandatory parts, influences a large set of additional physical parts and restricts the composition of car parts. The set of rules and inter-dependencies between the components determine whether a configuration is valid. The large set of components are their inter relations make it non-trivial to determine if a set of components evaluate to a valid vehicle.

The extensive amount of automation used in the automotive industry reduces the amount of work necessary to construct a single vehicle, unlike the construction of a pre-production vehicle. Pre-production vehicles require separate assembly lines and manual processing attempting to cover as many characteristics as possible and meeting special construction constraints. In order to reduce the development and evaluation cost of new features and considering the complex construction process of pre-production vehicles, it is desired to cover multiple features in each vehicle in order to conduct multiple tests. The aim is therefore, to reduce the number of vehicles required to cover all testing setups. Within the quality assurance process different evaluation methods are applied. Identifying flaws of vehicle features is either based on the built-in parts or on characteristics of the vehicle, such as sound isolation or cruise control. One of the test setups may therefore include the exposure of pre-production vehicles to extreme real-world conditions such as noise, or functionality of driver assistance systems. The characteristics are based on rule-sets, composites of physical parts, in order to implement the functionalities. A different setup may evaluate the effect of everyday use on the physical components such as the tires, the engine or electrical equipment.

Within the planning of abstract pre-production vehicles as well as the construction multiple challenges can be identified:

1. To evaluate the effect on physical parts, finding a minimal set valid vehicle configurations to cover all predefined parts.
2. To evaluate vehicle features and characteristics, finding a minimal set of valid vehicle configurations covering certain rule-sets.

The main contribution of this work is a large-scale framework that attempts to find a minimal number of pre-production vehicles based on the above challenges. The framework is based on the part
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rule-set configuration and utilizes a Max-SAT solver as a black box to issue optimization. The contribution of this paper is the following:

1. An abstract representation of testing setups on pre-production vehicles.
2. An heuristic approach to satisfy rule-sets and part coverage of pre-production test setups.
3. A large-scale greedy like framework using Max-SAT to compute a minimal set of pre-production vehicle configurations.

The work is organized as follows: The next section presents previous work in the field of product configuration and previous attempts to the mentioned challenges. The third section introduces notations and terms used throughout the paper. The forth section specifies the challenges in detail and gives examples to illustrate problem statements. In the following sections a general Max-SAT framework is introduced and problem based specializations are described to engage the problem of finding the pre-production vehicle configurations. The sixth section describes the industrial sizes problem instances used to evaluate the approach while the last section discusses the computational results obtained and gives an insight on further work that can be done.

2 Previous work

Computation on product configurations based on a set of constraints is a well-studied problem in many industrial areas. Carsten Sinz was the first to apply Boolean Satisfiability methods to large automobile configuration problem [11]. Walter et. al [14] has applied Max-SAT based approach to transform a in feasible configuration into a feasible configuration by considering configuration rules and customer preferences. This would help to reconfigure a configuration while preserving a certain set of features. Singh and Rangaraj [10] have used Hamming distance based models to describe distinction of multiple configurations. Singh et. al. [9] also introduce an approach to generate a pool of configurations to cover a set of test rules using a column generation model.

The Ford Motor company [2] has built a multi-phase mathematical model to solve a product instance using a set cover approach. The possible configurations are derived from a compatibility matrix and computed with an integer linear programming model. In the first phase of the model a set covering problem is solved in order to find the minimal number of configurations needed to cover a set of pre-defined test, each featuring different requirements and constraints.

In [6] Limtanyakul approaches a similar set cover problem paired with the problem of scheduling tests. With regard to the set cover Lmtanyakul assumes that all prototype configurations are the same, such that the computation of these is not necessary anymore. A different approach by [3] uses a heuristic to assign product configurations to test variants and allows relaxing of the component configurations to find better fitting results. A recent paper by Walter et. al [13] suggests a similar approach to cover the equipment options of test vehicles. In their paper they present a greedy like algorithm utilizing SAT calls to test the configuration compatibility of equipment options. Additionally they introduce exact algorithms using linear search and branch & price.

3 Notations

In the following the problem of finding a valid and complete product configuration is equivalent to finding a satisfying assignment to the Boolean satisfiability problem (SAT), where the dependencies of car parts and attributes are represented by Boolean constraints.

Given a propositional \( \varphi \) over a set of Boolean variables \( V \), if an assignment to \( V \) evaluates \( \varphi \) to true, this assignment is called satisfying or a model of \( \varphi \). In the following, car parts and attributes are represented as a set of variables. The set of variables is limited to a finite domain as the framework aims to be a practicable real-life model. The dependencies and requirements between those parts and codes are described by propositional Boolean formulas. To describe a product configuration each part and code is assigned a unique variable, such that a model consists of an assignment to the variables. Each variable has to be assigned true if this part or code is included in the configuration, or false otherwise. As for the SAT problem the propositional formulas are in conjunctive normal form (CNF), that is a conjunction of clauses \( C \), such that each clause consists of a disjunction of literals. A literal \( l \) is a variable or its negation:

\[
SAT(\varphi) = C_1 \land C_2 \land ... \land C_n
\]

(1)

\[
C = (l_1 \lor l_2 \lor ... \lor l_m)
\]

(2)

The Maximum satisfiability problem (Max-SAT) is a generalization of SAT asking for the maximum number of the clauses that can be satisfied. Partial Max-SAT is an extension to Max-SAT such that the set of clauses is divided into two subsets hard, soft. A solution to Partial Max-SAT (PMax-SAT) must satisfy all hard clauses and the maximum number of soft clauses. The extension Weighted Partial Max-SAT (WPMax-SAT) adds weights \( \omega_i \) to the clauses. Each hard clause gets infinite weight \( \omega_{hard} = \infty \), each soft clause gets a finite weight. An optimal solution to the WPMax-SAT problem asks for the maximum sum of weight assigned to a model. Remark that WPMax-SAT with same weight for all soft clauses is equivalent to Partial Max-SAT. [1]

To abstract the task of covering a set of vehicle components the set covering problem is introduced. Given a universe \( U = \{u_1, u_2, ..., u_n\} \) and a collection of subsets of \( U : S := S_1, S_2, ..., S_m \). The goal is to find the smallest collection of subsets to cover all elements in \( U \). [12]

4 Problem description

With thousands of components and attributes combined in a single vehicle, finding a valid configuration tends to be a computationally non-trivial task. Generating all possible unique configurations may be infeasible in many cases, reducing to the well-known \#P-complete problem of model counting when only trying to find their number [5]. The possibly exponential number of unique configurations may make it infeasible to iterate over all models and select a certain subset. Instead one can think of the set of constraints as an abstract model implicitly containing all possible configurations. In the following, the two different problems are considered leading to different choices of configuration subsets.

It is assumed that the vehicle parts and constraints are represented by Boolean formulas, such that each car part is mapped to a variable. A car part can either be included in a vehicle configuration, resulting in the variable being assigned true, or respectively excluded resulting in the assignment false. With a vehicle being constructed by a finite number of components the domain (respectively the co-domain) for any SAT related problem statements or solutions in the following are also finite.
Problem I  
The introduction of new components into a product line, in e.g. a face lift for an existing generation, the components introducing new features have to be evaluated using a complete vehicle. Facing the complex construction and planning process it may be desired to get the most out of each constructed vehicle. Therefor each vehicle must cover as many different new components as possible.

The abstract problem is to find a minimal choice of configurations to cover the predefined set of new components, constrained by inter-dependencies and part relations. In Problem I the universe $U$ represents all available vehicle components. It may suffice to conduct test on a subset of newly introduced car parts represented by a subset $U_T \subseteq U$ of test components. The subsets $S$ contains all the valid configurations that can be possibly build with the parts contained in the universe $U$, but constrained by the rule-set. The goal is to find a subset of configurations $S_T \subseteq S$ to cover all the parts of the test-universe $U_T$.

Example I  
The universe $U$ for the first vehicle configuration consists of an engine($E$), a chassis($H$), a steering wheel($S$) and different sets of tires($T_1, T_2$), hence $U = \{E, H, S, T_1, T_2\}$. The aim is to evaluate the effect of high speed on the performance of the tires, hence $U_T = \{T_1, T_2\}$, while utilizing the least number of different vehicle configurations as possible.

In order to perform a speed test a complete car is required, hence the configuration must include each component as depicted in Table 2. The configuration constraint restricts the built-in tire sets to one per vehicle. The goal is to find a set of configurations covering all elements in $U$ without raising a conflict with the constraints given in Table 2.

Table 1. Component description

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Variable name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Engine</td>
<td>$E$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chassis</td>
<td>$H$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>steering wheel</td>
<td>$S$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tires</td>
<td>$T_1, T_2$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Configuration constraints for building a feasible configuration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Restriction</th>
<th>Configuration constraint</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[1]</td>
<td>$E \land S \land H \land (T_1 \lor T_2)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[2]</td>
<td>$\neg T_1 \lor \neg T_2$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Problem II  
The evaluation of vehicle characteristics such as noise control, or heat resistance is being performed on complete vehicles. In order to assure the smooth functioning of all features the successful integration of all involved components must be guaranteed. Therefor each characteristic features a rule-set of components which have to be present in order to implement a certain characteristic.

Hence, finding the minimal number of pre-production vehicles can be described finding a minimal number of configurations such that the rule-sets mapped to all characteristics are satisfied. In Problem II the universe $U$ represents all available vehicle components. In contradiction to Problem I it is no longer required to cover a set of parts, but rather a set of rules. Therefor the universe $U_T$ consists of rule-sets $r_i$, each featuring a set of rules constraining the included components. The subset $S$ contains all valid configurations to construct a vehicle. The aim is to find a minimal subset of configurations $S_T \subseteq S$ such that all rule-sets $r \in U_T$ are satisfied.

Example II  
For the second problem the universe $U$ used in Example I is extended by a active noise cancellation system($A$), a sealing($L$) and a diesel engine($D$). The aim is to provide configurations for tests on noise protection and the speed limit with the new diesel engine. The universe to cover consists of the rule-sets $U_T = \{r_1, r_2, r_3\}$ restricted by the constraints given in Table 3. The minimal set of configurations to is constrained by the dependencies given in Table 4.

Table 3. Test rule-set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test requirement</th>
<th>rule-set</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$r_1$: Noise cancellation</td>
<td>$A$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r_2$: Noise protection</td>
<td>$L$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r_3$: Speed limit</td>
<td>$D$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Configuration constraints for building feasible configuration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Example II</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Restriction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[4]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[5]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5 Max-SAT Framework

The configuration constraint set is the implicit representation of all possible configurations of a vehicle. Assuming it is impossible to sample all valid configurations, the presented greedy like approach is considered to select the most fitting subset of configurations. The greedy algorithm has the best approximation to the set cover problem, when choosing the subset with the largest number of uncovered elements in each iteration. As proven in [4], this results is the best approximation ratio that can be expected unless $P \neq NP$.

To approach the first problem the set of elements $U$ represents the components which need to be covered. Therefore, the greedy like algorithm selects a subset $S$ which contains the largest number of components who have not been included in any configuration. The algorithm makes a choice for the SAT variables such that the Boolean formulas are satisfied and simultaneously satisfy as many uncovered components as possible. As it seems to be impossible to select a configuration from a pre-computed list, a Max-SAT framework is considered to work on the implicit configuration set and generate candidate configurations.

Problem II is being approached by assigning each element $u$ in $U$ a set of constraints which have to be satisfied in order to cover the element $u$. The algorithm will therefor make a choice of variables which simultaneously cover the configuration constraints as well as the constraints assigned to a test $u$. In the following, the test constraints are referred to as test types.

The selection of the configurations covering the elements $u$ builds upon consecutively checking if a configuration including a set of elements evaluates to true. The internal state of the Max-SAT frame-
work consists of the Max-SAT solver, building on the configuration constraints and the elements within the universe. Undergoing the solution finding process the Max-SAT solver will choose a set of elements, enforce their presence in a configuration and evaluate the validity. The objective of maximizing the number of elements that are chosen within a configuration is obtained by keeping track of the so far maximal amount of elements satisfying a configuration. Once the amount of cover-able elements does not increase any more, the Max-SAT solver will terminate. All covered elements are excluded from the next solution process.

While the framework will find the optimal (maximal) number of interfaces to cover in each iteration, it cannot be guaranteed that the number of configurations obtained to cover all elements is optimal.

5.1 Problem 1: Part coverage

The method used to approach Problem I selects a candidate configuration that covers a set of components, determines if the candidate is a valid configuration and decides if the configuration can be added to the solution set. The components to be covered are referred to as interfaces. Given a set of Boolean constraints in CNF one can validate a product configuration by checking for satisfiability. The SAT model to validate a product configuration can be converted to a Max-SAT instance by adding a set of unit clauses that is listed for testing. The algorithm maximizes the sum of clauses. To easily distinguish between hard and soft clauses, the hard clauses are assigned weight \( \omega_{hard} = \infty \) and the soft clauses are assigned weight \( \omega_{soft} = 1 \). Let \( \Sigma \) be the set of constraints and \( C_{1}, \ldots, C_{m} \) the respective clauses. In the partial Max-SAT model the resulting clauses are

\[
\Sigma_{hard} = \{(C_{1}, \omega_{1}) \land (C_{2}, \omega_{2}) \land \ldots \land (C_{m}', \omega_{m}')\}
\]

such that the weight for all hard clauses is infinite:

\[
\omega_{k} = \infty \quad \forall k \in \{1, 2, \ldots, m'\}
\]

(4)

The resulting Partial Max-SAT instance does not have any soft clauses and is equivalent to a SAT instance. We extend this Partial Max-SAT instance by adding a set of unit clauses \( C_{1}, \ldots, C_{k} \) such that each interface is assigned a unit clause. The weights assigned to the interface clauses are equal to 1, such that the instance is weighted, but it suffices to distinguish between hard clauses with infinite weight, and soft clauses with weight one. Let \( m \) be the number of components, than the following clauses are conjunctive with \( \Sigma \):

\[
\Sigma_{soft} = \{\Sigma \land (C_{1}, \omega_{1}) \land (C_{2}, \omega_{2}) \land \ldots \land (C_{m}, \omega_{m})\}
\]

such that the weight of all clauses is equal to one:

\[
\omega_{k} = 1 \quad \forall k \in \{1, 2, \ldots, m\}
\]

(6)

As a result an instance that aims to find a configuration satisfying as many components as possible while retaining integrity within the basic constraints is obtained. The hard clauses represent the inter-dependencies and constraints for each component, such that an assignment, satisfying the hard clauses, results in a valid configuration. Therefore, each component is implicitly associated with a set of valid configurations satisfying the hard clauses while choosing this component. To ensure that the predefined test components are chosen, the soft clauses map a weight to each component as unit clause that is listed for testing. The algorithm maximizes the sum of all weights, hence covers as many components \( C_{1}, \ldots, C_{m} \) in each iteration as possible. At all time the infinite weight of the hard clauses guarantees that no dependencies are violated:

\[
\Sigma_{I} = \{(C_{1}, 1) \land \ldots \land (C_{m}, 1), \quad (C_{m+1}, \infty) \land \ldots \land (C_{m+m'}, \infty)\}
\]

(7)

(8)

The presented greedy approach assumes the input of a partial Max-SAT instance \( \Sigma_{I} \) as described in Section (7) and (8). For each variable to cover there exists a soft clause \( C_{k} \) where \( k = \{1, \ldots, m\} \). The input consists of the Boolean formula \( \Sigma \) and the set of soft clauses \( \Sigma_{I} \). Resolving the instance in each iteration results in a configuration \( S \) which covers as many uncovered interfaces as possible. The algorithm computes a set of configurations \( C \), such that each configuration covers at least one \( C_{k} \). In Algorithm 1 there is a black box function \texttt{solve}(\varphi) considered that gives a solution to a Partial Max-SAT instance \( \varphi \).

\begin{algorithm}
\begin{algorithmic}
\STATE \textbf{PartCoverage}(\Theta_{I}, C)
\STATE \textbf{C} \leftarrow \emptyset
\WHILE {\textbf{C} \neq \emptyset}
\STATE \textbf{S} \leftarrow \texttt{solve}(\Theta_{I})
\STATE \textbf{C} \leftarrow \textbf{C} \cup \{\textbf{S}\}
\STATE \textbf{C} \leftarrow \textbf{C} \setminus \{C_{k}|S(k) = \text{\emph{satisfied}}\}
\ENDWHILE
\RETURN \textbf{C}
\end{algorithmic}
\end{algorithm}

Algorithm 1.

PartCoverage(\Theta_{I}, C)

\textbf{C} \leftarrow \emptyset
\WHILE {\textbf{C} \neq \emptyset}
\STATE \textbf{S} \leftarrow \texttt{solve}(\Theta_{I})
\STATE \textbf{C} \leftarrow \textbf{C} \cup \{\textbf{S}\}
\STATE \textbf{C} \leftarrow \textbf{C} \setminus \{C_{k}|S(k) = \text{\emph{satisfied}}\}
\ENDWHILE
\RETURN \textbf{C}

Taken the Example I in Section 4, the generated hard clauses contain the configurations restrictions [1] and [2], the soft clauses contain the unit clauses \( T_{1}, T_{2} \), such that the Max-SAT instance in Equation (9) follows:

\[
\Sigma_{I} = \{(T_{1}, 1), (T_{2}, 1), (E, \infty), (S, \infty), (H, \infty), (T_{1} \lor T_{2}, \infty), (-T_{1} \lor -T_{2}, \infty)\}
\]

(11)

The algorithm consecutively tries to add the tire sets to a configuration. When conflicting with the hard clauses each one of the tire-sets is relaxed. Possible results for configurations covering the tire sets are presented in Table 5.

\begin{table}
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|}
\hline
Configuration & Included parts \\
\hline
1 & \textit{E, S, H, T}_{1} \\
2 & \textit{E, S, H, T}_{2} \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}

5.2 Problem II: Test coverage

Problem II deals with the task of finding a minimal number of configurations satisfying a set of test types, each assigned a constraint set required to be satisfied in order to perform a test. In opposition to Problem I in Section 5.1 it is no longer sufficient to satisfy a single component, but rather necessary to satisfy all assigned constraints.

Let \( \Sigma \) be the basic partial Max-SAT model described in Section 5.1. Let \( m \) be the number of tests to be conducted. For each test
there exists a variant $\sigma_i$ with $i = \{1, 2, ..., m\}$ consisting of a set of propositional formulas in CNF.

$$\sigma_i = \{C_1, C_2, ..., C_r\}$$ (12)

The index $r$ represents the number of clauses assigned to variant $i$. A new Boolean variable $t_i$ is introduced for each test which is being used to determine the variants that are covered in a vehicle configuration. The Max-SAT instance is being extended by a set of hard clauses ensuring that a variable assignment satisfies the configuration constraints if and only if all of the variant clauses evaluate to true. For a given test type $\sigma_i$, the clauses $C_i$ are added such that the assignment of $t_i$ implies each included variant:

$$\Sigma_{hard_i} = \{(t_i \rightarrow C_i, \omega_i) \land ... \land (t_i \rightarrow C_r, \omega_r)\} \lor \omega_r \quad \forall k = \{1, 2, ..., r\}$$ (13)

The implication $t_i \rightarrow C_i \equiv -t_i \lor C_i$ in (13) requires that the assignment of $t_i = true$ forces the satisfaction of $C_i$, since the clause has infinite weight. While the clause $(C_i \rightarrow t_i)$ would guarantee that a certain configuration only satisfies those test, which are explicitly assigned. This need not be reasonable in practical applications, since the coverage of additional tests may make the configuration instance flexible for further processing, e.g. scheduling. Therefore, the implication of the relaxing variable $t_i$ is omitted for the rest of the work without loss of functionality if such an assumption is required.

To complete the Max-SAT framework a set of soft clauses $s_i$ with weight one is added, featuring the relaxing variables $t_i$:

$$\Sigma_{soft_i} = \{s_1 \land s_2 \land ... \land s_m\}$$ (15)

$$s_k = \{(t_k, \omega_{k1}) \land (t_k, \omega_{k2}) \land ... \land (t_k, \omega_{kr})\} \quad k = \{1, 2, ..., m\}, i = \{1, 2, ..., r\}$$ (16)

The Max-SAT framework for Problem II consists of the hard clauses containing the vehicle configuration constraints $\Sigma_{hard_i}$ and the additional constraints featuring the vehicle characteristics $\Sigma_{soft_i}$. Each characteristic is assigned a new variable representing its coverage. The additional constraints must be satisfied if and only if the characteristic is satisfied in a configuration. The new variables represented by the soft clauses $\Sigma_{soft_i}$ with a finite weight ensure that the Max-SAT optimization satisfies as many characteristics in each configuration as possible:

$$\Sigma_{II} = \Sigma_{hard} \cup \Sigma_{hard_i} \cup \Sigma_{soft_i}$$ (18)

The greedy approach is applied in the same way as in Problem I, with a change in removing covered test types. While removing the soft clauses relaxing the covered test types suffices to ensure that the greedy algorithm finds a solution set, the relaxing variables $t_i$ will remain as decision variables and enlarge the problem, while not having direct impact on the generated configuration. To avoid this extra computation, for each relaxing variable whose test type has been covered, one can add an additional hard clause forcing the variable to be false. While this ensures that the variable will not be considered in future decisions as well as not enforcing the assigned variant to be satisfied, it allows the variant to be covered. If the aim is to ensure that each test type is covered in a single configuration only, one can also include the reverse implication $(C_k \rightarrow t_k)$.

If it is desired to enforce to cover the remaining test types and additionally to cover as many variants as possible, this could be established by a change in weights. Each relaxing variable is assigned to a test type which is not covered by any configuration and is assigned a weight $\omega_i = w(m) + 1$. The weight $w(m)$ is any number larger than the sum of all covered variants while covered variants are assigned weight $\omega_i = 1$. This ensures that the Max-SAT framework primarily satisfies the uncovered variants, since their weight is larger than the sum of weights of all covered variants. Additionally the hard clauses enforcing the relaxing variables of the covered variants to be false do not have to be added. During the rest of the paper this is not considered any further.

The Algorithm 2 assumes the input of the Partial Max-SAT instance as described in Equation (18) and the set of soft clauses $C$. In each iteration $C_i$ represents the clause featuring the additional variable $t$. The algorithm computes a set of configurations $\Sigma$, such that each configuration covers at least one additional variable, hence one test type.

**Algorithm 2.**

TestCoverage($\Sigma_{II}, C$)

$C \leftarrow \emptyset$

WHILE ($C \neq \emptyset$)

{ $S \leftarrow solve(\Sigma_{II})$

$C \leftarrow C \cup \{S\}$

$\Sigma_{II} \leftarrow \Sigma_{II} \land \{(\neg t, \infty)|S(t) = satisfied\}$

}$\Sigma_{II}$

Return $C$

Completing Example II in Section 4, the generated hard clauses contain the configurations restrictions as well as the rule sets with the newly generated variables $v_1, v_2, v_3$ for the respective rule-sets. The soft clauses contain the unit clauses with the newly generated variables, such that the Max-SAT instance in Equation (19) follows:

$$\Sigma_{II} = \{(v_1, 1), (v_2, 1), (v_3, 1)\} \lor (v_1, A, \infty), (v_2, L, \infty), (v_3, D, \infty) \lor (E \lor D, \infty), (S, \infty), (H, \infty), (A \lor L, \infty) \lor (D \lor E, \infty), (D \lor A, \infty)\}$$ (21)

Within each iteration the algorithm tries to satisfy all unsatisfied hard clauses and the maximal number of new variables. If a conflict with a hard clause occurs, the algorithm may relax one of the new variables and find a solution to cover the rule-sets $r_1$ and $r_2$. Variable $v_1$ and $v_2$ and then added as negative unit hard clauses satisfying the enforced satisfaction in Equation (20). In the next iteration the algorithm finds a configuration that covers the diesel engine. A possible result for a minimal number of configuration is presented in Table 6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features covered</th>
<th>Solution set</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$r_3$</td>
<td>$D, S, H, L$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r_1, r_2$</td>
<td>$E, S, H, A, L$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6 Computational Experiments

An initial demonstration of the solution approach has been evaluated with an industrial sized problem. The following section presents the demonstrated problem, originating in the automobile industry.
In Table 7 a representative snippet of the data used in the computational experiments is shown. While the snippet represents only a minor part of the configuration rules, each part has additional dependencies leading to a large set of clauses.

The raw data consists of propositional formulas. In order to allow generalized procession, the formulas are converted to CNF using the improved version of the Tseitin transformation introduced by Plaisted and Greenbaum [8]. The transformation into CNF requires the generation of many help variables to avoid exponential growth of clause numbers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part ID</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Rule-snippet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>23308</td>
<td>Mirror$\text{r}_1$</td>
<td>$-15179 \land -14927 \land -10382 \land 14520$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23309</td>
<td>Mirror$\text{r}_2$</td>
<td>$10382 \land 14729 \land 15055 \land 15007 \land 15179$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23310</td>
<td>Locking System</td>
<td>$(-10380 \land 15073) \lor (-14074 \land 15073)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23311</td>
<td>Door interior</td>
<td>$-17462 \land -14520 \land 14923$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23312</td>
<td>Switch Block</td>
<td>$(-23312 \lor -10380) \land 15179 \land -14074$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23314</td>
<td>Steering wheel</td>
<td>$-23353 \land -23332 \land 15506 \land 15337$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23322</td>
<td>Host assembly</td>
<td>$-9452 \land 9485 \land 13965 \land 13970 \land 14959$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23323</td>
<td>Pedal systems</td>
<td>$14565 \lor 15205 \lor -13953$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The data in raw data snippet 1 shows some of the CNF clause related to the parts in Table 7 and their rule sets using the DIMACS CNF format. Each lines represents a clause, such that the literals are disjunctive. The trailing zero marks the end of a clause. The large number "2147483647" is the signed integer maximal value and represents the infinite weight of the hard clauses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part ID</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Rule-snippet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2147483647</td>
<td>$-17462 \land -14520 \land 14923$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2147483647</td>
<td>$15179 \land -14074 \lor 10380 \land 23312$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2147483647</td>
<td>$-23332 \land 15471 \land 23314 \land 23333$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2147483647</td>
<td>$-23334 \land -23332 \land 15099 \land 23314 \land 23335$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2147483647</td>
<td>$23317 \land 2334 \land 15224 \land 15073$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2147483647</td>
<td>$-15084 \land -14954 \land -14729 \land 23317 \land 23340$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2147483647</td>
<td>$-14642 \land 23317 \land 23344$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2147483647</td>
<td>$-14642 \land 23317 \land 23344$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2147483647</td>
<td>$-23349 \land 14641 \land 23319 \land 23350$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2147483647</td>
<td>$-23349 \land 15222 \land 23319 \land 23350$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2147483647</td>
<td>$-23349 \land 10380 \land 23319 \land 23350$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2147483647</td>
<td>$-23349 \land 15392 \land 23319 \land 23350$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The problems features 28413 configuration constraints as hard clauses which have to be satisfied. The size of the universe $U$, including all available parts, is 23355. The test-setup for the approach of Problem I consists of 40 components, hence soft clauses, which need to be covered in configurations. The approach for Problem II was tested on the same configuration constraints with an additional 17 rule-sets resulting in 28430 hard clauses and 17 new soft clauses representing the introduces test-variables. The results, as in Table 8, were calculated in less than a second.

The computations were run on a Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-4800MQ CPU with 2.7 GHz and 2 GB of main memory running 64 Bit Arch Linux. The solution approach is implemented around the open-source Max-SAT solver open-wbo [7]. The Max-SAT solver is utilized as a black box to simulate the generation of a valid configuration.

7 Conclusion

Large sets of components and interfaces included in vehicle configurations may lead to impracticable complexity when computing vehicle configurations. Special requirements can result in unnecessary development cost. Due to the vast number of possible configurations it may not be feasible to choose an optimal configuration set to conduct component and attribute tests. It is however, possible to describe the set of valid configurations and respectively tests with an abstract model represented by their constraints and inter-dependencies. For different use cases it may be desirable to cover a predefined set of components or a defined set of attributes, each being identified by a rule-set.

The presented Max-SAT framework builds upon the Boolean constraint product configuration used in previous studies. The greedy like approximation framework can compute near to optimal sets of configurations to cover both component tests as well as attributes test setups. Initial results demonstrate that the framework performed well on industrial sized problems. The solution provided can be implemented with an arbitrary Max-SAT solver as black box optimization function. Future work may include the integration of different optimization models and heuristics as a substitution for the Max-SAT solver.
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